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Abstract

The purpose of this research is twofold. First, it attempts to map the landscape of Canadian
churçh-related higher education. Second in establishing and analysing the patterns revealed by
such an exercise. it examines the ways in which different approaches to accreditation affect the
Canadian church-retated coilege's distinct character. mission and identity.
The first phase of the research. using survey data maps the landscape of church-related higher
education in Canada and examines the range of approaches to academic accreditation. The second
phase. using case study techniques. considers how different approaches to accreditation affect the
character and mission of three church-related institutions.
The survey instrument covers seven areas of institutional life. The survey reveals that Canadian
Church-related colleges have created multiple avenues to accreditation. and suggests some nark
economic reaiities: institutions without accreditation or with limited articulation. are srnall and
appear to be smiggling whilst those with established accreditation arrangements report healthy
growth.
Three church-related institutions are the objects of the case-study research: a federated college. an
independent degree-granting University college. and a transfer-credit college. The studies consider
the particular accreditation arrangements established by the institution, and then scrutinise the

ways in which these choices have afEected the character and mission of each institution. The
studies reveai that each approach is generated by and reflects a different institutional identity and a
distinct relationship with a sponsoring church or faith cornrnunity. Each alliance protects key
elernents of the institution's autonomy; each has elements within it which could be ailowed to
mode or undennine the essential characteristics of the church-related institution.
The study recommends that legislators take account of Church-related higher education and its
particular needs and strengths; that researchen include Church-related institutions in their studies;
and that educational leaders at church-related institutions caretirlly examine the benefits and the

pitfalls of different approaches to accreditation.
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Chapter One: Introduction.
1

The Nature of the Study.

Purpose:

Conternporary depictions of Canadian Higher Education spare little space for the churchrelated educationd institution. Such institutions are anomalies: difficult to locate in otherwise
coherent narratives of public and secular colleges and universities, they merit an occasionai
reference as appendages which have grown vestigial. Historical studies tend to present them
as the primitive anceston of more highly-developed descendants, some of which have,
through an evolutionary quirk, avoided extinction. That many of the produas of today's
higher education institutions are not aware of the formative role of the church in their alma
mater indicates how thoroughly higher education has been secularised, and how completely
the acadernic heirs have disposed of their religious inheritance.

This study will examine contemporary church-related higher education in Canada, and will

argue that it deserves to be understood as a viable constituent part of the Canadian Higher
Education scene. It i s certainly, anomalous, and has no single organisational forrn. Indeed, in
provincial systerns which are low in what Birnbaum (1983) calls "extemal diversity" it
provides a rich variety of institutional forms: fiee standing universities; affiliated and
federated colleges; liberal arts colleges; theological seminaries; Bible colleges and institutes.
The paucity of documentation about these diverse church-related educational institutions
presents an obstacle to serious analysis. The study will offer a profile of church-related higher

education in Canada by locating and compiling basic statisticai data, and so provide a
foundation for discussion.

Having mapped the landscape of church-related higher education, the study will pay
particular attention to one theme: affiliation and accreditation. Canadian higher education has
never established Amencan-style regional boards of accreditation to assess institutional
performance and accord or withhold degree-granting privilegesl . Rather. the "Canadian
solution" has historically been to encourage church-related colleges to establish alliances with
public Universities. Universities have thus becorne "parent institutions," and, though the

nature of the relationship between universities and coileges varies, the "parent" or
"accepting" institutions determine the balance of power.

It might be anticipated that secular and religious institutions would espouse diverse
educational agendas, and propose confliciing truth-daims. Historically, however, those
priorities were not seen to be incompatible. Higher education and organised religion had an
almost syrnbiotic relationship. Religious interests were an integral part of society, so were

enshrined in its universities and other social institutions: affiliation thus seemed a naturai
collaboration, not a yoking together of heterogeneous interests. It is only in the last century
that the wncems of religious colleges have diverged Rom those of the social mainstream, but
it is this context which the present research reflects. The key question which this study wiii
address will be as follows: how do academic alliances (federation, affiliatioq or various forms

Alberta is an exception. The creation of the Private Colleges Accreditation Board (PCAB) in 1983
(Universities Amendment Act) established such a quasi-autonomous body.
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of accreditation) encroach upon the church-related college's fieedom of action in expressing
and protecting its distinct religious identity? The Old Testament expresses it as follows: How
can two walk together, unless they be agreed?

2

A Brief History of Canadian Church-Related Higher Education

The history of Canadian church-related higher education, whilst not the primary field of
engagement for this study, nevertheless provides an essential fiamework. It otfers an account
of how contemporary stmctures came into being, and begins to identify the forces which have
formed these church-related institutions, and which still determine their identities. One
cannot begin to understand their present networks of relationships without acquiring a sense
of t heir history.

Yet what is required is not only a series of institutional histones and anecdotal accounts of
particular phenomena, but a broader analysis of the social patterns underlying these histones:
both a record of how church-related higher education has developed, and an analysis of the
forces which have fomented such change.

It is evident that such a Herculean task is beyond the scope of this study. This attempt will

offer breadth rather than depth: a sense of the trends, patterns, and divisions affecting churchrelated higher education. Closer scrutiny of particular facets of this history has been

undertaken by others: L.C. Shook's examination of Catholic Post-Secondary Education in

English Speaking Canada (1 97 1) is one notable example; D.C.Master's Protestant

Church Colleges in Canada (1966) is another, even Robin Harris' massive Ristory of

Higher Education in Canada (1976) falls into this category, since its wide sweep includes
some (though not dl) church-related Higher Education. Less comprehensive is the coverage
of the Bible SchooVCollege movement, though studies by Burkinshaw ( 1997), Harder
(1 980), 07Nei1(1 949), Sawatsky (1 986), Guenther (1 993). and McKinney (1 997) al1 address

the subject in varying detail. As Guenther comments, the absence of such a "comprehensive
analysis... is still a significant lacuna within Canadian religious historiography" (1 36).

2.1

The Early Y ears.

The birth of higher education in Canada is usually pinpointed as 1663: the founding of the
Jesuit Séminaire de Québec, which offered the classical college course and instruction in
Theology (Gregor, 1993, p. 340). It is almost a tautology to speak of Christian postsecondary education before the middle of the 19th Century, since education was almost
exclusively church-controlled. Most institutions were controlled by a single denomination or
congregation. Even those institutions established as non-denominational foundations could
hardly be descnbed as non-religious in their early years: Dalhousie was dominantly
Presbyterian (Masters, 1966,p. 22); McGill, Anglican and Presbyterian (Harris, 1976, p. 6);
and the early University of New Brunswick (called the college of New Brunswick, then

King's College) dso feu under Anglican control. Since Canadian society was infiltrated by
Christian values and traditions, it is unsurprising to find such an orientation at work in higher
education. Nor was this situation in any way uniquely Canadian: education in Western
civilisation was a b c t i o n of the church, and the vocation of professor was seen in clencal
terms, well into the 19th Cenhiry.
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Robin Harris (1976, pp. 10 R.) identifies the Canadian higher eduuition institutions which
existed in 1860. It is instructive to note them, dong with the denominational orientation they

held at that tirne. TheÛ present status, in 1998, has been appended:

1 Institution

1 Denominational Control

Anglican
King's College, Windsor
University of New
Non-Denominational
Brunswick
Acadia CoIlege
Baptist
Wesleyan
Mount Ailison
Dalhousie
Non-Denominational
St F. Xavier
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
St Dunstan's
Pine Hill Theological Coll. Presbyterian

1 Present Status (1995)
-

--

--

~on-~enominatiorÏa1
Non-Denominational

Queen's (NF)
Bishop's
McGill
Laval
Queen's (ON)
U of Toronto
Trinity
Victoria

Anglican
Anglican
Non-Denominational
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian
Non-Denominationai
Anglican
Methodist

Albert Coiiege
Cdn. Lit. Inst/McMaster
Ottawa
Regiopoüs
St Michael's

Methodist
Baptist
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Presbvterian

Non-Denominational
United Church Comection
Non-Denominat ional
Roman Catholic
on-~enorninationd (UPEI)
m l . with Atlantic School of
Theology
Anglican/ Afil with Mernorial
Non-Denominational
Non-Denorninational
Non-Denominational
Non-Denominational
Non-Denominational
-1.
of u of ~ o r o n t o
Non-denorn/Affil. Of U of
Toronto
Closed
Non-Denominational
Non-Denominationai
1 Closed
Federated with U of Toronto
Federated with U of Windsor
1 -1. with U of ~ o r o n t o

Roman ~ a t h o l i c

1 on-denordfil. With U of

b o x Colleae
Congregational College
St Boniface College

-

1 Manitoba

The establishment of these institutions (whether English or French) reflected several broad
social purposes: to educate the clergy; to instruct the next generation of social and political
leaders; to preserve a tradition, whether British or French. These are not discrete purposes:

1

clergy were also political and social leaders; competent leaders required an understanding and
appreciation of their culture; and that culture was perrneated by the church.

It would be foolish to deny that denominational aggrandisement figured significantly in this
fiagrnentation of higher education, this multiplication of small institutions, reflected in the
high number of degree-granting institutions at the time of confederation? Many of the early
stmggles of higher education were skirmishes between denominations. and the establishment
of public, non-denominational universities (the University of Toronto; the University of New
Brunswick; the Universities of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia) was,
in some measure, an escape from sectarianism rather than corn religion. The Anglican
Church, for instance, through the founding of several King's Colleges, stimulated other
churches into estabiishing institutions, since they feared "the sectarian exclusiveness which
would have confined the benefits of higher education to one church (fiom Burwash, History
of Victoria,quoted in Harris, 1976, p. 5). That this was no empty foreboding is attested to by

the controversy surroundhg John Strachan's attempts to promote Anglican dominance at his
projected University of King's College in York.. . a dispute which delayed the incorporation

of the institution for almost twenty years (Masters, 1966, p. 25).

Although these were church-controlled institutions they were not simply theoîogical
seminaries. Most off'ered broad instruction in the liberal arts, and in the gentlemady

Michael Skolnür (p. 1069) nota Lhat in 1867 there were 18 degree-granting institutions in Canada for 3.5
miilion persons, and compares (6is with the 4 universities in England and Wales (for 22 million). the four in
Scotland (3.3 million), and îwo in Australia (1.7 million).
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professions: law and medicine, in addition to theology. The preparation of the Clergy was
generally undentood to involve a grounding in the liberal arts, so even institutions adopting
the nomenclature of the seminary (Pine Hill; Knox; Congregational College) included such
offerings (Harris,1976, p. 27). There was little dispute about the place of "tme religion" in
the cumculum, but denominational exclusiveness remained an issue. Egerton Ryerson wrote

in 1846, "To be zealous for a sect and to be conscientious in mords are widely different. To
inculcate the peculiarities of a sect, and to teach the fundamental pnnciples of religion and
rnoraiity, are equally dinerent" (Masters, 1966, p. 32).

In 1860, then, Canada rnight still be d e d a Christian society, and such an orientation was
readily identifiable in social institutions, arnongst which were universities and colleges. Most
provinces supported their universities and colleges from the public purse, since higher
education was stiil thought of as both a religious enterprise and a public service.

Yet already the secdarisation process was evident. In 1849 the University Act ended decades
of acrimonious debate over the Anglican King's College, renaming it the "University of
Toronto" and establishing it as non-sectarian (Masters, 1966, p. 5 1). In 1852 McGill's
revised charter saw the disenfkanchisement of the Anglican clergy, creating a non-sectarian
institution (Masters, 1966, p. 68). By 1860 the University of New Brunswick was brought

into being, a non-sectarian, provincial University, replacing Fredericton's King's College
(Masters, 1966, p. 72). In 1868 the govemment of Ontario ceased provision of govenunent
gants to denorninational cofleges...an act which caused at least one institution (Regiopolis)
to close its doors (Shoolg 1971, p. 26).

2.2 Affiliation and Secularisation

In the decades followlng Codederation (1867), westem provinces moved to establish single.

non-denominational provincial universities. This reflected a wish to avoid the eastem
expenence of denominationai corulict over higher education, and a wish to avoid squandering
limited resources by duplicating institutions (Gregor, 1993, p. 340). It also reflected a new
locus of control for higher education: Universities had long been seen to serve the public
interest, and had been partially supported from public coffers. but now were seen to be part

of the public domain. Essential to the development of these stripling provinces. universities, it
would seem, coutd no longer be entrusted to the vagaries of sectarian control. And as Glen
Jones observes, "the transition of the university nom a matter of pnvate interests to public
interests was paralleled by a movement towards institutional secularization" ( 1994, p. 14).

This did not mean that the interests of the church were excluded fiom higher education.
Indeed, the first of these western universities. Manitoba (1877), was initially established as a
non- teaching entity, granting degrees by examination, with constituent church colleges
performing the teaching function (St. Boniface; St John's; Manitoba; and. by 1888. Wesley).
Even when the University of Manitoba assumed the primary burden of teaching, these
colleges remained an integral part of the institution under affiliation agreements. and other
colleges established such agreements (St Andrew 's; St Paul's).

This pattern of affiliation was established in each of the westem universities, and became a

national approach to the "denominational issue" in higher education. Provinces became
increasingly disinched to ascribe degree-granting privileges (in non-theological disciplines)
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or fiinding to pnvate, denominational institutions, so encouraged them to operate under the
aegis of public universities. This "distinctive Canadian solution of affiliation" (Gregor, 1993,
p. 341) provideci an avenue for legitimate denominational interests to be addressed, whilst

ensuring that "the central core of the university [was] built on a secular base" (Jones, 1994, p.
15). Whilst not unique to Canada, the broad adoption of this approach is the watermark of

Canadian church-related higher education (Gregor, 1993, p. 340): Harris observes that two
thirds of Canadian universities have affiliates, and most of these are church related (1976, p.
8 15).

But although this suggests why few church-reiated universities were established aAer
confederation', it does not satisfactorily explain why existing degree-granting institutions
chose to become secularised, or to hold their degree-granting powers in abeyance through
federation with secular univenities. Several factors help account for these developments.

2.2.1

Secularisation and Affliation: Financial Pragmatism

The most obvious explmations are financial: while provincial govemments did not withdraw
existing degree-granting rights fkom denorninational institutionsvmost did withdraw or curtail
direct financiai support. Though provincial funding was admittedly modest in the early
decades of this century, the inadequacy of denominational support was arguably a decisive
force behind the secularisation of Queen's in 1912 and Western in 1908, and behind the

One should note as exceptions McMaster (1887); Mount St Vincent (1925); St Thomas (1934); Waterloo
Lutheran (1959: originally intendeci to be federated Mth the University of Waterloo); and Trinity Western
(1977).
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decisions to affüiate or federate by such institutions as Victoria (1887). Trinity (1904), and
Brandon (1 938). Harris suggests that "the growing conviction that a college which relied
entirely on denominational support could not cornmand the funds required for a university
course worthy of the name led Victoria into federation with the University of Toronto in
1889, and by 1890 the same conviction was beginning to lead the denominational colleges...

of the University of Manitoba to a similar conclusion" (1976, p. 101).

The financial incentives of secularisation loomed ever larger as the public stake in higher
education mushroorned dunng the post-war decades. Exponential growth in the scope and
capacity of higher education saw an increasing demand for and reliance on public finance, and
private, denominationai universities were unable to generate the fùnds required to facilitate
such developrnent. Peter Leslie (1980) observed succinctly that, in Canada, "the pnvatepublic distinction does not apply" (p. 64). The lure of public fùnding was a factor in the
secularisation of many institutions: McMaster reorganised as a non-denominationai institution
in 1957; Waterloo Lutheran (now Wiked Laurier) in 1973; Bishop's in 1947. Ottawa
became non-sectarian in 1965; St Mary's in 1970; Acadia in 1966;Mt St Vincent in 19884. St
Dunstan's was amalgamated into the University of PEI in 1969; Assumption federated with
Windsor in 1963. Public funding, though not always explicitly coupled to secularisation,
nevertheless swiflly eroded the denominational or sectarian character of many church-related
universities. At the t h e of writing, there are only three fiee-standing Universities5which stiil

McMaster, Acadia, Walerloo Lutheran and Onawa ail esiablished separate divinity coIleges. seminaria, or
reiigious a&Liates, through which to discharge their distinctly religious duties.
Federated universilies, which are c h w h related but which hold their degree-granting privileges in
a&eyance,and the several Alberta fiee-standing "university mlleges" are not included in the above List.
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refer to themselves as church-related: Mount Aliison, which maintains a loose relationship
with the United Church; St Francis Xavier, still a Roman Catholic University; and Trinity
Western, a privately-fimded institution, granted university stahis in 1977, sponsored by the
Evangelical Free Church.

2.2.2

Secularisation and AZTiliation: The Canadian "Idea of the University."

It is curious in this context to note the contrast beîween Arnerican and Canadian higher
education. Why do pnvate institutions flourish in the U.S.? Why is it that denominational
universities and liberal arts colleges have withered in one country and thnved in the other?
While Church attendance rates are somewhat higher in the United States than in Canada this
would not suggest such a wide discrepancy in institutional orientation. Almost 50% of U.S.
institutions are private, and a quarter of these are church-related (Geiger, 1988, p. 32): yet
there are no large private universities in Canada.

Skolnik and Jones draw on the work of American Sociologist Seymour Lipset in suggesting
that the publidpnvate anomaly reflects "difTering ideologies regarding the respective roles of
public and private enterprise" (1992, p. 87); tiirther, they suggest that Canadians "place a
higher value on order relative to freedom than do Americans," which has led Canada to reject

the hierarchical structures created by private systems, and to opt for the broader

egalitarianism of a more homogeneous public system. This argument would certainly seem to
be borne out in the "One University" policy of Western Canada, which clearly rejected
diversity in the name of order and (due one Say it?) uniformity.

But this explanation for different approaches to the private sector only partially addresses the
divergent roles of church-related institutions in Canada and the U.S. Lipset suggests that the
separation of church and state has been a far more contentious issue south of the border.
Greater tolerance of church-state interplay in Canada has thus allowed for the development of
the affiliate college: private religious interests working in collaboration with public, secular
universities (see Skolnik, 1990, p. 89), an almost unthinkable arrangement in the United
States, has proven to be an acceptable liaison in Canada.

Nor has this approach been mere expedience on the part of al1 church-related institutions, a
settling for what they could get as a poor second to independence. Fr. Henry Cam (founding
Principal of St Thomas More, the Catholic affiliate of the University of Saskatchewan),
enunciates this in declaring that :
if millions were placed at the command of this coUege and a movement started to
make it an independent university, I should use al1 my weight and influence against it.
My view is that the tendency to self-sufficiency and isolation with a gradual relaxation
in standards of scholarship would almost inevitably follow. (Poelzer, 1968, p. 4 1)6
What Margaret Sanche suggests about the Basilian (the Catholic Congregation of St Basil, or

CSB) approach to higher education in Canada might weli be said more broadly about many
church-related affiliates:
The Basilian approach...was adopted initidy for practical rasons, in that Catholics
could not af5ord to duplicate what secular, tax-supported universities had to offer in
the sciences and professional schools, though many educators came to regard the
federated coUege mode1 as superior to the alternative of a separate Catholic
University. It was felt that Catholics should be educated for leadership roles in the
My Lhanks to Dr khn Thompson., P h d e n t of Si Thomas More, for directing rny aiteniion to Poelzer and
other helpful sources in the extensive and thoughtfid response he offered to the "Canadian Church-Relatai
Higher Education Survey."

community in order to approach the problerns of the world from a Christian perspective.
It was therefore deerned important that they obtain a broad understanding of the secular
world with a setting which a Catholic college could provide, where a vanety of ideas and
issues could be explored against a background of Catholic thought and Christian values
( l986,58).
Of course, not al1 stakeholders have seen affiliation and federation as ideal solutions to the
churches
di lemma of Church-related col leges. N. Keith Clifford ( 1W O ) , writing of l ~nrver.si~rrs,

and dieologrcul coi1ege.r in Kngish-speaking ( 'uncidu, observes that seminaries "are perceived

to be responding more to the demands of the university and less to the needs of the churches" (p.

1). Further. the encouragement to collaborate in "ecumenical clustering" with other theological
colleges has meant that Churches can no longer "act unilaterally on the questions of theological
education" (p. 5).

[n short,

Thirty years ago the theological colleges were seen as servants of the church. But today
they appear as if they are much more concemed with their relationships with the
university (because this relationship controls their government funding which is more
important for their survival than church funding), to the ATS [Association of Theological
Schools] (because this relationship controls their accreditation)and to their partners in
the ecumenical clusters, than they are with their own denominations. (Clifford, p. 5)
These observations concem theological education, but the same concems are harboured about al1
church-related afiliated institutions: that they are not responsive to the needs of the church; that
they are preoccupied with university relationships; that they are absorbed in the acadernic world
at the expense of the community of faith. As Clifford observes of theological colleges, structural
changes have moved the institutions '*more in the dirzction of the university and away from the
churches and this has produced a good deal of frustration, misunderstanding and tension" ( 1990,
6 ).
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While private, religious universzties, then, have become antithetical to the Canadian "idea of
the univenity". Canadian wiliingness to allow association between church and state has
allowed denominational colleges "an active role within the broader context of the secular
university" (Jones, 1994, p. 15). These public perceptions are another factor in the
secularisation of reiigious universities and the establishment of affiliated and federated
colleges and universities.

2.2.3

Secularisation and Affiliation: A Sea-Change.

Church-related institutions, then, were inauenceci by offers of public financial support and by
a changing conception of the nature of university education. But these factors do not
adequately identie the broader changes at work, both inside and outside education, which led
to "the secularization of the academy," as George Marsden ( 1992) calls it.

In part, church-related colleges have been swept dong (or away) by the tide of plurdism,
marginalised by the increasing secularisation of the broader Canadian society of which they
f o m a part. However, these broader social movements had their counterparts within the
walls of the academy. Most teiling, perhaps. was the ascendancy of the ideal of scientific
objectivity, or "detached impartiality" (Marsden & Longfield, 1992, p. 12). This assumed
that a neutrai, objective, scientific approach to knowledge was a possibility... indeed, a
requirement: that the ideal of academic fieedom included a kind of secular nirvana, an
absence of ail presuppositions. In our post-modem age, which seems reconciled to the
inevitable Wtration of knowledge by values, such a mode1 seems untenable, yet it provided
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the rationale (under the mbric of scientific method) for excluding the influence of religion
from academic pursuits.

Further, many church-related colleges found their distinctiveness and exclusiveness
something of a quandary. Marsden suggests that, in the United States. "liberal protestants
during the first half of the twentieth century dealt with this problem not by sharpening their
identity over against the culture, as did findarnentaiist and Catholic intellectuals, but rather
by blumng their identity so that there was little to distinguish them From other respectable

Americans" (Marsdefi & Longfield, 1992, p. 3 1).

That such a response was not isolated to the United States is made evident by D.C.Masters,
whose study supplies a rationale for the secularisation of mainline Protestant colleges: "Until
about the end of the nineteenth century they stood for certain precise religious doctrines
which gave them a vigour and a distinctive view-point. ... The partial abandonment of older
doctrinal ideas meant that the character of church colleges changed... to a great extent they
became, in effect, secularised institutions retaining only a nominal relationship with one or
other of the religious denominations" (1966, p. 209). So, church colleges which were
themselves becoming more liberal felt little threat from attiliation or federation with "liberai"
universities, or even from gradua1 secularisation.

The dissolution of the church's hegemony in the field of higher education...the process of
secularîsation...shouId surely not be lamented as the loss of a golden age. Sectarian struggles

and rivalries should not long be moumed: yet neither should one hasten to assume that the
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church-related institution has no place in higher education, where a faith perspective offers a
legitimate approach to the educative process in a post-modem, pluralist society.

2.3

The Divided Church: Fragmented Colleges

The idea of a single institutional fom, the "church-related college," is clearly a fiction. Such a
concept must be disaggregated into institutions which are ranged at al1 points along the axes

of academic integration and denorninational assimilation, from free-standing universities to
church-regulated Bible colleges. The task of identifying these different orientations and
relationships is the one addressed in this survey: rnapping the terrain of the Canadian Church
related college.

One must similarIy acknowledge the fiction ofa single Canadian "Church," at least in
organisational, if not credai, terms. The multiple models of church-related colleges reflect
deep divisions within Canadian religious life. Drawing ecumenical lines in the sand is a
hazardous sport, but certain central distinctions, while not watertight, have some utility. The

distinction between Protestant and Catholic Churches is tirne-honoured, and can be broadly
traced to institutional alliances. While there is daerentiation within Canadian Catholic higher
education at the level of control @ythe local diocese or the sponsoring order), and by
function (liberal arts institution or serninary), ali Canadian Catholic institutions are degreegranting, either independently or through affiliation or federation. Roman Catholicism, the%
offen a fairly coherent picture of church-related higher education.
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Within Protestant denorninations, however, one cannot discern a single, regular pattern:
rather there are multiple divisions. and fiagmented approaches to higher education. Weber's
classic church-sect typology offen one perspective from which to view these divisions.
Though based on European patterns of established and dissenting churches (the former
"churches" and the latter "sects"), it has also been applied in the North American context

(and, indeed, to the study of Protestant colleges7). John Stackhouse observes that while a
church "enjoys status in the culture, participates in the culture. and indeed manifests
something of a proprietal interest in the culture," a sect "enjoys no status in the culture but
consciously separates itself from it" ( 1993, p. 13). Following this typology, main-line
denominations (Anglican; United Church; Presbyterian; per haps sorne Baptists) would be
"Churches"; most evangelical denominations (Pentecostal; Baptists; Wesleyan; Mennonite;

Free Methodist; Salvation Amy; Free Church) would be "~ects."~

The typology offers some useful insights: sects can be viewed as distinct. even estranged,
from the wider society and culture. and even from other denominations; Churches are more

whole-hearted participants in (though sometimes critics of) the dominant culture. One is
tempted, then, to identify evangelical churches as "sects." Yet Stackhouse suggests that this

'Guenlher points out

Harder's usc of this formula as an explanafion for the rise of the Bible school.
The application of the term uevangeLical"to parîicular denominations is perilous. since it threatens to
obfuscate two points: that there are evangeiical etements within most main-line churches (and nonevangelical elements within "evangelicai sects"); and that seveml main-Iine churchs would have deserveci
the appellation "evangeLicalW
at some point in their history. 1follow Stackhouse in applying the tenn to a
*gmup of movements in church history...[which] look back to the Protestant refomtion for its ernphasis
upon the unique authority of Scripture and saivation through faith alone in Christ. It adds to these
convictions concem for wam piety in the context of a discipIined life and for the evangelism of ail people"
@. 7). David Bebbington describes four central characteristics of evangelical groups. obse~ngthat "AU
those drsplaying conversionism, activism, bibiicism, and cnicicentrism are evangelicals" (1994. p. 367).
These are "the cluster of attributes that, together, mark off evangelicalisrn from broader versions of
Protestantism" (p. 367).
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tidy typology is too rigid to comprehend the nuances of Canadian evangelicalism, and he
identifies different orientations (mentalités) within the movement: an historical division
between "sectish," separatist groups, and "churchish," CO-operatistgroups...but a division
which has, in the past three decades. eroded as "these two streams drew closer together into
a definable evangelicd mainstream (1993, p. 17). Thus the accepted view of evangelical
churches as marginalised and disengaged has become increasingly inadequate; while retaining
their distinction from main-line churches they have sought, increasingly. to re-enter the
cultural arena, have CO-operatedon broad-based evangelical initiatives which draw both fiom
"church" and "sect," and have corne in fiom the Mldemess.

This qualified taxonomy of the Canadian Church offers some illurninating parallels for
church-related colleges. As noted above, those associated with and sponsored by main-line
"churches" almost ail became (and remain) affiliated or federated with public univenities?
this is not surprisin& given that these institutions had historical associations with public
universities, and indeed have had an alrnost proprietonal interest in them. Familiarity has bred
security, as these church colleges share a cornmon cultural hentage with Canada's higher
education establishment. Nevertheless, the consonance which once existed between church
college and public university, both of which reflected mainstream society, has become more
dissonant, as the mainstream has corne to be at variance with the religious mission (however
expressed) of many church-related institutions.

T h o , that is, that did not becorne public universities themselves chrwgh the p r o a s of senilarisatioa
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The Evangelical Response: T h e Growth of the Bible Coiiegefln~titute~~

Movement

As, in the early decades of this century, main-line Protestant colleges and seminaries were

becoming more closely articulateci with public values, culture. and institutions, and becoming
increasingly liberal in their theology, some evangelical churches moved to establish new
institutions. As George Rawiyk notes, "the secularization of Protestant higher education in
Canada was accompanied...by the extraordinary growth of the Bible school movement. ... In
a sense, Bible schools in Canada becarne the new institutions of higher leaming for the
besieged fundarnentalists and consenrative evangelicals7'(1990, p. 298). This reflected the
broader disenchantment of evangelicalism with established churches. As Andrew Walls
writes,
Histonc evangelicalism is a religion of protest against a Christian society that is not
Christian enough. It is eloquently expressed in Wesley's hymn about blind
churchmen:
'Oh wouldst thou Lord, reveal the sins and tum their joy to grief
The world, the Christian world convince, of darnning unbelief ' (1 996, p. 3 1 1)
Guenther suggests that seeing the Bible institute movement as purely a fùndamentalist
reaction to liberai Protestantism is reductive: in his examination of Mennonite schools, he
aflinns that they were also founded to pass on "their religious and ethnic distinctives to

successive generations" (1993, p. 156), nurturing a linguistic and cultural tradition as weli as
a theological one, resisting the very consonance with main-line culture that main-line
churches (and their coileges) represented.

Guenther suggestJ that the semantic distinction here is that -a Bible xhool or institute is an ducationai
institution operating at roughly a high school level. They are di8l;erentfiom Bible colleges, which are 'degree
conferring' @. 158). Whiie this distinction has historical utility, its conternporary application is uneven;
Foobmk Colilinucr on Ncxî Page

The earliest Canadian "Bible college" was estabiished in 1894' l . Harder suggests that some
39 colleges or institutes were founded by 1950, but Guenther notes that this does not identiQ
the many which failed to survive. He notes 90 schools established in Western Canada alone,

most of which came into being in the 1930'd2 None of these. by their very nature, had
formal links with the wider academic comrnunity. M e r dl, the Bible college's mandate was
to numire spiritual disciplines, supply instruction focused on scnpture, offer practical training
for Christian service, and foster the dominant values and culture (and, in the Mennonite and
Lutheran case, laquage) of the sponsoring constituency...whilst avoiding the arid

scholasticism and liberdism of theological seminaries, and often excluding the distraction of
the liberal arts."

The orientation of the Bible college was not simply professional (to train clergy); they also
sought, as a pnmary end, to address the needs of the laity.14 They provided a grounding in
faith for young Christians; offered rudimentary training for missionary senrice oversees; and

although it does offer a broad distinction. tliere are many "BibIe colleges" which do not confer degrees, and a
few institutes which do.
niougli Guenlher notes the fim Bible school was the Mission Training School in Niagara Falls preceding
the establishment of what was to become Toronto Bible college.
were esîablished in the early 19509s,after which, Guenther notes. "pw(-secondary
12,
1, of,
schools established by evangelicals - and there were none for more tban a decade are mostly li'beral arts
colleges, graduate schools, and Bible colleges for native people< @. 137)
l3 Harder notes the inclusion of a liberai arts components at some Bible colleges, and cites Western
Pentecostal Bible coliege, HiIlcrest Christian CoUege (now part of Rocky Mountain College). Canadian
Nazarene CoUege, and Winnipeg Bible Coliege (now Providence ColIege) as examples. Stackhouse (1993,
p. 191) notes the same element at Toronto Bïôle college, as he aligns it with "churchish" rather than "sectish"
evangelicaiism.
l4hdeed, in his dimission of Toronto Bible mllege, Stackhouse notes that wi until the 195OWsdid it begin
to offer a degree designed for pastors (TBC was also something of an exception in its constituency, which,
particularly in its early &ys, spanned both evangelical and main line denominations). Other institutions (like
Bnercrest and PBI) did aot show the sarne reluctance, but suppliecl pastors for many prairie churches.

-

protected the "ethnic distinctives" (Guenther, 1993, p. 156) of embanled European immigrant
groups. Harder suggests that Bible colleges and their supporters Ieaned toward a more
extreme view of church-state division, so saw secular higher education as "at best ... inadequate
or a misemphasis on what was important" and "at worst ...as insidious attempts to inculcate
false philosophies." "Such a withdrawal frorn the secular community resulted unhappily in
abandoning the academic as well as the secular.' (1980, p. 30). While this ambivalence
towards higher education is not tme of al1 institutions (see note 13), Harder-s observation
certainly highli&ts the worst characteristics of the exclusivist stance.

Since the 1950's: however, evangelicals have sought to re-establish modes of discourse with
society- and have attempted to engage with rather than withdraw from the culture:
Evangelical colleges, in a parallel movement, have sought to channel their institutions into the
academic mainstream. This has reflected both a renewed interest in dialogue with the academy
and the pragrnatic reality of a corpus of students who sought to transfer their academic credits
to provincial universities. Several liberal arts colleges have been established, and reflect this
change of perspective: Conrad Grebel College (Waterloo, ON); Trinity Western University
(B.C.); Redeemer College (Ancaster, ON); The King's University College (Edmonton, AB);
St Stephen's College (St Stephen's, NB); Menno Simons College (MB). Of these, Conrad
Grebel, Menno Simons, and King's established affiliation arrangements with provincial
universities (though King's is now independent, under the Private Colleges Accreditation
Board), while the others have sought to be independent, provincially-accredited degreegranting bodies, following the American mode1 of institutional separation rather than the more
typical Canadian one of collaboration (it is noteable, too, that certain provincial governrnents
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have tolerated or even encouraged such independence). Similarly, dozens of evangelical
seminaries (and a Few graduate schools) have been founded (often as appendages to Bible
colleges), which reflect a new appreciation of higher education. This was driven, in part, by
the example of Amencan institutions, but also by rising expectations within the evangelicai
community, as "Bible schools clearly were attempting to adjust to the social realities in their
constituencies" (Stackhouse, 1993, p. 192).

The once-unilaterai stance of Bible colfeges has also softened. Many of them augmented
course offerings in the arts and humanities; some sought to offer programmes in a wider
range of disciplines. As William Eichhorst, President of Winnipeg Bible College, wrote in the
late 1970's, evangelical colleges "no longer wish to remain on the periphery. They want their
programmes to be recognized and their degrees accredited" (n.d., 1). Twenty years later,
Eichhorst's successor, in a recent study of the Bible college movement in North America, can

write "increasing numbers of Bible colleges have qualified for various foms of accreditation

or have university recognized education ... In short, Bible colleges have become more
recognized within the larger academic community" (McKinney, 1997, p. 198). While some
Bible colleges have eschewed accreditation15,many have sought filiation or accreditation

arrangements, brought new rigour into their academic programmes and policies, and entered
into dialogue and association with other academic institutions. both religious and secular.

l5 Socne, like Prairie Bible Institute, resisted accreditation even from a co~~~ervative
evangelical body as the
Acaediting Association of Bible CoiIeges, seeing such an alignment as d i m g their f m to academic
rather lhaa spiritual priorities, since it would require them to offer "more than a minimal amount of liberalarts cotusa'' (Stackhouse, 1993, p. 191). Prairie's eventuai application for AABC accreditation in 1992
indicates the strengîh of the impetus towards academic nspectability, and the ucoalescence of the wangelieal
m a h t m m n (p. 19 1) which Stackhouse posits - though numemus collegedinstitutes still eschew
accreditation.
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McKinney draws a distinction between 'traditional' Bible colleges, which continue to offer
only church-related majors, and 'progressive' Bible colleges. who "have modified their
programs to accommodate students with nonreiigious vocational goals" (1997, p. 195). Many
have deliberately moved to embrace the liberal arts, so offer more broadly based degrees,
evidence of what Stackhouse cails a "universitizing" trend throughout evangelical higher
education (1993, p. 192). This rnight be interpreted as a rediscovery of the values of a liberal
education; as a broadening of the understanding of 'ministry'; as a search for academic
respectability; or as a means of increasing enrolment to dlow institutional survival. Guenther

observes that "The creation of these university-afIiliated colleges created an identity crisis
among the remaining Bible Schools" (1993, p. 155). As George Rawlyk writes, "the
transformation of many of the Bible cofleges into accredited academic institutions is a
fascinating development and one that certainly demands serious study" (1990, p.298).

AS the subsequent survey will reveal, evangelical colleges have established multiple modes of

comection with the academic rnainstrearn: some evangelical colleges (particularly those with

a liberal arts orientation) have become affüiated with public universities; some have striven to
establish themselves as independent, university level institutions; some have sought
accreditation with minimal administrative or doctrinal restrictions, so have become teaching
centres or hammered out transfer of credit arrangements, often on a course-by-coune basis;

some have chosen to gain accreditation within the Bible college movement, and with
Amencan universities, usuaily through AAB C accreditation (while seminaries are accredited

through ATS). The AABC, however, unlike the ATS, is not generally recognised in Canada.
Not al1 institutions, of course, have chosen these routes: there are a nurnber of small but

growing unaccredited institutions which deliberately cultivate a profile that is non-academic,
and who, in effect, reject the Bible college movement as too accornmodating to the academic
agenda.

The process of b'universitizing" invites comparison with the process of secularization. Rather
than "sharpening their identity over against the culture," colleges might again be guilty of
"blumng their identity so that there was little to distinguish them..." (Marsden, 1992, p. 3 1).
1s there a sense of deja vu about this process? When George Rawlyk, in Canadimt Baptlisrs

and Higher Educution (1 988), describes the "desperate search of McMaster for
"denominational respectability," he identifies that institutional history as a move towards
social respectability, acceptance, and integration, and as a rejection of zealous enthusiasm and
evangelical fervour. In The Camdian Protestmi Erperience (1 990) Stackhouse makes the
comparison explicit:
even those loyal to the evangeücal movement could see that bigger churches, better
schools, higher-tech mass media, and increased access to the comdors of power had
all been enjoyed before by othen - precisely by those mainhe denominations
suffering a decline and with whom evangelicals sometimes favourably compared
themselves... Did this indicate that [evangelicals] were influencing that society more
than they had before, or that instead that society had in fact CO-optedthem? (234)
One might ask whether a new generation of conservative, unaccredited institutions is
springing up to replace those Bible colleges which are increasingly aligning themselves with
mainstream academia. The first stage of the study will make evident the fact that many onceisolated evangelical institutions have assumed a new garb of academic respectability. It will
also ask how such a redefinition has aEected their traditional pnorities.

Several key concepts require precise definition at the start of this study. since they are critical
to the entire discussion. Sorne of these lend themselves to succinct explication: others require
rather more interpretation.

3.1

Accreditation

Accreditation is generally defined as "a process of quality control and assurance in higher
education. whereby, as a result of inspection or assessment, or both, an institution or its
progams are recognized as meeting minimum acceptable standards" (Adelman, 1992, p.
13 13). It is '*the process through which a legally responsible association or agency gants
periodic public recognition to a school, institute, college, university or specialised programmes
of study that meets certain established qualifications and educational standards. Accreditation
is determined through initial and periodic evaluations-' (Knowles, 1977, p. 39).

The root of the concept can be traced back to Islamic education, where it referred to the
-'keeper of the standards'' (Knowles, 1977, p.33). Three broad patterns of accreditation are
discernible in western higher education. In the first, national or regional govemments
establish a frarnework by which individual institutions are awarded the legal nght to establish
academic standards autonomously: such a pattern dates back to the granting of royal charters
to early British universities. In the second, extemal examinations assess the level of student
performance when the student has completed his or her course of study: law students, taking

Bar exams, offer an example of this approach. as do the extemal examinations of the
University of Londonl6. In the third, accreditation of institution or programme is granted by

an external non-governmentai agency: Britain's Cotmcilfor Nntionui Academic Awards was

an example of this approachi7,which has its origins in the United States (Knowles. 1977, pp.
33-35).

However, these concepts break d o m when applied to Canadian higher education. Since
education is, constitutionally, a provincial responsibility, there is no federal pattern for degree
accreditation. Although provincial governments gant institutional charters, these are not
"determined through initial and periodic evaluations" (Knowles, 1977, p. 39). As Michael
Skolnik notes, "there is no institutional accreditation in Canadian higher education, and no
periodic reviews of institutions or programs are conducted by Provincial govemments"
(1 990, p. 9 1). Degree granting is regulated by provincial governments, but Universities,

though "their legal status derives from an act of a provincial legislature" (Skolnik, 1991, p.
1O67), are essentiaily autonomous. Yet these charters are not academic accreditation?
institutions may possess a charter, yet discover that their degrees are not recognised by

Canadian univenities (cf Providence College, below). Defacto accreditation cornes fiom
membership in the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC), though the

AUCC is quick to deny that it is an accrediting agency of any kind. Nevertheless, perhaps

l6 Halsey and Trow. in Thc British Acodemics, note that, in British Universities. "the comparable standard of
their degrees ... has been maintaineci hitherto by a voluntary system of external examining involving the
interchange of staff between universities for examining purpuses" (197 1. p. 38). Burn (1992) observa that
the 'key feature of British university education is the commitment to achiaing cornmon standards through a
system of external e.uaminers, who are normdly staff members at anothcr institution" (p. i 583)
l7 The n i A A operated in parallel to the autonomous University Validation procedures.
l8 As aich charters are, for instance, in the United Kingdom.
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because for a time it did accredit foreign degrees (Savage, 1992. p. 30). the AUCC is ofien
seen as the 'keeper of the standards.' As Gregor notes, "institutions of higher education are
recognized by the scholarly comrnunity by virtue of membership in the Association of
Universities and Coiieges of CanadaT'(1993, p. 341).

Other than AUCC membership, there is no recognised avenue to accreditation - which, for
the pnvate educational institution, presents a dilemma. The Province of Alberta has
established such a body - the Private Colleges Accreditation Board - but this merely
highlights the absence of such structures elsewhere. Although religious colleges are generdiy
chartered by provinces to gant degrees in religion, in the absence of accrediting agencies

these degrees are not recognised. Such institutions are encouraged to tum to provincial
Universities, to establish federation, affiliation, or transfer-credit arrangements. These
universities then become, ipsofacto,the bodies that 'gants recognition' to these colleges and
their programmes of study.

Given the absence of consensus within Canada about the nature or definition of
'accreditation,' this study will adopt the definitionprovided by Adelman, noted above : "a
process of quality control and assurance in higher education , whereby. as a result of
inspection or assessment, or both, an institution or its programs are recognized as meeting
minimum acceptable standards" (1992, p. 1313). However, the absence of formai "quality

control" bodies in most provinces means that, in the Canadian context, this assessing agency
could be the AUCC, operating in its unofficial capacity as 'keeper of standards'; could be an
accrediting agency (the PCAB); or could be a univenity, which, decides unilaterally to
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recognise a coilege's course offerings or programmes. The context will identiQ the particular
usage - as, in the Canadian Framework, it is forced to do.

3.2

Federation and AfWation

Federation and affiliation are forma1 agreements by which educational institutions that are
"legally, and often financially, autonomous...operate in concert in certain, but not necessarily
all, respects" (Skolnik, 1991, p. 1067). "By this convention," writes Gregor, " private
colleges would enter a relationship with a public university that would allow their students to
work towards the degrees offered by that university, with the colleges placing themselves, in
varying degrees, under the academic a~thorityof the university. By this arrangement, the

special purposes of the private colleges were met, and the academic integrity of the
provincially empowered degrees protected. In some cases, institutions actually possessing
degree-granting authority would enter such relationships in order to husband lirnited
resources and expand the range of oppominities open to their students" ( 1993, p. 34 1). The
collegial structures at the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and London offer the p h a r y
mode1 for federation: these were adopted and adapted in Canada, and were widely seen to
offer the solution to the problem of denomination colleges, providing such institutions "an
active role within the broader context of the secular university" (Jones, 1994, p. 15).

The terms 'federation' and 'afiihation' are sometimes used interchangeably (cf. De Gruchy,
Models of Federated Universities, 1993/, but do have distinguishing charactenstics.
Federafedcoileges generally possess a greater degree of autonomy than do affiliated

colleges, and usualiy have the facility to gant their own degrees, a right that is held in
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abeyance under federation agreements. Some federated institutions continue to award
degrees in some fields: St Michael's, for instance, continues to award degrees in Theology,
whilst in federation with the University of Toronto. The afEliated college "offers program of
study but has no power to award degrees. Degrees are conferred by an affiliation universitf'
(Knowles, 1977, p. 285a).

Concephially, federation is based on the idea of willing collaboration between partners: the
root of the terrn, foederutus, means 'a compact.' The root of the term 'affiliation' has within
it the Latin root 'filius,' or son, and implies a subordinated relationship. As one administrator
cornmented, it bears the implication of "a child petitioning his father for a favour" (Sanche,
1986, p. 107). Affiliateci colleges do not have the right to grant degrees (Gregor, 1993, p.
339). Whilst they retain a measure of administrative autonomy, the colleges' academic

structures are ofien merged with those of the university.

Gregor quotes the AUCC's observation that "the parent university is generaliy responsible
for the teaching of ail subjects covered by the federation or affiliation agreements" (1993, p.
339). This masks the fact that each afiïiiation and federation agreements are divene in their

application. The 1993 de Gruchy study of ten federated rnodels reveals great dispanty in
these relationships: in some, 'the Coiiege is treated much as a sheil, with little real control
over its &airs"; in others, "the ability of the College to establish, develop and preserve is
own identity is protected" (p. 61). There is no common template, for each agreement is
unique, negotiated by the two parties involved. Indeed, in some cases the term 'affüiated' is
used to refer to a more tenuous relationship: Regent Coiiege is afnliated with UBC,but the
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agreement is pnmariiy facility-sharing, and does not affect academic pr~gramming~~.
NABC

is affiliatecl with the University of Alberta, but this is an am's-length relationship, which
simply facilitates transfer-credit.20 When the tem 'affiliated' or 'federated' is used in this
study it will refer, unless othenvise specified. to the convention referred to above by Gregor:
a relationship with a public university that would allow students to work towards the degrees
offered by that university.

3.3

Articulation and Transfer of Credit

Articulation is taken to refer to "the process by which the inteilocking and inter-relation of
successive levels of the educationaf system facilitate the continuous, economical and efficient

progress of the student" (Good 1973, p. 42). Transfer of credit is the process by which a
receiving institution recognises and awards standing to the academic credits completed by a
student at another institution. A higher education system that is highly articulated wili
maximise portability of credits between institutions. Transfer of credit systems may be
centraüsed provinciaUy,21 may be formalised by a university22, or may be aiiocated
haphazardly by a department. In the Canadian context, articulation between the different

sectors of postsecondary education within each province is complicated by the need for

l9 "In &ka, this means tbat the College meets the criteria for afnliation established by the Senate of the
University 9f British Columbia, but does not imply any scrutiny or approval of the course offerings of the
affiliate by the University Senate. Nor does aBbtion imply automatic transfer of course credit between the
two institutions." (Regent College Calendur, 1997-98, p. I)
2 o u is afnliated
~ ~ with
~ ~the University of Alberta, one of Canada's topranked rrsarch universities. As a
result, numerous generai arts, education. and music courses, as well as a number of courses in religious and
biblicai studies, are accepted by the University of Aiberta for transfer credit" (NABCCalendur, 1997-98)
21 cf. The Alberta Comcil on Admissions and Tranber, the fim of its kind in Canada (Andrews, M.,
Holdaway, E . k , & Mowat, G.L.,1997, p. 78)
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articulation between diierent proMncial systems. Skolnik observes that "seven provinces
have no systematic linkages between universities and nondegree institutions. although there
are severaljoint prognuns and bilateral agreements under which a university recognizes
certain courses in a college for entry qualification or credit towards a degree" ( 1991, p. 1067),

3.4

Church-Related Institutions

It may seem that determining whether or not an institution is church-related would be an
elementary task ...that this would be a dichotomous variable: either it is or it isn't, and to find
out one would simply ask. Yet there are degrees of influence, and one might be reluctant to
accord the term to an institution where links are vestigiai. To offer an example: Coffege

Utriversitazre de Saint Borrifae in Winnipeg, which started life as a French language,
Catholic institution, is now publicly fùnded and administered. Yet it cherishes its historieal
heritage, has two board mernbers appointed by the Archdiocese, retains its rnembership
(albeit inactive) in the Associutio~zof Cuthok Cuifegesand Universilies o j l d a , and

even cornpetes in the Manitoba Christian Colleges Athletic Association. What factors would
one examine in order to determine whether St Boniface (and institutions like it) should be
considered church related, or merely church founded? In short, what does it mean to c d an
institution "church-related?

Although this study has chosen to use the term "church related" to describe institutions of
higher education which hold a religious orientation, other adjectives might well have been
employed. Such broadly synonyrnous portmanteau terms as "Church-sponsored," "Chorchcontrolled," "Church-supported," or "Church-connected" are regularly applied, and more

particular references to "Christian colleges,'~"Churc h colleges," "Bible colleges,"
"Denominational colleges." or "Religious colleges" are also common (Cuninggirn, 1978, 17).
"Church-relate&' is adopted here because of its wide currency in the literature, but its meaning
is not self-evident. Simiiarly, while many institutions are called "Colleges," others adopt the
title "University." some "University College," sorne "Seminaries," and some few still use the
term "lnstitute." The implications of an institution's descriptor of choice would no doubt
prove an interesting study in its own right. This study's use of the inclusive term -'higher
education" is intended to embrace al1 of these diverse orientations (though sometimes the term
"college~~
will be used to avoid the cumbenome locution, "higher education institution").

There is linle Canadian literature on the parameters of church-relatedness, but four Amencan
studies offer several perspectives:

A benchmark study is the 1966 report of the Danforth Commission on Church Sponsored

Higher Education (Paîtillo and Mackenzie). In it. Pattillo and Mackenzie offer six elernents
which they see as central to the identitication of an institution as "church-related": Board
composition; ownership: financial support; denominational name & standards; educational
aims (orientation of Mission); and selection of personnel. Their study identifies four
institutional types: "Defender of the Faith Colleges," which are explicitly theistic, and prize
sectarian distinctiveness; "Non-affirmingcolleges," which impose few forma1 religious
requirements upon students or faculty; "Free Christian Colleges," with a definite faith
commitment but predicated on exampie and rational persuasion rather than conformity or

dogrnatic proclamation; and the "Church related Universities.' typically large, heterogeneous
and urban, with few reiigious trappings and a tenuous link with the church. To retum to Our
example, St Boniface would likely fail just outside the net provided even by this final
category, since it fulfls none of the six requirements.. .spart, perhaps, fkom "board
composition," and that only if a broad interpretation is allowed.

A 1978 study, sponsored by the National Council of Churches, offers a more general view of

the essence of church-relatedness, and niggests the inadequacy of traditional touch~tones.2~
Any one of these, or a "religiosity index7' cornprishg them dl, can be misleading, suggests

Cuninggim, since their presence does not assure orthodoxy, nor their absence secuiarity.

Rejecting the "check list" approach to definition, Cuninggim offers his own selection of
essentials: first, to be church related a college "must want to be and aim to be so related"
(1978, p.74), a desire that would be expressed both publicly and intemally, by al1 the
constituent groups of the institution; second, a coUege must "make proper provision for
religion in d its dimensions7'(p. 7 9 , aiiowing faith to be expressed in the life of the campus,
through the study of religion, through corporate worship, and through fostering other
expressions of religious a c t i ~ i t y ;third,
~ ~ to be church related the values of church and
coliege must be expressed in aU aspects of the daily life of the institution, "including the

23 These "mythsn of church relatedness include ownership; historic ongin: board composition: Clergy
representation; administrative fealty, religious programming; financial support; behaviourai eqectations; and
the desire to be seen as church-related (Cuninggim, 1978, pp.50 - 75).
24 This obviously hvolves some kind of agreement about what qualifies as "religious,"and here Cuninggim
offers, as a lowest common denominator, the affirmations that "there is an dtimate source of al1 life" and that
"di humankind are kin" (p. 76).
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fiinctions of scholarship, teaching, and leaming, as well as in personnel practices and the
campus ethos" (p. 79); fourth, the colfege must be able to count on the church's
understanding of its educational role, on its tangible and intangible support, and on the
mutual influence of church and college.

The taxonomy which Cuninggim offers is, he says, less pejorative than that proposed by
Pattillo and Mackenzie, since it does not assume one stance is better than another. His three
classifications are as follows: the Consonant college (the ally of the church); the Proclaiming
college (the witness for the church); the Embodying college (the reflection of the church).

Cuninggim notes that no college will embody al1 the essentials: he is not creating a line of
demarcation, but a continuum, along which institutions will be ranged. Some will meet most
of the criteria; othen will meet few. St Boniface would be hard pressed to meet any of the
criteria: with a link that is primarily historical, not contemporary, it would fall at the very
edge of the continuum.

St Boniface would certainly find a place in R.T.Sandin's taxonomy (199 1) of church-related
coileges: he has a category which he terms "historically religious," which includes institutions
which have no current religious affiliations or faith orientations, but which were at one time
closely identified with a denomination or a religious perspective. This is similar to a category

in Pace's taxonomy of Protestant colleges, which includes those whose roots are in the
church but which are no longer in any legal sense connected.
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The inclusion of a "historically religious" critena for the Canadian church-related college
would be significant. Whereas only 5% of the institutions in Sandin's U.S.study f d into
this category one rnight well imagine that, given the number of Canadian institutions with a
denominational or religious heritage which have been transfomed into public enterprises,
such a category would include most large Canadian universities, and so distort any attempt to
gather data fiom the sector as a whole.

It is not the primas, aim of this research to develop a Canadian definition of
church-relatedness. It is, however, necessary to have a working definition of centrai tems, if
only to ensure congruence between author and audience. What, then, might the parameten
be of an examination of church-related colleges in Canada? First, its aim will be inclusive,
rather than exclusive, and so the dichotomous approach proposed by Pattillo and Mackenzie
("do institutions rneasure up on each of the six categories?") will not be adopted. Nor,
however, will the categories advocated by Pace and Sandin, which allow coiieges with little
or no contemporary c l a h to church-relatedness to be included in an examination, since this

would muddy the waters by including institutions which are generally conceived, in the

Canadian context, to be outside the p u ~ e w
of church-relatedness.

Instead, the continuum suggested by Cuninggim will provide the h e w o r k for our worklng
definition. Some institutions wiii show more evidence of structural ties with a denornination,
or may be more vocal about dogrna and creed: this need not mean, however, that they are
"more" church related, but that the relationship is more overt. Some institutions with fewer
obvious connections may nevertheless be consistent with the profile of the church with which

they are aliied. It would be anticipated, however, that institutions would participate in at
least some of the essentials noted by Cuninggim: St Boniface, then, would not be inciuded as
"church-related", since it does not own to any contemporary church relatedness; does not
make provision for religion in study, worship, or student activityZ5;is no longer explicitly
onented to religious values; and finds little support or influence from the church. This is the
crucial distinction for the final part of this study: Church-relatedness implies an explicit
contemporary orientation, and not solely an histoncal one.

The term 'church-related college' is intended to encompass a broad spectrum of institutional
type. It includes Seminaries and Theological colleges, predominantly post-baccalaureate

institutions (Clifford, ad., p.6), "which enable a candidate for religious life or ecclesiastical
office to become an academic, pastoral, andor spiritual professional" (Goodchild, 1992, p.
1201). It includes Bible colleges, institutions which, according to the Accrediting Association

of Bible Colleges (AABC), have three main distinctives: "a core of biblicaVtheological
subjects. ... hands-on experience in student ministry or Christian service. .. . [and] training
that specializes in human service, both in the church and society" (McKimey, 1997, p. 17).
These institutions are sometimes aggregated as 'theological education" (Clifford, n.d., p. 1).
The term "church-related does not include university departments of religious studies,
which, notes CWord, "usually have no overt comrnitments to any specific religious
traditions," but are attracting "a larger and larger proportion of the academic study of
religion" (1990, p. 3). Also included in the category of 'church-related coilege' is the Bible

25 Other Uian allowing for (though not promoting) the existence of nligious student groups which one might
fxnd in aay Canadian university.
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institute or Lay Training institute. Not designed to deliver professional education, they offer

a fonn of theological education which emphasises personal spiritual disciplines and spiritual
formation. They straddle the margin of higher education: some (such as Prairie Bible Institute
and Briercrest Bible Institute, both now 'Bible colleges') offer degree-level studies; others, as
Guenther observes, operate at iittle better than a high school level ( 1993. p. 158). However,
the church-related coiiege dso includes the Chrisian liherai-irrt.r coikge. which. as its name
implies, delivers "a program of liberal or general undergraduate education leading to a
bachelor's degree" (Knowles, 1977, p. b) within a fnunework that is faith affinning. The
church-related uriiversity offers a broader range of disciplines than does the liberal arts

college, and, typicdy, includes postgraduate and research fùnctions.

3.5

Higher Education

Debates over church-relatedness are mirrored by skirmishes over the boundaries of "higher
education." Some Canadian studies dismiss church-related institutions because they offer
"degrees which are not acadernic" (Sheffield, 1982, p. 155); in othen they are overlooked

because they stress the teaching, rather than the research, function (cf Harris, 1976); some
might discriminate on philosophical grounds, arguing that church-related institutions cannot
"produce a genuine independence of mind (Barnett, 1899; see dso Pike, 1991. p. 16) which
is the essence of higher education. Such approaches discriminate, respectiveîy, on the
grounds of form, hnction, and philosophy.

Those who seek a u n d j ~ g
philosophy of higher education often tum to the "intellectual
d e s " espoused by Newman. Pelikan, in a recent re-examination of Newman's work,
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identifies three of these: tiee enquiry; intellectuai honesty; and "a sustained, if now
significantly chastened, trust in rationality and its processes" ( 1 992, pp. 48-50). Newman
(suggests Barnett) looks to higher education to "enable the student to form an independent
view of his or her leaming" (Bamett, 1992, p. 1899).

Some rnight conclude that such a definition excludes church-related institutions, since they
promulgate a particular world-view. As William DeWitt Hyde wrote in 1885, "The
narrowness of sectarianism and the breadth of the college outlook are utterly incompatible.
. .. A church university is a contradiction in tenns" (Burtchaell, 1991a, p. 17). Such a

perception sees the aims of the church and the academy as inevitably opposed: the one
seeking to inculcate d o p a ; the other to encourage and foster independent learming,
"following the argument where it lads." One seerns value-laden; the other value-neutral.

Yet a pluralist, post-modem culture has l e m t to view with scepticism any claim to neutrality:
world-views may be explicit or irnplicit, but are surely never absent. As Pelikan notes: %th
a naiveté matching that of many believers, the secularist critics of religious belief have
sometimes proceeded as though assumptions a priori were exclusively the property of
believers, and therefore as if their scholarship and their university were fiee of
presuppositions" (p. 47). Whilst this cavil does not eliminate the utility of developing a
philosophical approach to higher education, it does suggest that such a definition might be a
poor tool to separate the sheep corn the goats.
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Harris, writing two decades ago, suggests that "higher education is the proper term to use to
refer to the essential functions which d universities are expected to perform." Higher
education is thus equated with university education, and its functions are "the provision of
instruction and the undertaking of research" (1976, p. xvi). Since most church-related
institutions are only marginally engaged in research they would be excluded from such a
definition: however, so would most community colleges, and not a few universities.

In contemporaq Canadian usage, the term seems to be used interchangeably with
"postsecondary" or "tertiary" education, so includes both the degree-granting and nondegree-granting sectors. Watson uses it "in the broad sense to cover al1 fomd education
beyond schooling" (1992, p. 109). Gregor and Jasmin (1992) suggest that the term is
difficult to define, since its application varies frorn province to province, but ofEer the
definition utilised by Statistics Canada for data couection:
[It] encompasses d l education programs and research activities of universities, as well
as certain programs in non-university (college level) institutions, such as community
or regional colleges, CEGEPs, technical institutes, and hospital and regional schools
of nursing. To be included as post-secondary, programs in college-level institutions
must meet certain criteria, essentiaily that they require high school graduation for
admission, last at l e s t one school year, lead to a certificate or diplorna, and are not
classified as traddvocational. (p. 7)
Gregor and Jasmin further observe that "there is an emerging tendency ... to draw the
definition of "postsecondary" rather more broadly, reflecting the age of the learner rather

than the character of the program per se" (7).

On what grounds, then, are the boundaries of higher education to be established? It would

seem that whilst establishing boundaries is not an arbitrary act it is an inherently political one.

Some would argue that it is the nght of the "mainstream" to determine the core qualities: if so,
then some variant of Jones' "Idea of a Canadian University" ...secular, public, and
. ~ ~ would identiQ this as the exercise of hegemony, the
autonomous... will hold ~ w a y Others
retention. by power broken, of the levers of societal control (cf, Apple: Giroux), and would
seek a less restrictive definition, to enfianchise those who are excluded by elitist, Western
assumptions.

This study will employ the broadly-accepted interpretation of higher education as signifyinç
the whole pst-secondary sector. For the purpose of the survey, which composes the first stage
of the studv, the Statistics Canada definition will be employed: programs which "require high

school graduation for admission, last ai l e s t one school year, lead to a certificate or diploma,
and are not classified as t~adeivocational."2~The second stage of the study will direct its
attention to institutions which have established academic links with the pub1ic university
sector: this, however. is not intended to imply that institutions which have not established such
links fa11 outside the arnbit of the definition.

26 An appeal to tradition might more properly point to the chztrch-related institution as guardian of the
etymoiogical deposit .
27 S o m ,ght observe that Church-related 'training institutions' might be classified as 'vocationai.' but they do
not fit the particular Statistics Canada understanding of 'vocationa17institutions.
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Chapter Two: A Review of the Literature

It is something of an understatement to say that the literature on church-related higher
education in Canada is not extensive. Since. however, research "focused upon the Canadian
higher education system enterprise itseK..has received very limited and spasrnodic attention"
(Dennison & Gallagher, 1986, p. 83) it should corne as no surprise that the small churchrelated sector has been similarly overlooked. Passing references can be found in general
surveys of higher education in Canada, and in studies which systernatically examine organised
religion in Canada, but seldom do Canadian studies take church-related higher education as
their focus.

t

Historical Literature

The literature on Canadian church-related higher education t hat does exist is predominantly

historical: little is published in the scholarly journals concerning current trends or future
deveiopments in this field. This may be because most research stems fiom and reflects the
interests of Iarger institutions (church-related only historically), while contemporary churchrelated coiieges have a teaching rather than a research focus.

1.1

Institutional Histories

The historical literature can be subdivided according to scope. Much of it is dedicated to
individual institutions, and oRen tiinctions as an authorised history of the events and
characten instrumental in the formation of those institutions. A comprehensive listing of
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these works, from slim pamphlets to multi-volume tomes, would be exhaustive indeed, and
many noteworthy volumes would be included in such a Iist: W.L.
Morton's One University: a
Hisfory of the hetviversity of Mw~itoba,1877-1952 (1957); C.B.Sisson's History of Victoria

University ( 1952); McLay, New, and Gilmour's McMaster llniversify ( 1 940); D.C. Master's
Bishop's U'~iversily (1950). In fact. there seems nary an institution that does not boast a

published version of its corpurate history. It is perhaps instructive to note that numbers of
these works are apologetic in nature, being both commissioned and published by the
institutions themselves. It is not my intention to focus upon these documents, except to
observe that it is dficult to avoid interpreting the past through the lens of the present; and
since the present is dorninated by public institutions which have shed their church-related
status, that pattern takes on the cloak of inevitability and of progress, as the present appears
as a goal rather than as a state.

1.2

Denominational Histories

Parallel to these accounts of institutions run numerous denorninational histones which give
some consideration to the nature and function of higher education within the bounds of

particular confessions, ofien offering the divergent reactions of the church to the changing
nature of educational institutions. McLay's history of McMaster, for instance, gives a much
more laudatory account of the University's movement to secularisation than does Clark
Pinnock in Baptists in Ca~~udz:
the former identifies a progressive liberalisation; the latter
sees an abdication of a sacred trust, the more reprehensible because of its covertness. If there
is a single theme to be drawn from these denominational histories (particularly those of
evangelical denominations) it is that higher education was not seen as an end in itself, but was
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seen to be in the service of the church: to prepare ministers; to conserve and propagate
orthodoxy; to stop the drift of young people fiom the faith.

These denominational histories are pariicularly helpful in their brief discussions of the Bible
college or Bible institute movement of the 20's and 30's. a movement that is largely ignored

in the wider educational literature, which attends only to those colleges founded and
supported by main line Protestant denominations. The distinction between "Bible college"
and "church college" was both theological and cultural. Whilst church colleges embraced the
liberal arts as a natural foundation for the study of theology, most Bible colleges saw no such
essential link: they understood their tùndamentai purpose to be spirituai. Epp describes them
as "bastions of faith not only in opposition to secular education but also over against those
church colleges which combined biblical and theological education with the liberal arts,
perhaps even with the natural sciences, and which were viewed as 'hotbeds' of religious
liberalism and modernism" (Epp, 1982, p. 469). McKinney observes that. since the 19607s,
"Bible colleges have continued to increase their academic standards and pursue outside
recognition. ... Bible college leaders have attempted to identie their institutions with the

larger higher educational cornmunity" (1997, p. 184). Indeed, even in those early days some
Bible colleges (Toronto, for example) included generous offerings of liberal arts courses
(Stackhouse, 1993, p. 235), confùting the notion that al1 such establishments were opposed
to higher leaniing.

If Bible colleges had a distinct theological mission, they also had a cultural purpose. Whilst
church coiieges reflected and reinforcd mainstrearn culture and society. the Bible college,

particuiarly in Western Canada, was often an instrument to resist ~ l t u r aassimilation.
l
Guenther's documentation (1993) of Mennonite colleges and institutes underlines this desire
to maintain ethnic as weil as theologicai distinctives. The documentation of the Bible
institutekoiiege movement, however, is fiir from wmplete, and, as these coiieges grow and
establish links with public systems of higher education, is a chapter in the history of Canadian
higher education which needs ftrther attention.

1.3

Histories of Higher Education in Canada

A smailer nurnber of historicai studies attempt a wider scope of discussion, and examine

systems of higher education. Some attend exclusively to the study of church-related
institutions, while others include these as part of a wider appraisal of the educational or
ecclesiastical scene. The most comprehensive examination of the field of higher education is
undoubtedly Robin Harris' History of Higher Edircation in Cana&, 1663 - 1960, published
in 1976. Harris approaches this task through scrutiny of the development of the teaching and

research functions ("the dissemination and the advancernent of knowledge") of higher
education; these, Harris affirms, are the two central pillars of the university, the heart of its
educational enterprise.

Harris' hermeneutic of higher education ... his interpretation of its significance ... does not
serve church-related higher education well, for the distinct history of church-related higher

education is focused around precisely those issues which Harris, in his concentration on
teaching and research, chooses to disallow: poütics, finance, govemance, power. philosophy.
While Harris descnbes the withering of church-related institutions and their absorption into
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the public sector he spends little time detailing the issues of power involved in their decline,
nor the implications of a public monopoly in the field of higher education.

While Harris' study examines teaching and research, David Cameron's 199 1 study. More

than an Academic Question: Uhiversities. Goveniment, and Ptiblic Policy i,t Canaab, is, as
its title suggests, an examination of Goverment policy as it has related to the University. The
chronological scope of this study is broad, encornpassing the entire history of universities and
public policies towards them from 1600 to 1990. The central focus of the work. however, is
the post-war period, as Cameron considers federal and provincial govemment policies

through this penod of rapid expansion, and their effect upon the intemal functioning of the
university. His interest in church-related institutions is lirnited to their transition to public
ownership, and this is well (though briefly) documented. Since church-related institutions are,
on the whole, neither universities nor publicly fùnded, there is little discussion of them in the
work, and this is understandable. What is less understandable is Cameron's failure to discuss
the poiicy implications of governrnent fùnding for private church-related institutions such as

Trinity Western University, Concordia College, Augustana University College, and The
King's College. These recent deveiopments have some serious ideological implications for a
system long perceived as secular and public.

1.4

Studies in Canadian Church History

While Harris'and Carneron's texts examine the history of Canadian higher education,
numerous works consider Canadian ecclesiastical history. Four deserve recognition: The

Church in the Cmiada1 Era, by J.W. Grant (1 988); The Canadian Protestant Experience

17604990, edited by George Rawlyk (1990); Ihe Evmgekal Cenitwy, by Michael

Gauvreau (199 1); and Canadian EvangeIicaIim i,r the Twentieth Centzwy, by John
Stackhouse (1 993).

Grant gives scant consideration to education. choosing to treat its development as an adjunct
to the more significant movements in parent denominations. It is treated haphazardly rather
than systematically, of pertinence only when its concerns impinge directly on the wider stage

of church history. On the history of the Bible colîege movement Grant is vimially silent.
Gauweau, on the other hand, in The Evmgelical Centzrry, sees the history of the Christian
coilege and church pulpit as intimately comected and, indeed, links the cisis of confidence

within Protestantism to the growing rifi between college and pulpit., and to the loss (through
scholarly preoccupation) of the clergyman-professor figure in the Canadian Church. Despite
the subtitle "Coilege and Creed in English Canada fiom the Great Revival to the Great
Depression," Gauvreau deais only with Canadian Methodist and Presbyterian colleges. The
period Gauvreau identifies as marking the breach between college and church is, of course,

the period in which the Bible college movement gathers strength (Harder (1980) suggests
that over 80% of Canadian Bible colleges were founded between 1921 and 1950). This

parallel movement is surely related to the disenchantment with traditional church colleges,
but, unfominately, is beyond the scope of Gauvreau's study, despite being a significant factor

in "the evangelical century.

ïïie C'&art

Protestunt Experience, f76O-iW0, is a wide-ranging collection of essays

which examine the various traditions which form Canadian Protestantism. Robert Wright,

w ho considers the period from 19 14- 1945, examines the modernist-conservative debate in

church and college, the sudden flourishing of conservative evangelical denorninations
(particularly in the Prairies), and notes the subsequent establishment of Bible institutes and
colleges which, suggests Wright, were "the most endunng testimony to conservative
evangelical and fundamentalist ecumenism in the 1920s and 193Os" ( 1990,p. 164). A closing
essay by John Stackhouse covers the period fiom 1945-1990,and includes a brief but
perceptive assessrnent of contemporary developments in evangelical colleges; he notes the
establishment of three new Canadian liberal arts colleges, and the restructuring of traditional
Bible colleges to accommodate a liberal arts framework, as, "responding to the desires of
their supporters for more thorough and more respectable education for their leaders, [they]
increasingly adopted this Bible college model" (1990, p. 230). This, of course, creates a new
rapport between these colleges and secular higher education, but perhaps threatens the
distinctives once loudly affinneci by the Bible college movement. .. their diversity, their very
purpose and identity. This rapprochement might suggest that evangelicalism "had gained a
measure of prominence, wealth, and respectability in modem Canadian society," but, asks

Stackhouse, "what price might evangelicals have to pay to maintain, let alone increase, their

new status?" (p. 234).

Stackhouse' s 1993 publication, Canadim Evangelicufism in the TwentiefhCentziry, is a
scholarly examination of the character, heritage, and expression of evangelicalism in Canada,
and identifies two strands of the tradition: "churchish" evangelicalism, which ernbraces the
wider Christian community and is involved in the culture at large, and "sectish"
evangelicalism, which is divisive, disengaged, and separatist. In offering an anaIysis of how

these IWO strearns merge "into a definable evangelical mainstream" (p. 17) Stackhouse
includes an examination of several evangelical educational institutions, which he depicts as
representing the character of transdenominationd Canadian evangelicalism. Stackhouse offers

a close analysis and reasoned critique of the educational mission of four evangelical
institutions (Ontario Bible College and Seminary, Prairie Bible Institute; Trinity Westem
University; Regent College), and illustrates both an educational agenda that is distinct from
main-line Protestantism, and a demand for formai higher education that includes but goes
beyond the traditional Christian vocations of pastor and missionary.

Cmadiatl Evrmge[icaiism is concemed with showing the changing patterns within
evangelicalism, and does so by portraying institutions at different points in their development .

Thus Ontario Bible CoIiege and Prairie Bible College are exarnined in their early incarnations
and revisited in the 1990's. This allows Stackhouse to illustrate their evolution, as they

become more representative of a broad range of evangelicalism, and move to greater
academic credibility through the offering of degree programmes and (eventually) seminary
education. The consideration of Trinity Westem and Regent College underlines the thesis that
fiagmented and sectish orientations (even within consciously transdenominational
institutions) are giving way to a broader and more inclusive evangelical agenda, since both
institutions, founded by small, consemative denorninations, have become centres for faculty
and students from across the evangelical spectrum. Whether these four institutions are, in

fact, representative of evangelicalism generally is doubtful. The myriad denominational
colleges identined in the final section of this paper suggests that there is still a desire to fight

for denominational distinctives. However, t hey do represent the important

tnuisdenomuiationai currents that are intluencing the contemporaty evangelical church, and
Stackhouse's study, despite its orientation to Church history. offers a rare examination of the
orientation of evangelical colleges upon which future studies might build.

1.5

Histories o f Church-Relnted Higher Education in Canada

Five works which attempt an historical o v e ~ e w
of different facets of church-related higher
education in Canada are L.K. Shook's C a t hlic Post-second.y E ~ U C U
in EnglishI ~ ~

speaking Cmiada ( 1 97 1 ) ; D.C. Master's Protestant Chrrrch Colleges of Canada ( 1966);
Claude Gaiameau's Les Colleges Cimsitpe.~
an Canada Français (1978);GA. Rawlyk's

canudim~Buptists and Higher Edïcation (1 988); and L.J. McKimey's Equippingfor
Service: A HistoricaI Accot~ntof the Bible College Movemeiit in N m h America (1997).
Other articles, manuscripts, and dissertations exist, but are lesser in scope or remain
unpublished. It is instructive to note that Shook's Masters' and Galarneaus's volumes form

part of the Studies in the History ofCanadian Higher Educutioti in Canaùà series. as does

Harris' Histoty. This valuable series is sponsored by the Association of Wniversities mrd
Colieges of Cmzda, a group which has promoted or CO-ordinatedmuch of the research in
the field of higher eduuition. McKinney's work is commissioned by the Accrediting
Association of Bible Coileges.

L.K.Shook' s CathoIicposr-seconh-y education in English- peuki king inan&, pu blished in
1971, is primarily a chronicle of individual Catholic colleges and universities, and is "intended

as a factud and objective statement of a situation that is less than ideal" (p. 432). It is, on the
one band' comprehensive in its coverage, but is weak in its analysis at the level of the system.

A brief introduction suggests that there is a "clear distinction between maritime, central

Canadian, and westem foundations"; "the maritime system of universities and colleges is still
basically sectarian"; the central Canadian institutions have been "graduaily and incompletely .
. . integrated into a public system of post-secondary education"; and the westem foundations

are "in many ways more progressive than the east" (p. 7). Although the book does consider
institutions region by region it is somewhat flawed by an absence of bridging material
between or within sections, which might provide a fiamework into which individual
chronicles might fit. There are, of course, comrnon threads or themes which bind the
accounts together: the democratisation of government; the move to lay leadership and the
waning influence of religious orders; the acceptance of provincially-controlled accreditation;

the move to filiation or federation. Shook suggests that formal, sectarian authority over
such institutions wiii continue to decrease, but sees a corresponding infiltration of "public"
institutions by Cathotic students and professors. "Catholic theology," he writes, '7s struggling
to l a v e the sectarian enclave where it has been doubly imprisoned ... Can federation and
affiliation on the denorninational principle ... be replaced by an integration which respects the
religious principle?@.419)" His vision of the future for Catholic higher education is of a
sharply reduced undergraduate sector coupled with a heightened Catholic profile in public
universities and a semuiaiy system whose intake is from public universities. Indeed, the
subsequent movement away fiom church control of once-Catholic universities seems to
c o h these predictions, though whether there is, in fact, a corresponding heightened

Catholic profile in public universities is dubious.

D.C. Masters' Protestant Chuch Colleges in Canada,published in 1966, is structureci

chronologically, rather than geographically. Masters outlines the ideologicai and sectarian
foundations of church colleges in Canada, and traces the theological developments of the
colleges and their sponsoring denominations. The over-arching premise in the work is that as
institutions become more liberal the distinct character which informed their founding becomes
less discemible: "Until about the end of the nineteenth century they stood for certain precise
religious doctrines which gave them a vigour and a distinctive view-point. ... The partiai
abandonment of older doctrinal ideas meant that the character of church colleges changed ...
To a great extent they b e r n e , in effkct, secularised institutions retaining only a nominal
relationship with one or other of the religious denorninations" (p. 209). Institutions which
had drawn their identity fkom particular theological foundations discovered that the
movement £kom consennitive Protestantism to liberalism or neo-orthodoxy left theological
faculties eagmented, and accelerated the movement of the non-theological wings of these
colleges towards secularism. In short, says Masters, church colleges "have become more like
the great secular universities" (p. 2 1 1).

Masters thus supplies a rationale for the wholesale transformation of maidine Protestant
colleges into secular institutions: it is that as theological convictions and distinctives atrophy
@oth in Church and Coliege) or accommodate themselves to a pluralistic society, the raison

d'être for such wlleges is removed, and the foundations of belief that just5ed their existence

cmbie.

Masters' volume "is concemed with those church colleges which included a liberal arts
college" (p. 3). This means that those colleges which began as Bible colleges or seminaries
are excluded fiom the work, perhaps because he dismisses them (as does Sheffield's volume)
as "non-academic." This disenfranchises many of the conservative evangelical colleges in
Canada, which have often avoided the liberal arts appellation, seeing it as an indicator of a
particular doctrinal (not just an educational) tradition; those are precisely the institutions
which remain unsecuiarised, and challenge the comprehensiveness of the pattern so carefully

drawn by Masters.

Galameau's history of French Canadian Classicai Colleges, Les Cdeges Classiques ou

Car~aduFrançais ( 1W8), comprehensively examines the origins, ideologies, structures,
influences. and ultimate dernise of that Church-dominated system. Galameau's interests are
briefly the transformation, during the quiet revolution, of
obviously historical: he treats 09
the system of ciassical colleges, and barely mentions the CEGEPs which replaced them. He
does, however, faithfully document the structure and outlook of the classical colleges (both

within and without Quebec), their curricular offerings, and identifies their monopoly of the
portals to higher education in Quebec.

cmradimt Baptisls and Christian Higher Uncation (1988). edited by G. A. Rawlyk,

includes accounts of three Baptist institutions: Acadia, McMaster, and Brandon. Acadia's
history is only traced to 1888, and so ornits the later stmggies between convention and
University over secularisation. Rawlyk's own discussion of McMaster University, however,

and Walter Ellis' examination of Brandon, both discuss in some detail the fhancial,
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theologid, and educational contention involved in the gradual shift of these institutions
from the church-related to the secular domain. Ellis' analysis is particularly helpful in its
recognition of Brandon's failure to unite aspirations of church and college, of people and
professon. The rarefied academic air of a college seeking to emulate its more illustrious
eastern counterparts was not, Ellis suggests, what the nird Baptists of the prairies were
seeking in an institution: it was seen as elitist, expensive, and theologically suspect, and its
take-over by the provincial govemment in 1938 seded a failure that was predicated by the
nature of the institution itself.

What both Ellis and Rawlyk succeed in communicating is the deep ambivalence within the
evangelical church towards higher education. That ambivalence, between a desire for high
standards of scholarship and a fear of the dernise of orthodoxy, is embodied in the
conFrontation between T.T. Shields and H.P.Whidden over the educational ideals of
McMaster University. Shieid's attempts to strengthen the evangelistic thrust of the university
and tie its faculty to clear "confessions of faith" reflected the distrust of many evangeiicals in
the liberal "modemism7' of the university, which seemed to undermine, raiher than reinforce,

faith. Shield evidently saw education as a servant of the church, whereas Whidden, Rawlyk
suggests, sought "emancipation of the mind" and "tme freedom" through "scientific
knowledge." Whidden's victory led not only to the splitting of the Baptist convention, but
also, eventually, to the day in 1957 when the convention cut its ties with the university, which
then took on the m a d e of secdarism. Rawlyk's depiction of this confrontation suggests that
the seemingly inexorable linear progression from orthodoxy to secularism was not

uncontestecl, and that the outcorne, at McMaster as elsewhere, might weil have been
different.

Rawlyk is also keenly aware of the issues of power at work in McMaster's history, and the
"desperate search, " both of University and Church, for "denominational respectability"
(p3 1). Rawlyk interprets the pattern of McMaster7shistory as a move towards social
respectability, acceptance, and integration, as a rejection of zealous enthusiasm and
evangelical fervour, and he sees the very establishment of McMaster as an attempt to impose

a cultural hegemony on the national church...a hegemony based on the social and cultural
consumer values espoused by Senator McMaster and his influentid church colleagues. This
accommodation to the values of secular higher education is, of course, precisely the rationale
that has caused consemative evangelical denominations to distrust secular universities: to be
encompassed by a secular system invites the erosion of spiritual and perhaps ethical values,

runs the argument.

It is evident that these works confine their attentions to the realm of "church colleges" and
not "Bible coileges". Though the title of Rawlyk's work suggests a wider scope (there are
half a dozen Baptist colleges with which he does not deal) he confines his attentions to the
three colleges which are now part of the so-called public sector.

Larry McKinney's recent study of the Bible college movement in North America does devote
considerable attention to the development of the movernent in Canada. In placing this within

the broader history ofthe movernent in North America he is able to note some distinctive

Canadian characteristics: the relativeiy late development of the evangelicai seminary and
liberal arts college models' in Canada; the regional patterns of growth in Canada, with 75%
of Bible colleges Iocated west of the Ontario boundary (1997, p. 154); and, drawing on
Guenther's worlc, the cultural and ethnic origins of many Canadian institutions. McKinney
d s o notes the particular rural orientation of the Bible college in Canada. though in this it was
not particularly different Eom its US counterpart. He documents the process of regional
accreditation in the United States, and carefully notes the historical Canadian pattern of
affüiation between college and univenity. What deserves more attention, particularly in a
work sponsored by the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges, is the fact that the AABC
itself is not recognised in Canada, and the ways in which that has afkted growth of the
movement north of the 49" parallel. McKinney does mention that "the AUCC did not
include Bible colleges in its punriew" (p. 192). but the almost complete absence of
accrediting associations in Canada, and the fnistrations this has uiused Canadian schoois and
students who have struggled for recognition in Canada whilst being accorded it in America,
merit s fUrther consideration.

McKinney's work offers a most valuable analysis, and heips to fil1 a gap in the literature
which many have noted. In particular, it documents the origins of the movement, the
growing diversity within it, and the re-defkition of the Bible college mission to include a
broader, more flexible vision of its role. McKuiney sees three distinct paradigrns of Bible
college education developing: the Trodiliot~aIBible College. which does not offer any non-

Perhap one should say the k-emergence,' since early Canadian chuch-reIated institutions were primarily
seminaries and liberal arts colleges, and many were evangelical (cf Rawlyk, 1996)
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church related educational majors; the Progressive Bible College, which has broadened its
mission and programmes to provide non-church related majors, and which defines ministry in

a more inclusive way; and the Evolving Bible Colkge, which is, or intends to become, a
Christian liberal arts college or university. He also observes thai many colleges in the latter
category. and some in the second, have left the confines of the AABC, and have chosen
regional accreditation (US) as an alternative vision. The Seminary and the Liberal Arts
college have encroached on traditional Bible college strongholds, and so the movement is

under threat. His conclusion calls on the Bible college movement (and the M C ) to afim
its historicai purposes to provide solid biblical instruction and equip students for seMce in
church and society, but also to develop a more inclusive definition of the Bible college, to
include those whose curriculum and identity is becoming more diverse. In the face of some
differences of opinion within the movement, he calls for unity and tolerance as new
approaches are articulated.

W.E.Mann's 1948 study Secc Cul! and Chrch NIAlberta, though now outdated, included
a useful examination of Bible coiieges in that province. and suggested a sociological
framework to explain the growth of such institutions: essentiaily, Mann amibes the success
of Bible schools (particularly when cornpared to Church seminaries) to "their close
integration into the prairie rurai social structure"; to their fuiancial and academic accessibility;
to their training of lay leaders as well as clergy; and to the social and geographical mobility

they provided (pp. 70-90).

Ben Harder's 1980 article, nie Bible Inslilite - College Movemetif in Cm~uda,examines the
ongins and purposes of this movement, and its contribution to the Canadian Christian
tradition. Harder draws several distinctions between the Bible college and the church college;
where church colleges integrated secular education with theological study, Bible colleges
placed greater ernphasis on personal spiritual growth; where church colleges were tolerant of
state involvement in higher education, Bible colleges saw an imbalance in secular education
(even an anti-religious bias), so withdrew from the secular academic community...a removal

which "resulted unhappily in abandoning the academic as well as the secular" (p. 30); where
church coUeges "were clericaiiy oriented, the institutes/colleges were lay-oriented" (p. 3 1).

The Bible college movement, then, Harder understands to be fundamentalist in origin,
reacting against the liberalism of established church colleges; as such, it operates outside
existhg educational systems. Harder deals only briefly with contemporary developments, but
suggests, c o n t r q to the views of Eichhorst and Stackhouse, that while some Bible colleges
"have undergone considerable changes...and have opted for regular degree-granting college
programmes.. .these recent academic developments are characteristic...of only a minority of
these institutes/colleges' ' (italics added). In the face of Stackhouse's concems regarding
assimilation, Harder a f h n s that "the founding objectives have not been abandoned even
though some of the original biases seem to be disappearing" (pp. 32 - 33). What Harder
undoubtedly reveals in his article is that the Bible institutdcollege movement "has been
largely ignored or else played down" (p. 29) both by educators and historians, despite the fact
that it is "outstnpping any other kind of religious education in Canada" (Rawlyk, 199% p.
23 1).

Bruce Guenther, in a 1993 article entitled The Origm ofthe Ribk School.12./cwemrnt in
Western (ùnoda: Towards an E h i c Inrerprerution takes issue with "the cornmonly held

assumption that the Bible school rnovement in Canada was simply a fundamentalist response
to theological liberalism" (p. 156). In suggesting that Harder and others have uncritically
applied analyses of American Bible Schools io the Canadian context, Guenther undertakes a
careful study of Mennonite Bible Schools in Westem Canada, and concludes that these
schools "represented a major effort on the part of vanous Mennonite denominations to protect
their homogeneity as Mennonites by passing on their religious and ethnic distinctives to
successive generations" (p. 156). Although generally Iimited to an analysis of Mennonite
Bible Schools in Westem Canada established during the first ha[f of the Twentieth Century,
this detailed, focused study is a useful corrective to the over-simplified approach offered by
other studies.

Robert Burkinshaw's 1997 article entitled Evungelicuf Bible C hllrges in Twentieth Century
Canuda examines the contribution made to Canadian evangelicalism by the Bible

School/Collepe movement. Burkinshaw observes two particular effects generated by these
colleges: he underlines "the Bible School movement's impact in forging an identity that was
more North American Evangelical than immigrant ethnic", noting as examples the effect of
Prairie Bible College on the Evangelical Free Church, and the effect of a range of
nondenominational Bible colleges on the Mennonite Brethren Church. He then reflects on the
way such colleges influenced Protestant churches "in more conservative theological
directions" ( 1997, p 372).

These schools were infiuential, he suggests, because of their populist appeal, based on a twin
mission: "to teach the Bible as tmth, rather than as an academic subject, and to train for
practical Christian living and ministry" (p. 373 ). They were able to reach a large market
because of their flexible structures: open entrance policies; training of the laity; low fee

scales; flexible faculty; adjustable time-tabling based on the agricultural caiendar, strong links
between colleges and local churches; entrepreneurid founders who were not restricted by
denominational shackles.

The changes within the movement, however, which started as early as the 1950's, required
Bible colleges to reassess their mission. A general increase in education levels and
expectations within North American society influenced many institutions to press towards
awarding degrees, rather than diplornas, and to seek accreditation, often through the AABC.
The changing demands of evangelical churches, for an educated clergy, accelerated this
movement. Simultaneously, new Christian institutions began to emerge:

The Bible colleges faced a squeeze fiom two directions as the seminaries picked up
much of their role in training pastors and missionaries and as high school graduates
increasingly sought out evangeiicai schools that could gant them liberal arts degrees.
(p. 381)

Burkinshaw notes that many coiieges broadened their programme offerings, become
"progressive Bible wlieges," "marked by a broader definition of ministry which included far
more than the professional rninistry, and emphasis on preparatory rather than terminal
training and a willingness to pursue relationships with pubüc education" (p. 38 1) Burkinshaw
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analyses this movement, and asks if it is a return to the Bible school's lay-oriented ongins or a
compromise with an "upwardly-mobile evangelical market." He also delineates a rise in the
number of students choosing to attend unaccredited lay-training institutes, and concludes that
today's colleges. "like their predecesson, mut wisely adapt their schools to some of the
changing social realities while at the same time keep in mind the historic emphases [that] have
enabled the Bible schools to rnake a unique contribution in Canada" (p. 384).

The theological Seminary provides the focus for the first section of Sludirs in C'unuJÏun
Evangelical Renrwul ( 1996). Of the five essays within the section, two take the form of

persona1 reflection (Reflet t ions of u CùnuJiun Theologicul Educator; Seminury Educut ion:

Be-vond biiethud): one adopts a prophetic and prescriptive stance (Cunudiun iTheoiogicul
Educution in the 2 1.'' Cènruty):and one addresses the issues of Cuntextuulizuiion in ( 'cinudiun
Theologzcul Educution .

The fifth, by the Iate George Rawlyk, entitled Cùnudiun Proresrunr Theoiogicul Edrmrm,

considen the -'risel fall?and rise of the Evangelical tradition" (p. 14) by examining the state of
Protestant theological education between 1867 and 1990. Until the tum of the century -'the
evangelical bias of most of the Protestant élite was faithfùlly reflected not only in theological
education but also in rank-and-file or popular religious beliefs and practice" (p. I3). By the
19303, however, "viriually every academically recognized Canadian Protestant seminary or

theological college was in liberal hands, as were the administrative bureaucraties of the
mainline Protestant denominations" (p. 13). Rawlyk then observes that the "collapse of liberal
Protestant hegemony is to be seen not only in the precipitous decline in the pews ... but also
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in its remarkable declension in the realm of Canadian Theological education" (p. 14). Rawlyk
notes the proliferation of evangelical seminaries (many of them attached to Bible colieges),

-

and charts enrolment patterns in 25 theological seminaries (1 988 1991 ), observing that,
dthough only 10 of these institutions might be termed 'evangelical', those ten enrol over haif
the total number of students, with a tùrther estimated 25% of students in main-line
institutions also being 'self-proclaimed' evangelicals. Rawlyk supports this statistical analysis
with historical vignettes of three institutions, two of which (Acadia and McMaster) describe
the circle from evangelical to liberal and back whilst the third (Queen's), though originally
evangelical, has, since 1925, ''been, more or less, a liberal institution, with sometimes a Little
ne-orthodox and evangelical leaven" (p. 29)

Rawlyk builds on the earlier work of Masters and Gavreau, but suggests that the gradua1

erosion of evangelical influence which they chari has been reversed in recent decades,
reveahg the growing strength of evangelicalism (albeit by default, as liberal Canadian
Protestantisrn has languished) both in the pew and the seminary. He also frames his piece
with the somewhat controversial utterances of Roger Finke and Rodney Stark, who suggest
that the liberai, secuiarising process is inevitable "whenever religion is placed within a f o n d
academic setting," yet this is itselfMaself-limiting process that lads not to irreligion but
revive (in Rawlyk, p. 1 1). Rawlyk concludes by offering some observations about "new
religious market forces shaping market shares," a development which may "have at its core a
fundamental weakness
modemity

- the poweriùl tendency to adjust the sacred to meet the demands of

- especially in the realrn of theological education" (p. 30).

These, then, are works which adopt an historical approach to the study of church-related
higher education in Canada. Whilst some are content to document the development of
institutions and their gradua1 evolution fiom church-related to secular, others, such as
Stackhouse, Rawiyk, and Masters. offer some analysis of the rationale behind change, and
the transformation in chutch state, and college which fosters such wholesale transformation.

2

Canadian Systems of Higher Education

An analytic approach to the study of Canadian systems of higher education is the goal of
three works, Cmtadian Ut~iversiries1980 and Beyond, by Peter M. Leslie (1980); Systems of
Higher Educatiotr: Canada, by Sheffield, Campbell, Holmes, Kylicka, and Whitelaw (1 982);

and Higher Edrrcation in Cunah: Dzfferent Sysrems. D@ent

Perspectives, edited by Glen

A. Jones (1997).

Since Leslie's focus is almost exclusively the public university it might seem a foregone
conclusion that there would be little to interest the student of church-related higher
education. That is far from true. Leslie recognises the indistinct lines of demarcation between
public and private: "while many universities retain dejure private status, the provincial
governments effectively control and direct the development of university systems" (p. 58).
This control of the marketplace means that even those institutions which do not receive
public funding are constrained by public policy. The establishment of provincial systems
means that degree granting privileges and fee structures are largely or completely controiled

by government, and so private, church-related institutions are, like public bodies, dependent
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upon the vagaries of those governments. Leslie is unambiguous about the comprehensiveness

of govenunent control of ail higher education, and foresees "the imposition of administrative
controls over the universities in matten that extend far beyond the introduction of new
academic prograrns or even the redesign or expansion of existing ones" (p. 129). a process
which he clearly sees as undesirable, bringing, as it must, more and more previously

sacrosanct academic and educational matters into the political arena.

Systems of Higher &cation.

Canada, is an International Council for Educational

Development (ICED) publication CO-ordinatedby Edward Sheffield in which five scholars
attempt to describe the development of systems or networks of higher education across
Canada. Since education is, constitutionally, a provincial domah, there is no single federal
system of higher education. The federal government has, of course, played a key role as

financial provider, while provincial govenunents have been the significant players in
establishg what networks exist. The picture painted is one of partial and fragmented
systems, which, historically, have developed idiosyncratically, even haphazardly, but
persistently. The rationaie for such development is seldom clear, and is rarely investigated by
the writers, who tend rather to describe structure rather than to probe motive. Naturally, COordination at the level of system has been more pronounced in regions where there are the

most institutions involved: Ontario is the obvious example, where the governent "plays a

dominant, and increasingly bureaucratie, role in the policy making and administration of post
secondary education" (p. 102). On the other hand, Nova Scotia and the Atlantic provinces,
with the highest number of institutions per capita in the world, have resisted the imposition of

centralisation, and so "institutional autonomy.As the hallmark of the system" (p. 38),
probably b m s e of regional and religious rivalnes between institutions and cornmunities.

The existence of systems or networks implies some central CO-ordinationof education, and
"modem Canadian systems of higher education are government centred." The term "system,"
says Sheffield, implies "stmcture, articulation, relations between the parts or subsysterns,
planning, and co-ordination. Also implied, therefore, is "authority, and the process by which
it is exercised" (Preface). Given that these systems are govemment centred, goals (however
indisîinct) become matters of public policy, expressive of what is seen as the "public good."
Sheffield, drawing on various govemment documents. suggests that key federal objectives are

as follows: "to enhance our national life (cultural development, Canadianism); to achieve
greater national unity...; to develop the economy...; to improve accessibility to post secondas,
education...; to encourage the discovery of new knowledge and ways of applying it; to
assume appropnate international responsibilities" (p. 16). It seems fairly evident that
Canadian systems have not promoted diversity, but have rather aimed for an egalitarianism

through homogeneity, o f f e ~ equal
g
rather than diverse opportunities. This differenceblindness7as Charles Taylor (1992) caiis it, has led to assimilation, and has discouraged the
distinct agendas and identities of church related colleges by affimiing the identity of the
majority, and looking with suspicion on "deviant" approaches.

The discussion of church-related education in Systems is both bnef and unhelpful. Sheffield,

in his introduction, suggests that "public and church-related institutions receive the same
treatment"; that "church coiieges in Manitoba, New Brunswick, and PEI] are associated

with public universities and now receive public support"; that "church-related colleges in
Ontario get provincial gants indirectly through the public universities with which they are (if
they are) a8iliated.". . .summations that are misleading at best . Campbell. likewise. dismisses
church-related religious colleges in Manitoba as "offering degrees which are not acadernic"
(p. 155). One might conclude that the desire to think in ternis of systerns has encouraged the
writers to overlook institutions which seem to stand outside the public domain, which are
affecteci by the dominating noms of the systems yet remain stubbody Church-related.

Where Sheffield examines Canadian systems regionally, Jones (1 997) considers "the
provinciaVterritoria1jurisdiction as the central unit of analysis,"... "based on the assumption
that there is no such thing as a national system of higher education in Canada" (p. ix).

Highet Educatiotr in Canada, a 1997 publication in the Garland Studies in Higher Education
series, draws together the work of seventeen contributors in a fifteen-chapter volume. One
chapter offers a brief o v e ~ e w
of the Canadian scene, one considers the federal perspective
in Canadian higher education, one chapter examines each of twelve provinces and territones,
and a concluding chapter attempts a measure of synthesis.

Each chapter offers an historical preface as a platform for analysis of the provincial or
territorial qstem, and these historical vignettes are essential in explaining the unique
developrnent of each junsdictioa Given the dirninishing federal presence in Canadian higher
education, the structure of the work reflects the current reaiities of Canadian higher
education systems. However, the proportions of each chapter are, inevitably, sornewhat
unbalanced: a chapter each on Ontario and PEI might make political sense, but editorially

does mean that one-institution jurisdictions receive disproportionate space. as Michael

Skolnik observes in his concluding chapter. Although cornrnon themes do emerge (fiscal
pressures; access issues and participation rates; binary structures; secularisation of
denominationai education), the authors make no attempt at uniformity. Although this rnakes
cornparison between jurisdictions more difficult, it does allow the unique features of
provincial and territorial systems to find expression.

The andysis of church-related higher education in Higher Edi~cationin Canada is. like the
curate's egg, good in parts. Predictably. historical roots are given more attention than
contemporary fruits, but some chapters do acknowledge the existence of churchrelated
institutions. The treatment given the Private Colleges Accreditation Board of Alberta is
disappointing: despite being the first accrediting agency in Canada, it is summarised in two

bief paragraphs. The Saskatchewan chapter notes the role of the Bible colege in the
province, but is rather patronising in its approach: choosing to highlight courses in 'cooking
for evangeiical camps' rather than Business Administration or Computer Studies consigns
these institutions to the fnnge, whilst suggesting they appeal to the 'lower-incorne, rural
population' reinforces mistaken and antiquated stereotypes. The most ment literature
included on the Bible college is Mann's 1955 text (apart fkom David Anderson's Directos, of

Theological Education, a handbook for Career Guidance Officers mistakenly used here as a
statistical compendium). The recognition that Bible colleges "provide a distinctive and
signifiaint contribution to the provincial system" (p. 104) is welcome. but the analysis is
dated and limited. The Ontario chapter helpfùlly articulates the provincial policy of
"regulating and controiiing the authority to gant degrees" (p. 148), but does not consider the
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implication of that policy for several church-related institutions that wish to offer nonreligious degrees. Gregor's section on Manitoba notes the unique 'teaching centre'
arrangement with "Bible colleges which wanted to maintain a discrete distance from the
secular provincial universities" (p. 1 17) yet still offer university-accredited courses, and also
cornments tleetingly on affiliated colleges, which "frequently felt their interests submerge
under the monolith of the larger institution" (p. 1 16).

Michael Skolnik's observation in his sumarising chapter that "there are only a handtùl of
independent, denominational institutions in Canada which grant degrees" (p. 328) begs a
critical question: what, in Canadian terms, is a degree? m e r dl, numerous independent,
denorninational institutions are chartered to gant degrees, but only in Religion. Others are
chartered to grant a wider range of degrees, but these charters are not recognised by
Canadian universities. It is an issue Skolnik addresses elsewhere, but his concluding chapter
skirts the question, alluding only to the absence of research on private post-secondary

education. Despite this, Higher Edt~cationin C m d a does a far better job than either
Sheffield or Leslie in acknowledging the continued existence of church-related higher
education in Canada, and in noting its growing contribution to the Canadian Higher
Education landscape.

Some recent articles offer closer scmtiny of the issues pertaining to church-related higher
education. The first of these, again by John Stackhouse, entitled Canadiun Options iri

Christian Higher L2uaztiori (1992), does not atternpt to map the entire range of Canadian
Christian higher education, but offen a brief oveMew (for American consumption) of

distinctively Canadian models. His £iveinstitutional examples find common ground in their
forma1 connections with secular universities, but are distinct in institutional mission and
clientele, and in the diverse nature of their university connections. The willingness to be allied
with secular universities is, Stackhouse suggests, a characteristic which distinguishes them

fiom Amencan Christian higher educstion (though one might note that similar relationships
exist in other countries, such as the United Kingdom), and is, he suggests, a pattern that
Amencan observers might do well to consider.

Michael Skolnik and Glen Jones give further attention to the private-public question within
the Canadian higher education system. Two articles by Skolnik and Jones (Skolnik and Jones,
(1992) A Comparative Armlyss of Arrangements for Stufe Cwrdination Of Higher

Educafionin Càn& and the Uhired Siaies; S kolnik ( 1990) Lipset 's *@Continentai
Divide "
und the Ideologicai B a i s for differences in Higher Educution between C d a and United

States) compare Canadian and American systems of higher education, and consider the forces
which have propeiied these systems in such different directions. An unpublished paper by

Jones, The Idea of a Canadiun University ( 1 994), seeks to tease out the developing
Canadian sense of what a university ought to be, and probes the implications of this 'idea.'

Both of the articles Ui which Skolnik and Jones compare Canadian and Amencan higher
education draw on the work of the American sociologist, Seymour Lipset, to provide a
rationale for the wide dif5erences in the two systerns. Since "the most striking differences in

higher education between the two countries are dong the private-public axis" (1990, p. 87)

Skolnik devotes much of his analysis to considering those disparities, and suggests four

factors that are at work; first, a public structure caters to the fa6 that Canadians place a
higher value on order than on fieedom, and a proliferation of private institutions would
presuppose a loosening of central controls; second "Canadians are less willing to
compromise the pruiciple of equal treatment for the sake of freedorn than are Arnericans"
(1990, p. 88). and a public syjtem, whilst reducing diversity, implies cornmon standards;

third private benefaction is much more robust in America; fourth, the greater separation of
church and state in Amerka has led to a proliferation of church-related institutions. whereas
in Canada, where such separation is less entrenched, church related colleges have been

absorbed into the public qstem. Skolnik ties this to the observation that there is weaker
sect-orientation in Canada, so "church-atnliated colleges have felt less need to maintain
complete independence and have been more willing to corne together under the umbrella of a
public university"; whilst this has not been satisfaaory to smaller evangelicd seas. Skolnik
notes, these are relatively weaker in Canada so have not proven to be a signifiant factor.
The Canadian distinctives, then, "result from attitudes that emphasize the role of university
education as a public utility, suspicion of pnvate enterprise in education., secuiarization of
education, and equality of results as opposed to equality of opportunity" (1992, p. 7).

Jones' Idea o f o C d i a u i Ut~iversity(1994) suggests that higher education in Canada has
developed to the point where Canadians have "our own 'idea' of what a university is and
should be" (p.2). Jones' paper attempts to articulate this ide* so that it can be discussed,
cntiqued and redehed. His argument, insofar as it approximates to a cornmonly-held

concept of what a University should be, has important implications for the church-related
institution. First, he argues that a University is public md ~~tonomozrs.
"too important to be
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left in the hands of private interests" (p. 1 1). This 'idea', he suggests, allows institutions like

Trinity Western to be seen as "institutional anomalies," and lads educators "to either ignore
the existence of private institutions or to regard those that do exist as abnomal" (p. 1 1).
Second, he argues that a Canadian University is understood to be a sectdar i~r.rtittition.This
allows for the existence of federation or affiliation arrangements, but not "free-standing
sectarian colleges" (p. 15). This perception of the fundamental secularity of the Canadian
University "essentidy allows us to ignore the existence and work of denominational or Bible
colleges in Our discussions of Canadian higher education. Such institutions do of course
e?cist, but our idea of what a university is or should be allows us to place these categories in
the category of the 'other' without having to concern ourselves with the question of whether
these institutions fùifiii a valid rote in terms of the dissemination and advancernent of
knowledgey'(p. 14-15). Third, Jones argues that Universities gant degrees, and institutions
without this independent ability cannot be considered to be universities.

Jones is not explicitly arguing for this 'idea,' but is laying it on the table for discussion and
andysis. However, the argument does offer an explanation for the generally dismissive

attitude to church-related higher education revealed in the Iiterature on Canadian systerns of
higher education: if such institutions are by definition excluded From the canon, then little
time or space need be devoted to them. This does raise some intriguing questions: at what
stage might private or religious institutions press their way back fiom the margin into the
mainstream; how many Trinity Westerns (and Concordias, Augustanas, Kings, Redeemers,
and so on) need spring up before a re-examination offundamental principles takes place?
Sidarly, as forces for 'privatisation' gather at the gate, how might the University react to

such a fundamental redefinition of its functions, stmctures, and arrangements? Jones

certainly does higher education a service by raising these 'first principles,' for there is, as he
observes, "value in discussing and defining the Canadian university" (p. 18).

There is, finally, some unpublished work in the field which deserves note. Peter Gazard's
1980 PhD Thesis, 'A Needî Assesment of Trartsfer Credit Procedures in Cunadian Bible

Colleges' argues that Canadian Bible colleges find existing transfer-credit arrangements
unsatisfactory. In the face of a Canadian post-secondary community that offers affiliation as

a solution, Gazard observes that the colleges thernselves would prefer an Amencan-style
accreditation option. f i s survey, of 29 Bible colleges who held membership in the
Association of Canadian Bible colleges, indicated that "Bible college administrators perceive
affiliation as a potential threat to their autonomy" and "perceive the process of accreditation

as most acceptable" (p. 234-5) because of the nature of their institution. Of the 29
institutions surveyed, 8 were accredited through the AABC or through teaching centre
relationship with a University; 9 were seeking accreditation with the AABC; and 12 were not

seeking accreditation. The study recomrnended, arnongst other things, that "Canadian Bible
colleges rnight investigate the possibility of establishing a Canadian accrediting agency" (p.
237) on the lines of the US-based AABC. It noted, overail, a general dissatisfaction with

transfer-credit arrangements and with a system that did not offer avenues to degree
recognition for the Bible college unless it agreed to the "loss of autonomy" demanded by
affiliation (p. 82).

It is those afnliated and federated colleges which form the focus for a 1993 report prepared

by Susan de Gruchy for the Laurentian University Sub-Cornmitteeof the Presidents'
Commission on Federated Universities. Entitled M d e l s of Federated Uhiversities, the study
examines one federated or affiliated coilege from each of ten Canadian universities. De
Gruchy considers govemance, academic policies, and funding at each institution. then offers
two pages of observations about the diflierent structures the study reveals. She notes that
each atfiliation reiationship is unique, and that variations stem from the different levels of
autonorny and independence on the part of the colleges. These differences, she suggests,
stem from the "philosophical approach with which the Meration was created or stnictured"
(p. 60). Whilst some colleges are seen as unique and diverse additions to the life of the

university, others are merely understood as extensions to a particular faculty. If colleges are
seen as valuable in themselves, then "the ability of the College to establish, develop and
preserve its own identity is protected in the federal arrangements" (p. 6 1); ifcolleges are o d y
addenda, then "the coiiege is treated much as a shell. with little real control over its affairs
and limited independent contribution to the University" (p. 6 1).

David Lawless offers an inside view of the role of denominational colleges and universities in

Canada in two unpublished conference papers. These short papers offer a helpful
introduction to "what has happened and is happening to religious colleges in Canada" (1 988%
p.3), and suggest some broad patterns for the future. Lawless notes the multiple models of

Church colleges and universities in Canada, the variant means of funding these, and the
cornmon problems they face. He affirms that there is a role for religious institutions in
Canadian higher education, "to ensure a connection between academic and spiritual

development of our youth and our inteiiectual leaders" (1988a, p. 14), since such connections
are constrained in the public university. He observes an increasing number of students

choosing to attend denorninational colleges, parents agreeing to pay higher tuition fees, and
'Christian communities dipping into their pockets to ensure these institutions remain in
existence" (1988a, p. 17).

This brief review of the literature on church-related higher education in Canada reveals that,
whilst some valuable work has been produced, there is littie awareness of it in the mainStream literature on Canadian higher education. Most is published under the rubric of Church
History, or appears in more narrowly-focused Christian joumals. The literature on higher
education systerns in Canada remains relatively ill-informed about the size, scope, and
character of church-related Post Secondary Education.
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Research Design

This research study is designed to O&

a profile of Canadian chch-relafedhigher

ediicatiorr, and to determine h m dfferent acodemic alliances @ect the church-relateci
college 's distinct character, mission, and identity. It consriers whether closer linkr with
se&

academic bodies make lirrks beîween ColIege cntd chirch more tenumis. The study

utilises a mode of analysis known as "grounded theory" (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss,
1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990), which understands theory to be generated by observation of
the data, rather than established pnor to data collection and merely verified or refuted by that

data. Theory is drawn frorn and modified by the data, and so the research study itself is
mutable and adaptable, able to be modified in situ.

Grounded theory is a qualitative research procedure: findings are not produced solely
through quantifiable statistical analysis, but through carefùl collection and analysis of a range
of data sources. This means that evidence such as the researcher's observations, the subject's
perceptions, stories, actions and interactions, and an organisation's history, documents, and
culture, are di legitimate data sources. So, too, are quantitative studies, but they have no
special place of privilege because of their quantifiable nature: they may be used for the
'triangulation' of research ( Y i 1994, p. 92), as they are in the present study, to "partially
validate one's qualitative analysis" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 19).
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The research has two stages:
the first phase, using sunrey data, maps the l'&cape of chrrch-related higher education
in Cwiaciir and examines the range of apprmches to academic accreditation;

the second phase, using case study techniques, considers how d~fferentapprmches tu the
problems of accreditatio~la#èct the character and mission of three church-related
Nzstitution.

These are not two separate projects, for they are inextricably linked. This combination of
qualitative and quantitative methods provides dierent approaches to the same data, dif5erent
perspectives on the same phenomena. It offers multiple but converging sources of evidence.

This triangulatio~~
of dala is important, according to Y i (1 994). because "any finding or
conclusion in a case study is likely to be much more convincing and accurate if it is based on
several different sources of information, following a corroborative mode" (p. 92).

The introductory chapter has already addressed some matters of terminology, by offering
working definitions of two key terms: "higher education" and "church-related." Support for
these definitions has been drawn fiom the literature (though much of the literature on churchrelated institutions is Arnerican, not Canadian), and applied to fit the needs of this particular
study.

The survey phase iiiustrates in broad outline how institutions of different size, type, and
religious orientation have chosen to deal with accreditation issues, and correlates those

approaches with different measures of institutionai health and character. The case study
phase offers detailed observation about how those approaches have affected and formed the

essential character and identity of three representative institutions.

1. Phase One: The Survey of Canadian Church-Reiated Higher Education

The first phase is cornprised of a broad-based survey of Canadian church-related colleges, the
analysis of which provides a profile of these institutions, detailing their patterns of affiliation
or accreditation.

1.1

Population of the Survey:

The intention of the survey is to cover the entire popdation of Canadian church-related
Institutions of Higher Education (as defined in the introductory chapter). Since the number of
institutions is relatively small, a census of the available population is feasible. Including al1
institutions also minimises the possibility of errors due to sampling irregularities.

Since no cornprehensive list of the population existed at the aart of the study it was
necessary to compile one from the fiagrnentary data that were avaiiable. The publications of
several organisations offered essentid information: The AUCC Directory provided data on
member institutions who were church-related, or who had church-related affiliates. The

Directory of the Amociution of Theological Schools included information on Canadian
member institutions, as did the Directory of the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges.

The Association ofCanodiun Bible Colleges provided ünks with a further group of
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institutions not inciuded in the previous directories. The journal Faith Todqy, in 1985 and
1992, compiled statistics on Protestant institutions (primarily evangelical), and identified a

number of smaller Bible colleges not aligned with any of the organisations listed. A Directory
of ï7zeoiogicaI EJucation ( 1992) produced by David Anderson of Canadian Bible College in

Regina (designed for school guidance counsellon) provided fùrther information.

Next, educators fiom al1 church traditions in Canada were contacted and interviewed, and
were able to suggest several institutions not identified in the above publications. Other
researchers, working in cognate areas, shared their address Lists. Provincial departrnents of
education were also contacted: whilst they provided usefùl information they did not reveal

any fiirther institutions.

One cannot assume that the resulting list of the population is exhaustive. There may well be
recently-forrned institutions which were not identified through this process. The type of
institutions with the shortest Ise-cycle (iudging from the nature of those institutions which
had recently closed down) were Bible institutes and s m d Bible colleges, so some of these
might have been overlooked. Other institutions have been established since the data were
collected, but these have not been included in the findings.

1.2

Design of the Survey Instrument:

The intent of the survey was to map the scope and character of church-related higher
education in Canada, noting particularly the nature and effect of accreditation or afnliation
arrangements. This offered two lines of enquiry: first, the survey needed to aggregate the

prirnary statistical indicators for the sector; second, the survey needed to explore the effect of
the institutions' approaches to accreditation.

Question design began with an examination of other surveys of higher education, both in
Canada and in the USA. The systematic analyses of church-related higher education are, as
noted above, predorninantly American: Pattillo and Mackenzie's benchmark study is the
Report of the Danforih Commission on Church Sponsored Higher Education (1966);
Memmon Cuninggim (1 978) and Robert Sandin (1 990) reconsider the theme. The studies,
however, do not refiect the d i f r e n t Canadian context. Canadian studies of higher education

are plentitùi: fkom the regular and systematic survey analysis provided by Statistics Cmtada,
to the various overviews of Canadian systems of Higher Education (Cameron, 1991; Gregor,
1993; Jones et al, 1997; Sheffield et al., 1982; Watson, 1992). they offer a perspective that
leaves church-related institutions on the margin, if they appear at dl. More helpfùl are the
few Canadian pieces, several unpublished, which consider different aspects of church-related
higher education. Gazard (1 98O), Hanrahan ( 1988), Lawless ( l988a and b), Stackhouse
(1992). Guenther (1993), de Gmchy (1 993), and Burkinshaw (1 997), help to articulate
distinctive Canadian concems, and to M e the questions.

Since one of the aims of the survey is to aggregate primary statisticai information, one must
detemllne which particular indicaton should be given attention. Robert Birnbaum, in

Maintaining Diversity in Higher Education, suggests that an institution's key indicators are
those identified as such by 'cschdrasin thefieIcP' and by "potentiaIconstituents who decided
whether the imtittition wotiid lie provided wifhresources" ( 1983, p. 82). The 'scholars in the
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field' are reflected in the paragraph above. Their general preoccupations include the

following indicators:

Institutional size (enrolment and faculty);
Student/faculty composition;
Programme offenngs and structure;
Funding arrangements;
Research facilities;
Govemance;
Tuition;

Admissions/accessibiIity.

Not d l of these variables have been included in the survey. Some proved difficult to quanti@

(Admissions and accessibility, for example). Some were not given priority because of
limitations of scope: the survey needed to be of a manageable size, and some variables were

not pertinent to the research question.

The indicators of importance to 'potential constituents' of church-related colleges (students,
Churches, and donors) might kclude those factors used to attract support fiom these
constituents, whether through advertising, publicity materials, or institutional profiles. The

following elements were repeatedly addressed:
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Institutional size;
Church alignment and control;
Programme diversity;
Cornmunity climate (of'len seen as 'spintuality');
academic accreditation;
theological orthodoxy;

quality and reputation of educational expenence.

Some of these factors, particular those which are essentially qualitative, prove difficult to

measure by means of a survey instrument. As a result, the survey does not attempt to devise
questions to measure or identm institutional orthodoxy, community climate, or institutional
reputation. This is not because these are unimportant: indeed, one could well argue that they
provide a prirnary raison d'être for the church-related college. However, they require a very
dserent instrument of measurement, and are more suited to the case study phase of the
research than to the survey.

The b a l design of the instrument contains seven sections, drawn from the variables noted
above:

A. Student Enrolments;

B. Church Connections;
C. Academic Connections;

D. Funding;

E. Faculty;
F. Student Life;
G. The Future.

Since the second aim of the survey is to explore the effect of institutional approaches to
accreditation, the survey design uses this theme of accreditation as the link between the seven
sections. This is most apparent in the lengthy 'Academic Connections' section, but the thread
of accreditation is discemible throughout the instrument, and offers the opportunity for crosssectional statistical analysis using "accreditation approach" as the constant.

Each section in the survey collects quantitative data and allows one open-ended qualitative
observation. A brief description of and rationale for these particular sections is offered
below:

A

Sfudent enrolmerit: The survey collects student enrolment data, as determineci by the

institution's FTE (Full-time equivaiency) for 1994-95. The suwey noted that most
institutions "arrive at an FTE by dividing the total number of credit hours taken by the
number of hours considered 'full time."' The FTE for 84-84 and 89-90 is also requested, to

provide a masure of change. The section also gathers information on undergraduate and
postgraduate numbers, and on hll and part-time students. The open-ended question asks
respondents to comment on factors which attract students to their institution.
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Institutional size has several implications: small colleges have an orientation to cornmunity
and personal relationships, so smallness may be an advantage; however, financial viability
and academic credibility may be at risk if an institution is too small, since it may fail to have

the "cnticai mass" required of an educational institution. Enrolment is also a concem of
external accreditation bodies. Organisations such as the AUCC require a minimum FTE
before an institution can be admitted to membership, to ensure that the necessary structures
will be in place for the institution to fùnction at an acceptable level: size is seen as an
indicator of institutional health (the AUCC requires 200). Where the student body falls
below 100, academic stafT are ofken forced to take on some administrative tunctions, and
such multiple responsibilities mean less tirne for the academic focus (and, ironicaily,
sometimes less time for the student). Enrolment figures (and al1 statistical data) used are for
1994-95.

B

Church Relaiiot~ship:In this section, respondents are asked if the institution is

identined with a specific denomination or religious order, and are asked to identify the
confessional group(s) with which they are allied. if they are non-denominational, they are

asked to idente their doctrinal onentation. This allows institutions to be categorised
according to their ecurnenical geography: if they are ranged alongside denominations that are
primarily classified as Evangelical (Baptist; Mennonite; Evangelical Lutheran; Wesleyan;
Pentecostal; Churches of Christ; Reformed; Missionary), then the institutions themselves are
classified as Evangetical in onentation. If they their alignment is with Main-LUie Protestant
Churches (Anglican; United Church; Presbyterian; Lutheran) that is how they are classified.

If they stand in the Roman Catholic tradition, they are so identified; and if they are evidently

in the Christian tradition, but fa11 into none of these cfassifications, they are listed as "Other."
This classification is, of course, hardly water-tight, as noted earlier. There are, for instance,

evangelicai orientations within many main-line Protestant and Roman Catholic churches, as
there are those who are close to the Catholic tradition in, Say, the Anglican movement. There
are denorninations which span the boundaries (Baptists and Lutherans, for instance).
However, though such a classification may be impefiect, it offers a demarcation that is
generally accepted and widely used. Denominational dlegiance is a prime concem for many
institutions. For some consumers, denorninational influence is of central significant,

indicating an orthodoxy that is desirable in a pluralist society; other consurners may be
concemed to see that while the means of control suggests a values orientation, it reflects a
broad rather than narrow doctrinal stance. Public higher education ofien sees such alignment

as linked with control, oflen presuming that close denomination allegiance will curtail
academic fkedom, or, at least, fail to foster an atmosphere of fiee enquiry.

Those institutions which are non-denominational are also classified according to doctrinal
tradition, for they generally represent a particular sector of the religious community, and rely
on that sector for support, even though specific denominational links may be absent. Thus
Providence Coliege, with its Mennonite and Baptistic roots, is in the Evangelical traditioq as

is Ontario Bible Coilege.

Respondents are also asked a series of specific questions about the formal uitluence of the
Church on their operations, and of their perception of the value Church leaders and the
church community place on their institution. The opensnded question explores the

respondent's perceptions of the ways in which the relationship between Church and College
might be changing.

C

Accrdemic Comrections: This third section of the survey considers more closely the

question of institutional accreditation. Respondents are asked to indicate their avenues of
accreditation, the nomenclature which best designates their institutional type, and their
membership in various higher education associations. They are then asked to indicate the
awards conferred by (or through) their institution, and the transferability of these awards to
other Canadian educational institutions.

The section first examines the approaches to accreditation adopted by participating
institutions. There are seven diffèrent approaches listed, as well as an eight residual category
('other'). This complex taxonomy illustrates the absence of a single, systematic approach to
accreditation in the Canadian conte-, and reflects the maze of approaches which face the
administrator of the church-related college. Institutions chose one (or more) of the following
categories to descnbe their approach to accreditation:

federated with a university: offer courses and degrees which are fully transferable because

of the federation relationship;
afijliated with a university: offer courses and degrees which are fùlly transferable because

of the atnliation relationship;
a teaching centre of a university: offers individual university courses, each course (rather
than the programme or institution) ratified by the parent university
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a fieestandhg institution with courses and degrees which are fully transferable to
Canadian Universities (i.e. 'fuUy accredited', so might be said to hold university stahis
t hemselves);

a &-standing institution with selected courses transferable to selected universities (ie.
where "transfer credit" arrangements have been established with particular universities)

an institution accredited through a non-university agency (Le. AABC. ATS), with courses
primariiy transferable to other Christian Colleges/Seminaries

an instihition that is not academically accredited, affiliated, or federated: no formal
arrangements, though some have limited transfer arrangements with sister institutions
other.

Respondents are then asked to select the nomenclature which describes their institution. The
section disaggregates 'Church-related Institution of Higher Education,' a term which includes
a broad range of institutional types and fails to reflect the sector's diversity. Respondents
were offered five categories (plus a sixth, residual category) fiom which to select:

Serninary (usually post-graduate prufessionaI ministerial preparation, to which have been
added the few non-miilzisterial graduate institutions);

Bible College (undergraduate, zcsuaiiy degree-granring, with a Biblical studies core and

fieid experierzcefocus) ;
Liberal Arts Coliege (oflering u range of undergraduate humanities degrees);
University Wee standing or federated irtsiitt~tion.~
offering a range of degrees);

Affiliated College (which may combine several of the other roles...part semin-

part

liberal arts college. part trniversity);
Other (iticludit~gBible institutes a d lay truining institutes)

The historical data above suggest that different religious traditions have gravitated towards
particular institutional types (i.e. Evangelical institutions have tended to avoid affiliated

college models; Roman Catholic and Main Line Protestant institutions have rarely adopted
the Bible college model), and that these types link closely with particular accreditation
approaches. However, as noted earlier, over pst decades the lines of demarcation have
become blurred: Bible colleges subsume the liberal arts or add seminary divisions; Liberal arts
colleges become "university colleges"; affiliateci colleges or seminaries establish diploma or
certificate programs for the laity. It thus becomes a useful exercise to see how institutions
classi@themselves. Participants were not offered definitions for these five terms, because the
scope of the survey document did not allow this. Questions of definition and interpretation
have, however, been picked up in the case study section, as they are crucial to issues of
identity.

The survey then gathers data about the awards which institutions confer, asks whether these
awards are conferred through a parent institution or independently, and whether they are

offered only in religion or in a range of disciplines. This supplies information about
institutional focus, and allows an examination of the breadth of offeruigs provided by
different institutional types.
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Finally, the section pursues the matter of 'transferability,' by enquiring whether courses at the
responding institution are accepted for transfer at al1 or some Canadian Universities. Since
there is no national system (and few provincial systems) of institutional accreditation (no
'gold standard') in Canada, ''transferability of credits" becornes a key factor for institutions,
and public universities become defacto accrediting bodies: if they accept a degree, it is, in
effect, accredited. This (more than a provincial charter to award degrees) is the watermark
of Canadian accreditation.

The open-ended question in this section asks respondents to indicate their level of satisfaction
with the accreditation arrangements of their institution, and to comment on those things
which they perceive to be particularly hadequate to their needs or particularly beneficial.

D

Funding: The survey assesses the three main sources of revenue for church-related

institutions: Government, the Church, and the student. Funding and accreditation are closely
W e d , since govenunent fùnds are rarely available to institutions without academic

accreditation; and church funds may dwindle once institutions are seen to be benefiting £?om
the supposed largesse of government. Some observers of church-related institutions correlate
public funding with secular control, and see the lessons of history being forgotten as
govenunent takes an increasing stake in church-related institutions; on the other hand, some

fear that public funds are being siphoned towards private, religious purposes, thus drawhg
much-needed capital away from public universities.
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The percentage of institutional income (operating income and total income) fiom these t h e
primary sources is recorded. Respondents are then asked how they perceive affiliation to

have affecteci their ability to fund-raise within the church, to determine whether affiliation or
accreditation negatively affects an institution's support base within the church comrnunity.

E

Facrilty: Information on staffing is intended to illuminate three issues: faculty size;

faculty qualifications; and control of faculty selection.

The number of full-the faculty is not necessarily correlated to the number of students. An
afiiliate college (St Joseph's, Edmonton, for instance) may have several hundred students yet
have a relatively smali complement of full-tirne faculty, either because the university performs
the primary teaching function, or because the college employs mainly sessional lecturers.
When the number of full-time faculty fdls below 25, and the number of students below 500, it
is difficult for an institution to have viable departmental structures, so either specialisation
becornes dinicult or else the entire staff is subordinated to a single department or division (Le.
the Division of Religion). Some studies suggestl that at a certain size it becomes difficult for

an institution to function as a community, as it reaches a bureaucratic threshold and tends to
be oriented as a corporation rather than as a comrnunity.

Faculty qualifications reflect certain academic priorities: one eastem college will not employ
faculty who hold a doctoral degree because of what Waller (1 97 1) called "occupational
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socialization": their loyalties are seen to be to the academy rather than to the church.
Certainly, many Bible colleges have placed a high prionty on spiritual formations, and so
graduate degrees have taken a lower priority. Colleges comected with public universities.
however. tend to reflect the academic assumption that a Doctoral degree is a necessary

accessory for post-secondary instruction. Qualifications. then, might be seen to be a
reflection of an institution's pnorities.

The locus of control over personnel decisions reflects the power structure of an institution.
For some atnliates, control over appointments (search, appointment, promotion, dismissal) is
vested in the university; for many denominational Bible colleges, such control is vested in the

church-appointed board. Perceptions about the "locus of control" for faculty appointments
might reveal information about the identity and central orientations of the institution itself.

This section of the survey also explores some of the issues linked with academic freedom by

asking whether religious convictions play a part in institutional hiring processes, and might be
considered just cause for dismissal. Academic fieedom, in its various interpretations, is often

a matter of contention when church-related colleges attempt to establish afnliation or
accreditation arrangements. The open-ended question probes the influence of religious
considerations on personnel decisions, seeking to find whether respondents consider the
inthence of the Church to be restrictive in any way.

F

Shrdeni Life: One oRen forgets students in the discussion of educational institutions;

yet for a church-related institution the effect of the educative process on the student is of
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particular interest. This section of the survey attempts to assess the efféct of the institution's
orientation on the non-academic life of the student (although how much administrators
actually know about the lives of their students is an open question!). One question examines
institutional boundaries, to ask whether students hold membership in a larger, umbrella
organisation. This applies particularly to afiiliated colleges, where students may
simultaneously be part of a college and part of the larger university. Succeeding questions
attempt to determine whether student life reflects the values and practices of the sponsoring
faith comrnunity, and to assess student engagement with the various religious activities
associated with the institution. The section as a whole thinks about whether students
perceive the religious nature of the institution as central or peripheral to their experience,
with the open-ended question asking how or whether respondents perceive their students are
being distinct from typical students in a public university.

G

me Fuftdre: Whilst far from a quantitative assessment of long-term plans, this final

section asks respondents to look ahead, and predict the direction they see their institution
taking on four fronts: whether links with extemal academic agencies will grow closer;
whether the faith connections of faculty members will increase or decrease; whether students

wiil continue to be drawn from a particular faith comrnunity; and whether operating incorne
fkom Church sources will increase or decline. This section is intended to feel the institutionai
pulse...to gauge administrator's intuitions about the directions their institutions are going.
The open-ended question invites respondents to speculate about changes in their institution's
academic relationships and profile, and about possible changes in relationship with a

sponsoring faith cornmunity. This may, of course, prove mere wishful thinking, but even that
illustrates what those particular wishes might be.

1.3

Field Pre-test

Followinç discussions with a number of practitioners, and the subsequent development of a
tentative set of questions, the first drafi of the survey instrument was produced in October,
1994. It was to be a self-administered survey, about 45 minutes in length. The draft was

circulated to institutional administraton who had agreed to complete the pilot document. One
of these institutions was a Bible college, one a Teaching centre, and one an affiliated college
of a university. The administraton were asked to comment on the design of the instrument,
note any instructions or questions which appeared to be ambiguous or unclear, and highlight
points where the nature of the expected response was not evident. Three responses were
submitted, and revisions made to the survey in the light of those responses. These
administrators were then excluded from the survey proper, though their institutions were still
included by approaching a different adrninistrator to complete the revised instrument (if the
Dean completed the pilot, then the President completed the final survey, and vice versu).

1.4

Method of Data ColIection and Response Rate

On March 1", 1995, the survey was distributed by mail to 155 institutions (see Appendix "D"):
the entire population identified as Canadian church-related institutions of higher education. A

covering letter (Appendix B) explained the purpose of the survey, and the wider research of
which it formed a part. A stamped-addressed envelope was enclosed witb the survey.

In the

first month, 45 of the surveys were completed and were retumed. A M e r 9 surveys were

retumed as undeliverable, either because of institutional ciosure or relocation. These were readdressed where possible, or else institutionai closure was confinned. On March 28&, 1995, a

t
hreminder letter (this time, personalised) was sent to the remaining institutions. By April
14&,a further 34 surveys had been completed. Between April 14' and 24", institutions were
contacted by telephone, to ensure that the surveys had been received, and to encourage
completion. By the end of May, 107 institutions had returned completed survey forms.

A number of respondents had indicated on the telephone that they would like to complete the

survey, but sirnply had not time to do so. As a result, an abbreviated two-page telephone
survey was devised (see Appendk C), and a time arranged for a telephone survey to take
place. A further 32 institutions agreed to complete this survey, which was administered
between May 3" and 9', 1995. Since these telephone surveys assess a more lirnited range of
data than the full survey (only basic institutional characteristics), at certain points the sample
size is afected.

The full survey was eventually cornpleted and retumed by 109 institutions (70%). 14
institutions (9%) had either closed, declined to participate in the survey, or did not consider
themselves to be church-related institutions. 32 institutions (2 1%) completed the shorter
telephone s ~ r v e y . ~

Of this Telephone S w e y group, 35% were Bible colleges. 2 1% Lay Training Institutes. 19% seminaries,
11% Liberal Arts Coiieges, 8% Universities and 5% Federated or AfnIiated Colleges. To state this a different
way, half of Lay Training institutions and a quarter of Bible colleges responded by telephone, compared with
only 10%of f'erated and N~liatedcolleges, and about 15% of Seminaries, Universities, and Liberal Arts

Colleges.

This relatively high response rate can be accounted for by the nature of the population and
the close connections within it. The study had been introduced at the ACBC annual
conference and at the spring meeting of the ACCUC; the survey was to be the basis for a
paper at an interdenominational conference on faith and leaming in Canadian higher

education (Wth Heurt andMind. May, 1995), and was the subject of a discussion session at
the Heads of Anglican Colleges meeting in Ottawa during May, 1995. The high profile aven
through these meetings meant that many institutions were aware of the survey through their

own networks. The institutions themsehes were also aware that the wider Canadian
academic community knows littie about church-related higher education, and tends to view it

as a marguial activity. The study offered to disseminate information to this wider cornmunity,

a possibility welcomed by the church-related establishments, eager to show the scope and
calibre of their institutions.

1.5

Data Analysis

The data fiom the completed surveys were analysed using SPSS 6.1 for Widows. Data
were inputted fiom the surveys by the researcher, and statistics and tables were generated
using SPSS only. Data cleaning was also completed, making sure that ail rnissing data were
accounted for: in some cases, certain sections of the suwey were not completed,
either because questions were not relevant to an institution or because data were not available
(ie FTE for the past decade, when an institution was only three years old). Data were
scrutlliised, and any apparent inconsistencies checked against the hard copies of the survey.
Data nom the open-ended questions were transcribed and wded, using the coding techniques

described below.

1.6

Reliabüity

The survey instrument is reproduced in Appendix A to allow for the study to be examined
and replicated. Cornparison with existing data (Le. fiom AUCC studies and ACBC annual
reports) suggested that certain responses were reliable and replicable. For other data, no
previous parallel studies were available. The study had to wrestle with the fact that different
sub-groups operate with different vocabularies. Even in such a seemingly homogeneous
sector as 'church-related Higher Education' seemingly i ~ o c u o u tse m s take on very different
interpretations. In particular, the university-related sector speaks a different language than the
non-accredited sector, and considerable time was spent in distilling and clari*ng

questions

through the pre-testing petiod, so that al1 participants could respond meaningfùlly. Where

this seerned to be a particular problem, expiicit definitions were offered (for instance, it was
imperative that respondents understood the meaning of the term 'Full-time equivalent' when
referring to student enrolment patterns, and so a typical formula was appended). Obviously. it
was not possible to eschew technical language in al1 survey sections, nor to offer satisfactory
definitions, so a certain familiarity with the core vocabulary of higher education systems was
assumed, and respondents did not indicate an inability to understand the questions asked of
them.

1.7

Validity

The constmct validity of the survey was underpimed by several procedures. The pilot
process noted above, attempted to ensure that respondents in different institutions clearly
understood the questions being asked of them. The grammatical structure of a number of
questions was altered to make the intent clearer. Where t e m s were cornplex, the s w e y
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appended synonyms which were more commonly used: for exarnple, "A &-standing
institution with selected courses transferable to selected univenities (i.e. "transfer
arrangements")." The surveys were directed to the Presidents or Deans of the institutions,
who were deemed to be the persons best informed and best able to supply the required
information. The questions were al1 designed to be answerable by Dean and President, though
some sections ('Student Life,' for exarnple), deal more with their perceptions than with the
reality. Although it is possible that respondents rnight 'infiate' answers to increase their
institutional status, the fact that answers were to be treated confidentially and anonymously
made such inflation less Iikely. Also, some of the statistical information was already a matter
of public record (ie: reported to the AUCC or the ACBC), and so verifiable. There is some
evidence in the literature that a self-adrninistered survey is Iess prone to social desirability
bias than are personal interviews (Aquilin0 & Lociuto, 1990; Mangione, 1982), so the mailsurvey design helps to minimise embellishments.

The questions themselves were designed to be as reliabte and unambiguous as possible. Most
of the survey questions were closed, except for the one open question at the end of each
section. Some of the questions seek nominal data (for instance, where respondents are asked
to select a particular nomenclature which is appropnate to their institution), some ordinal
data (the questions which utilise the seven-point scale), and some ratio data (the enrolrnent

figures at the start of the survey). A seven-point scde was used for ordinal responses, with
'one' indicating strong disagreement and 'seven' indicatïng strong agreement to the statement
in question. The questions were devised to be unidimensional and monotonie, so that each
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question would directly address only one variable. This attention to question design and to
pre-testing attempted to increase the validity of the survey instrument.

1.8

Limitations of the Survey

Several limitations to this survey need to be identified. First, the survey is a static
measurement of the sector, and so it is unable to show how institutions have changed over
time. The only exception to this is the survey's attempt to map emolment patterns over a ten

year period, which does allow for a limiteci analysis of institutional change. This means that
the survey cannot pretend to predict patterns of institutionai change.

A second limitation is the patchy response fiom parts of the sector. In particular, smaller,

non-accredited institutions were less likely to retum the mail-in survey, and were more likely
to give incomplete responses if they did retum it. Some 50% oflay training institutions failed
to retum their mail-in survey, and some 26% of Bible colieges. These institutions did
respond to the follow-up telephone survey, but this was not as comprehensive as the selfadministered questionnaire. Their low participation rnay indicate their distance fiom the

mainstream of Canadian higher education, and relative lack of involvement in issues of
accreditation and credit transfer. It may also reflect the pressures under which smaller
institutions labour, and the low priority accorded to academic questionnaires.

As noted above, not all institutions wmpleted all sections of the survey. Of those who

returned the self-administered questionnaire, some omitted sections which they did not feel
were relevant to their institution or for which they did not have data. Some did not take time

to complete the open-ended questions within the survey, for exarnple, and so these may not
reflect the full range of participating institutions. Where possible, the level of response is
indicated in the survey findings' but (for reasons of space) there is not always a detaiied
breakdown of which institutional types responded to particular questions.

There are some statistical irregularities in the way in which institutions deal with the concept
of 'Full-time equivalency.' or f3E. Not only do some use different formulae (according to

their various credit ratings), but some have difficulty detemining how to assess their student
numbers, particularly if they are afiliated or federated with another institution. In the fint
case, the decision was made to explain, within the survey itself, the notion of FTE, and the
common means of assessing it. As a result, the number supplied by institutions as their FTE
was taken to be correct, even though their means of calculation might have varied. Some

affiliates noted the problern of 'college membership': that students were deemed to be
'members' of the college even though they might not take al1 or any classes at the institution;

and students might take classes at the institution who were not rnembers of the college. In
these instances, where FTE figures were simply not calculable because of -open boundaries',
-college of membership' numbers were utilised in their place.

A fUrther limitation to the study is the arnbiguity surrounding a central term: 'Affiliation.' The

multiple applications of this term are noted above. When used by Regent College (BC) the
term refers only to a very loose connection with the University of British Columbia, that might
best be described as facility-sharing; when used by NABC (AB) affiliation refers to an
arrangement that encompasses only first and second year courses (similar to the teaching-
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centre approach in Manitoba); when used by St John's College (MB), the term refen to an
integral relationship whereby fiscal, academic, and govemance decisions are al1 harmonised
with university policy. As de Gmchy observes, "There are as many models of federation [a

term she uses to include affiliation] as there are universities making use of federsl systems"
(1 993, p. 1).

The anomalous nature of accreditation in Canada presents another problern of classification.
The academic connections of a number of institutions, and the means by which they seek
accreditation, are plural rather than singular. They may well be accredited through a nonuniversity agency d rely on transfer credits to universities (true of a number of Bible
colleges); they may be ffiliated or federated and also be accredited through a non-University
agency (true of many seminaries). Because accreditation arrangements in Canada are not
centralised, and, even within provincial systems of higher education, prove anomalous, the
survey reflects this haphazard structure with statistics that cannot be neatly pigeon-holed or
segregated, but which overlap.

A fiirther limitation, noted above, is the way the survey addresses religious orientation. In

the survey, institutions note the denomination or religious order with which they are
affiliated, or, if they are non- or trans-denominational, the wing of the Church with which
they are allied. The survey then determines their orientation acwrding to this affiliation.

However, this does not take into consideration the fact that some denominations and
institutions span the categories. The Anglican church, for instance, whilst primdy 'main-

Line Protestant, ' is a 'broad church' , spanning Anglo-Cat holic and Evangelical. The Coiieges
associated with it rnay be in one of several traditions.

hdeed, colleges may, over the years, shifi their orientation. George Rawlyk, in a recent
essay, notes this very fact when he considen the "rise, fall, and nse of the evangelical
tradition" (1996, p. 15), and traces a movement at two Baptist divinity schools, Acadia and
McMaster, fkom evangelical to liberal and back again. To surnmarise this limitation:
institutions rnay not reflect the primary orientation of their sponsoring denomination; students
or faculty rnay not reflect the dominant orientation of their institutions; and denominations
rnay themselves move or drift dong the ecclesiological continuum. Al1 of this means that
when institutions are aligned in the survey with the religious orientation of parent
denominations this rnay not accurately reflect the interna1 orientation of the institution.
However, to try to consider (as Rawlyk does) the orientation of institutions by means of
assessing the predisposition of individual faculty members or the student body is a slippery
task, £faught with the danger of subjectivism, particularly in the context of a survey, and so
the present system, despite its limitations, was adopted.

Missing f?om the survey are several institutions who chose not to participate. Several large
institutions fkom Eastern Canada noted that they no longer considered themselves to be
church-related. Several others declined to participate in the study without supplying
explanations. These were al1 Main Line Protestant or Roman Catholic institutions, and their
absence has somewhat a f k t e d the statistical analysis.

A final limitation reflects the survey's dependence on the accuracy of the respondents'

perceptions. Respondents (the Dean or the President) are asked to assess the views and
opinions of those with whom they interact: students; faculty; Church leaders and constituents.
These groups are not surveyed in their own right, but only through the lens of institutional
administrators. The survey has no means of knowing whether these perceptions are accurate,
and must assume that they are limited by the barriers to understanding which exist in al1
institutions. This means that the many subjective questions within the survey reflect, at best,
the perceptions of administrators, not necessarily the actual state of &airs. The survey would
be more robua had it been able to draw data fiom multiple sources within the institutions,

but scope and cost made this untenable.

Many of these limitations reflect the idiosyncratic nature of the institutions studied. which
was often difficult to capture. It was challenging to fashion survey questions which would be

pertinent to the whole range of institutions within the sector, and which would capture what
is oflen intangible, and is reflected differently in different institutions.

2

Phase Two: The Case Studies

Phase One of the study maps the landscape of Canadian church-related higher education, and
indicates the nurnber, the scope, and (in broad outline) the character of institutions according

to the dïerent means of accreditation they adopt. Phase Two uses case study method to
scmtinise selected institutions, and examines how their particular affiliation or accreditation
anangement affects their character, mission, and identity.

2.1

Population: Rationale for Selectioo

The survey revealed four institutional approaches to accreditation:

some institutions have an independent degree-granting capacity, implemented by
govemment charter and affirmed by AUCC rnernbership3:
some institutions (federated and afiliated institutions) offer awards validated by a parent
institution:

some institutions seek accreditation through agencies which have no clearly recognised
status in Canada (Le. AABC) or establish transfer credit relationships with particular
Canadian Universities (these two approaches are combined because, typically, institutions
who attempt the first are forced to fa11 back on the second if they wish to transfer credits to
institutions beyond the bounds of the accrediting association)
some institutions have no accreditation.
There are some anomalies in this classification: Teaching centres would seem to fa11 into
category hvo, but although their courses are univenity accredited, they cannot offer university
degrees, and so, in some ways, they are close kin to transfer-credit institutions. PCABaccredited bodies fa11 into the first category, but their degree-awarding powers are determined
by a govemment-established accrediting body (another anomaly, in Canadian ternis).

Pontifical institutions see the Vatican as their prirnary accrediting body, even though they
often hold a civil charter.

As noted above, other institutions do possess a govemment charter, but without AUCC rnembership this aione is
not considered to carry accreditation status.
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This second stage of the study adopts a multiple-case study design, and considers the effects
upon institutions of différent forms of filiation. One institution from each of the first three
categories was s e l d for study: a free-standing, degree granting institution; a federated
college; and an AABC-accredited, transfer-credit institution. Each institution has
undergraduate instruction as its primary focus; offers degrees in multiple disciplines; is seen
to be an "exemplary institution" by other institutions; and has exhibited a pattem of
enrolrnent growth over the pst five years. However. the institutions corne fiom different
Christian communions (one is Roman Cathoiic; one Lutheran and Main-line Protestant; one
interdenominational, but Evangelical Protestant) and are located in three different provincial
jurisdictions. The similar characteristics were selected in order to make the institutions
broadly comparable by size and function; the distinct characteristics were selected so as to

make them reflect the diverse pattern of Christian higher education in Canada, and not merely
be pertinent to one small part of an already s m d sector.

The three selected institutions al1 participated in the first phase of the research, and indicated

a willingness to participate in the second phase. Each institutions was identined as exemplary
by their peers, and in the literature. St Thomas More was identified in de Gruchy's study as a
place where ''the ability of the college to establish, develop and preserve its own identity is
protected in the federal arrangements" (1993, p. 61). Concordia is the largest of the three

PCAB institutions, and successive PCAB reports have underlined its qualities. Birkenshaw
noted that Providence (and two of its sister colleges) "enjoyed stable, and even growing

enrollments dunng the early 19903, a very difficult period for many other Bible colleges"
(1 1)-

A non-accredited institution was not selected, for two reasons: first, there was no non-

accredited institution that would have formed a suitable parallel to the three institutions
selected: no non-accredited institution had an FTE of 200 or more, whilst al1 the institutions
considered in this study had an FTE of at least 300. Cornparisons of structure, already
difficult, would have been multiplied. Second, the transfer-credit institutions reflect many of
the same characteristics as the non-accredited institutions: the boundary between the two

categories is indistinct, with slight differentiation between institutions who transfer a handful
of courses to one or two univenities and those who transfer none. An additionai case study

would have replicated many of the issues and concems addressed in the third category: it
would have been a second Bible college (or Lay Training institute), evangelical in orientation,
but smder in size. This did not seem to warrant a separate study.

The three case reports are compiled in separate chapters, and then a cross-case report
prepared and policy implications considered which include both phases of the study.

2.2

Data Collection: Field Procedures

Con~actingand visiting the Institutions: The President of each of the three institutions was

contacted by letter (see Appendix E) in June, 1995. The letter explained the scope, intent,

and demands of the case study, and sought their participation and their approval for the
researcher to visit their institution, approach other persons in the institution, and gain access
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to documentary and archival evidence. Each of the three agreed to participate in the second
stage of the research.

A one-day preliminary visit was made to each institution to meet with the President, discuss
the project in more detail, confirm the arrangements for the niIl case study visit, and establish

a provisional schedule of interviews. in each case someone in the President's office provided
administrative assistance in setting up the fiamework of the visit, and scheduling individual
interviews. This preliminary site visit also allowed for the collection of some documentary
data, which provided historical material to help establish the context of the study.

Following these one-day visits, the researcher wrote letters to each of the individuals selected

for interview, outlining the nature of the study and requesting their participation (see
Appendu F). The letter explained that, although institutions would be identified in the study,
individuals would be treated anonymously (unless they agreed in writing to be identified).
From these responses, a schedule of interviews was established.

Each site visit was one week in duration, and took place during term tirne. The first was to St
Thomas More College in Saskatoon, fiom 27h November - 1" December, 1995. The second
visit was to Providence College, in Otterburne, south of Winnipeg, fiom January Znd
to 2
6
:
1996. The third visit, to Concordia University College of Alberta, located in Edmonton, took

place fiom March 1 1th - 15:

1996.

2.3

Data Collection: Sources of Evidence

The data gathered are of three main types: Institutional documents, including archival
s
conducted; and the physical and social
records, were collated; a senes of i n t e ~ e wwere
environment of the institutions was observed. This allows methodological trimgdation
(using inte~ewing,observation, and document analysis) and triangulation of data source (the
survey and the three case studies), though only a single investigator and thus a single
viewpoint.

Collection mrd Anaiysis of Doctmentary Data: Each institution was asked for and supplied a

range of documents. Each îùrnished a copy of the institutional CaIendia. Ca~aiogue,or
Prospectus.

Each also provided a copy of formal accreditation or qttfiationdocumentation: St Thomas
More suppiied a copy of the federation agreement with the University of Saskatchewan;
Providence a copy of the transfer-credit policy approved by the Senate of the University of
Manitoba; and Concordia a copy of the PCAB Accreditation H d b o o k and the Province of
Alberta Order in Council479/87 Corn which it denves its authority to grant degrees. In
addition, St Thomas More provided a copy of the 1995 Extemal Review and supporthg
documentation, and Concordia provided a full copy of the 1993 SelfSttdj, produced for the
PCAB. Each institution provided intemal reports about key accreditation issues, dong with

selected memos and letters, where appropnate.

Formal and infiormal instit~~tional
histories provide an historical context : H

e

m by ~

~

Margaret Sanche (1986), examines the history of St Thomas More College up to 1986. At
Providence Coiiege, a Fifiieth Anniversary magazine assists the historical survey, as does an
unpublished 1965 MTh Thesis by Edward Hildebrandt. Concordia produced, on its 60"
anniversary in 1981, a slim volume of 'Recollections' by Albert H. Schwermann, founding
President of the College; in 1961 and 1967 a later president, Roland Frantz, included an
historical retrospective in two reports presented to the Board of Regents, and the current
President, Richard Kraemer, contributes an article entitied "Concordia's Histoncal Roots" to
a 1996 anthology in celebration of Concordia's 75" anniversary.

MiscelZmieorrs d'menfu~ion was also supplied: Faculty handbooks and collective

agreements; institutional magazines and student newspapers; organisationai charts indicating
departmental structures, govemance, and administration; and other institutional literature.

The documentary data are examined using content analysis, and the findings used to
supplement and confirm evidence gathered through other means. The documents offer
precise and extensive details of institutional operations present and past, and offer insights
into the motivation arid rationale behind particular actions and decisions. Documentary
evidence does, of course, have its drawbacks. In particdar, it reflects policy rather than
practise, and although this can be augmented through such methods as the interview, this is
more difficult where historical data are concemed. Documentary data c m also reflect
institutional or personal biases, and may be inwmplete, so selectiveness can be a problem:
documents which offer a dissenting or contrasting view may not be available, or may not
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have surviveci. For this reason, it is essential that documentary evidence be augmented by
complementary data sources.

Collection aid Altalyss of Archzval Datai Each of the t hree institutions allowed ceriain

access to archival information, both dunng and following the site visit. St Thomas More and
Concordia provided letters and documents from their archive holdings at the request of the
researcher; at Providence, most of the usehl archival matter came directly tiom the files of
those involved, or (in the case of early College Catalogt~es)from the office of the registrar.
Institutional enrolment statistics were provided by the registrar's offices, or gleaned from
archival documents. in short, the archives offered both qualitative and quantitative
information for the study. Access to faculty or cornmittee minutes was not generally
available, though selected material was made available at al1 three institutions. The archival
material was also exarnined using content analysis, and was subject to the same shortcomings
as other documentary data.

Direct Observa~ior~:
Augmenting the documentary data and i n t e ~ e wtranscnpts were the

direct observations of the researcher, who, over the course of the week's visits, took the
opportunity to explore the physicd space and observe the Life of the institution. He attended
Chapel services at each institution; ate in the cafeteria; observed work patterns; visited the
sporting arenas; worked in the iibraries; drank coffee and talked with students in the student

coffee bars; and simply walked the rooms and comdors, noting the state of the facilities,
reading notice boards and observuig social behaviour. This data collection was limited to the
uneven coverage that a single person was able to provide. Nevertheless, these observations

do help to contextualise the other data. Although collected haphazardly, they were recorded
as a journal during the research visit.

Itzterviews: A series of focused, open-ended intewiews were central to each institutional visit

(Yin, 1994, p. 80). The list of inte~eweeswas assernbled from a selection requested by the
s
faculty,
researcher, supplemented, in discussion, by the President. These i n t e ~ e w included
staff, students, and board members. Because of the need to place a limit on the scope of the

study no interviews were recorded with members of the outside academic cornmunity,
university, or accrediting agency, though this would be a usefiil supplernentary study. The
researcher performed dl interviews himself. The general nature of the study was explained to
participants in the introductory letter, and was clarified at the start of each interview. A set
of seven protocol questions (Appendix G) provided a general outline to the interviewer in al1
three case studies, but the i n t e ~ e w were
s
free-ranging and did not follow a strict schedule of
questions, with the airn of encouraging those interviewed to develop their responses at some

length. In every case, the outiine of the questions becarne more focused as key issues were
identifieci over the course of the visit.

Each institution made a conference room or office available for the duration of the visit, and
interviews were conducted there or in the offices of those interviewed, except for i n t e ~ e w s

with Board members, which, in several cases, were conducted off-site, in participant's homes
or offices. One interview, with an individual who had been key in negotiating accreditation

arrangements but who now lived out of the country, was wnducted by telephone, and tape
recorded. The i n t e ~ e w were
s
typically 45 minutes to an hour in length, were recorded on
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audio tape (two tape recorders and microphones were used in the sessions), and subsequently
transcnbed by the researcher himself Participants included a cross section of age and gender.

These scripts were returned directly to the participants, who read them, deleted or revised
any passages they felt to be particularly sensitive or imprecise, then returned them to the

researcher, who adjusted the text accordingly. The i n t e ~ e w ranged
s
in length corn just over
1,000 words to 17,500 words. In some cases, supplementary i n t e ~ e w were
s
arranged when
clarification was required (for instance, if a later i n t e ~ e wraised an issue which had not been
addressed with an eariier participant, or if two views of an issue seemed to require

amplification). The President of each institution provided both an initial i n t e ~ e w
and an exit
interview. A11 three Presidents also made themselves available to the researcher for general
questions and clarification throughout the course of the visit.

InteMews within an institution can often be less than candid, since either loyalty to the
institution or feu for one's position might cause the interviewee to be econornical with the
truth. It is difncult to know how successfully one overcomes such reservations, and
minimises the possibility of bias. Three tactics were adopted to address this issue: the first
was to reinforce, at the start of each interview, the guarantee of anonymity, and the right of
the participant to view and revise the intervîew transcnpt without the mediation of college
authoîities; the second was to use the researcher's own experience of a variety of churchrelated institutions to probe the traditional institutional pressure-points, and establish the
researcher's own credentials; the third was to establish the possibility of supplementary
interviews, so that if subsequent i n t e ~ e w revealed
s
pressure points, those points might be
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revisited. It is the opinion of the researcher that d l three institutions were remarkably candid

in their approach. The researcher was not denied access to any materials he requested, and
no line of questioning was deemed too contentious to address. Indeed, the Presidents of dl
t

h institutions were most

forthcoming about their perceptions of institutional frailties,

often suggesting lines of enquiry which had not been initiated by the researcher.

The researcher attempted to m a t e rapport with inte~eweesthrough establishing a cornmon
platform of experience: having taught in a range of church-related institutions of higher
education he was familiar with many of their strengths and weaknesses. His role as a
researcher f?om a respected University aiso provided a measure of academic credibility.

Most of the interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis, though in a few cases there
was a group interview (particularly with student groups). Only in one case did an individual

request that an i n t e ~ e w
transcnpt not be used, a request which was honoured. In total, the
transcripts of the 66 i n t e ~ e w amounted
s
to over 270 pages, and over 100,000 words. The
tapes on which the interviews are recorded will be wiped clean at the close of the study.

The table below provides an oveMew of the intewiews performed at each institution. Since
each institution had a different academic and administrative stnicture, and used different

nomenclature for different roles, the three lists are not precisely parallel. In sorne instances,

an individual was unavailable for interview: in one case an administrator was abroad, and so a
subordinate undertook the interview; in another, an administrative post was vacant at the
time of the study.
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St Thomas More College

President (Ektry & Exit)
Dean (Ass't)
Faculty Members (4)
Chaplain

Providence College

President (Entry & Exit)
Dean
Registrar
Faculty Members (6)
ChaplaidField E d Co-
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Concordia University

College
President (Entry & Exit)
Dean & VP Acadernic
Dean of Admissions
Faculty Members (3)
Chaplain

ordjnator

Dir. of Development
Student Services Director
Board Members (3)
Board Chair
Student Groups (2)
Archivist
Sessional Lecturer

(Development post vacant)
Student SeMces (Dean)
Board Members (2)
Board Chair
Student Council
Chancellor (President
Emeritus)
Past Administrator

18 InteMews p e r f ~ n n e d : ~ 18 Interviews performed:

1 24 Persons Inteniewed

1 19 Persons i n t e ~ e w e d

Dir. Of Development
VP Student Services
Board Members (3)
Student Groups (2)
Dir. Of Public Affairs

VP Finance
17 InteMews perfomed:

1 23 Persons Interviewed

A ümited arnount of coding was done on site during the week of the institutional visit, and

the i n t e ~ e w
process was revised accordingly. Time restrictions meant that some coding was
completed after the event, so certain patterns becarne evident only f i e r the visit when aii the
transcripts were analysed, and so were not explicitly addressed in the interviews themselves.
It also meant that some interviews performed at the start of each week did not discuss issues
which were raised later in the week. In some cases, where the matter seemed central,
supplementary interviews were perfomed, if the i n t e ~ e w e ewas available.

These numbers do not include supplementary interviews.

2.4 Data Analysis

When the interview transcripts were revised and returned, the process of analysis began.
Each transcript was examined using open coding, working through the text line by line,
keeping in mind the central focus of the research. These annotations helped to generate a
number of categories for analysis. The interview data in each case study were then
aggregated under these newly-generated categories, so t hat the text was reorganised
topicdly. This process of axial coding, then, followed for each institution, created a series of
conceptual categories, so the interview transcripts themselves were disassembled, then
rearranged within these categories.

This process was also followed for the documentary and archival data. The categories
generated by open coding of the data in the three studies were compared, and fiom that
cornparison seven categories emerged which were common to al1 three institutions. These
seven categories proved key to understanding the effect of different forms of accreditation
adopted by the institutions, which was confirmed as the core category. On the one hand, the
nature of the institution explained the particular approach to accreditation: on the other, the

means of accreditation was pivotal in determining the character of the institution. The seven
categones, used as lenses through which to observe issues of accreditation, were as follows:

1. Institutionai history: how the institution's history and traditions prepare the ground for

particular approaches to accreditation.

2. D e t a l of fomaî accreditation agreement (s): how the detailed application of
accreditation arrangements affect institutional practice.

3. Institutional location and physical description: how physicai location and design

contnbute to and are influenced by accreditation approaches.
4. Institutionai identity: how the multiple identities, inherent within the church-related

college, are affeçted by accreditation approaches.
5 . Student characteristics: how and why students are attracted to the institution, reflecting

on the nature of the student community, student recmitment, and student perceptions.
6. Faeulty characteristics: how the demands of affiliation have affected patterns of faculty

recruitment, and changed the nature of faculty orientation and responsibility.

7. Chur& relations: how the sponsoring church or supporting constituency has responded
to accreditation arrangements. How the College has led the Church, moved in concert
with it, or taken an altemate direction to it.

The axial coding process was then followed to generate sub-categones, the dominant subthemes within the broader categones. A hierarchy was developed: the sub-categones were
tributaries to the seven main categories, which themselves iIluminated different aspects of the
central phenomenon, narnely accreditation. The study report, in each case, consists of an
institutional namative, with the seven categories noted above operating as cornmon
subsections in distinct accounts: to use Strauss and Corbin's terminology, each chapter is "a
descriptive narrative about the central phenomenon of the study" (1990, p. 1 16).

Each completed case study chapter was returned to the institution, where it was circulated

and annotated, and responses retumed to the researcher. The case studies were then revised
to refiect any revisions requested by the institutions, dl of which were minor.
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The threads of these distinct namtives are then drawn together in the final chapter through

surnmary and cornparison, and the implications of the whole research project, both survey
and case studies, examined and presented .

2.5

Limitations to the Case Studies

Several limitations of these case studies need to be noted here:

There are certain limitations introduced by the researcher himself as a white male, with a
Protestant evangeiical background and a university education, he brings cenain
presuppositions to the interviewing process, and may prove less familiar with some
educational contexts than with others. This may serve to establish comrnon ground with
some participants and not with others. It would, no doubt, have been usehl to employ other
research assistants with different backgrounds, but the limitations of cost and travel precluded
such an approach.

The time available to the researcher was strictly limited: with only two institutional visits,
most time was dedicated to interviewkg, leaving less time for archival searches and
observation of institutional life. Where supplernentary materials were required, the researcher

was forced to rely on the good offices of the Presidents' assistants, or the CO-operationof
archivists and registrars. Time and distance aiso meant that drafk copies of the research (both
intewiews and chapters) were not able to be extensively discussed, but only revised and
edited by mail.

The archival resources available at the different institutions were of varying quality; some

were exceliently organised, and readily accessible, whilst others were less systematically
catalogued. This was also true of institutional histories; some were very well documented,
whilst others had yet to be formdly drawn together. This meant that the historical
fiamework for some of the case studies was built on less substantid resources than others.

Since the researcher had only a rudimentary knowledge of the three institutions before the
main site visits, he had to rely heavily on the President and the President's assistant to set up
appropriate interviews. There was no sense of other personnel being 'off limits,' but the
limited time scale of visits meant that it was often well into the week before central issues

began to emerge, and occasionally it was difficult to arrange last-minute i n t e ~ e w with
s
people whose views came to be seen as pivotal. It would have been possible for a President
to charnel the researcher away fiom dissident views, but no evidence of this was seen. Had
there been deep misgivings about the case study process then permission to visit the
institution would, presumably, not have been given.

Inevitably, participants may feel that institutionai loyalty forbids them fiom indicating the
weaknesses of their institution, and may wish to put the 'best face' on their comments. The
i n t e ~ e w e sought
r
to minimise this limitation by assuring those i n t e ~ e w e dof anonyrniiy; his
own awareness of the problerns of Christian institutions suggested some likely pressure
points- so was able to probe beyond the merely supeficial responses. Nevertheless,
institutional loyalty is a strong factor, and cannot be entirely discounted.
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InteMews with representatives of the accrediting agencies or universities were not included
in the study. This was due in part to limitations of scope, since inte~ewingcovering a
second organisation would have overextended the resources of the present investigation, and
identifjing the bounded community of each college as the unit of analysis created a natural
line of demarcation for the study. Such interviews might have revealed the ievels of
satisfaction in the accrediting body with academic and administrative operations, but were
less likely to offer critical reflection on the church-related character of the institutions.

Since the three case studies were selected to offer different perspectives on the centrai theme
of accreditation it was inevitable that problems of comparability would emerge. Set in
different provincial jurisdictions, operating under very ditferent provincial educational
systerns, sponsored by difTerent religious communities, with variant institutional identities,
seeking different goals: it is evident that any overall assessrnent wiU need to recognise the
operation of dwerent agendas, and determine the appropriateness of institutional structures in
the light of that. There are more variables than constants in these studies, and one must be

carefùl not to apply a simplistic measure of success. This in-built limitation means that whilst
the three studies offer the possibility of cornparison, they cannot be ranked in any hierarchy.
They are situation-specific: each a product of its own geography, its own history, its own
personality; each with its own successes and failures; each with its own hopes and its own
fears.
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Chapter Four: Survey of Canadian Cburch-Related Bigher Education

In the absence of systematic data about church-related higher education in Canada, this
survey compiles some basic statistical information ffom the sector, and provides a
nidimentary profile of church-related institutions across Canada.

The survey instrument was distnbuted to 155 institutions across Canada. It was completed
and returned by 109 institutions (70%). A further 32 institutions (21%) who failed to retum
the tÙU survey subsequently completed a shorter telephone survey. The remaining 14

institutions (9%) either had closed, declined to participate in the survey, or did not wnsider
themselves to be church-related institutions.

This report of the Gndings wiii foliow the structure of the survey itself (Appendix A), and so
will be divided into seven sections: Student enrolment; Church connections; Academic
Connections; Funding; Faculty; Student Life; and the Future. Each section will furnish a
table or series of tables, drawn from the statistical elements of the survey. will offer a short

analysis, then will briefly summarise some of the common themes sounded in the
supplementary 'comment boxes' of the survey. The report will conclude with a discussion of
the data's implications.
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Student Enroiment

Canadian church-related institutions of higher education had a total enrolment of 42.49 1 for
the year 1994-95 (caiculated as Full Time Equivalency, or FTE).Table 1.1 indicates that over

50% of institutions had an FTE of 100 or less, and only 17% had an FTE above 500.
Table 1.1
Institutional Enrolment lFuU Time Equivalence)
Numberof Total FTE Mean FTE institutions Institutions
Institutions for 1994below 50
between
95
FTE
50-100

institutions

Institutions

between

above 500

100-500

FTE

Church-related higher education, though involving a signifiant number of students, is
predominantly conducted in small institutions.

The financial and acadernic viability of

institutions with under 50 students must surely be in doubt. Many organisations, such as
Alberta's Private Coileges Accreditation Board, or the AUCC, require a minimum FTE
before an institution can be admitted to membership, to ensure that the necessary stmctures
will be in place for the institution to function at an acceptable level: size is seen as an
indicator of institutionai health (the AUCC requires 200; the PCAB requires 250).

The reporting institutions are predorninantly undergraduate in student composition. Two
thirds (67%) of al1 students reported are pursuing full-time undergraduate programmes; a

fùrther 25% are part-tirne undergraduates, and 5% and 4% are, respectively, full time and
part time graduate students (Table 1.2).

Table 1.2:
Fu1 T i e /Part Time Enrolment: Post GraduateAJnderaraduate Enrolment (Head Count)
Fui1 T
h
n
e
Nwnber of
Full T i
Part T i
Part T i î
Totai Reported
Graduate
(NdFTE)
U m k q p i w e Graduate
U-aie
-1
96

27752

183 1

10 195

1572

41351

Table 1.3 indicates the correlation between student FTE and region. The table indicates
that Ontario has dmost 35% of total institutions, and 42% of total FTE. The Western
Provinces have over half the total nurnber of institutions, with 71, and have 43% of the
enrolment, suggesting a proliferation of smaller colleges which reflects the histon~alpattern
of Bible college growth in the prairie provinces. Quebec figures reveal only ten institutions
(the study does not include CEGEPS). The "Quiet Revolution," which saw wholesale
transfer of institutions fiom the church to the state, effectively transferred the whole higher
education sector out of the hands of the church. Atlantic provinces report just under 10% of
total institutions, with 19% of total enrolment.
Table 1.3
Enrolment bv Reszion
Region

Total FTE

West

15714

Ontario
Quebec

18099
282

Atlantic Canada

8359

Mean FTE
210
43 1
28
646

Number of Institutions
75
42
10

L3

Institutions were asked to indicate their enrolment for the 1984-85 acadernic year, in order to
establish growth patterns. Some 70 of the participants completed this section of the survey,

and the results are noted below, in Table 1.4. They indicate a growth in enrolments of one
third over this ten year period. This is precisely in line with the national rise in University-

l Not al1 institutions completed Lhis section: c h i was
~ not included in the telephone questionnaire. and some
who completed the nwey did not cornpiete this section In panicuiar, several seminaries failed to complete
this section, giving lower figures for postgraduate student enrolment.

level enrolments during this period, which, From 1981-1993 increased "at an annual rate of
about three per cent" (Gregor, 349). Further analysis of these figures is included below (see
Tables 2.2.1 and 3.2.1)
Table 1.4:
Institutional Growth: 1994-95 with 1984-85 (Full Tirne Eauivalence)
Number of institutions:
Total F E 2
Mean FTE
--

--

1994-95
1984-85

28656
21531

409
308

% Growth (Decline)

33%

33%

The statisticai information in this section was supplemented by participants' reflections on
key factors which attracted students to their institution. A brief review of these observations
reveals some cornmon themes: almost haif of those who cornrnented listed Church afliliation
or denominationai (or theological) distinctiveness as a factor which attracted students; this
compares with about a quarter who mentioned university afnliation or accreditation. Almost
half mentioned some particular aspect of prograrnrning: either a unique or particularly
respected programme offering (i.e. aviation; social work; feminist studies) or a particular
delivery method (extension study; evening courses; twelve-rnonth programming). Also
frequently mentioned was the concept of cornmunity, addressed under several related themes:
smaiiness of the institution; student life programmes; faculty relationships; and the warmth of
spiritual feliowship. Geographical location was another recurrent motif, indicating that many
institutions see themselves s e ~ n ag particular locale. Faculty excellence and accessibility and
generai academic excellence were factors addressed by many, from afFdiates to Bible
colleges.

FE of the 70 institutions which completed this section of the questionnaire.
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In summary, the cornrnents suggest that students are seen to be attracted by institutions

which have the following attributes: a distinct community or communion; their own religious

and social identity; a sense of place (geographical and theological); acadernic programs
marked by quaiity, distinctiveness, and transferability; and low facuity-student ratios.

2.

Church Connection

Institutions responded next to a series of questions about their church connections, and the
influence of the denomination, religious order, or supporting comrnunity upon their
operations. A selection of the responses are tabulated below. Table 2.1 indicates the kind of
church organisation with which institutions are associated, if, indeed, they have any fonnal
comection. Two thirds of institutions have a forma1 denominational link, a hrther 24% are
non-denominational, and the remainder are associaied with a religious order.

Table 2.1 :
Institutions by Type of Reliaious Sponsoring Body
Church Affiliation
Number of Institutions
Denomination
Religious Order
Nondenominational

94
13
34

Total FTE
26527
8206
7759

Table 2.2 indicates the religious orientation of the institution, as determined either by the

general position of the denomination with which it is atfiliated or, if a non-denominational
institution, with the wing of the church with which it is cornmonly allied.

Table 2.2.
InstitutioniFTE bv Reliaious Orientation
Religious Orientation

Number of
Institutions

Total FE

% of FTE

Mean FE

Evangelicai Protestant
Main Line Protestant

89
26
20

13356
10852
17474
809

32
26

150
417
874
135

Roman Cathotic
ûther/None

6

41
2

The table reveals that Roman Catholic institutions, though under 15% of the total number,
represent 40% of the FTE, with an average FTE of aimost 900. Evangelical colleges, with
62% of institutions, enrol only 33% of the total FTE, with an average FTE of just 150. This

perhaps indicates the sectarian origins of some of these schools. Main-line Protestant
institutions represent 25% of the FTE, and 22% of the total number of institutions.

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 have some clear connections: ail but three of the institutions which idente
thernselves as 'non-denorninational' also note that they reflect a broadly ewingelical
Protestant constituency; unsurprisingiy, those with links to a religious order are al1 Roman
Catholic in orientation.
Table 2.2.1
Institutional Growth Declinel bv Reliaious Orientation
Religious Orientation
Number of
Total
Mean
Reporting
Mtution~

Evangelicai Protestant
Main Line Protestant
Roman Catholic
OtherMone
Total

44
9
15

2
70

FTE

FTE

Total
FTE

94-95
9459
4443
14392
362
28656

94-95
215
494
959
181
409

84-85
7326
2432
11533
240
21531

Mean

84-85
167
270
769
120

FTE

308

%Growth
(Dechne)
29%
54%
25%
5 1%
33%

The growth figures by orientation (Table 2.2.1) once again are broadly in line with growth in
the University sector. The large nse in 'Main Line Protestant' figures is due almost entirely to
reported growth in two liberal arts institutions, which aimost tripled in sue over the period.
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Table 2.3 reflects the influence of the church in key areas of institutional life. It indicates the
mean percentage of the goveming board appointed by the sponsoring church; the percentage

of students drawn fiom the sponsoring church; the percentage of faculty members who are
memben of the sponsoring church; and if the President is required to be a member of the
sponsoring Church. These data are broken down according to the religious orientation of the
institution. The figures are f'rly consistent across denominational boundaries, except in
three areas: Roman Catholic institutions indicate a lower percentage of Board members
appointed by the church; Evangelicai Protestants indicate a lower percentage of students
drawn from the sponsoring churches; and Evangelical Protestant institutions tend to require
the President to be a member of the sponsoring church.
Table 2.3 :
Church Influence bv Reliaious Orientation
Number of Responses: 83
Evangelicai
Protestant
What % ofthe Governing Board is
elected/appointed by the Church?
What % of students are drawn fiom
the sponsoring Church?
What % of hculty members are
members or adherents of the
sponsoring church?
1s the President requird to be a
member of the sponsoring church?

Main Line

Roman Cathotic

Protestant

72%

74%

55%

59%

75%

72%

87%

72%

69%

5% 'no'

27% 'no'

25% 'no'

In table 2.3.1 the data are broken d o m according to institutional type. Here, the data
suggest that seminaries, Bible colleges and lay training institutes are more directly iduenced
by their sponsoring church than are liberal arts colleges, universities, or federated colleges.

Table 2.3.1:
Church Influence bv Institutional T v ~ e
Number of Respoases:
83

What % of the
Governing Board is
electdappohted by
the Church?
What % of students are
drawn fiom the
sponsoring Church?
What % of iàculty
members are
members or
adherents of the
sponsoring church?
Isthepresidentrequired
to be a rnember of
the sponsoring
church?

Seminary
77

71

Liberal
Arts
Colleqqe
54

University Federated/
AflFiliated
ColIege
59
66

19%
'no'

21%
'no'

32% 'no'

Bible
Coiiege

Lay

Tmüing

Inst3
85

79

92

IS%'no'

33% 'no'

25% 'no'

Institutions were then asked to indicate, on a scde of one to seven (7 indicating 'Yes', or
strong agreement), whether they thought that their academic affiliations (with Universities
accrediting agencies) had created strained relationships with their sponsoring Church,
Religious Order, or supporting constituency. They were then asked whether the Church
comunity and Church leaders identified the institution as a vaiuable resource. The
responses (Tables 2.4 and 2.5) indicate perceptions which are broady sirnilar: that educators
understand sponsoring churches to be cornfortable with the academic alliances established by
the institutions; that Church leaders and Church communities are perceived to value the
contributions made by the educational institutions which they sponsor. Whether the figures

This category was identifieci on the questionnaire as 'Other'. but 15 of the 16 respondents were Lay
Training institutes: the exception was a Christian School of the Am. As a r e d t the category is labeiied 'Lay
Training Institute' throughout this section.
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are broken down by academic &liation (see Table 3.1) or by denominationai orientation they
are broadly uniform, suggesting that most institutions feel they are in step with their
sponsoring denomination, religious order, or supporting community.
Table 2.4.
Chuch Relations bv Orientation: ondcd ai a r i l e o r I lo 7 (7 iwiiating ~ a *a m
.
Nurnber of Responses: 99
Have the demands of a d e m i c affiliations
strained relationships between
institutions & Church Community
Does the Church Community see the
institution as a valuable resource?
Do Church leaders see the institution as a
valuable resource?

Main Line
Protestant
2.2

2.3

5 -7

5 -5

5.6

6.0

6.0

5.6

Table 2.5
Church Relations bv Institutional T p e : ~ n d c m
d ad
Number of Responses: 99
Have the demands of academic
affiliations strained
relationships between
institutions & Church
Cornrnuaiiy
Does the Church Cornmunity see
the institution as a valuable
resource?
Do Church leaders see the
institution as a valuable
resource?

Seminary

g

Evangelical
Protestant
2.2

e OT I t~ 7 (7 îmiiating

Bible
Coiiege

Liberal

Roman
Catholic

*Y=*. r t m g1-1
Fedemted/
AfEhted
CoUege

Arts

Univer
-si@

2.3

2.4

Lay
Training
Inslitute
2.2

2.2

2.1

College
2.8

5.8

5.7

5.7

5 .O

5.3

5 -4

6.2

5 -9

6.1

5.7

5 -6

5 -6

The open ended question at the close of this section examined the changing relationship
between church and educational institution. The most commonly sounded theme was the
increased role of the laity in teaching and administrative positions. This was a particular
theme of Catholic colleges, as members of once-dominant orders give way (sometimes
reluctantly) to lay Catholic control. Dwindling financial resources were the topic of other
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commentaries, linked to a sense that churches are less committed than they once were to
supporting their educational institution, as denominational loyalties become more difise. The
positive side of this seems to be that Colleges are now drawing students fiom a range of
church backgrounds. Some comments did suggest different agendas between church and

coiiege: the latter seen as liberai or heterodox, or simply as able to detemine their own
priorities. A further theme was the attempts on the part of colleges to respond to the needs

of the My; numbers commented on the creation of programs for lay training, and this was
tied to a demand (firom the churches) for more practical ministry skills for lay and
professional. A number of respondents affirmedthat there was no significant change in the
relationship with their church base, or that there was an increasing appreciation of the
institution.

3.

Academic Connection

The next series of tables, 3.1 to 3.14, reflect the acadernic characteristics of these 141
institutions. Table 3.1 indicates the academic accreditation of each institution: the means by

which its offerhgs are validated. One should note that some institutions f d into two
categones: for example, those accredited by AABC oflen also have transfer credit
arrangements with Universities; those accredited by ATS may be federated or affiliated
institutions, or Universities in their own right. The rather haphazard Canadian arrangements
for institutionai accreditation means that many institutions have two or even three dserent
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lines of accreditatioq4 and means that statistical analysis cannot be neatly
compartmentalised.
Table 3.1.1
Academic Accreditation of Ail Institutions
Number of Responses: 141
Number of
Free standing, hlIy accreditcd
Federated with a Üniversity
Affiliatecl with a University
Teachmg Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-university
agency (Le. AABC, ATS)
Transfer Arrangements with Selected
Universities

No Accdtation

Mean FI'E

Total FIE

Institutions
14
15
36
15
36

1014
871
289
320
262

14191
13075
10439
4804
944 1

39

222

8639

40

55

2188

The largest institutions are free-standing or federated; the smallest institutions hold no
accreditation. 40 institutions have no means of accreditation; 39 institutions responded that
they had established transfer-credit arrangements with universities, and 36 said they were
accredited through a non-University agency. This latter figure is rather anomalous when
table 3.9 is considered, which reveals 17 AABC members, and 33 ATS members. Since ody
three institutions report being members of both organisations, it would seem that at least 47
institutions (not 36) are accredited through non-university agencies: however, a number of
institutions ody noted theirprhmy means of accreditation, and did not note supplementary
lines of accreditation. Once again, the difficulty experienced by those who completed this
section of the questionnaire reflects the Iack of a systematic approach to accreditation in
Canadian systerns of higher education.

See the case stuây on Providence College (klow) for an example of this.

Table 3.1.2 breaks d o m these figures by Province. The table suggests that Ontario favoun
models of federation and affiliation (four of those indicating themselves to be 'fully
accredited' also noted that they have a federation or affiliation relationship), since 26
institutions fell into these categories, with only 17 having transfer arrangements or no
accreditation whatsoever. A much lower proportion of Western institutions indicated that
they had a federate or affiliate relationship: 19 indicated such a relationship, whilst 45 had
transfer arrangements or no accreditation whatsoever.
Table 3.1.2
Academic Accreditation by Province
Number of Responses: 141
Total Institutions (by

BC

AB

SK Mi3 ON

PQ

NB

14

25

19

10

6

2

3

3

3
2

14

44

NS PEI NF Nw
T
5
1
2
1

Tot

I

l

14

1

1
1

1

15
36
15

2

1

36

1

39

141

Province)
Free standing, fully
accredited
Federated with a University
AffiIiaîed with a University
Teaching Centre of a

7
3
5

12
14

5
3

8

3
1

University
Accredited through a non7
university agency (i .e.
AABC,ATS)
TransferArrangementswith 5
Selected Universities

No Accreditation

4

3

6

3

11

2

1

9

5

4

9

3

3

8

7

3

8

4

1

2

1

1

1

4

0

Table 3.2 indicates the designations institutions used to describe themselves. Once again,
several institutions straddled two categories. A number of Bible colleges, for instance, also
identified themselves as Serninaries, since they offered postgraduate qualifications; some
Liberal Arts Colleges also noted themselves as affiliates or (in two cases) universities; several
Serninaries are also atnliated coiieges.
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Table 3.2
Institutional Desimations
Nurnberof
Responses:
141
Numberof
Institutions

SRnina~yS

(or
Theological
Collepe)
50

Bible
Coilege

Liberai
Arts
ColIege

University

50

24

19

Federatedl
A ffiliated
with a
University
18

Lay
Training
institutes
16

Table 3.2.1
Institutional Desimations bv Orientation
Xumber of

Bible
College

-4rts

24

49

College
8

17

1

6
3

O

O

-7

50

50

24

Seminary

Responses: 14 1
Evangelical
Protestant
Main Line
Protestant
Roman Catholic
OtherKone
Total :

L i beral

Lrniversity

5

Federated/
Afiliated
Coilege
4

Lay
Training
Institute
13

5

5

5

-7

9

9
O
19

7

O
1
16

-3

18

Table 3.2.1 indicates that Bible colleges and Lay Training institutes are almost exclusively
Evangelical Protestant in orientation: Seminaries are divided, with almost half being
Evangelical Protestant, a further third being Main Line Protestant, and the remainder being

Roman Catholic or of no stated orientation. Universities and FederatecVAffiliated colleges
have a lower proponion of Evangelical institutions, with the predominant orientation being

Roman Catholic, whilst Liberal Arts Colleges are one third Roman Catholic, one third
Evangelical Protestant, and one third Main Line Protestant or of no stated orientation.

Included in this category are two Graduate Schools,' parallei ro but distinct fiom Seminaries in their funnion

Table 3.2.2, Institutionai Growth (Decline) by Institutional Type, offers revealing reading,
and supports the analysis of Robert Burkinshaw (1997), detailed above.
Table 3 -2.2:
Institutional Growth (Dedine) by Institutional T-me: 1994-95 with 1984-85 Pull Time
Equivalence)
Number of Semhary (or Bible
Liberal
University Federated Lay
Responses: Theological CoUege
Arts
Affiliateci
Training
70

Nwnber o f

College

College)

with a
Universitv

Institute

24

27

17

14

8

4

263

18 1

856

1079

659

39

240

173

606

769

564

42

10%

5%

41%

40%

17%

(7"/0)

Institutions

MeanFTE
1995

Mean FTE
1985
% Growth
(Decline)

In the face of a 30% growth in the University student population, and a 33% growth in the
overail student populations of church-related colleges, Bible college populations have grown
by only 5%, and Lay Training institutes report a decline in enrolment of 7%. Burkinshaw

observes that Bible colleges "faced a squeeze ftom two directions," as seminaries attracted
those intent on professional ministry preparation whilst Christian Iiberal arts colleges drew
those who sought accredited liberal arts degrees (1997, 38 1). Seminaries show a growth of
10%: when this is broken down by orientation it shows a growth in Evangelical Protestant

seminary enrolments of Xi%, a growth in Main Line Protestant seminary enrolments of 4%,
and a decline in Roman Catholic seminary enrolments of 3%. This confirms the diagnosis of
George Rawlyk (1996), that "as the twenty-first century approaches, at least at the accredited
seminary level, Canadian Evangelicalism, in its various guises and manifestations, is graduaily
retuming to its former position of dominance" (2 1).
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The tables below indicate acadernic accreditation according to institutional designation.
Several findings stand out: Bible colleges and Lay Training institutes are most likely to have
no accreditation (almost 50% of Bible colleges had no accreditation, and 75% of Lay
Training institutes had no accreditation). Gazard's 1980 study, however, of 29 Bible
coileges, indicated that only 8 had accreditation, al1 of those through the AABC. Al1 but 6
seminaries indicate some form of accreditation. Seminaries are most likely to be accredited
through affiliation with a university or through the Association of Theological Schools (two
thirds are members of ATS); Liberal Arts colleges indicated a predominance of federation
and affiliation arrangements with universities; Bible colleges favoured transfer of credit
arrangements, or accreditation through a non-university agency (typically the AABC); those
adopting the title of 'university' were predorninantiy free-standing, or else in federation with
another university; and affiliated colleges naturally drew accreditation fkom their atfiliate
relationship. There is, in short, an evident correlation between institutional type and
approach to accreditation. Table 3.9 links this to denorninationai orientation: most Protestant
Evangelical institutions have, at best, transfer credit arrangements or agency accreditation,
with only a few atnliated, federated, or fiee-standing institutions. On the other hand, Roman
Cathotic and Main-Line Protestant institutions favour formal validation6: they elect the
traditionally Canadian approaches of affiliation and federation, illustrating the relative ease
they feel in close relationships with public higher education bodies.

Court defines vaiidation as " a p p d of courses by a validating body for the award of its degrees and other
qualifications" (1996, p. 66).

Academic Accreditation of Seminariesîïheoiosjcal ColleAcademic Accreditation of Seminaries or

Number of
Theologicai Colleges
institutions
Frœ standing, fùlly accredited
7
Federated with a University
5
Affiliatecl with a University
23
Teaching Centre of a University
7
Accredited through a non-university agency (Le. 23
ATS)
Transfkr Arrangements with Selected
15
Universities.
No Accreditation
6

Mean FTE

Total FTE

605
89 1

473
256

4237
4456
3131
33 12
5888

317

4760

81

488

136

Table 3.4
Academic Accreditation of Bible C o i l e p
Academic Accreditation of

Bible Colleges
Free standmg, tùlly accredited
Federated with a University
Aflliiiated with a University
Teaching Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-univenity agency (i.e.

O
O
2

Total F E

Mean FTE

Number of
institutions
0
O

O
O

3
15

195
89
265

389
268
3970

20

206

4136

24

58

1403

AABC)

Transfer Arrangements with SeIected
Universities
No Accreditation

Table 3.5
Academic Accreditation of Liberal Arts Colleaes
Academic Accreditation of

Liberal Arts Colleges
Free standing M y accredited
Federated with a University
Affiliated with a University
Teaching Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-university agency (Le.

Mean FTE

Nwnber of
Institutions

Total FTE

7
6
9
4
2

969
1274
584
959
1785

6783
7646
5255

6

599

3594

0

O

O

3836
3570

AABC, ATS)

Transfer Arrangements with Selected
Universities
No Accreditation
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Table 3 -6
Academic Accreditation of Universities
Academic Accreditation of
Universities
Free standing, fully accredited
Federated with a University
filiateci with a University
Teachmg Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-university agency (i.e.

Nurnber of
Institutions
IO

Mean FTE

Total FIE

2

1272
1215
1403
1 154
1785

12716
9722
2806
346 1
3570

2

14 15

2830

O

O

O

8
2
3

AABC, ATS)

Transfèr Anangernents with Selected
Universities
No Accreditation

Table 3.7
Academic Accreditation of Affiliateci Colleaes
Academic Accreditation of
Affiliateci Colleges
Free standing fiilly accredited
Federated with a University
Affiliatecl with a University
Teaching Centre of a University
Acctedited through a non-university agency (i.e.

Amc, ATS)

Transfer Arrangements with Selected
Universities
No Accreditation

Nurnber of
fnstitutions

Total FTE

Mean FTE

1
3
15
5
4

775
560
410
239
297

775
1680
6144
1197
1189

2

126

252

O

O

O

Table 3.8
Academic Accreditation of Lav Training Institutes
Academic Accreditation of
Nurnber of
Lay Training tnstitutes2
Institutions
Free standin& fully accfedited
O
Federated with a University
O
O
Affiliated with a University
O
Teaching Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-university agency (Le.
O

Mean FTE

Total FTE

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

4

28

110

12

54

653

AABC, A m )

Transfer Arrangements with Selected
Universities
No Accreditation

Table 3 -9
Academic Accreditation bv Orientation
Academic Accreditation by
Religious Orientation
Free standin& fiilly accredited
Federated with a University
Affiliaîed with a University
Teaching Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-university agency (i.e.

Main Line
Protestant

Evangelical
Protestant
3
7

6
1
Il
8

2
7

5
7
8
4
3

5
1

0

14

24

Roman
Cathotic

A-w

Transfer Arrangements with Selectd Universities

27

No Accreditation

39

Table 3.10
Patterns of Growth (Declinel by Academic Accreditation
Academic
Number of 1994-95
1994-95
Accreditation

Free standing, fully
accredited
Federated with a
University
AiTiliateci with a
University
Teachng Centre of a
University
Accredited through a
non-university
agency (i.e.AABC,
ATS)
Tramfer Arrangements
with Selected
Universities
No Accreditation

institutions

FTE

1984-85
FTE

4

1984-85

%
'O

8605

FTE
782

Growth
(Deciine)
38%

11

11841

Mean
FTE
1 076

9

7715

857

6079

675

27%

13

6684

5 14

4856

374

38%

7

3848

550

3908

558

(2%)

21

7757

369

7715

367

1%

23

7237

3 15

6828

297

6%

13

606

47

629

48

(4%)

Mean

The growth patterns indicated in Table 3.10 (above) suggest some stark conclusions:
institutions that are federated, affiliateci, or have an independent degree-granting facility have
experienced growth in line with University enrolments. Institutions accredited through nonuniversity agencies, who have transfer credit arrangements, or who have no accreditation,
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have not experienced growth.7 In addition, teaching centres of universities have not
experienced growth, perhaps because, unlike afnliates, they are unable to see students
through to degree completion, so students are taking alternative routes. Given these figures,
it is little wonder that institutions in low-growth sectors are seeking to improve their
accreditation arrangements.

Participants indicated those associations in which they held membership, and with which they
aligned themselves:
Table 3.1 1
Oraanisational Membershi~

AUCC

AABC

ACBC

Number of
Members

27

16

Mean FTE

1067
28799

278
4446

Total FTE

ATS

39

ACCUC
13

151
5882

13 16
17107

259
8298

32

AABC (the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges) and ATS (the Association of

Theological Schools) are both accrediting agencies. The AUCC (Assoc. of Universities and
Coileges of Canada) is not, forrnally, an accrediting agency, but membership in it is often
treated as a mark of accreditation. Neither the ACBC (Assoc. of Canadian Bible Colieges)
nor the ACCUC (Assoc. of Catholic Colieges and Universities of Canada) is an accrediting
agency.
Table 3.12 identifies the highest award conferred by the 14 1 institutions surveyed (either
awarded independentiy or through afEliation/federation agreements), and the mean FTE of

'

in Ihc 'non-aarcdited' sector several of ihe institutions may not have supplied growth fibecause they
did not exist in 1985. Burkinshaw mggests that these recently estabIished institutes are experiencing
gn,d-
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these institutions. A total of 65 institutions offer degrees beyond the bachelor's level,
including eight Bible colleges, indicating the drift of the Bible coUeges into the 'serninary'
market. Of the 40 institutions who noted that they had no formai accreditation arrangements,
eight stated that they award Baccalaureate degrees, seven award Master's degrees, and one
claims to award a Doctoral Degree: the remaining 24 confer a certificate, diplorna, or no
award.
Table 3.12
Hiahest Dearee Awarded
Highest Degree Awarded
Own Doctoral Degree
Doctoral Degree of Parent institution
Own Master's Degree
Master's Degree of Parent Institution
Own Baccaiaureate Degree
Baccalaureate Degree of Parent institution
ûwn Diploma or Certificate
Diploma or Certificate of Parent Institution
No award conferreci

Number of Institutions
9
14
30
12

37
IO
25
1
3

Mean FTE
839
399
2 12
33 1
33 1
585

54
16
37

Ninety-two institutions reported that they confer awards only in the area of religion; fortyseven indicated that they conferred awards in other areas of study.

Institutions were then asked to indicate, on a scale of one to seven (7 indicating 'Yes', or
strong agreement) whether they perceived 'transferability' of credits to be an important factor
for their students.
Table 3.13
of I - 7 (7 ~diaüng
* ~ aM
*mmg
.
Perceived Im~ortanceof 'Transferability' to Students: o.
Number of
Seminary Bible
Liberal
University Federated
Lay
Responses: 104
College Arts
/Affiliated Training
Coilege
College
Instibte
1s 'transferability' OC 4.5
4.9
6.1
5.1
5 -4
4.7
CC&
an important
k t o r for your
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Of the 104 institutions who responded to the question, the 'mean' response was 'S', and ail
institutional types were close to this mean, suggesting that transfer of credit is identified as
consistently significant across institutionai types. These responses are collated in table 3.13.

Table 3.14 reveals the actual patterns of transferability reported by institutions. Some 35%
reported that their courses were accepted for transfer by al1 Canadian universities; a further
36% reported that 'some' Canadian universities accepted their courses; and the remaining

29% reported that courses were accepted by 'other institutions' but not by universities:

typically, these 'other institutions' were identified as sister institutions in the sarne doctrinal

tradition or of the same academic structures.
Table 3.14
'Transferability' of Courses Ibv Institutional Orientation)
Courses are
Evangelical Main-Line
Roman
accepted for
Orientation
Orientation Catholic
tramfer:
Orientation
By Al1 Canadian
15 (17%)
16(67%)
15(75%)
Universities
By Some
Canadian
Universities
By Other
Institutions
Totals

Other
Orientation
Mone
1(20%)

Totals

Mean
FTE

47

694

(35%)

33 (38%)

7 (29%)

5 (25%)

4 (80%)

49
(36%)

148

39 (45%)

1 (4%)

O

O

40

62

(29%)
87

24

20

5

136

301

The table is m e r broken down by religious orientation, and this shows a correlation
between orientation and transferability. Some 45% of Evangelicai institutions in Canada do
not or cannot transfer course credits to Canadian universities; this compares with only 4% of
Main-Line Protestant institutions, and 0% of Roman Catholic institutions and institutions
without a declared orientation. The high percentage of evangelicai institutions not able to
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transfer course credits to universities is a legacy of their historical distrust of secular higher
education considered above (a distrust reciprocated by Universities, who doubted the
colleges' cornmitment to the pursuit of higher education). Whilst some colleges choose to
maintain this isolation, or find that the small s d e of their operations makes attaining
transferable status difficult, others have deliberately restructured their operations to allow
them to establish avenues of accreditation.
Table 3.15 breaks down the data for transferability according to institutional type:
Table 3.15
'Transferability' of Courses ( b Institutional
~
T-me)
Courses are accepted
for transfer:

Seminary

Bible
College

Liberd

University

Arts

Federatedl Lay
Affiliateci
Coilege

College

Training

By Al1 Cansdian

17 (35%)

3 (6%)

18 (75%)

16 (84%)

14 (78%)

Institute
O

Universities
By Some Canadian

2 1 (44%)

24 (50%)

5 (2 1%)

3 ( 16%)

4 (22%)

3 (2 1%)

Universities
By Other Institutions

10 (2 1%)

2 1 (44%)

1 (4%)

O

O

1 1 (79%)

Institutions were asked to comment about the elements of their accreditation or validation
arrangements which they perceived to be satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Almost every
affiliated coilege commented on the benefit of the relationship, though ten institutions
mentioned the degree of bureaucracy which affiliation b ~ g s and
, the difficulty of innovation;
three discussed the absence of autonomy they felt, and four noted the imbaiance in the power
relationship (though one observation was that this reflected the role of the Christian in
society, so was a hitfùl collaboration). Among nomaffiliates, there were some differences
of opinion: a strong cadre of Bible colleges commented critically on the lirnited transfer
arrangements to Canadian universities, and obviously desired more (though some were
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pleased with the range of transfer thqr had developed). In particular, the lack of acceptance
of AABC accreditation was noted. A number of institutions in this class (and arnongst those
who had no accreditation) voiced their desire to develop accreditation or affiliation
arrangements. On the other hand, a srnalier number of institutions were content with being
unaccredited, refiecting on the "feeling of freedom when there is no accrediting association
above Our decisions," and affirming instead that the practical test of ministry was their
watermark. Perhaps, as noted earlier, this reflects the division of opinion within the Bible
college movement, a division which gives nse to the understandable reluctance of
universities to recognise those institutions which are, by design, hostile to open intellectual
enquiry. Al1 of the PCAB colleges spoke without reservation of their satisfaction with that
accrediting process. A number of non-Alberta colleges spoke with some feeling of their
hstrations over the absence of an accrediting association in Canada, and of the exclusiveness
of the AUCC.

To sumarise, rnost affiliates seemed satisfied with their relationships, other than those fkom
two particular universities, where the parent institution had virtually absorbed the afnliates.
Independent institutions with accredited, degree-granting powers had few complaints.
However, those who had to jostle for credit transfer were generally dissatisfied with the od

hoc arrangements that made universities defacto accrediting bodies.. .and hardly impartial
ones.

4. Funding

Institutions were then asked about theû sources of funding. Table 4.1 offers a broad
ove~ew
of the responses, and shows the percentage of annual operating budget (1995
figures) generated by hiition fees, by church-related income (including donations), and by
government grants or allocations.

The data indicate that (in 1994-95) some 3 1% of institutions received over 40% of their
income fiom tuitiun; 28% received more than 40% fiom the chtirch; and 17% received more
than 40% from govenzment sources. Some 65% of institutions received less than 10Y0of
their funding fiom govemment (many noted, with some irascibility, that they received nothing
fkom govemment!). Almost 40% of institutions received less than 10% of their income kom
the church (this fact was commented on by severd Roman Catholic institutions, who received
no income &ornofficial church sources). Tuition constitutes a higher proportion of income
for church-related institutions than for other post-secondary institutions. Almost 50% of
institutions received 25% or more of their income fiom tuition, and over 30% received over
40% of total incorne fiom that source. This compares with an average of less than 20% for

public Canadian Universities in that same period (Stager, 1989). One might compare tuition
levels, to see if they are correspondingly higher; and if not, to examine expendihire, to
consider whether these church-related institutions are more efficient; pay lower salaries; offer
less cost-intensive programs (i.e. do not offer science or technical programs); or some
combination of the above.

Table 4.1
Sources of O~eratinaBudget
Number o f
Less than
From Church-related
sources
From Govemrnent
sources

1O-25%

2540%

More than

Biank

4 1 (3 8%)

15 (14%)

18 (17%)

3 1 (28%)

4 (4%)

7 1 (65%)

8 (7%)

9 (8%)

18(17%)

3(3%)

It should be observed that these figures do not include the indirect subsidies from
Govement which come through Canada Student loans and other provincial financing. I$ as
suggested in recent documents, students come to pay a larger proportion of the 'real costs' of
their education, and loans (income contingent or ohenvise) are made more widely available,
this would offer a sigmficant financial advantage to church-related institutions.

Tables 4.2.1 - 4.2.3 break down the data on funding according to religious orientation.
Considered in tandem with the data on accreditation and institutional type, they underline
certain dominant patterns. Evangelical Protestant colleges, a high portion of whom offer
courses which are not transferable to Canadian Universities, and which have low student
enrolments, attract little Govenunent funding. They are more thoroughly 'private' in their
funding sources than are Roman Catholic or Main Line Protestant institutions. Almost 90%
of Evangeücal institutions said they received less than 10% of their operating income from
Government, and only one institution received more than 40% of its income from
Govemment. Roman Catholic institutions, on the other hand, with courses which are, on the
whole, larger, with courses fùîly transferable to ail Canadian Universities, attract much more
govemment funding. Some 56% receive more than 40% of their operating fùnding from

govemment. Ody 22% receive Iess than 10% from Government. The reverse is true in
regards to church-related fùnding: fùlly two-thirds of Catholic institutions receive less than
10% of their operating fùnding £?om the church, compared with less than one third (30%) of

Evangelical Protestant colleges. Some 30% of Main-Line Protestant institutions draw more

than 40% of income from Goverment: this is only half the proportion of Roman Cathoiic
institutions, probably because of the high proportion of Seminaries within Main-line
Protestant higher education. Evangelical Protestant colleges also depend on tuition income
for a hi&

proportion of their operating budget: 42% said they receive more than 40% of their

income from tuition, compared with 28% of Roman Catholic institutions, and only 5% of

Main Line Protestant colleges.
Table 4.2.1
Sources of ûperating Budget bv Religious Orientation: Income from Govenunent
Blank
Incorne h m
Less than
10-25%
2540%
More than
Governent Sources
Evangelical Protestant
Main Line Protestant
Roman Catholic
OthedNone

10%
58 (87%)
7 (33%)
4 (22%)
2 (50%)

2 (3%)
4 (19%)
1 (6%)
1 (25%)

4 (6%)
2 (10%)
3(1 7%)
O

40%
1 (2%)
6 (29%)
10 (56%)
1(25%)

Table 4.2.2
Sources of O~eratingBudget bv Relinious Orientation: Income fiom Church
incorne h m Church
Less than
10025%
25-40%
More than
Sources
IO%
40%
Evangelicai Protestant
M&L& Protestant

20 (30%)
8 (38%)

12 (18%)
2 (10%)

Roman Cathotic

I2(67%)

OtherMone

1 (25%)

O
1(25%)

11 ( 17%)
2 (10%)
3( 17%)
2 (50%)

2 1 (32%)
7 (33%)
3 (17%)
O

1 (2%)
2 (10%)
O
O

Blank
2 (3%)
2 (10%)
O
O

Table 4.2.3
Sources of Ooeratina Budaet bv Religious Orientation: Income fiom Tuition
Incorne from Tuition
IRSSthan
10-25 %
25-40%
More than
10%

Evangelical Protestant
MainLineprotestant
Roman Caîholic

7(33%)
5 (28%)

OthedNone

1 (25%)

Blank

40%

7 (1 1%)

15(23%)
1 1 (52%)
5 (28%)
2 (50%)

14(21%)
1 (5%)
3 (17%)
1 (25%)

28(42%)
1 (5%)
5 (28%)
O

2(3%)
1 (5%)
O
O

The same trends are revealed when income is considered through the lens of institutional

type: no Bible college receives more than 10Y0of its income from the Government. Table
4.3.1 shows that seminaries, Bible colleges, and

Lay Training institutes attract less

govemrnent funding than do institutions which focus on the Iiberal arts, probably since
governments are reluctant to fùnd institutions which propagate particuiar doctrinal positions.
Universities, Liberai Arts colleges, and Federated or AfEliated colleges received substantial
flnding fiom govemment.
Table 4.3.1
Fundins Sources bv Institutional Tvpe I%
of h o m e from Government SourceQ
% of Operating h o m e
fiom Governent
Sources
Less than 10%
10-25%
2540%

More than 40%
Not Completed

Seniinary

Bible
College

Liberal

University

FederaW i a y
Affiliated Training
College
Instihtte

3 1%

19%
6%
19%
50%

Arts
Coiiege

61%
14%
7%
12%
7%

100%
0%
0%

0%

30%
5%
15%
50%

0%

25%
44%

100

0%
0%
0%

6%

Table 4.3.2
Funding Sources by Institutionai Type (% of Income from Church Sources]
% of Operating lncome Seminary Bible
Liberal
University F e d e d Lay
fiom Church Sources
CoUege Arts
Afliliated Training
ColIege
Less than 10%

30%

19%

10.25%
2540%

16%
19%
28%
7%

22%
22%

75%
10%
5%

35%

IO%

More than 40%
Not Complded

3%

College

Iristitute

69%

75%

37%

6%
13%
13%

6%
6%
6%
6%

0%

0%
63%
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Table 4-3.3
Funding Sources bv Institutional T-ye f% of Income from Tuition Sources)
% of Operating incorne Serninary Bible
Liberal
University Federatedl Lay
fiom Tuition
College Arts
Afiliated Training
College

Less than f 0%
10-25%
2540%

30%
37
12

More than 40%
Not Completed

5

16

11%
22
19
46
3

10%
20
35

6%
31
25

35

37

Colleps

Mitute

25%
25
25
19
6

37%
12
25
25

The open-ended question in this section inviteci respondents to consider the financial effects

of affiliations on their institutions. Academic accreditation was seen, overwhelmingiy, to
have brought financial stability to institutions; further, most institutions reported that it had
not adversely affected their abiiity to raise funds fiom church sources. Some noted that it
made raising funds easier (it made the institution credible, and offered the sense of a
"mission" within public education rather than separateness from it). Only a rninority
suggested that it had reduced their ability to raise hnds, though several observed that the
church did not contribute financialIy to the operation of their institution. It would seem fiom
these responses that improved validation has strengthened fiscal heaith, and has increased
fiscal independence. Some would suggest that this is why many colleges seek accreditation,
seeing it as a route to financial security. The word of caution came fkom three institutions

which observed that fiscal restraint in public sector now a f k t e d them more than it had
previously done, as they were squeezed by their host university.

*

The question generated some ambiguity: the intent was to consider the financial effects of academic
&~liation, but some took the question to refer to the financial effects of Church aflXation.
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Faculty

-

Tables 5.1 5.4 offer information about faculty and personnel practices. Most institutions
have a smaii number of fiill-tirne faculty members, with an overall mean of 12. Some 50% of
faculty members at reporting institutions held the PhD degree. Whilst these figures do not
replicate the almost universal presence of the PhD in public universities, they nevertheless
reflect a concem for what is ofien seen as 'academic credibility' in a wide range of
institutions, and might offer some cause for reflection for those who would write off churchrelated institutions as non-academic. Of course, as an increasing number of institutions oEer
the PhD,the 'gold standard' becornes more difficult to maintain, and the quality of some

PhD's might be cded into question. Comments suggest that the increasing proportion of
faculty with doctoral degrees is tùelled by two factors: the first is the simple desire of
institutions to strive for excellence; the second is the requirement of validating institutions
and organisations that instructors at validated institutions hold doctoral degrees.
Table S. 1
Full Tirne and Part Time Facultv @Y
Number of
Full T h e
Responses: 130
Faculty (Sum)
Evangelical
703
Protestant
Main Line
499
Protestant
Roman Caîholic 675
Other
96
Totals:
1973

Religious Orientation)
Full T h e
Part Time
Faculty (Mean)
9

Facufty ( S m )
489

34
16
15

370
50
1072

Part T h e
Faculty (Mean)
10

23
12
12

There is, however, an imbalance when one considen institutional type and religious
orientation. Only 36% of the faculty at Evangelical Protestant institutions hold the PhD; and

only 17% of faculty members at Bible colleges hold the PhD (none are reported at Lay
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Training institutes). This compares unfavourably with faculty members from other
institutional types and religious orientations, and refiects both the size of institutions in those
sectors and their historical antipathy to secular higher education. Nevertheless, this is an
increase fkom the 12% of Bible coliege faculty with the PhD which Gazard noted in his 1979
study (p. 146).
Table 5.2
Full Time Faculty with the PhD (by Religious Orientation)
Number of Responses: 100
% of Full Tirne FacuIty with the PhD (Mean)
Evangeticai Protestant
Main Line Protestant
Roman CathoIic
Other
Totals:

36 %
70
80
40
50

Table 5.3

N

I
Seminary

Full Time Faculty
12
(Mean)
% of Full T i e Faculty 67
with the PhD

Bible
College

Liberal
Arts
College

University

6

25

17

71

Lay
Training

51

Federated
Affiliatecl
Colleges
19

72

89

O

Table 5.4
Number of Full Time Faculty: % with the PhD (bv Accreditation)
Full Tirne Facuity
Number of Responses: 100
(Mean)
54
Free standing, fully accredited
26
Federated with a University
14
Affiliateci with a University
15
Teaching Centre of a University
Accredited through a non-university agency
13

rmtiluk
7

% of Full Time
Faculty with the PhD
8 1%

75
86

71
49

(i.e.AABC, ATS)

Transfer Arrangements with Selected
Universities

11

39

No Accreditaîion

4

7

Those institutions which rely on transfer-credit arrangements or which do not have any

acadernic accreditation have a much lower percentage of faculty members with doctoral

qualifications. Since these institutions also have lower enrolment, it is likely that faculty
members wiii have to fiii various administrative functions, so be less able to focus solely on
acadernic pursuits.

Table 5 -5 indicates administrator's perceptions of the influence external acadernic bodies
exert on key personnel issues within their institution. It suggests that the Federated or
Affiliated college understands its university partnership to play a fairly significant role in
internai personnel decisions. At the other end of the accreditation spectrum, the lay-training
institutes, without formai academic liaisons, are aware of no such influences. Other
institutions reflect little influence on personnel matters from extemai academic bodies.
Table 5-5
Influence of an Extemal Academic Bodv (bv Institutional T-ee):ûndcdon

wrle of 1 10 7 (7 Ilidiciljng

'Yes'. or strocig )-

3-3

Bible
Liberai
CoUege Arts
College
2
2.3

Faculîy
appointments?

3-2

2.3

Disciplïnary
actions?
Promotionl
Tenure?

2.6

Does an extenial
academic body
idrience:
Faculty search
processes?

Collective

Semuiary

University F e d e r d

Affiliated

Lay

Totals
(Mean)

2

3.1

Training
InstiMe
1

2.4

2

3.9

1

2.5

2

2.2

2.1

3.9

1

2.3

2.7

1.7

2.4

2.1

3-7

1

2.2

2.3

1.8

2.1

2

3-9

1

2

Coffeges

2.5

Table 5.6 indicates respondents' perceptions of the influence extemal religious bodies exert

on key personnel issues within their institution. As might be expected, the figures are rather
different from the previous table.

Table 5.6
Mluence of the Churc~eliaiousOrder (by institutional Type): on
Docs an extemai
Religious M y
influence:
Faculty search
processes?
Faculty
appointments?
Disciplinary

Bible
Liberai
College Arts
Collep

Sem-

n i e of I

University Federatod/

- 7 (7 imiicating * ~ ea* .

Lay
Training
lnstitute

Tot;ils

AtFiliated
CoUege

(Mean)

3.9

4.2

2.5

1.8

2.4

5 .O

3 -5

4 .O

4.4

2.8

2.1

2.6

5 .O

3.8

3.7

4.3

2.3

1.7

2.6

4.6

3 -4

actions?
Promotion/

3 -3

3-7

2.2

1.7

2.4

4.6

3.1

Tenure?
Collective

2.8

3.5

2.1

1.7

2.0

4.1

2.8

When asked to assess the importance of the religious conviction of faculty members,
institutions al1 noted it as central to the hiring process (Bible colleges and Lay Training
institutions according it greatest influence). There was, however, a significant variation in
responses regarding dismissal of faculty. Lay Training institutes, Bible colleges, and

seminaries al1 suggested that the institution retained the right to dismiss faculty if teachings
contravened those of the sponsoring religious body. Federated Afiliated colleges,
Universities, and Liberal arts colleges indicated they were much less likely to dismiss faculty

on the basis of their beliefs andor teachings.
Table 5.7
Personnel Selection and Dismissai: ~ n d cori
d n scaie of 1 co 7 p indiding *Y-*.

Is religious conviction
5 -6
an important iàctor in
hiring?
Do you retain a nght to
dismiss hcuity whose

beliefs /teachings
conflict with those of
the sponsoring

5.1

or attong igrament)

Unbmity

Federatedl Lay

6.8

Coiiege
5.5

4.8

College
4.8

6.9

6.0

6.4

3.4

3.2

2.1

6.9

5.1

Mtute

The open-ended question at the conclusion of this section sought information as to how
academic or religious concerns might influence staffing decisions. Most respondents saw no
inherent confiict at their institution. Several Bible colleges observed that they did not see
themselves as being bound by traditional secular definitions of 'academic fieedom,' and that
this was central to their institutionai character and identity. About a dozen responses,
primarily fiom non-accredited institutions, suggested that spintual mahtrity was a value
which outweighed acadernic qualifications in the hiring process. One noted that they never
hire faculty with the PhD, seeing that as inimical to their purpose of practical training. On the
other hand, several institutions commented that religious concems seldom intluenced hiring
decisions (except, perhaps, as tipping the balances in hiring matters). Others noted their
general desire to see strong denominationai representation, while some noted the need to

navigate the difficult waters of university approval for d l appointments. Several institutions
commented at length on the challenge of attracting faculty who held a genuine cornmitment
to both their academic and their faith commitments; some observed that posts remained
unfilled because of these twin requirements, particularly since dedication to one's discipline
can create "Ph.D.'s who are specialists, narrowed within the overall discipline and vimidy
ignorant of other fields, including ethical concems." There was also extended cornmentary
fiom two sources on the need for faculty to "own strongly the overall mission" of the college,
since faculty are the "heart of the enterprise."
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Student Life

Table 6.0 reinforces some generai trends seen above: Bible colleges and Lay Training
institutes are particularly concerned about spiritual formation. As a result, they tend to
require students to attend forma1 chape1 services, a factor reflected in the figures below. The
residential comrnunity remains more central to these smaller institutions, reflecting their
origins as rural institutions, which, historically, set themselves in secluded locations so as to
'be separate' fiom society. Residence regulations, which reinforce the ethicd imperatives of
consenrative Christianity, remain a comerstone of many of these institutions.
Student Patterns (bv Institutional Twe):onded m a r i l e OC 1 io 7 (7 indicirting *Y-*. a m g igmmait)
Semrnary Bible
Liberal
University F e d e d Lay
Total
CoUege

Do students make

5.2

Arts
Coiiege

AEihd
College

Training s
(Mtao)

6.1

4

4.7

4.1

6.8

5.4

58%

26%

32%

27%

65%

37%

6.3

5.8

5 -4

5.1

6.6

5.9

use of
opportunities for

worship?

What % of Students 25%
live in Residence?
Are Spiritual values 5.3
of sponsoring
church evident in
residence
regdations?

Respondents were asked how they identified their students as distinct from those in a public
university. Fourteen institutions suggested that their students were fundarnentaily
indistinguishable fiom those in secular, public institutions. Indeed, sorne students were
administratively subsumed into larger institutions, so becarne difficult to identify. Howevcr,

as one might expect, almost half the respondents identified faith convictions as characteristic
of their students, and a further group point to such issues as world-view, values, or moral
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attitudes as distinguishing. Twenty respondents refer to the "vocational call" felt by students,
which may offer special motivation, while some refer to church traditions and to the sense of
institutional community as essential. If administrator's perceptions are to be relied upon at

this point, there is an inverse correlation between affiliation and distinctiveness. That is,
those students at institutions which are most distinct ("sectish," to use Stackhouse's term
once again) are perceived as being most identifiable in terms of values, orientation, and faith
experiences. This might also suggest that institutions which choose the route of independent
accreditation (the PCAB colleges, for instance) will be able to nurture a distinctly Christian
culture more effectively, since they cm remain distinct from public institutions. On the other
hand, some observe in their comments that students (and institutions) who are embedded in a
secular university find a context that engages them with society, rather than protecting them

from it, and ailows them to develop their faith in a more robust social context.

7.

The Future

This final section considers the directions in which administrators perceive their institutions to
be moving. Table 7.0 suggests that aii administrators (even those in smail institutions)
anticipate some increase in the links between their institution and extemal academic bodies;
few anticipate a marked decrease in faculty with Church connections,

or in students with

church connections; and most are non-committal when asked whether incorne From
sponsoring churches wili fall over the next decade.

Table 7.0
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Table 7.1 arranges this same data according to accreditation;those with no accreditation
anticipate the least increase in co~ectionswith academic agencies, whilst those who have
transfer of credit arrangements seem the most eager to see stronger links develop. This
might again reflect the differences of opinion about the value of accreditation within the Bible

collegefinstitute movement.
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In their final cornrnents on "the future," respondents considered developrnents in academic

profile and church relationships over the next decade. Three central themes emerged:
institutions expected to increase their programme offerings: they anticipated offering a wider
range of degree programmes (the liberal arts; the sciences) in a wider range of delivery styles
(extension courses; satellite campuses; CO-operativeeducation) to a wider range of students
types (part-tirne students; adults; academically challenged). Secondly, they anticipated

maintainhg or strengthening ties with the church: Only three institutions anticipated church
ties dwindling, while over fifty anticipated them remaining the same or getting stronger

(though several institutions expected to have to work harder to maintain the same
relationship). Thirdly, a number of institutions anticipated improving transfer options or
moving towards affiliation or accreditation. Only three institutions anticipated that the next
decade rnay see them shrink, close, or amalgamate (at least, three mentioned this in their
comments). Seven institutions thought their institutions would remain much the same.

8,

Summary

The data provided above help to outline the scope of Canadian Church-Related Higher
Education, and begin to indicate some developing patterns.

Canadian church-related higher education is characterised by its divenity. Whereas the public
higher education sector is sometimes identified as homogeneous (Bimbaum. 1983)', churchrelated higher education is diverse in size, control, religious orientation, funding source, type,
and character. It ranges fiom the 3500-strong fiee-standing St Francis Xavier University in

Nova Scotia to the tiny Arthur Turner Training School, with j ust a handful of part-time
ministerial students, in the Eastern Arctic.

The 42,500 students in over 140 institutions represent 7.5% of Canadian university
enrolment (FTE) for 1994-95, and the sector is growing at the sarne rate as is general

It can. of course. be subdivided according to classification: Maclean's annud Universities Guide (November.
1997) divides the University sector into three categories, foiiowing the broad distinctions of the Carnegic studies:
DoctoraüMedical: Comprehensive: Liberal Arcs.

Canadian university enrolment. However, these students are spread throughout institutions
which seem to have little in cornmon: some are closely linked to a denomination or Religious
Order, and some are not; some are postgraduate, some undergraduate, and some both; some
offer courses only in religion, sorne offer no courses in religion, and some offer both; some
specialise in ministerial preparation, whilst some do not; some are publicly fundeci, and many
are not; some are able to offer their own accredited degrees, some award degrees fiom a

parent institution, and some offer no forma1 qualifications; some have a high percentage of
their faculty with the PhD.whilst at least one will not employ as faculty those who hold the

PhD;some attract almost al1 their students fiom a single faith tradition, whilst some draw
students fkom al1 traditions and fiom none.

This might suggest that dl attempts at classification wiU be dificult, but the tables above
provide some axes dong which institutions can be ranged, and which together generate a
profile of the sector.

The institutions have been classified by sise. Whilst by the standards of public higher
education ail of the institutions are small, they can nevertheless be grouped according to their

FTE. Table 1.1 reveals that most institutions are below 100, with only 17% over 500.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 ampw this data to show that Lay Training institutes f d at the bottom of
the scale, with Bible coiieges next; these same small institutions are the 'unaccredited
institutions' of table 3.1. Whilst low enrolment does not inevitably mean absence of
accreditation, there is a mrrelation. The survey did not explore the reason for this, but one
might conclude that the necessary infiastructure demanded for accreditation would be
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difficult to maintain or develop without a greater resource base. As noted above, there are
also historical rasons for this situation, as srna11 evangelical institutions deliberately
eschewed academic prioritiw in their formative years.

The sector has also been aggregated according to insfitt~tionuldesignaion: that is, by the
nomenclature adopted by the institutions themselves. Fifty institutions identify themselves as
Seminaries. The FTE data suggest that less than 20% of al1 students are postgraduate
students, so although seminaries make up a third of institutions, less than one in five students

are postgraduates. It is the Universities, Liberal Arts Colleges, and ffiliated and federated
colleges that enrol the bulk of the students; though aimost half the institutions are Bible
colleges or Lay Training institutes, those institutions enrol less than a quarter of al1 students.
Table 3.2.2 reveals that these smaller institutions are not growing at the same rate as other
institutional types in that ten year period. Bible college enrolments grew only by 5% and
Lay Training Institution enrolments fell.

The Religious Orzen~utionof these institutions offers another framework for analysis. Roman
Catholic institutions, some 20 in number, have a mean FTE of 874, well above the average of
30 1. They are predominantly undergraduate institutions, with only six seminaries numbered

amongst them. There are no Roman Catholic Bible colleges or Lay Training institutes: there

are Universities, aflciliated colleges, and liberal arts colleges. The ovenvhelming majonty of

them offer fuiiy-accredited programs; 60% of them are AUCC members, and none are
unaccredited. Over half of them draw the bulk of their fùnding (over 40%) fiom goveimnent;
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two-thirds of them receive less than 10% of their operating funding from their Church or
their Order.

Main Line Protestant institutions, some 26, enrol almost 1 1,000 shidents, with a mean FTE

of 4 17. These are predominantly post-graduate Seminaries: in fact, 17 of the 26 institutions
use this term to describe themselves. This was not always the balance, but many of the mainline Protestant Universities have becorne secularised. There is one Main-line Bible college (in
the North West Temtories), and two lay training institutes. Two thirds of these institutions
offer courses accepted for transfer by al1 Canadian Universities. 35% are AUCC members;
50% (13) are ATS members. Only 30% draw the bulk of their funding (over 40%) from

govement, with another third drawing over 40% from the Church: overall, fùnding is much
more church-dependent, in keeping with the fact that most institutions are seminaries, so
directly related to ministerial preparation.

Protestant evangelical institutions are s m d but nurnerous: 89 institutions enrol 13,300
students about 1/3 of the total FTE. Almost al1 the Bible colleges and Lay Training
institutes fall into the Evangelical Protestant category, and almost haW of the seminaries.
However, almost two-thirds of these institutions are not accredited, or only have transfer
credit arrangements, and less than 20% are able to transfer courses to al1 Canadian
Universities. Only 8% hold AUCC membership, whilst 15% are AT'S members and 20% are

AABC members. Only one institution (2%) draws more than 40% of hnding nom
Goverrunent sources, with 42% drawing over 40% of income fiom tuition, and 32% drawing
over 40% fiom Church sources.
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A - # e m i c Accredifation OEen a usetùl cross reference. This category reveals great divenity:

at one extreme are institutions which have full degree-granting power, and the authority to
award their own doctoral degrees; at the other extreme are institutions which are accredited
by no-one, and do not wish to alter the situation. There are several associations which can be
observed: institutions which have no accreditation or which rely on transfer credit
arrangements have the lowest student numbers (Table 3.1); Bible colleges and Lay Training
Institutions are most Likely to have no accreditation or to rely on credit transfer (Tables 3.4
and 3.8); Evangelicai Protestant institutions are least likely to have established accreditation
arrangements (Table 3.9); institutions without forma1 accreditation are least likely to attract
Governrnent fbnding, and most likely to depend on Church tùnding (Tables 4.3.2 and 4.3.2);
institutions without forma1 accreditation have the lowest proportion of faculty members with
the PhD (Tables 5.3 and 5.4), and are most likely to make personnel decisions based on
religious criteria (Table 5.7), since they are responsive to denominational needs rather than
academic allegiances. Their students are more likely to live in on-campus residences, and to
participate most regularly in institutional seMces of worship (Table 6.0).

Accreditation patterns are linked to patterns of enrolment sue and growth. Those institutions
without formal accreditation have a mean FTE of only 55. Institutions whose courses are not
accepted for transfer credit by Canadian Universities have a mean FTE of only 62.Table 3.10
indicates that institutions without accreditation experienced an enrolment drop between 1985
and 1995, and that only those sectors where institutions had the ability to grant accredited
and recognised degrees (either their own or those of a parent institution) expenenced
significant growth.

The survey has a temporal limitation: it would be usefiil to see how the instihitions have
changed over tirne in the areas noted above. This would allow an extrapolation of data, and
perhaps a broad prediction of future direction. However, the limitations of this shidy are such
that the primary orientation is to mapping the sector as itpresentb appears, except for FTE
enrolments, which have been compared over the decade from 1985- 1995. The final section,

n e Future, asked respondents to offer their assessrnent of the changes the next decade
would bring. Most anticipated maintaining their ties with their sponsoring Church, and the
majority anticipated increased links with extemal accrediting bodies, suggesting a closer
relationship with public PSE. Table 7.1 indicates that those most eager to increase links with
extemal accrediting bodies were those institutions presently involved in transfer of credit
arrangements. This reflects the comments in section three, where transfer credit institutions
were least satisfied with accreditation arrangements. Those least interested in developing
fiirther ties with accrediting bodies or institutions were those institutions with no present
accreditation arrangements.

There is some room for cornparison here with Gazard's study (1986) of the 1979-80
acadernic year (see above). His study, of 29 of the 34 Bible colleges which were then
members of the ACBC, indicated that eight were accredited (five through the AABC, and
three through affüiation or teaching centre relationships), nine were seeking AABC

accreditation, and twelve were not seeking accreditation. Four of the colleges in his study
have since closed or amalgamatedl? Of those which remain, none are free standing

Io One more has ciosed shce this 1995 study: Okanagan Bible college, in Kelowna.

accredited institutions: fifieen are accredited (four as affiliates or teaching centres; eleven
through the AABC); seventeen note that they have transfer arrangements with selected
universities; nine have no accreditation. This would suggest that in the Bible college sector
the movement towards accreditation is taking place, albeit not at a uniform pace.

9.

Avenues for Further Research

Numerous avenues for fùrther study suggest themselves.

The question of institutional identity would repay fùrther study: How do those institutions
most closely aligned with public PSE maintain a distinct identity; how do those aligned with

sponsoring denominations live with the tension of "double identities."

The question of how church-relatedness is expressed or inculcated within an institution needs
to be fbrther pursued. Harro van Brummelen's studies have examined the way in which faith
might be expressed in the curriculum, and his work needs to be developed fùrther.

One might examine how satisfactory the constituent parts of the education received by the

student: the academic programme; the socialising process; the spintual development; the
professional preparation?

This study does not examine in any detail the programme offerings of institutions, or their
delivery rnethods: this might determine whether small institutions establish their own niche, or

merely replicate each other: in short, if al1 small institutions look alike, or exhibit extemal
diversity.

The study does not closely examine matters of control and the levels of "privateness" that
exist in the sector. It considen such matters as funding and accreditation, but is not able to
determine how influential public funding and accreditation might be on institutional ethos and
mission.

This study examines a static and now historic cross-section of church-related PSE:it would
be instructive to revisit the topic, to consider the dynarnic of the sector, to chart the direction

it is moving: how institutions are developing or changing, and where new institutions are
being founded or old ones failing.

10.

The Second Phase of the Study of Church-Related Higher Education

One particular issue lends itseif'to fùrther examination: if institutional growth and even
s u ~ v a isl predicated on establishing satisfactory avenues of accreditation, as the data above

would seem to suggest, then institutions withart such accreditation arrangements will be
placed under increasing pressure to establish them.

But what is the effect of establishing such alliances on the character, identity, and mission of
the church-related coliege? If growth cm oniy be achieved by accreditation, and if
accreditation must needs suppress the distinctive character of the Christian college, then
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perhaps the coa of growth is too steep. Ctifford's observation that colleges "are perceived
to be responding more to the demands of the university and less to the demands of the

churches" (1990, p. 4) must be attended to, for church-related colleges must ensure that they
do not surrender their raison d'être in the pursuit of success.

It is possible to see the scramble for accreditation as merely a mamage of convenience: the
church holding in abeyance its hostility to the academy in order to obtain a measure of
academic respectability for its educational institutions; the academy gmdgingly according
church-related institutions a measure of accreditation whilst working assiduousiy to
assimifate them into the secular fabric of the university. There are certainly long-standing
tensions and suspicions between the church and the academy, each suspicious of the other,

ofien with good cause: how might these misgivings be resolved or allayed - or are these
differences too intractable for rnutudy satisfactory solutions to be generated?

Such subtle and cornplex questions cannot be adequately addressed by means of a survey
instrument. They requûe a closer scrutiny of institutional iife and character. For this reason,
the second stage of this research has been designed as a series of three case studies. Each
study wiil examine an institution which has adopted a different approach to the problern of
degree and course accreditation. The first is a federated institution, St Thomas More College
in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. A Roman Catholic college, it has a long-standing agreement of

federation with the University of Saskatchewan, and its students are al1 students of the
University. The second institution, Providence Coiiege, has for many yean been an
interdenominational Protestant evangelical Bible college, located in Southern Manitoba. in

recent years it has expandeci its cumculum and established extensive transfer-credit
arrangements, both with the University of Manitoba and farther afield.

The third institution is

a free-standing University College, wholly owned by the Lutheran Church of Canada.
Concordia University College of Alberta has been accredited, since 1987, by the Alberta
Private Colleges Accreditation Board. The case studies examine these institutions,
attempting to identify ways in which the essential character of the institutions find expression,
or is hampered, by dif5erent approaches to solving a long-standing problem of Canadian
church-related colleges: the problem of accreditation.
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Chapter 5: St Thomas More College

1

Bistoricai Introduction

St. Thomas More College was founded in 1936. a Catholic college, federated with the
University of Saskatchewan, under the direction of the Congregation of St. Basil. Modelled
on St. Michael's CoUege at the University of Toronto (also a Basilian institution), Saint

Thomas More was the h i t of a vision that took more than twenty years to be realised.
Heartwood, Margaret Sanche's history of the College (1986). documents those ongins. and
follows the college through its first fi%

1.1

years.

Cornpeting Visions

The establishment of the federated coliege was not without opposition. Indeed, the different
educational visions articulated pior to the college's founding have been recurrent themes
throughout the subsequent sixty years, and form a useful backdrop to more contemporary
issues. Sanche examines the cornpethg perspectives by linking each with an individual who
advocated it, and who was a critical figure in the struggle to bring STM to birth. The first of
these, Bishop Olivier-Elzéar Mathieu, reflected the position of French Catholics, who, whilst
becoming a minority within the Catholic Church on the prairies, still dominated the Church
hierarchy. Mathieu's vision was for an independent Catholic University located somewhere

in Western Canada, with feeder i n s t i o n s on the Classical College mode1 spread across the
West. Mathieu had already established two such colleges in Saskatchewan: Campion College,

in Regina and Collège Mathieu, in Gravelbourg. Mathieu's concem was to preserve and
safeguard the faith by placing a hedge around Catholic education, thus creating an enclave of
culture and faith that would parallel but not be integrated with the public University. For
Mathieu and the French Bishops, the link between language, culture, and faith was selfevident: the strategy was to reinforce al1 three by founding an independent Catholic
University. He wished to discourage Catholic students fiom attending the secular institutio~
so was unwilling to establishment any rapprochement that would be seen as tacit support of
the university.

The second figure Sanche examines is Walter Murray, president of the University of

Saskatchewan in its early years. Keenly aware of the denominational divisiveness that had
fiagmented and bedevilled higher education in the Maritimes, Murray (following the
Manitoba example) was seeking to estabiish a single provincial university. Founded in 1907,
the University of Saskatchewan was still a fledgling institution in the decades preceding

STM's establishment.. Murray wished to integrate the 20 -25% of the Saskatchewan
population that was Catholic into this new university, not see them establish an alternative
university that would leach away critical support and resources from a provincial population
base that was admittedly small (Sanche, 1986, p 22). Murray's own background in the
Maritimes had convlliced hirn that the "One University" mode1 was socially, economically,
and educationdy advantageous: it would be "an agency for bringing the different races and
religions together" (Sanche, 1986, p. 22); would eliminate the threat of multiple, competing
demands on the provincial treasury; and would d o w a single, strong academic institution to
flourish, rather than spawning several feeble and struggling institutions of iderior status.
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The third figure Sanche examines, J.J. Leddy, had roots were in Ontario, but he and his wife
travelled west in 1912 to settle in Saskatoon dunng the land boom, where Leddy became
involved in the insurance business and soon became active in the Catholic comrnunity. Leddy
was of Irish Catholic stock, and Sanche (1986) observes that he was "hstrated to find that
the Catholic Church was entirely in the hands of the French in the Prairie West at that time"
(p. 7). Leddy had been a school principal in Ontario and his wife a teacher. They retained a
great interest in education, and so Leddy was in the vanguard of those Saskatoon Catholics
who were keen to establish credible options for their children: Catholic young people who
wished to pursue higher education. Although they were mindfùl of the secularising effects of
a public university on malleable young people, their vision did not reflect the more exclusive
separatist impulse of Bishop Mathieu and the French-speaking Catholics. As Sanche
observes,
The Saskatoon people felt that it would be foolish to wait until a separate Catholic
university could be established in the West, when there was a tax-supported university
being developed right in their own back yard. ... If some courses could be taught fioin
a Catholic perspective, and a centre provided where Catholic students could gather
and meet other Catholic young people under the guidance of a chaplain, then
attendance at the provincial University would be acceptable. (1986, p. 8)
1.2

The Road to Federation

The eventual founding of St. Thomas More College, in 1936, was the culmination of a series

of incrementd advances. Mer a decade or more of vacillation by the Saskatchewan Bishops,
a "Catholic CoUege Cornmittee" was stmck in the spring of 1926, with J.J. Leddy as its chair.
M e r subsequent negotiations with the University, the Scholastic Philosophy Foundation was
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established at the University for the start of the 1926-27year, a move which meant simpiy
that one professor was appointed (by the University upon Diocesan recornmendation) who
would teach the philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. This move, which was largely an attempt
on the pari of President Murray to entice the Catholic community, saw the appointment of Fr.
W. Basil Markle to this new post.

By the Autumn of 1927 the College Cornmittee (now reconstituted as the "Newman

Society") had sponsored the building of Newman Hall, a white-fiameci house which served
both as residence for Fr. Markle and as a Catholic students' centre. Even at this stage, the
support of the Bishops waxed and waned: at times they seerned eager to support Markle, and
to promote the establishment of the new college; at times they seemed obstructive, concerned
by the cultural, philosophical or fiscal implications of such a move. The creation of the new

Diocese of Saskatoon in 1933 saw the appointrnent of the English-speaking Bishop Gerald
Murray, who was more favourably disposed to the College project. With his support, the
Newman Society prepared a bnef for the Pope's representative in Canada, the Apostolic
Delegate. This bnef led, in tum, to the Apostolic Delegate requesting a meeting of the five
Saskatchewan Bishops to deal with the college question. They approved the establishment of

a new coilege in prlliciple, but concluded that, with the province in the grip of the depression,
financial dernands would make such a project unfeasible for the foreseeable future. They did,
however, agree to appoint a lay cornmittee to negotiate with President Murray "regardhg
Catholic influence at the State University" (Sanche, 1986, p. 52), and to seek to have Fr.

Markie promoted to the rank of professor.
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This cornmittee, in consultation with Bishop Murray, appeared to feel that the President was
unlikely to look favourably on the request to promote Markle. Nor was this, in reality, what
they wanted to see. Sanche (1986) suggests that "Bishop Murray and the members of the
Newman society must have decided to see whether the Diocese of Saskatchewan could
possibly establish a college on its own without asking the other dioceses for financial
support" (p. 58). They sought the advice of Fr. Henry C m , Supenor-General of the
Congregation of St Basil, who had wide experience with federation at St. Michael's
(University of Toronto). Carr subsequently agreed to Bishop Murray's request that he travel
to Saskatoon to bnng his expertise to bear directly on the discussions with the University.
President Murray had met Cam previously, and viewed the University of Toronto mode1 of
federation with some favour, so negotiations began with both parties disposed to find a
satisfactory solution. Indeed, d e r brief discussions they arrived at an agreement in pnncipie
to establish a federated Catholic college on the Campus of the University of Saskatchewan.

President Murray seemed to assume that C m ' s presence indicated a Basilian intention to
undertake the operation of this new college (Sanche, 1986, p. 60). Although the Basilians
had been approached about this possibility as early as 1926, it was only on July 7th 1936,

that the Congregation formally agreed to assume the task. Nevertheless, President Murray
and Fr. Cam had been negotiating the details of federation, so as soon as the Basilians

approved the coliege project, the Bishop formdy petitioned the University to establish a
federation agreement with this new college. The Council and Senate of the University
promptly gave approvai, and barely a month later, on August 21st, two Basilians arrived in
Saskatoon and moved into the white house. On September 24th 1936, the house, now

spotting a new sign identifjmg it as St. Thomas More Coiiege, first opened its doors to
students (Sanche, 1986, p. 68), and the hope of a Catholic College had been reaiised.

1.3

Why Federation?

This abbreviated and truncated account of the genesis of St. Thomas More College does not
immediately reveai why the Meration model was ultimately adopted, given the competing
educationd visions noted above. There is no single answer, and one offers conclusions at the
risk of over-simplifjmg a complex mVc of factors: historid, political, pragmatic, educationai,
ecclesiastical, and personal. The written history of St. Thomas More College does, however,
wggest what some of the contributory factors might have been.

Certain political considerations were at work, both within and beyond the church. The model
of the separate Catholic University was not one that was approved by western provinces,

which had adopted the "one university" model favoured by Murray. Saskatchewan's
Utzzversity Act of 1907 accorded a degree-granting rnonopoly to the University of

Saskatchewan, a monopoly with which Mathieu had struggled as he sought degree-granting
status for Carnpion Colege in Regina. Although Mathieu appears to have petitioned the
premier to remove this obstacle, Murray spoke strongly against such a move. W.P.

Thompson (1 970) suggests that "early in the 1920s President Murray became convinced that
the goverment, on the advice of a leading member, was about to gant a Roman Catholic

institution the nght to confer degrees in subjects other than theology," and so was "anxious
to have a Catholic Coiiege of high standing bewme federated with the university and located
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on the campus" (pp. 56-7). By the mid-19209, however, it was evident to al1 that the
monopoly would be retained, and that the vision of a Catholic University for Western Canada
had foundered (Sanche, 1986, p. 23). Although Carnpion eventually managed to achieve a
fonn of degree granting through affiliation with St. Boniface College, and Notre Dame
(Wilcox) had an agreement with the University of Ottawa, this was not to prove satisfactory
to Saskatchewan Catholics. A different approach was required.

Within the Church, the balance of power in the West was gradually shifling. Bishops were no
longer exclusively French Canadian; French-speaking members and adherents were in a
minority. English-speaking Churchmen felt less need to safeguard language and culture as
essential carriers of the faith, and thus were less committed to independent institutions which
would guard such traditions. R A Hue1 (1975) observes that whilst the French hierarchy
sought to preserve the French Linguistic and cultural context of education, English-speaking
Catholics were often promoters of a vision of education that saw English language and
culture as the broad foundation of a common educational experience. As the French
dominance slowly ebbed, so the opposition to the idea of federation or affiliation Iost its
force. It was no accident that the "Colege project" only came to fniition afler the formation
(in 1933) of the new Diocese of Saskatoon, and the appointment to it of an English-speaking
Bishop. This is not to suggest that those who proposed the idea of federation sought to
undermine any distinctive Catholic identity: they simply saw the mission of the Church being
fÙlf3led by collaboration and vigorous interaction rather than by educational insuldy.
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This collaborative vision of education found suppon from the Congregation of St. Bad, a
Catholic congregation founded in France in the nineteenth century, engaged originally in
educating young men for the priesthood. St. Basil the Great. Archbishop of Caesarea, the 4th
Century saint &er whom the congregation was named, recognised the need for both religious
and secular knowledge, an understanding refkcted in the approach to higher education
favoured by the Basilians. It was the Basilians who founded St. Michael's College, which, in
1910, came into federation with the University of Toronto. Sanche (1986) observes that
The Basilian approach to Catholic higher education in Canada was adopted initiaiiy
for practical reasons, in that Catholics could not a o r d to duplicate what secular, taxsupported universities had to offer in the sciences and professional schools, though
many educators gradudy came to regard the federated coliege model as supenor to
the alternative of a separate Catholic university. It was felt that Catholics should be
educated for leadership roies in the comrnunity in order to approach the problems of
the world from a Christian perspective. It was therefore deemed important that they
obtain a broad understanding of the secdar world, within a setting which a Catholic
coliege could provide, where a vanety of ideas and issues could be explored against a
background of Catholic thought and Christian values. (p. 58)
This approach to Catholic education gradually bewne more broadly accepted. St. Michael's
was a potent example of federation, aibeit in central Canada, and provided a powefil
alternative model against which the "Catholic University" pattern of such places as Lavai
rnight be compared.

Nevertheless, though local opinion and the Basilian Congregation might favour federation, it
was by no means clear that Papal approval would be forthcoming for such a connection with

a public and s d a r institution. In 1926, the Holy See gave its sanction to the affiliation of
St. Joseph's College (Edmonton) with the University of Alberta (de Valk, 1979). This
opened the door for other western Canadian institutions that wished to establish such a

co~ection,and set a precedent that would be followed by institutions across the west, from
Manitoba to British Columbia.

If the political tide was mnning against the idea of a Western Canadian Catholic University,
so too were econornic currents. For the idea to have any chance of success it needed to
attract support from the Catholic community across the prairies. and the establishment of St.
Joseph's as an affiliated college immediately siphoned away some of that base. Further,
although the establishment of a Classical College (with its focus on the humanities) was not
capital intensive, the founding of a full University, complete with professional schools,

science programq and research opportunities, would require a massive investment. Since the
prairie provinces had adopted the "one univenity" approach to higher education, public fhds
for such an institution were not likely to be forthcoming, and even the Catholic population
might be reluctant to duplicate faciiities already present in their public university.

If the establishment of a Catholic University ran counter to Walter Murray's understanding of
the essentidy public nature of higher education, the creation of affiliation arrangements did
not. A Maritime Presbyterian, Murray valued the role of religion in society, and, whilst he

wished to avoid sectarianism and "the long shadow of Bishop Strachan" (Morton, 1957), this
did not mean a rigid separation of church and state, but allowed a signifiant role to
denominational coiieges, which he urged be affiliated with the University and present on the
campus. Indeed, land had been reserved on the University of Saskatchewan campus for such
wlleges, and, as Munay reported to Senate, he "hoped that one of these would be
established by the Roman Catholic Church" (Sanche, L 986, p. 17). In this, Murray was
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reflecting the broadly held position that the Canadian solution to the "denominational
problem" was through affiliation and federation: that "while denominational institutions by
themselves cannot, by definition, be universities, we are quite prepared to assign them an
active role within the broader context of the secular university" (Jones. 1994. p. 15). So.
although the door to independent degree-granting status was being barred, the door to
federated or affiliated status had been opened.

As well as these broad socio-political factors, one must identiw human actors in the drama.

Most noteworthy here must be the astonishing tenacity of J.J. Leddy and the group of
Catholic layrnen who worked for some two decades to reaiise their vision of a federated
college. They were not deterred by opposition from the Catholic hierarchy, nor by the
apparent caprkiousness or rapid volte-faces on matters of policy by the Bishop!

They

suffered a series of financial reversais which rnight well have terminated their project
in its infancy: an attempt on the part of the Diocese to sel1 "the White House," the home of
the Newman centre. in 193 1;unexpected municipal tax demands in 1934; the refiisal of the
Saskatchewan Bishops in 1936 to undertake any college project which would involve them in
financial commitments; the uncertain finances of the depression years. However. the
persistence of these Saskatoon laymen ultimately resulted in their finding a receptive ear.

Vtai to the final bringing to birth of STM was the sense of good faith that quickly sprang up
between President Murray and Fr. C m . The men knew and respected one another, and

Partinilarly Bisliop Prud'homme
at that time, iacluded Saskatoon.

(aSanche.1986, p. 28), then Bishop of Prince Albert, a di-

which,
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appreciated the experience each brought to the table. Carr's description of the reiationship
between St. Michael's and the University of Toronto reflected his approach to President
Murray and the University of Saskatchewan: "It [St Michael's] was a case of men living and
working together with mutual confidence in each other rather than parties to a legal bargain
who stood upon their rights" (Sanche, 1986, p. 59). This is not to suggest that Carr was
unaware of the importance of the "legal bargain" or of the care with which such an agreement
needed to be forged, since it would provide the platform for the institution for generations to
corne. Rather, he was sensible of the fact that its irnplementation would rely on a s p i t of
collaboration, not co&ontation.

Even as Carr recognised the need to create a sense of good will with President Murray, he
was also keenly cognisant of the apprehensions of the Church, and saw the need to maintain

the trust and good faith of the constituency and hierarchy. He recognised the philosophical
qualms which collaboration engendered: the fear that St. Thomas More College would not be
a distinctly Catholic institution, but would be secularised and absorbed; the apprehension that
Catholic students would be assimilated by the secular university and would find their faith and
values undennined. A letter fiom Fr. Carr, written for the Sacred Congregation in Rome,
addressed these concerns, and offered a considered response to them:
In a province l i e Saskatchewan there is no Catholic institution with a degreegranting charter fiom the Provincial legislature. As far as we can see into the fiiture,

there will never be such a charter granted to a Catholic college or university...
It is not, therefore, a question of drawing Catholic students into the University. It is
tme that some Catholics will go to the University when they know there is a Catholic

college there, who might not otherwise have gone. On the whole, however, Catholic
students are going to go to the Provincial University whether there is a Catholic
coUege there or not. The function of the Catholic College is to save the Catholic
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students from the unfavourable influences of secular education by drawing them into
the Catholic College and enabling them to acquire the best instruction obtainable in
university subjects and courses. and at the sarne time sending them out with a
thorough grasp, in theory and practice, of Catholic doctrine and Catholic Me.
There remains one possible further objection. Can the College itself, the authorities
and the staff.remain unaffected by the contact with the senilar university? We know
fiom experience that we can give an affirmative answer to that. Anyone who knows
anything about conditions at St. Michael's will say, without hesitation, that in this
respect the College is almost ideal. There is a Catholic consciousness and a pride in
the Church. We can truly say with confidence that a Catholic student can come to the
Catholic College and be sure of thorough instruction, not only in the doctrines of the
Church as expounded in the classroom, but also of a Catholic outlook, a Catholic
mentaiity. (Sanche, L986,p. 68)
In summaiy, the Federated mode1 was adopted because the political dynarnics within the

Church had changed enough to make such an approach acceptable; because the University
authorities were supportive of it; because it addressed certain economic needs; because it was
seen as a progressive educational approach; because it was seen to safeguard Catholic

institutional identity and character whilst ofFering students the educational advantages of the
University; and because of the detennination and integrity of key proponents.

The competing visions of Catholic higher education had been considered and assessed.
Bishop Mathieu's concept of a single, bounded, Catholic University had been assessed as
practically unartahable and philosophically undesirable. The collaborative federation
exemplified by the Basilians had come to be seen both as pragrnatically and theologically
desirable, reflecting a developing Catholic understanding of the role of the Christian in
society.
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The Nature of Federated AfKliafion

The term "federated affiliation7'needs to be interpreted both in the Canadian and the
Saskatchewan context. "Federation" is a political banding together of independent bodies
which retain control over many of their intemal aflairs. As noted earlier, in the Canadian
context of higher education, "federation" is a term generally applied to colleges or
universities which possess degree-granting powers (through a charter) but which freely
choose to hold ali or some of them in abeyance (AUCC, quoted in Gregor, 1993, p. 339 ).
Federated institutions, then, are generally conceived as having a significant level of
independence, as bearing responsibility for their own administrative structures. and as
possessing varying degrees of academic and financial autonomy. The etymology of the term
"afnliation" speaks of a parent-child relationship, introduces the concept of adoption, and so
assumes a certain paternalistic authority relationship. Affiliated institutions, whilst they still
may be administratively separate entitieq do not have degree-granting powers, and may have
less academic autonomy than federated colleges. Such distinctions, however, use broad
brush-strokes at best. In some cases the terms are used synonymously ("Mliated colleges,
federated with the University of Western Ontario"). No two Universities have the same
afliliation or federation patterns: there are signi6cant dinerences in such basic matters as
govemance, hance, and academic organisation (De Gmchy, 1993), not only between
universities but also between colleges within a single university.

St. Thomas More College was described in its early years as an "aftiliated college." It was
only in 1953 that the University Senate designated the coliege as a federated institution, to

help distinguish it from other auxiliary institutions of the university (Sanche, 1986, p. 107).
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"In simplest tenns," writes John Thompson, "STM is academically integrated w i t h the
College of Arts and Science, and is, at the same time, financially and administratively
independent" (President's Report, 1993-94, 1A. 1). St. Thomas More College is described,
according to University of Saskatchewan Senate Statutes XVII and XXIII, as a "Federated
College," even though it does not hold a degree-granting charter (STM Faculty Information
Handbook, pp. 13-14). This distinguishes it from the several colleges which are simply
classified as b'aEiliates" of the University of Saskatchewan (Senate Statute XVII), and from
the college (St. Peter's, Muenster) which is classified as a "Junior College." The relationship
of St. Thomas More College is formaliy identified as "Federated Mliation," and this reflects
the fact that the Coilege is both afliliated and federated: that is, it fulfils the requirements
both of affiliation and federation (Statute XVII.5 notes that "Colleges which have been or
shall be recognized by the Senate as federated colleges of the University shall be considered
to be in affiliation with the University.") Fr. Cam felt that the term "federation" was
appropriate because it reflected the fact that college and university mutudy and freely
entered into agreement, whereas the tenn 'affiliation' implies "a child petitioning his father
for a favour" (Sanche, 1986, p. 107).

John Thompson suggests that there are three foms of filiation at the University of
Saskatchewan: "Junior college &liation, ...solely represented by St. Peter's College. ... The
second form is theological affiliation, represented by St. Andrew's College, Emmanuel and
St. Chad, Lutheran Seminary, and Central Pentecostal College. The third form is federated
affiliation of which STM is the single case at the University of Saskatchewan" (President's
Report, 1994, 1A. 1).
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The senate statutes ampli@these classifications. A federated college "must be authorized by
the University to give classes recognized for credit towards a Bachelor of Arts degree in the
subjects of at least four departments of the College of Arts and Science (Statute m.l),"
requiring the federated college to offer a broader range of disciplines than the (theological)
d i a t e . This identifies STM's liberal arts character. In addition. the faculty of federated
colleges "must possess qualifications sufficiently high to be recognized as members of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences and shall be so recognized."This, too, distinguishes STM nom
the theological affiliates: Faculty are members not only of STM, but also of the Coiiege of
A r t s and Sciences, M y participating in the life of the University.

W.P.Thompson (Dean of

Arts and Science from 1939-49, and President fiom 1949-59) observes that, although STM is
often caiied an afEiiated college,
it should really be caüed a federated college because it teaches arts work which
carries credit towards a university degree and which meets al1 university regulations,
because its faculty are regular members of the faculty of arts, and because it does not
teach theology. (1 970, p. 95)

The federation relationship is sornething of a paradox. On the one hand, it is predicated
upon a caremy crafted, legally binding agreement, first established by Fr. Carr and President
Murray, and adjusted with care by succeeding administrators and Boards. It is this agreement
which defines the ambit of authority for both college and university. On the other hand, the
essence of federation is collaborative, predicated on a sense of good will between the
participants: the "mutual confidence" to which Fr. Carr referred in an early letter to Bishop
Murray (Sanche, 1986, p. 59). These are the two threads which must be carefùlly woven to

form the fabric of federation. Curiously, the Latin root of the tenn "federation" reflects these
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- that legal, binding

agreement; yet is also has within it the Latin rootwere, meaning "to trust."

That Fr. C m was tùlly aware of the consequences of that initial agreement is evident fiom
his early observations to Bishop Murray:
In al1 probability the conditions and privileges accorded a Catholic College now by the
University of Saskatchewan wiil endure indefinitely into the fiiture. Once the contract
is completed it is very doubtful if any further advantages will ever be conceded to the
Catholic colIege. ...Whatever agreement is entered into now will settle for the future
what kind of education the Catholics of Saskatchewan are going to receive. There is
no need for me to cal1 attention to the great preparation and care that should be put
upon these conditions. (Sanche, 1986, p. 59)
Sanche observes that "much of St. Thomas More College's ability to endure as a Catholic
college undoubtedly came from its original agreement of federation" (1995, p. 195). As a
Board member comments, "the people who established the college had the foresight to
negotiate those terms. While at tirnes they seem to be threatened, they are historically
rooted, and 1 think it would be difficult to take away the basic safeguards that we have"
(Personai Interview, Nov. 1995). Since many federated and affiliated colleges have seen their
autonomy wither and their identity eroded, it is worth taking note of the particular provisions
in that original agreement, dong with the arnendments that have been introduced over the

years, most of which are reflected in the Senate Statutes.

"Students enrolled in the College who have satisfied the University requirements for
admission shaii be admitted to such University classes as they are qualified to enter and
continue therein on the same terms as other University students" (XViI, 2). Students meeting

university admissions requirements then, can be admitted to and registered at STM, and are
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able to take classes from the university and from the college for university credit (when the
requisite fees are paid). They are students both of STM and the University. The university
will confer a University of Saskatchewan degree "on such students of the College as have
satisfied the requirements prescribed.. ." O<VIII, 7).

"The UNvenity will recognize the instruction aven by the College in Classics French,
Geman, English, Economics, History and Philosophy and such other subjects as may fiom

time to time be agreed upon" (XWI. 6). The university recognises the parity of STM
courses, which can be taken for credit either by STM students or University students. It was

a surprise to early STM Principal Fr. Edmund McCorkell that there was a good number of
non-Catholics attending classes at the coliege, since the two-way flow had not been
anticipated (Sanche, 1986, p. 73). The original agreement allowed for the development of

course o f f e ~ in
g other disciplines, as long as those disciplines paralleled existing university
prograrns. Where disputes arose between College and University, the University President

would be the final arbiter.

Not only are courses recognised, but Faculty members are accorded full voting membership

in the faculty of the College of Arts and Science ( X W1). They are, however, not to be
sirnply absorbed by the pertinent University department: 'Fr. Carr insisted that professors of
the College should not corne under the authority of the University department heads, but
should have quivalent status in their College departments, thus fonning a parallel structure

with the University organization" (Sanche, 1986, p. 65). This has been a keystone of the
institution's autonomy, since it houses primary academic poücy-making authority within the
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College. This means that St. Thomas More has its own departments, and although some of
these maintah a tenuous existence as one-person departments, the principle of selfdetermination bas been vigorously asserted.

The College likewise holds the authonty to appoint and promote faculty, and pays their
salaries. Whilst such procedures always involve consultation with the appropnate University
Department, the right of appointment is held by the College's Board of Govemors. These
nghts of appointment and promotion (and the self-determination of STM departments) were
placed under threat several times in the college's history, most notably during the tenure of
Fr. Peter Swan. Matten came to a head during the 1974-75 year, following a dispute over
three new Philosophy course proposais fiom STM. The Department of Philosophy (U of S)
objected to the courses on the grounds that they would prornulgate a Catholic perspective,
and although the courses were eventualiy approved, the fiacas led directly to a proposal fiom

D.R Cheny, then Dean of the College of Arts and Science, which recommended a "closer
association" between the departments. In fact, the Proposed Agreement between the College
of Arts and Science mrd S M College regmding the teaching of Philosophy threatened to

undermine the acadernic autonomy of the college, by requiring
consultation... about proposed new classes in Philosophy. ... and about
recomrnendations for new appointments, renewal of probationary appointments, the
award of tenure, and promotion in either department. Such consultation may obviate
the necessity for any exercise of veto power by the Senior Cornmittee on Studies, the
faculty of the College of Arts and Science, or the Dean of the College of Arts and
Science. (STM. C 19731.35 )
Swan's response was a mode1 of diplomacy, recognising the need for CO-operation,yet

atFrming the College's rights within federation:
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St. Thomas More Coilege is ready at al1 times to CO-operatewith the College of Arts
and Sciences. ... In doing so, howwer, we wish to preserve both the principles of
federation under which we have operated so happily since our foundation and the
academic fieedom of our staff (STM. C 19773.35 )

Dean Cherry was forced to recognise the validity of Swan's arguments, and to withdraw his
proposai. Two years later, in 1976, STM and the University concluded an agreement that
formalised STM's procedures for hiring, tenure, and promotion, allowing for University
evaluation but confïrming STM autonomy, an achievement which Fr. Swan said "represented
the happiest day of his sixteen years at STM" (President's Report, 1994). This not only

afirms the College's right to hire, aibeit "within the context of University approval of
academic credentials" (President's Report, 1994). but, as the Facuity Information Handbook
(1 992)notes, "the right to prefer in its hiring practices memben of the Catholic faith (p. 3),"

underscoring the institution's right to maintain its Catholic identity.

Fiscal arrangements have been adjusted through the years. The original agreement dowed
for STM students to pay their tuition to the College and their student fees to the university
(Sanche, 1986, p. 65). Students were then allowed to take University courses without
fùrther cost, and University students were able, reciprocally, to take STM courses. This
arrangement was adjusted in 1956. The Federai governrnent had begun funding Canadian
universities in 1951, aliocating grants according to provincial population and student
enrolment ratios. The gant for STM had, for the first four years, been given over to the
University of Saskatchewan, since STM was deemed to be an arts college under the umbrella
of the University. In 1956 STM ran into particuiar financiai diffidties: the erection of the
new stone building had drained the coffers, and the college requested fiom the University

both a loan and a rewiew of the gant distribution. Both were approved, and the college was
allowed to keep 40% of the Federal grant, with the remaining 60% being forwarded to the
univenity (Sanche, 1995, p. 199).

When the grants for higher education became transfer payments to the provinces in 1967,

STM feared that it would suffer the fate of fellow institutions in other provinces, which,
because of provincial prohibitions on funding denominational institutions, found themselves

either impovenshed or forced to relinquish considerable institutional autonomy to parent
universities which now held the purse strings. However. the Government of Saskatchewan
decided to fùnd its afnliated coileges directly, and so STM was spared the threat of such
emasculation. Funding, however, remained a problem, since STM was recompensed
according to a formuia based on the number of STM-registered students taking STM courses
(which did not reflect the total number of students taught through the college). It was only in
1973 that the Provincial Govenunent addressed the specific needs of the affiliated colleges,

insûtuting a formula devised by Fr. Swan which "supported our contribution to higher
education in this Province7' (Sanche, 1995, p. 203). It is important to note that, throughout
its history. STM has maintaineci significant financial autonomy. The curent president
observes that "this hancial autonomy has ensured for the college much of its defacto
autonomy in hiring, tenure, and promotion, a right critical to p r e s e ~ n gthe Catholic and
liberai arts thrust of the college" (President's Report, 1994). Of course, the College's
dependence on federaVprovùicia1fundimg also creates a vulnerability in lean times, but this is
the knife's edge on which STM has always balanced, poised between the presumption
generated by stable fiinding and the despair of financial retrenchment.

A final terni of the original agreement addressed St. Thomas More's need for classroom

space, o b s e ~ n gthat "Until St. Thomas More College is in a position to provide sufficient
accommodation for its lecture courses, the University wiU grant such classroom
accommodation as is available" (Sanche, 1986, p. 66). While the University may have
anticipated that this would be a provision of shon duration, it has corne to be a permanent
arrangement, and the College has quite limited instructional space within its own facility2

This bnef capitulation of the legislative fiamework of federated affiliation indicates that St.
Thomas More Coliege enjoys a range of autonomy that is rare in such relationships.
Both the original agreement and subsequent adjustments to i t have safeguarded the College's
rights to lire and promote faculty who will support the mission of the College; to establish
courses of shidy through its own departments; to maintain a certain fiscal independence from
the university; and to register and admit students through the college. Ail of these factors
have contnbuted to the institutional identity of St. Thomas More College.

But though part of the College's identity as a federated institution cornes from safeguarding
its autonomy through the vehicle of the formal agreement, focusing solely on Senate statutes
lads to something of a gamison mentality: to a preoccupation with boundary issues, to
suspicion and defensiveness. The essential heart of federation is seen by many to be
collaborative, predicated on a sense of good wiU. President John Thompson, in his 1989

In 1996-97, as a nsult of the Externa1 Review, an additional classroom space was added.
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President 'sReport, writes,
A federated college ... c a ~ orely
t on the forma1 wording of agreements. Our
federation agreement must be supported by the many informal ties and friendships
between faculty of the college and faculty within the university. ... As faculty we have
an obligation to reach out in cooperation to the University, both for Our own selfg the University of Saskatchewan in its mission of
interest and in s e ~ n with
education. (pp. 4-5)

As subsequent discussion will reveal, there are differences of opinion within the college about

how closely it ought to embrace the university - differences which revisit those conflicting
visions articulated by Mathieu and Leddy in the days prior to the College's founding.

The collaborative nature of the college's relationship with the university finds expression at
three levels: educational, theologicai, and personal.

The edzïcative vision of federation identifies strength in cooperation. The College can
reinforce the academic programme of the University and is not required to replicate the
breadth or depth of the University's offerings. Rather, it can identify, through discussion with
the corresponding University department (CUD), niche areas, particular domains within
disciplines where its resources can be concentrated. In Philosophy, the College's strength is

in historical phiiosophy, with special attention to the medieval penod; the CUD allows STM's
Philosophy department to own that part of the programme, since its own attentions are
onented more to linguistic analysis. In Sociology. the coiiege's offerings are weighted
towards Family and Religion. The presence of the college offers diversity, ofien seen as a
crucial educational quality, and one that is al1 too rare in a Canadian higher education system

noted for its homogeneity (Skohik, 1986). Fr. Swan notes the value of diversity in a 1975
memo to Dean Cherry:

...within each academic discipline there are usually various schools of thought. It is
desirable that as many as possible of these schools or points of view be represented in
the University. The University of Saskatchewan is foriunate that througb federation
the representation on this campus of various philosophical schools is wider than it
might othenvise be. Hence the existence of two departrnents of philosophy - each
permitted and encouraged to pursue its objectives - should be seen as a source of
strength rather than of weakness. (Sanche, 1995, p. 2 13)
Faculty members find that theû academic allegiances are multiple: to the discipline; the
College; the department(s); and the University. They also find an oppominity to interact and
discuss with Catholic and non-Catholic students and faculty from across the university: such
conversations span the disciplines, and allow an interchange of ideas and belief Students
benefit fi-om this collaborative model. Their education takes place in a context which
replicates the diversity of the society in which they will live and work; they are able to draw
upon multiple intellectual traditions, yet they are also located in a faith community that itseif
engages dialogicdy with society.

Irene Poelzer describes federation as "an arrangement for mutual benefit" (1995, p. 59). The
federated coilege benefits fiom access to the educational facilities and offerings of the
university; the coiiege student benefits fiom degree recognition afforded by the university; the
Church community benefits fiom being given a space to nurture faith and to explore the
additional perspectives of higher education. The University, in return, has within it a smaller

and more personal educational community,to which its own students can gain access and
which is diflicult to generate in the broader context; it redises economic savings by avoiding
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the duplication of services (though some would disagree): it avoids the fragmentation of the
educative effort: and it too benefits from the diversity generated by an additional perspective.
For both college and univenity, it assures a consistent quality of faculty through careful
scrutiny of the hiring process. Thompson writes that "in Federation, Cam found a check
against mediocrity and a prod to excellence in the standards of scholanhip demanded by the
larger university" (President's Report, 1994, 1A.3). Poelzer ( 1995) suggests that the single
most important aspect of the educational vision of federation as articulated by Fr. Carr was
that it helped students to think, and avoided the easy conclusion, the dogmatic response, the
rush to closure. It encouraged students "to be aware that the answers are too big to be
finalized; that the answers are really in one's living" (p. 70). And if the answers are in one's
living, then, as Poeizer ( 1995) observes, "the good teacher goes beyond knowledge ubouf and
always smves for knowledge of' (p. 71). What has more recently been called the
"incarnational curriculum" ( Willower, 1997) is thus at the heart of the federated college.

This collaborative model of federation also reflects a particular rheologlcuf vision of the role
of the Catholic college, one that sees the role of the college within the broader univenity as
reflecting the role of the Church in society: it withdraws at its peril, but rather lives within a
culture and a context.

The tensions which anse from S m ' s situation "represent, in

microcosm, the tensions of being 'the Church in the World,' an idea that infused Fr. Carr's
theological vision of federation" (President's Report, 1994). This theological vision is part of
the Basilian understanding of the nature of Catholic higher education, and is embodied in the

pattern of federation pioneered by thern.

It is articulated in (and perhaps anticipated)

Guudium et Spes of Vuticun Ii, as Biyan Hehir reflects:
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what the theological vision of Gaudium et Spes says in terms of the church's roles in
society is, 1 submit, a classically Catholic understanding, classically Catholic in the
sense that we are to be basically at home in the world. in the world of ideas and in the
world of social institutions. The classical Catholic notion is never sectarian.
The classical Catholic notion is govemed by ... the Catholic "and." It is always faith
and reason, not faith or reason. It is always nature and grace. not nature or grace.
And it is always church and world, not church or world. (Hehir, 1994, p.38)

The College's relationship with the university is not, then, to be merely pragmatic, a
relationship of convenience, subject to change according to circumstance. It is a permanent,
for-better-or-worse cornmitment, with the college participating in the full reality of the
university, cornrnitted utterly to joint engagement, linked inextricably to the destiny and
fortunes of the university in the educational endeavour.

Furthemore, the function of the College within the University must be to serve, not to seek
power. It must be to accept the role of the servant, and this not as a ploy to gain power and
influence, but as a deliberate and selfless act. John Thompson speaks eloquently on this
point:

... a view of federated d i a t i o n froni the Gospels and Vatican II must emphasize Our
relationship to the University as one of service,
of power. ... It is easy to become
obsessed about Our 'rights' in federation, to view actions and words of University
faculty and administrations as encroaching on STM's rights. Such an obsession
without a corresponding attention to Our obligations, however, parallels the growing
cultural and societal emphasis on 'rights' as 'fieedom f r o ~without
'
a correlative
emphasis on responsibilities, on a comrnon good, on 'fieedom f&.' ... 1 cannot help
but think that Jesus' words in John's Gospel apply not only to individuals but to
groups.
Very tdy,I tell yoi, unless a grain of w k t f
& into the e u h a d dies, it iemaim
just a single grain; but if it dies. it bears muchfruit. (John l2:M)

The rights estabiished in our federation agreement and in subsequent agreements in
hiring, tenure and promotion are to enable us to carry out our responsibilities on
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behaif of our constituencies. ... These rights are about "fieedom MT.
about being able
to serve. We are able to serve efféaively through collaboration - not trying to
dominate and avoiding s u b s e ~ e n c e(President's
.
Report. 1994, 1AS)
While such a position of seMce might be tme to the pattern of scripture, might mirror the
proper fiinction of the church in the world, and rnight reflect the tone of Vatican II, such
abnegation of power has not always been the pattern historically adopted by the Catholic
church. Indeed. the buttressing of institutional power and the reluctance to relinquish it
might be more readily identified as characteristic of Catholic hierarchy. This means that the
theological vision of federation as a baiancing of rights and obligations, as a refusal to adopt
power techniques to address problems, must often overcorne a predisposition to tread more

farniliar paths. It also finds opposition in those who see in such an approach a loss of
identity, and an abrogation of the faith distinctives so carefully nurtured through the church's
history.

If federation is generated by a particular educational and theological vision, it finds its most

perfect expression in the forging of personal relationships built on trust and a shared
assumption of good will. It was evident that Fr. Carr recognised that factor from the earliest
days. Sanche (1986) comrnents that "[iln Cm's view, it was important to have the legal
underpinnings as a guarantee, but success would depend largely upon a cooperative spirit"

(p. 59). Squabbles concerning the legal infrastructure of the relationship have oflen been
correlated to personal dienation. For exarnple, the dispute between the two philosophy
departments in the 60's and 70's might be seen to have its ongin in that early appointment of

Fr. Markle, who, though much loved by students and by Catholic laity, had "tended to
neglect his relationship with the University faculty" (Sanche, 1986, p. 45). Subsequently, the
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two philosophy departments had "developed as independent entities" (Sanche, 1986, p. 143)'
and so there was not a reservoir of good will upon which to draw when difficulties arose.

As one Board member observed,

federation works best when you have a group where the underlying communication is
very good when everyone feels they're going for the same goal. ... It's uncornfortable
if you want to say 'we have hinng a~thorityand we can never lose it'; that's nice to
do, but that's not the way it works. (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995)

John Thompson, current STM President, comments.
We Catholics are not used to operating collaboratively, and this whole thing is
predicated on the assumption of collaboration in good will. People may not be
CathoIic, may not agree with your instincts, but they are people of good will, and you
have predicated that. Now, when that goes it is very difficult to work this thing. ... At
a praaical level it's made up of fiiendships, and cooperation, and if you don? have
that in your bones then the thing is about to go off the edge. (Personal InteMew,
Nov. 1995)

If this trust relationship is indeed the keystone of the coilege, then that introduces a certain
vuherability. This causes acute discodort in those who fear for the identity of the
institution, who read the threat of secularization in the writing on the wall, and who see the
College becorning far too complacent with its secular host. Where such apprehension exists it
is difficult for those finendships to form, or else they are established as strategic friendships,
deliberately cultivated as buffers against change. This is not the kind of relationship to which

Carr referred. Thompson expands on this:
If you look back at Cm's writing, you'll see that he was keenly aware of the
centrality of friendship in making féderation work. When I have said it's not power, I
really mean that. It's fiiendship. Friendship in the sense that one really cares about
the good of the other. Not fnendship in the sense of 'win fiiends and influence
people.' This is about genuine care; and 1think Cam had that. There are petty
jealousies, there are all sorts of things that go on in a system, but I think at the end of
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the day it's whether you c m establish good will, and the belief that there is cornrnon
good will, that makes it work. Ifthe good will goes, then everything is an imitant,
and everything escalates it. (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995)
Federation, then, is both a robust legal concordat and a Gagile relationship of trust and good
will. It is also a defining characteristic of St. Thomas More College, and so influences al1
other aspects of the life of that community. The subsequent sections refiect the way in which
the federation relationship defines and affects the Catholic college that is St. Thomas More.

3. Federation and Physical Location

St. Thomas More Coliege is located at the edge of the University of Saskatchewan Campus,
in a prominent position on College Drive, with the Place Riel University Student Centre to
the north. Its grey stone buildings (opened in 1957) blend with the stone of the University,

underscoring the integral relationship that exists between the two. The Chapel is the focal
point of the facility: outside, its huge copper-clad doors draw the eye of the passers-by;
within, its clarity of architecturai design and warm cedar-clad ceiling and walls generate an
atmosphere of simplicity and reverence. The Kurelek mural on the north wail is an
astonishing presence. The stark sirnplicity of Kurelek's neo-primitive style with its depiction

of Christ's feeding of the 5,000 in a prairie landscape generates a sense of place and of a faith
tradition that infiises the building. As a consequence of Vatican II's liturgical reforms the
physical focus of the chape1 was altered; the traditional raised altar at the north end of the
chape4 divided from the congregation by the rail, was rearranged. Now, with platfornu

against the West waii, the congregation is gathered around the celebrant, who now faces the
congregation, rather than away from them.

The building also houses administrative and faculty offices (mainly single-occupancy). The

STM auditorium is home for the Newman Playen, the college's drarna Company. The
Shannon Library offers pleasant working conditions which are well-used by students, and its
holdings form a usefùl complement to those of the main University Library. It is perhaps
surprising that cataloguing is not fully integrated into the University on-line system; instead,
the library shares cataloguing software with a consortium of theological colleges. A recent
Extemal Review (1995) observed that "STM is perceived as wanting to modemize its library
operations, and as being willing to work with the university libraries in doing so" (p. 15).
This is in line with the college's wish to improve electronic communications access through
linkage with the university 's wmputer networks.

A visit to the STM cafeteria reveals well-utilised facilities; any lunch hour sees an influx of

students and faculty, many corning from other parts of the university, drawn by good food
and easy access. Faculty mingle freely with students, though the open boundaries for nonSTM persons mean that the sense of a single comrnunity space is somewhat diffised. The

College buildings also house the University Credit Union, ofien the first contact which non-

STM students have with the coiiege.

One should also note some elements which are absent from STM buildings. Until recently,
the facility served as a residence for the Basilian Fathers, some of whom occupied the top
fioors of the main building. This change has been difficuit for the rnembers of the
wngregation. It has corne to symbolise what some see as a gradua1 loosening of the links

between the College and the congregation that founded it. and what others interpret as the
transference of the Basilian tradition to Catholic laity. who. for the past two decades, have
formed the overwhelming majority of the teaching faculty (there are presently only three
Basilians s e ~ n as
g full-time faculty members). The college has never had its own student
residences, but last year it took over the operation of the St. Pius X residence (formerly a
diocesan serninary), on the north edge of the campus. so now has space for some thirty
residential students, and one of the Basilians is in residence there.

A visitor to the Coliege is gradually struck by the fact that there is almost no teaching space.

STM has but one classroom and one serninar room, so uses university classroorn space for

most of its course offerings.3 Fr. Cam observed the importance of this arrangement in 1950:
The greatest and best feature of the college, and the one in which it is unique was my
secret worry. 1 mean the fact that the pnests teach in the classroorns of the university.
The longer the time went on the more 1 valued that privilege. When 1 told people
about the set-up, that was the point which pleased me most. But there was a
weakness; it was a skeleton in the closet. No one seemed to know about it, or at least
think about it. The arrangement was a temporay one. It was only to iast until the
college had its own building! (Sanche, 1986, p. 89)
However, the university was as keen to keep the arrangement as was the college, and so,
with the erection of the new building, the temporary accommodation becarne permanent.
There is certainly a symbolic importance to STM classes being physically part of the
university, though one of the negative consequences of this arrangement has been that some

In 1996-97, the additional classmom space allowed 40% of STM ciasses to be taught within Ihe college.
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STM students rarely enter the college. With this in mind, the extemal review recomrnended
the conversion of the auditorium to classroom space.

It is curious that the college does not have a main entrance, unless one includes the main
chape1 portal on College drive. Al1 others seem to be back entrances, opening into stairwells
or corridors, rather than into a reception space. The extemal review recognised this, and

called for the erection of such an entrance. This lack of a demarcation addresses the issue of

-

identity but perhaps it is fining that the college merge imperceptibly into the university,
rather than emphasising borders.

This physical location and design of the college reflect its character as a federated institution.
It is unsurprising, then, that the predicarnents of physical space reflects deeper conflicts about
the nature of the institution's identity.

The coiiege's geographicai location in Saskatchewan has also formed its identity: unwilling to
concede the independence Mathieu wanted in those early days, the province has nonetheless
acted to protect its church-related colleges. When, in the late 60'9, afliliated colleges in other
provinces were forced by new fiscal realities into abandoning much of their autonomy to
parent universities who now held the purse strings, Saskatchewan proved more weldisposed, eventually agreeing to fund the colieges directly, rather than through the university,
preserving the fiade balance of the college.
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4. Fedemtion and Institutional Identity.
STM is a liberal arts college. It is a federated coliege of the University of Saskatchewan,

academically integrated with the College of Arts and Science. It is a Cathoiic College. It is a
Basilian institution.

St. Thomas More College has multiple identities. One might think that these different
descriptors would be like concentric circles, leading one ever closer to the core identity and
character of the College. In fact, they might be better described as intersecting circleq
sometimes overlapping, sometimes diverging, for each of these identities is enigmatic and
contested. What does it mean for the college to be federated? In what ways is it or should it
be Catholic? How is its Basilian character expressed? Given its govemance and stmctures,
in what ways might it be said to be a liberal arts college?

that STM has much more control over the elements which
One might begin by o b s e ~ n g
carry identity than many other Catholic afiliated or federated colleges in Canada. In some

such relationships the afdiated college is "treated much as a shell, with little real control over
its affaÛs and limited independent contribution to the university" (de Gmchy, 1993, p. 6 1).
Hiring is controlled by the parent institution; flnding is distributed according to the purposes
of the university; academic prograrns are not in the control of the college; physical space is
dlocated by the parent institution; auxiliary seMces (cafeteria; library) reflect centraliseci
priorities; sometimes students are not even registered by or at the college. Given such a state
of &airs, STM might well consider its identity dilemma and refiect with gratitude on its self-

determination, and its ability to address these concems. Yet identity matters reflect sorne
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central divisions within the college, fundamental philosophical differences about the nature of
a Catholic and Basilian College within the structure of federation.

4.1

The Catholic College

What does it mean for STM to describe itself as a Catholic institution? Perhaps a usefùl
place to begin is with The ApostoIic Comtitrïtion on Catholic Iluiversities, released by the
Vatican in 1990 following extensive world-wide consultation with educators and church
leaders. The document discusses the identity and mission of Catholic higher education, and
presents a series of general noms for "al1 Catholic universities and other Catholic institutes of
higher studies throughout the world" (John Paul II, 1990, p. 266). Under the general heading
"Identity and Mission," the Constitution identifies four essential characteristics of Cathoiic
higher education:

1. A Christian inspiration not only of individuais but of the university community as
such.
2. A continuing reflection in the light of the Catholic faith upon the growing treasury
of human knowledge, to which it seeks to contribute by its own research,
3. Fideiity to the Christian message as it cornes to us through the church.
4. An institutional commitment to the service of the people of God and of the human
f a d y in their pilgrimage to the transcendent goal which gives meanhg to life.
(John Paul II, 1990, p.269)

The Constitution subsequently articulates five "General Noms" which define "The Nature of
a Catholic University:"
1. A Catholic university, like every university, is a cornmunity of scholars
representing various branches of human knowledge. It is dedicated to research, to
teaching and to various kinds of s e ~ c ine accordance with its cultural mission.
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2. A Catholic university, as Catholic, informs and canies out its research, teaching
and al1 other activities with Catholic ideals, principles and attitudes. It is 1inked
with the church either by a formal, constitutive and statutory bond or by remon of
an institutional cornmitment made by those responsible for it.
3. Every Catholic university is to make known its Catholic identity either in a
mission statement o r in sorne other appropriate public document, unless
authorized otherwise by the competent ecclesiastical authority. The univenity,
particularly through its structure and its regulations, is to provide means which
will guarantee the expression and the preservation of this identity in a manner
consistent with section 2.
4. Catholic teaching and discipline are to influence al1 university activities, while the

-dom
of conscience of each person is to be fùlly respected. Any official action
or cornmitment of the university is to be in accord with its Catholic identity.
5. A Cathotic university possesses the autonomy necessary to develop its distinctive
identity and pursue its proper mission. Freedom in research and teaching is
recognized and respected according to the principles and methods of each
individual discipline, so long as the rights of the individual and of the community
are preserved within the confines of the tmth and the common good. (John Paul
II, 1990, p. 274)

This constitution, though presumably designed with the fiee-standing Catholic University in
mind, is flexible enough to be applied to institutions such as STM. Naturally, it also offers
ample scope for diverse and codicting interpretation, and since it operates at the level of
principle rather than application such variant readings are to be expected.

STM is identzed as a Catholic institution both by canon law and provincial statute. The
incorporation of the College by act of the legislature in 1943 identifies the link with the
Basilians and with the Roman Catholic church: although the act of incorporation was
amended in 1972 to allow non-Catholics to be rnembers of the corporation, they are not
ailowed to compose more than 20% of the membership. The President and treasurer are to
be chosen by the Supenor-General of the Basilians, confirming the administrative control held

by Church and wngregation (Sanche, 1986, p. 13 1). That the college is formally Catholic is
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also reflected in the official approval granted by the Sacred Congregation in Rome (Sept 8:
1936) for the establishment of the college.

The College's Catholic identity finds expression in its statement of "Aims and Objectives,"
drawn from the Second Vatican Council's "Declaration on Christian Education." The
statement reflects a desire to establish and maintain a living community of faith; to nurture the
whole person; to foster dialogue with those of other faith traditions. The means to these ends
include "establishing programs of study, encouraging suitable methods of education and
employing faculty who can give a Christian education" (Faculty Information Handbook,
1992, p. 2). Since STM "depends primarily on the Faculty for the accornplishment of its goals

and programs (p. 3)," the right to select faculty who are in harmony with these goals is
essential, and the coilege exercises that right. The President comments that
the place where 1 put my foot down is who we hire in terms of faith - very firmly. I
can't possibly make the other judgements: I can listen to them, 1 can say my opinion,
but I don't really interfere. 1 accept the judgement of those closer to the field. But
when it cornes to issues of faith ... 1 would give priority to hiring Catholics. That
lands on my shoulders, and I have proceeded to do that very firmly and
unarnbiguously. (Penonal Interview, Nov. 1995)

Further, the College proclaims this Catholic identity. CoiIege literature and publications draw
attention to this; Public lectures address issues of spirituality; the Newman Centre, based in

S m extends the Catholic influence into other colleges and professional schools within the
university; the Chaplaincy programme CO-ordinatesthe celebration of Mass and other
worship opportunities which, while not required of students, are central to the integration of

faith and leamhg which the coiiege seeks to inculcate.
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If there is agreement on the formal identification of STM as Catholic, there is disagreement
over how that identity is to be expressed. The extemal review (1995) observed "a 'deep
division' in the faculty, reflecting two basic views of STM's mission and philosophy: those
who support a greater association with the University, and those who support a more
autonomous stance for STM. (p. 7)" This has meant that consensus on a formal mission
statement has been difficutt to achieve.

Two faculty voices crystallise this debate. The first articulates a concem about absorption by
the university, and a h s the need to assert a distinct Catholic identity, an identity that is
different from, sometimes even opposed to, that of the University:
1 think it's a question of continuing existence. Are we to move into the University

and become simply an institution in the Catholic tradition, ultimately perhaps even
absorbed by the University, keeping a chapel or cafeteria, or is there somethhg clearly
and identifiably Catholic in courses and staffing, in content and community and so on,
that can be identified and strengthened and made vital? 1 think it reaily is that radical.
If there' s nothing specifically, identifiably Catholic, attractive1y or even unattractively
so, then how can it possibly continue? (Personal Interview, Nov. 1995)
The second voice seeks a Catholic identity that is pnmarily personal rather than institutional:
[T]o be a Catholic college is about me being a Catholic and an academic; there's no
saying this is first or second...they're all part ofmy identity. That's why I'm out in the
comrnunity. That, to me. is what makes this college Catholic. I'rn arguing for a much
more decentralized, integrated process where there are not the nodes. It 's not me,
here, isolated in cafeteria and chapel; it's me. out there, first in the university as
cornmunity, and also at the parish level as another community... [ S m gives us an
identity, while we're out there it gives us a central home base to operate from that
keeps rerninding others of Our identity. When 1 show up on a cornmittee. my STM
C O M ~ O
is shown;
~
there's an identity which cornes just with the label. The trouble
with a completely decentralized system is that you then have to selfdefine that
identity. 1don't have to make it known. (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995)
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These views refiect the paradox and the tensions of federation: being part of the University
and totally cornmitteci to that relationship, yet maintaining the integrity of the College's
Catholic character.

Those who espouse the first view, broadly conservative in character, hold that Catholic
identity must be vigorously guarded and distinctly proclaimed. They see the strengthening of
ties with the University, the opening up of the corporation, the dwindling number of priests in
teaching roles the establishment of the union, the appointment of a lay president, and the
absence of acadernic prograrnming that is distinctly Cathoiic, as encouraging secularisation,
eroding the college's Catholic distinctives. They see such moves as refiecting a spiritual and
social complaisance, a compromise with society, a presumption that the hard-won gains of
the past are etemally seaire. Though couched in the language of tolerance and ecumenism,
such moves are seen as a ieaching away of identity, as a failure to keep the faith. As one longtime faculty member observes, "My own feeling would be that some of the faculty would be
happy to see a looser comection with the church.... My feeling is that we're moving more
into the mainstrearn of University life" (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995). This
conceptualisation of the college's identity accentuates its distinctness corn the contex? in
which it finds itself; this is essentially a counter identity, atnrmed by contrast, emphasising
Catholic identity by naming the other.

Those opposed to this portrayal are reluctant to establish a "Catholic enclave, safe and
secure," since this would require a withdrawd, something
neither possible nor desirable. @+deration] calls for a difFerent way of expressing
one's Catholicity. A less institutional way. You can't depend on the structures to do
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it for you. It requires being recognized as that. and living that. I think it's more
difficult to do, but 1 think it's being done. (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995)
This view sees the attempt to guard the borders of the college as ghettoization, as a feu of
cultural assimilation, and a basic fear of change. Rather than seeking to establish lines of
demarcation which identify difference, faculty on this side of the great divide look for those
within federation who share their values, so seek to establish multiple networks. One College

member observed
1 find myself looking for any alliance 1 can find within the university between people
who share a vision of liberal arts that's integrative, that respects the person. Any
person that I can rnake those alliances with 1 will for 1 feel this is the sarne kind of
work. That doesn't mean 1 give up my faith. 1 may not talk about it with this person,
but we do share some very deep values. (Personal Interview. Nov. 1995)

This portrays the nature of the college as inclusive, as seeking to build on cornmon ground
wherever it is found.

Those who hunger for a less diffuse Catholic identity within the college tend also to be those
who seek the Catholic watermark in other areas of College Iife. There is disagreement, for
instance, about how far the Catholic nature of the college finds expression in the clauroom.

Some students suggested that "most professors speak about the fact that it is a Catholic class

... that the morality and the views of Catholics will be upheld and even presumed when you're
talking about certain subjects" (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995). A different group of
students, however, suggested that there really was no difference in terms of world-view
between STM courses and University courses. Severai faculty expressed the opinion that
faith convictions rarely obtruded into explicit classroom content, but since students were
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aware of the faith positions of STM faculty they would sometimes talk of spiritual matten
outside the confines of the class.

The reduction in the number of Religious at the college also means the Catholic identity is less
visible, since penons in clerical garb are only rarely seen. The removal of the Basilians from
the college buildings reinforces this, and the appointment of a lay president brings the matter
of residence to a head for Basilian presidents had always lived in the College buildings.
There were seven Basilians and one lay faculty in 1960: eleven Basilians and thirteen lay
faculty (plus one Redemptorist priest) in 1967; nine Basilians and twenty-two lay faculty (and
four other Religious) in 1977 (Sanche, 1986, p. 1 16); in 1996 there are only three full-time
(one part-time) Basilians remaining in an academic staffof approximately 45.

This struggle over the Catholic identity of the College reflects struggles within the Catholic
church. In this, the identity of the college closely resembles that of the church of which it is a

part: its identity is changing and broadening. The transformation is deeply controversial and
painfbl: it affects core values, and changes utterly the face of institutions to which people are
unconditionally committed. Within the Church, the second Vatican Council was the
watershed. The College swifily felt the influence, and was moved by the current. Amongst
other sweeping changes, Vatican II altered the relationship between the laity and the clergy,
calling lay people to participate more fully in the rnissionary vocation of the church, since the
church was the people of God. It introduced a new ecumenism to the church, a greater
openness to other denominations, other faith positions. The "Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy" authorised significant changes in the language and observations of the mass and the

administration of the sacraments, including increased liturgical participation by lay persons.
It focused more clearly the temporal mission of the church, its relevance to the needs and
values of contempomy society, and its participation in and engagement with community.
One Basilian observed,
There was a strong sense of irnmutability, so the fact of the change was as startling as
any change itself, and it led people to a climate where change became acceptable; and
even desirable; and even necessary. How do you draw the limits of change? (Personal
InteMew, Nov. 1995)

Many of the changes to the Catholic character of STM were predicated by Vatican II's
radical reconceptualisation of Catholicism. The opening of the STM corporation to nonCatholics in 1972 was a direct reflection of the new ecumenical spirit prornulgated by the
council, and underscored Fr. Swan's determination to integrate those changes into the
govemance of the coliege. The change in the balance of faculty, which saw the number and
proportion of Basilians shrink, while partly driven by the shortage of Basilians and partly by
the rapid growth of higher education in general and of STM in particular, also indicated a
determination to involve the laity in the educative mission. This reflected the new
understanding of the nature of the Priesthood. Vatican II encouraged the view that the
priesthood is not ody the ordained hierarchy of the Church, but is the Church at large; that

al1 Christian people are called to be priests, as proclaimed in 1 Peter 2:9. This move to lay
control within the Coliege was made complete by the appointment of a lay President, first
contemplated in 1977, when Fr. Kennedy was fuially selected (STMH. 13), and then
implemented when the current President, John Thompson, was appointed in 1990, the first
non-Basilian to hold the office.
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One community member spoke as fol1ows:
1thUik we are a microcosm of the church. Within the Catholic tradition, like other
traditions, there's always the liberai-conservative division. That's lived here, also.
How that will evolve here, 1 do not know. Nor how it will evolve in Our churches. 1
don't know if i f s more intense these days than in past years. Maybe people were
more cornplacent in past years, before Vatican II. Now maybe lay people wiii start to
become dive; question; challenge. But 1 think that's a sign of hope. If they weren't
strugghg, there wouldn't be much life. We're searching. This is a community of
people who obviously don't agree on many issues; but for some reason they're not
giWig up or pulling out. Even in the church, where there are so many struggles and
questions, we stay, and work for change, not for the sake of change itself. but to
continue to pursue the tmth and goodness of God. (Personal Interview. Nov. 1995)
One must conclude that while some would see federation as responsible for changes to the
Catholic character of the institution, and would portray the college as drifthg away fiom the
Church and towards the university, the major changes in the College have been anticipated

and even prompted by changes within the Church herself Rather than moving away From the
church, the coiiege is moving with the church. One board member observed, "1 don't think
it's that the college [is less Catholic]. 1 think the Catholic church is less of a Catholic body
than it once was" (Personai InteMew, Nov. 1995). Those who protest the radical changes
within the college are also those who are deeply uncornfortable with the new directions
mandated by Vatican II. It would seem that the structures established and the aims and
objectives espoused by the coliege conform to orthodox Catholic practice. Further, the
structure of federation is an ideal medium for implementing the temporal mission of the
Church expressed in Vatican LX, which encourages the Catholic to be "at home in the world,"
to serve society, to foster dialogue with those of other persuasions, yet to infiltrate the world
with faith.

This aiso suggests that the divisions over Catholic identity which have emerged recently
within the college are of long standing. They had been evident in those confiicting visions in
the early days of the institution; they surt'ced in 1972, with opposition to Fr. Swan in the
"Corporation Crisis"; they were surely palpable during the tenure of Fr. Kennedy, when
numbers of faculty disagreed with Kennedy's attempt to "reaffim the College's role of
providing Catholic higher education for Catholic students. ... There was concem that the
College was becoming more isolated and sectarian (Sanche, 1986, pp. 174-5)"; the division
was at the root of a recent inability to forge a Mission statement. since "some of the tenured
faculty basically obstruct any kind of mission statement or philosophy that isn't a Roman
Catholic one" (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995). That the split seems more pronounced in
recent yeus might be due in part to the appointment of a lay president, a transformation
which, for many, symbolises the sea-change that has overtaken the college, with the Basilians
no longer filling even the titular headship of the institution. The argument is not about
whether or not STM will be a Catholic College (though there may be some who would seek
to interpret it in this light); it is rather about how that Cathoiic character will be expressed.

4.2

The Basilian Coiiege
1 think our identity here at STM is very much linked with the Basilians... historically,

and even at the present, that's how we're seen. Our alurnni set STM as personified
by the Basilians. Every alumni member would name a Basilian when disaissing
recollections. That's a wondefil thing. The Basilians who have been here have been
extremely strong. It's good to have a personality Lie that. 1 think the connection is
important for a number of reasons: parents in rural Saskatchewan sending kids to
University or a Catholic institution...how do they know it's Catholic? Not because of
canon law, but because when they were here in '48 Fr. Sullivan taught Enghsh. They
remember the people they met, that whole feeling. So the comection is important:

this is a Catholic institution in the tradition of the Basilian fathers. We're going to
have to be really creative as to how we continue that tradition. From a practical point
of view, we're not going to have 8 or 10 Basilians teaching here for the foreseeabie
future.. and unless something dramatically changes, 1 don't think we'll mer see it
again. We have to corne up with a method by which that can be done. (Personal
InteMew, Nov. 1995)
St. Thomas More is not only a Catholic College; it is also a Basilian college. For someone
unfamiliar with Catholicism, that distinction is likely to prove confusing. Indeed, even for
those who are associated with the college, who are students or faculty, the precise
implications of STM "being Basilian" are uncertain. As one student sheepishly adrnitted, "1
thought they were from Br&'

(Personal Interview, Nov. 1995).

In fact, the Congregation of St. Basil is an international cornrnunity of religious priests,
founded in Annonay, France in 1822. The congregation, from its inception, has seen the
focus of its work as being the education of the Young. Their work is thus centred in schools,
colleges, and universities, though in recent years more Basilians have been engaged in a
broader range of apostolic funaions, from parioh ministry to hospital Chaplaincy. However,

the number of individuals entering religious life is fdling, and so the congregation is
shrïnking. There are presently under 400 Basilian Fathers working in Canada, the U S 4
Mexico, France, and Colombia. This is creating a crisis within the congregation, as more
limited human resources are spread over a broader area.

The Basilians came to Canada in 1850, and in 1852 founded what became St. Michael's

Coliege and high school. St. Michael's College was federated with the University of

Toronto in 1910, and this relationship formed a mode1 of federation replicated at STM - and,
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indeed, across Canada. The Basilians presently work in five universities and eight high
schools in Canada.

The particular character of the Congregation of St. Basil has been exarnined in a senes of
lectures presented at STM in 1991-93, entitled The Barilan Way ofLije and Higher
EJiccatio~ir.The twelve contributors considered different aspects of Basilian identity in a
continuing conversation that has since been published. and which offers a usefùl reffection on
and synthesis of the hart of the Basilian tradition. In an opening talk, Fr. Jack Gdlagher

CSB explored the Basilian chmisms, a word which has its roots in the Greek charisma, a
spiritual gdt, intended for the good of the Church. The term charim, writes Gallagher, "is
used sometimes to refer to the particular gitts of a religious congregation" (1995, p. 13) He
divides these into the "occupational charisms" and the "qualitative charisms." The
"occupational charism" of the Basilians he identifies as having been "pnncipally education," a
characteristic which is inextricably linked with the universal Catholic mandate of
"evangelization. "

The "qualitative chaism" is, he suggests, "a sort of collective character of a religious
congregation. It includes attitudes, interests, priorities and ways of doing things" (p. 15). He
discusses seven qualitative charisms of the Basilians. The first of these is the absence of a
central founding personality, a dominant individual who established the congregation and

formed it in his image, imposing specific characteristics on it. This leads to the second and
ihkd qualitative charisms, the Basilian predisposition to borrow the best from other traditions
within the universal church and their "eclectic spirituality," which aflows each individuai to
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discover an appropriate mode1 of spirituaiity. Since the Basilians embraced Thomisrn (as one
of the 'best' traditions of the church) it was natural that they should exhibit "respect for the
intellect, ... a profound appreciation that the truth is important*' (p. 18). The fifth charism
identified by Gallagher is the Basilian mandate to teach the whole person, and not merely the
intellect. ObseMng Basilian contributions in athletics and the arts, he suggests that these
arise fiom a perspective of the person that "does not split the intellect from the will and the
emotions" (p. 19) This also allows for drawing together "secular" and "sacred" learning.
Sixth is the Basilian pattern of building relationships with students, and not only in the
classroom; "there was also an emphasis on informal contact outside of class, where one did
not play the role of tacher, where one was more Likely just to be oneself' (p. 2 1), a
characteristic which was foundational in helping to establish strong faith communities, as
students saw the faith of the Basilians lived out in practice. As Fr. C m noted in 1943, "The
most important work we have to do is to talk to students" (Sanche, 1996, p. 104). The final
charism identified by Gallagher is collaboration; as a small and relatively unassuming
congregation, the Basilians have "learned from others, and also have helped to get their
message across" (p. 22). This might be collaboration with other orden; with lay teachers; or,
of course, with secular universities. This has also meant the congregation has adapted its
teachings to local conditions, instead of imposing a pattern from outside: in Saskatchewan,
adopting the pattern of federation with the provincial university.

At St. Thomas More, the idea of federation was established, endorsed, and protected by the
Basiiians. The contemporary issues of Basilian identity are generated by two factors: k s t ,
the problem of maintaining a Basilian identity when the numben of Basilian Fathers is

dwindling; second, the threat to the chmcter of federation that arises from divisions within
the Basilian comrnunity as it is presently constituted at STM, divisions that spi11 into the
whole of the college, and ofwhich even students are aware.
We went fiom this being a Basilian college; to this being adrninistered by Basilians; to
this being administered and run by laity. That's been a difficult process. It will
continue to be a difficult process, and I think we're just about mid-point. (Personal
InteMew, Nov. 1995)
This board member's opinion refiects the stages in the coliege's history; in the early decades
almost al1 facuity members were Basilian, and ownership was eflectively held by the
congregation (though vested in the Corporation, which, originally, was wholly Basilian).
Even with the M u x of lay faculty, administrative matters (and key administrative posts) were
stiii held by Basilians. With changes to the Corporation Act, however, the Basiiians saw
ownership issues subtly changing: members no longer had to be either Basilian or Catholic,
and, effectively, the Basilians had lost ownership of their own college. As George Smith
observed, whereas once colleges were identified as "Basilian directed" or "Basilian
operated," they are now more accurately described as "Basilian sponsored" (1995, p. 151).

The Basilian identity has been further af5ected by two recent events. The appointment of a lay

president in 1990 meant that none of the administrators was Basilian, and was a powerfùl
symbol of the transformation. A board member observed that after a recent presidential
review
the head of the [Basilian] order came to us and said 'Why are you asking me to
approve the president?' We said, 'it's in the by-laws,' and he said, 'but why should 1
do it?' And he's quite right on one level, if it's not a Basilian appointed. Why shodd
he have the right to Say no or yes? Why would he want to be saddled wit h that? So

you have to figure out how, in a practicd sense, to make the institution Basiüan ...
and that's what his observation was about! (Personai InteMew, Nov. 1995)

The authority of the lay President within a Basilian institution is arnbiguous; a Basilian
observed "the lay President has, in a sense, much more independence and much more
authority that a priest would, because... if a priest gets out of line he can be yanked. ... But
with a layman you can't do that" (Personal I n t e ~ e wNov.
,
1995). On the other hand, the
President no longer has the mantle of priestly authority, so his leadership is more open to
question than that of a cleric, and he has greater accountability to the Board, who are
predominantly lay people.

When, in 1995, the remaining Basilians vacated the residences on the third and fourth floors

of the college building, the unbroken tradition of a permanent Basilian presence in the coUege
stretching back to 1936 drew to a close. A Basilian observed, "the priests are moving more
out of the administration and the day-to-day life of the college, becoming much more just
people who teach here" (Personal Interview, Nov. 1995). Thus the Basilians are reduced to
leadership roles that are mainly symbolic: it is the corporation and the administration that
exercise authority, and the appointment of a lay President removed, at a stroke, the last
sigrilficant Basilian voice from those functions.

The loss of control has been difncult for some Basilians, "Who have difficulty in not running
the institution." One Basilian observed, of the laicization of the college, that

the order has as much trouble with this as anything, and rnaybe more.... fiom what 1
hear about our other institutions [across Canada], it hasn't worked out very well,
because we haven't been good at seeing it through to this stage, the final stage.
(Personal Interview, Nov. 1995)
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Another voice suggests,
there seems to be a principle that you have to take power away; it isn't given away.
That's what it's about, 1 think .... 1 think they've no alternative to either being in
control or not being in control at dl. This is a problem of priesthood. We've fùsed
ministry and leadership: if you want to be a leader, you have to be a priest. (Personai
Interview, Nov. 1995)
The changes strike at the root of the Basilian charisms and identity: their conternporary role is
much more confined to the acadernic, so they are not in a position to "teach the whole
person" as they were some 30 years ago, when they formed a significant teaching presence.
Their ability to interact with students is reduced ... they no longer offer boxing Iessons in the
basement ... and so relationships tend to be generated in the classroom. Their involvement
with Newman drama is one of the few places where this is still seen. With some Basilians
questioning the etncacy of federation, the collaborative vision of the College Mght itself be
jeopardised.

This presents a serious challenge to St. Thomas More College: the old has gone, but the new

has not yet come. The old patterns of power, authority, and ownership have been broken, the
old functions of the Basilians and the role of the Congregation have gradualiy altered, but a
new conceptualisation of their role has not yet taken root. Some observe that this has not
been allowed to take root because of the resistance of some of the present representatives of
the order. As the Extemal Review obsewed, "the Basilian community does not have a voice

in many matters critical to the College" (1995, p. 20). One scenario is that the Basilian
presence will simply fade into nothingness; that the Congregation would cease its formal
connedon with the College, and, subsequently, individual Basilians would gradually

disappear through a process of attrition. As one faculty member cornments, the Superior

seeking a resolution, perhaps men in the short term ... and 1 think this resolution
means that the Basilians will no longer be involved as they once were. The new
involvement, for him, would shply be one of participation of individuals; the
corporate representation would no longer be there. ... Whether that will play itself out
as he has outlined it is another matter. My sense of it (though maybe I'm just being
optimistic) is that that won? be the way we go. 1 can't narne a single penon who
would desire that. Quite the contrary. Most would be opposed to that, not even
accepting, and whenever it is raised people are quite upset. It's not sornething desired
at this end. That's why I'm optimistic. 1 have difnculty thinking that the Basilian
community as a whole will find this acceptable, given the fact that people are asking
that it not happen. (Personal Interview, Nov. 1995)
Nthough the congregation seems to have gained the impression that they were not wanted,
there is remarkable unity within the coilege on the desire to retain the presence and
involvement of the Basilians, and a determination to maintain the Basilian character of the
institution, despite deep divisions over such issues as identity, authority. ecumenism, and
secularism. The President has been vigorous in his attempts to recruit Basilians, both for
teaching and Chaplaincy roles. There are some who yeam for the days of Basilian control,
and who would like to see those hierarchical relationships re-established, but most feel that is
"harking back to the past, and we need to let go of that and move forward. It's in the
moving forward that we're having trouble ... in the practicalities of doing that" (Personal
Interview, Nov. 1995). As a sessional lecturer notes, "1 wouldn't like to say it's a diminished
role for the Basilians, but it' s a changed role... The Basilian charkm is very important to us"
(Personal Interview, Nov. 1995).
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The religious orders represented the core of Catholic higher education, and their decline
represents a serious challenge to its continuity. At STM,the Basilians were federation
incarnate: they brought together faith and learning, the church and the academy. As Pnesteducaton, they typically spanned several academic disciplines; they were the core of the
worshipping comrnunity, and dl shared the Chaplaincy duties; they lived in the building, and
so held together the social fabnc of the college; they CO-ordinatedthe administrative
structures; they even took care of maintenance concerns. Yet "they seldom talked about the
Basilian character of the College because they were Basilian priests ... but no-one knew what
it was" (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995). The presence of the Basilians. then, infused the
educational experience of students, but the Basilian character was penonal, rather than
conceptual, and so the dwindling numbers of Fathers. and their chmghg roles, has produced

a crisis of identity at this point. As the President observed, "You see, we have relied so much
on Religious, priests and sisters, not just for identity, but also to integrate faith and leanllng.
These are the people who have done it; we didn't ask the lay faculty to do it as much"
(Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995).

What, then, is the role for the Basilians in today's college? They no longer control the
administrative structures, and the appointment of the lay president was the painhl atnnnation
of that reality. They are no longer the hub of the students' social reality, and their vacating of
the STM building is a belated recognition of that change. Their dwindling numbers mean that

their academic role has declined. Most cmcially, they do not control the Chaplaincy
programme; this task, originaüy an integral part of the Basilians' function, perhaps assumed

with ordination, bemne largely professionalised, as particdar Basilians took on the

Chaplaincy role, and as non-Basilians were gradually integrated into a Chaplaincy team.
Recently, there has not even been a Basilian pnest as part of that t e m though the Basilian
fathers continue to preside over the liturgy. These have been difficult adjustments for both
the college and the Basilians, some of whorn feel keenly that the college is drifiing fiom its
mooiings.

The current president has sought to reaffirm the Basilian identity of the college in several
ways, including his organisation of the series of talks (mentioned above) entitled The

Barilan W q of Life and Higher Educufion. This was to make explicit the characteristics
noted above, which were embedded in community but rarely made explicit. The purpose of
this series was not simply historical, but paradigrnatic, to provide lay faculty with the Basilian
model as a means of reproducing that ethos and sense of vocation within the academic
community, and discursive, to join the conversation about how identity was to be maintained.
It suggested that the Basilian tradition was broader than the presence of a handful of
Religious who maintain certain academic and ecclesiastical functions at the College, and it

afirmed that the characteristic qualities of Basilian education could be sustained and
cultivated through the Catholic laity. The inculcating of new fac*

has also been one of the

President's initiatives: since many faculty are educated exclusively at secular institutions, and

within the narrow confines of their particular disciplines they may corne to teach at STM
with W e ability to span the gulf between private faith and public role. Some new faculty
have been sponsored to attend programs (Collegium) that would serve to enhance their faith

and their vocation. There are also those at STM who would wish to see the Basilians
introduce a lay associate programmeythat would dlow some lay faculty to participate more
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fully in the Basilian mission and ethos. To this point, however, such a programme has not
been instituted in the West.

The college has sought to attract more Basilians, but, unless the number of Religious
increases, it is uniikely that the proportions will change significantly. It is, however, in the
area of Chaplaincy that the lack of a Basilian is most keenly felt, and the college has actively
sought a Basilian to complement the Sisters who are currently CO-ordinatingthe Chaplaincy
team. This is a particular prionty of the President, who feels that a Basilian Chaplain could

bring a strong influence to bear on the college as a whole, both in ternis of symbolic presence
and direct engagement. Such a person would serve to re-&rm the values of federation, by
strengthening the faith comunity, raising the profile of the Chaplaincy, and re-affûming the
Basilian vision of a collaborative education that has faith at its core. Many faculty members
spoke with feeling about the need to nurture the Chaplaincy, which they see as an essential
element of the federated college: one long-time faculty mernber observed "if there were a
Chaplaincy programme that facilitated other things which could hook up with it ... it would be
the engine of the train, which everybody else could hook on to. That's a big task, but 1 think
it's possible. It's a key place, and 1 think the opening is here for it" (Personal Interview,
Nov. 1995). The reintegration of the Basilian presence into the Chaplaincy is critical for
h
which
maintaining the Basilian identity of the College, and for reinforcing the f ~ t traditions
allow STM to be both Catholic and federated. Norman Tanck writes,

A highiy effective and visible campus ministry can facilitate and nurture [a community
of fath]in a Catholic institution of higher education. It can and must keep it in touch
with its mission and tradition. It links the world of research and learning to the
worlds of lived spirituality, worship, service, and evangelization to help create an
integrated Catholic expenence. (1 995, p. 130)
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The 1995 Extemal Review observed that "The Basilian community ... is split, 'with almost
irreconcilable differences between individuals dominating the relationship...lyet] t here is a
difference between the voice of individual Basilian Fathers and the Basilian comrnunity"'
(1 995, p. 20). This critical distinction is not aiways recognised, as the critique h m

individuai Basilian fathers is naturally assumed to reflect the ct-itique from the congregation.
This is not necessarily so. There is, however, a palpable antagonism in the manner some of

the Basilians adopt towards the President, towards the diffuse identity of the college, towards
the laicization of St Thomas More. These are not changes they have embraced gladly.

These divisions reflect those evident in the wider college. There is disagreement over the
priestly function of the ciergy, some welcoming the greater openness to lay participation,
some maintaining that it is the Basilian fathers "who carry on the spintual traditions of the
College" (1995. p. 2 1). There is contention about the coliege's sectarian or collaborative
nature. some favouring a greater forma1 assertion of the College's Catholic nature, whilst
others are satisfied with the profile presently adopted. There has been disagreement about the
focus of instruction: some feel, with Fr. Kennedy, that "STM was founded to provide for
Catholics. ... We should design our class orerings to care for this clientele" (CSB Old B: 18
F6); others feel more cornfortable with the fact that STM is teaching many students who are
not and WUnever be part of the Catholic enclave. There is dispute about the Chaplaincy,
with some feeling that such a pastoral role is the responsibility of dl priests, and the
"professionalisation" of the function is a curtailment of their apostolic function. Since the

Basilian community is very small, these differences loom large. Several students spoke of the
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hostility expresseci by the Basilians towards the administration and the university. They
perceive the Basilian community at STM to be irretrievably divided and to be uncertain about
the utility of federation.

4.3

The Liberal Arts College

St. Thomas More College is a liberai arts college. As such, its goals are integrative: it seeks
to avoid the narrow constrictions sometimes imposed by the disciplines. and offer an interdisciplinary approach that combines the arts and the social sciences; it wants to expand the
ambit of education to include wisdorn as well as knowiedge, sou1 and spirit as well as rnind; it
wants to deal with persons in community as well as individuals in isolation.

The ideals of federation seem well-suited to the Christian Liberal Arts college. Both stnve
for an integrative model; both seek a context where a variety of ideas and issues c m be
explored; both reject the closure and insularity of other academic approaches, and instead

seek to forward conversations scross lines of faith and disciplines.

Yet if federation seems to suggest an openness bom out of collaboration, the traditional
disciplinary structures of the University tend towards specialisation and fragmentation. The
academic process fumels the student ever onward to graduate study, to an ever-narrowing
stretch of terrain. The inter-comectedness sought by the liberal arts institution is rarely
exhibited in the University department. The breadth of thought and of understanding which
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the liberal arts college identifies as crucial to character formation is undervalued. even
scorned, since it is deemed to be merely peripheral to the concems of one's discipline.

If the disciplinary structure encourage specialists, the economic climate encourages
pragmatists. The economic agenda encourages an instrumentalist approach, where
knowledge becornes a commodity, and prograrns of study or research are 'operationalised,'
measured against their economic retum. With the forces of privatisation increasingly present
within the University, departments and faculty members are pressed to adopt strategies which
will maximise their market orientation and competitiveness. These generate technical
cornpetence rather than understanding, the applied rather than the theoretic: they produce the
technician, rather than the reflective thinker. Market orientation also tends to encourages the
research fùnction at the expense of teaching, yet strong undergraduate t e a c h g must be the
hailmark of the liberal arts college.

The church-related Liberal Arts college can also fall prey to those within the Church who
would elevate the theological, and who would marginalise those liberal arts not seen to be
'carriers of the faith.' Such an orientation might stem from a distrust of the academy and a
fear of apostasy, or fiom a sincere desire to inculcate faith in the minds of students. It, too,
manifests itseif in a narrowing of the acadernic focus, and sees its goals as faith formation
rather than the broader mandate of developing the whole person.

These tensions are present within St. Thomas More Coilege. Since its departmental
structures mirror those of the university, the college tends to divide dong those lines.
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Faculty establish liaisons with corresponding University departments rather than with
coileagues in diEerent disciplines within STM. Ironically, this can mean that strong
departmental relationships, one of the goals of a robust federation, can undermine the interdisciplinary c o ~ e c t e d n e s ssought by the College. John Thompson writes:
The way in which individuai STM departrnents, even though very small, have claimed
autonomy and independence from the other disciplines and the College as a whole
cannot be aliowed to continue. Scholarship of integration and application for STM
means interdisciplinary courses and projects both in teaching undergraduates and in
carrying out research. (President's Report, 1994, 1A.4)
Faculty need t o be "10cals~~
as well as "cosmopolitans": that is, they need to have a strong
loyalty to and engagement with the college, as well as their disciplines. For STM to flounsh

as a liberal arts institution within federation it must maintain both its internal, crossdisciplinary cohesion and its broader participation with the University. Whilst not neglecting
research, the college must continually r&rm

its cornmitment to the teaching of

undergraduates.

The College has sought to reinforce this in a number of ways. Most notable is the Chelsea

Program; it offers a mentor group experience for first year students, and has also attempted
to provide an interdisciplinary conceptual base for undergraduates. However, since this has
been voluntary, and has largely been extra-cumcular, shident participants, already coping
with the multiple dernands of study, work, and family, have not been numerous. A similar
attempt has been the "Humanities 100" course, a team-taught approach to first year subjects

which are ofien taught in isolation. This is an approach which the President and several
faculty members enthusiastically endorse:

We could be doing a distinctive interdisciplinary type of program in addition to Our
working in the majors; 1 don? think they're antithetical....1think every student of this
college should take a 100 class of some kind that's interdisciplinary. (Personal
1995)
I n t e ~ e wNov.
,
Although the traditional discipiinary structures discourage such cross-fertilisation, there are
movements within the university which suggest that there is a renewed openness to the liberal
arts vision, springing out of a dissatisfaction with the cornpartmentalisation of much
undergraduate work. STM sees itself as being in a unique position to take advantage of this
openness, since it has both the tradition and the administrative flexibility to respond to such a
vision.

St. Thomas More College is a Federated College; a Catholic College; a Basilian College; a
Liberal Arts College. It has multiple identities, each of which is contested, each of which
exists in a tension, yet which are inherendy complementary and compatible. Like a complex
system of checks and balances, each part of the College's identity iduences every Other part,
and an adjustment to one affects each. What is the optimum balance? The answer has
changed over time, according to the philosophical and political perspective in the ascendancy.
At different points in the College's history the balance has changed: in the time of Fr.
Kennedy, the atteizp: *+us made to adjust the balance so that the Catholic nature was
stressed, and the faith-bearing disciplines promoted. In the present dispensation the Basilian
character of the college has been affirmeci and articulated, and the original nature of
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federation reinforced.* In the time of Fr. Swan, the relationship with the University was given
greater emphasis (Sanche, 1986,pp. 173-4).

These tensions of identity will continue to exist in STM, for they are an integral part of a
dynamic institution. There will never be unanimity about the character of the college, nor
should there be. There are, however, times when the ferocity of the debate threatens to
submerge the whole vessel, and where healthy differences of opinion and perspective become
embittered splits. That this has been the case in recent years is perhaps due to the installation
of a lay president, since his vecy appointrnent reduced, at a stroke, the formal Basilian and
clerical influence within the college. It is perhaps more accurate to Say that long-standing
divisions have simply been brought into the open by a President who is seeking to address
them. That he is committed to both Church and tradition does not erase the fact that he does
not cary the mantle of ordination, and so his commitment to federation is viewed with
outright hostility by some who fear the loss of the sacred. This polarisation of the CoUege
undermines it at every turn, for it cannot sustain any of its identities without a sense of united
vision and purpose.

5. Federation and the Student Perspective

What attracts students to St. Thomas More College, and what are the links which give them a
sense of belonging, a sense of placc? How does the relationship with the University of
Saskatchewan affect the character of the STM student body?

* Nat all wouid agree: some. as noted above. are hostile to the changes introduœd by the current president,
and understand them io undermine the Catholic and Basilian character of the College.
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One should begin by noting that there are (at lem) two categories of STM student. First,
there are students who register at STM,who "check the box" on their registration forms
which indicate their desire to be associated with and registered through St. Thomas More

College. This option is open to al1 student who pursue a course of study in the College of
Arts and Science. It does not mean, however, that they take al1 of their courses through

STM. Indeed, they may take none of their courses through STM. This group, then, might be
subdivided into those whose registration is merely a convenience or a religious duty, and
those who participate more fiilly in the college experience by choosing STM classes, being
involved in STM social or spiritual events participating in student govemment, or exploring
and using the STM facilities. The number of students registered through STM ranges

between 1000 and 1200 (FTE). In 1994-95 that number stood at 1230.

Secondly, there are students who enrol in STM courses. They may do this simply from
scheduling convenience or avdability, because of the reputation of STM faculty, or because
they seek smaller classes. Some 62% of the students who took STM courses in 1994-95 (an
overall total of 5,4 19 3-credit unit students) were non-STM registered students.

To this, one might add a third category: those who are neither STM-registered nor STMenrolied, but who, registered in other coiieges than Arts and Science, find a sense of place at

STM. Many of these may be attracted through the Newman Club, which is based at STM

but caters to Roman Catholics on the campus who are unable to register as STM students.
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Students come to STM for a range of reasons. College administrators suggested several.
Some students (particularly those from rural areas) corne because they seek a smaller
acadernic community, and so hope for a more personal approach than cm be found at the
University; some come because they or their parents seek the Catholic character and the faith
community; some come because their parents or fiiends came; some, who are not Catholic,
come looking for an education that is broadly faithsriented, and STM is the only religious

federated college at the University of Saskatchewan; some come because of the strong
emphasis on quality undergraduate teaching; some come out of mere convenience; and some
few are drawn by the dedicated scholarship money available to STM students.

In the absence of forrnal intake assessrnent of students' reasons for choosing STM, one is
left with anecdotal accounts. Discussion with students suggested that many were drawn to
STM because of the size of the college. They wanted a smaller community;they wanted
smaiier class size; they wanted a personai, more intimate educational experience:
When 1 looked at University frorn high school 1 thought that perhaps in a smaller class
setting one could discuss issues considerably more than in a lecture theatre with 250
people. 1 thought 1 would get more out of my post secondary education if 1 could
leam in a smder setting. So it was because of classroom size; it was not a religious
issue at dl. (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995)
Several stated explicitly that they did not come for religious reasons, dthough "it's safe to
say that if you had no faith at aii you wouldn't consider registering7'(Personal Interview,

Nov. 1995).
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Few students mggesteci that federation arrangements played a part in their coming to STM,
but when asked about federation, their responses indicated they saw the relationship simply

as a given: they would not have thought of coming had they not been able to gain a
University degree. They had dready decided upon a University degree, and hsd not STM
offered that, they would not have considered it. One student observed, "1 don't know if
STM could exist ... if' there wasn't the liaison" personal InteMew, Nov. 1995).

Students did not perceive problems with the federation relationship: "STM has such a good
relationship with the University and has never had any problems," commented one; '"The
system works pretty well," offiered another. If there were tensions between College and
University, they were not apparent to students, nor to student leaders, though they did see

STM being "labelled with the ultra-Catholic stereotype." Student leaders were, however,
aware of some of the internai issues noted above. One concisely remarked:
Here's the war: what is Catholic? One half of the college who will argue fervently
that Catholic means this; the other will argue that Catholic means that. And down the
middle you have those who came here, not to save their soul, but to l e m . You're
stuck in the middle of a battle you're not quite equipped to handle, because you just
came to go to school.. . you didn't want a philosophical discussion about Catholicisrn
and what it means... (Personal Inteniew, Nov. 1995)
One student group observed that the college's preoccupation with issues of Catholic identity
within federation were of little interest to many students because only about half of al1 STM
students are Catholic. In fact, the college and university keep no statistics on the
denominational composition of the student body. The STM administration estimates (fiom
data on hi& school attendance) that 70% of the STM student body has Catholic atnliation.
However, the President recognises that
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there has been a decided change in the way we are perceived by other Christians.
We]became aware of this when [a large evangelid Bible college] made it clear that
they were recommending their students corne to this college, those who transferred....
We were aware that non-Catholics were choosing the college, but not to that extent.
(Personal Interview, Nov. 1995)
This suggests that the Catholic identity of the college is gradually being affected by a more
diffise student body. Yet the interpretation of this information is uncertain. One rnight
suggest that the college is becoming more ecurnenical in nature, but this conclusion may not
be warranted: an administrator observes,

We've allowed them to participate in as full a mariner as possible, with the
understanding that this is a Catholic college.. .. The expression of the Christian faith
here is Catholic. ... It's much more a cause for celebration than concern. We've never
been asked to change, or be more liberal, or take a different stance than normal in the
Catholic church on any issues; I don't perceive it as a problem. (Personal Interview,
Nov. 1995)
Another noted,
As long as there is a strong govemùig body who will support and uphold the college
as Catholic 1 do not think that inviting non-Catholics into Our college will jeopardize
its Catholicity.... Education means continually pushing Our own boundaries while
holding fast to the foundation. Having a mix of Catholic and non-Catholic students is
healthy for al1 of us at the College. (Personal Interview, Nov. 1995)

None of those intervieweci expressed a direct concem about the participation of non-Catholic
students in the life of the college, and most were enthusiastic about their participation.

The student body is also changing in ways which reflect the dominant University culture;
more students have part-time or full-time jobs; some have family obligations; many feel the
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pressure to maintain high grades, in order to gain entry to professional colleges or graduate
programs that are highly cornpetitive. This means that they have less time for many of the
extra-cumcular student events which have traditionally attracted strong student support, "so
the activities which are essential to creating the spirit of the place, getting people attached to
it outside of the classroom, are very difficult to maintain. AI1 of these things whittle away at
the spirit and feeling of the place" (Personal Interview, Nov. 1 995). Of the over 1200
students who are registered through STM, oniy a fiaction are actively involved: one chaplain
suggests "200,at a guess"; another administrator offers "probabiy under 100." A student
group offered a figure of 50. Whatever the number, it suggests that, although the student
body has grown, the centrai nucleus has dwindled, reflecting the expenence of the University
as a whole.

STM faces a student identity issue that is different fiom most religious colleges. At other
colleges the locus of identity may be found in residence life; in a sporting programme; in the

dining hall; in the chape1 programme; in the classroom; in the pursuit of an institutional
degree. These are aü problematic at STM, and it is by no means clear what a student
identifies as the core of the coiiege, or what generates a sense of place, of belonging. An
STM student union mernber voiced some of these hstrations:

There are also many structural constraints; it would be easier to have an identity for
the student body if you had more than two classrooms in the building. So, Our student
body is dispersed ail over God's earth, and we can't find them, let alone get hold of
them. And you don? make phone calls at night, to get them to corne to this or that
when you've got 1300 students. (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995)

Aithough poor participation in student govemrnent is common to al1 colleges, the absence of
natural meeting places aggravates the identity issue at STM.

Historicaily, the Basilians themselves were the common ground. They brought together the
acadernic and the spiritual, since they formed the core of the faculty and CO-ordinatedthe
Chaplaincy programme; they forged the relationships with students, and, since the college
was their home, they were also involved with students socially, meeting them in the cafeteria

or the library. The gradua1 loss of the Basilian Fathers, together with a growing student body

and changing student lifestyle patterns, has made this an acute issue.

The College has never had a residence; Sanche (1986) suggests that this fact "probably
facilitated the development of close relationships among students and faculty during the white
house years. The College was always able to provide a gathering place" (pp. 90-91). Indeed,
several alumni recailed spending most of their waking hours at the college, often being
physicdly ejected by the Fathen and sent home to bed! Increased student numbers do hinder
this casual fiaternisaiion. The numerical decline of the Basilians has coincided with a definite

shift in student life patterns: more students must work to help pay school bills; students feel a
greater pressure to maintain high grades in order to q u d q for graduate school. This means
they have less time to simply "hang out," and so the informal socialisation can no longer be
assumed. Last year the coliege began joint operation (with the diocese) of the St. Pius X
student residence: this rnay offer a focal point, but only for a fraction of students.
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While the use of University class space was seen by Fr. Carr as the hidden jewel of
federation, the absence of college class space means that today's students have less
opportunity to be in the college environs. If they are not already in the building for class then
they are l e s iikely than their predecessors in other generations to trek over for liturgy, to the
library, or just to shoot pool and hang out. The need for more classroom space within the
College was identified by the Extemal Review, and mentioned by numerous students
(including both STMSU and Newman Club), though only by one faculty member (perhaps
because faculty have their own office and lounge space in the college).

Whilst the fact that the coliege gants the University of Saskatchewan degree is its great
strength, it also means that the college stniggles to assert a distinct acadernic identity.
Neither the degree parchment nor the transcnpt indicates a student's college of membership.
Course offerings are embedded within the departmental structure of the College of Arts and
Science. "Except for STM philosophy with its distinctive major, STM courses are offered as
pari of and in the context of disciplinary majors" (President 's Report, 1994, 1A. 1). The
student, then, can rarely perceive a distinguishing STM component in the degree, but instead
is likely to experience a more fiagmented, less systematic approach. This throws the burden

of integration on to the individual instmctor and the individual class. STM is seeking to
develop distinctive prograrns, though not by atablishing its own degree offenngs. Instead it

is seeking to ident@ niche areas within discipünaq majors which will reflect and address
particular concems of the College in a more systematic way; perhaps the College would take
ownership of the historical philosophy strearn within the Philosophy department, or, within
Sociology, might offers course pertaining to the family or religion. The president also speaks
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of establishing a clearer identity for graduands: perhaps having a celebratory Mas, and
pursuing the inclusion of an STM identification on parchments and transcripts. This would

affirm identity to graduands and their families, and give alumni a greater sense of
connectedness.

There are places within the college which do generate a sense of identity and community. The
college cafeteria has enjoyed sornething of a renaissance in the last few years (linked, no
doubt, to the advent of a new caterer), and faculty and staff are regular patrons. Some
suggest that "that's where the core of the community is located," but others observe that it is
"a knot of the sarne people, every day," and "the fact that the college is open not only to
STM students ... points to a fiaying of the identity" (Personal InteMews, Nov. 1995) There
are those who find the tibrary to offer a sense of place, and some few who find that place in
the new St. Pius X residence. The liturgy, too, has its regular adherents, as do the ecurnenicai

Taizé prayer services, but though they provide a significant worship experience for those who
attend they do not generate the large s a l e gatherings occasioned by the more compulsory
chape1 attendance policies of some other institutions. More attend the Sunday morning mas,
but many of these are not STM students.

Similady, some students become actively involved in extra-cumcular organisations. The
Students' Union (STMSU) offers political engagement and social interaction for those who
seek it, and sees itseif as "ecumenical and a little more secular...srna11 'c' catholic ...than

Newman"; The Newman Centre, identified by the Extemal Review (1995) as "the primary
vehicle for the expression of community among the shident body" (p. 12), with its more
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distinctly Catholic orientation, organises events that cater particularly to the social and
community needs of Catholic students on campus. There is some overlap between these two
student organisations, and also some rivalry. Indeed, they might be seen to reflect the tension
within the college at large: one institution emphasising the Catholic identity; one refiecting
the broader federated face. Until recently, the presence in the college of CC0 (Catholic
Christian Outreach) provided a more consetvative, and aggressively sectarian, Catholic
orientation. Never an official student organisation, CC0 often engaged in an acrimonious
debate with members of the Students' Union about how the Catholic identity of the

institution was best expressed.

The Newman Players deserve mention as a significant and long-standing element in college
Me: drawn fiom the CoUege and beyond, the players perîorm high quality theatre to their
peers and the public, and oflen maintain links with the Company long d e r they have ceased
to take college classes. In 1995-96, over 100 students participated in five stage productions.
Less polished, but still highly entertaining and ofien irreverent, are the S n c l "Coffee
Houses:" "The CoKke House b ~ g all
s those communities closer together than any event,"
commented an administrator" (Personal Interview. Nov. 1995).

A Student Senrices officer succinctly remarked,

There's no one place where students identify themselves as STM students. We
stniggled to find that, and try, but it has eluded us. We are a community of
cornmunities: some identify themselves through chapel; others through classes and
professors - they seek out STM classes; some identify themselves through these
academic advisors; the cafeteria dwellers, tibrary users. Each group has its own
identity, personality, even within the student's mind. There's a lot of confiision about
what it means to be an STM student. (Personal Interview. Nov. 1995)
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The college administration recognises the need to reinforce this "community of
communities," and to provide a hub to which these disparate identity groups can be
co~ected.The President (and other faculty) see Chaplaincy as offerhg the potentid for
such a hub; in seeking a Basilian to take on the pastoral function within the Chaplaincy, the

college wishes to raise the profile of the Chaplaincy fiinction in order to reconnect the
disparate elements of the STM community. The President commented, on the college's
several attempts to attract a Basilian chaplain:
I think this is my highest priority, and having had it backfire I've felt that, maybe if 1
hadn't gone after it so harâ, maybe it would have worked! We can't replace the old
cornmunity, but we can create a network structure of communities a kind of
,
1995)
community of communities. (Personal I n t e ~ e wNov.

6.

Federation and the Faculty Perspective

If the locus of identity is at times ambiguous, so too is the locus of control. The formal lines
of authority between college and university have been well established, but some of the

interna1 processes are less clear. Like the college itselc the faculty member at STM has
multiple allegiances: to the University, to the College of Arts and Science (and perhaps
Graduate Studies); to the College; to the Church and the congregation; to the students.
Inevitably, these aiiegiances and lines of accountability become entangled at times, and the
personal cost of s e ~ c i n gthe bureaucratic demands of such a network can be high. For
some, the temptation to ignore those relationships which prove particularly vexing must be
difficult to resist.
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The faculty member who is nilly engaged with STM and with the corresponding University

department (CUD) might well sit on a dozen cornmittees. The Extemal Review notes that
the STM Dean sits on twenty-the. This is one of the costs of federation: giving oneself to
the institutional nexus. On the other hand, those who feel antipathy towards federation are
less likely to engage in cornmittee work. A faculty member suggests that
those who are committed to the integrated mode1 ... have tended to teach graduate
courses, to be involved in extemal comrnittee work, and tended to be involved in the
broader cornmunity: tended. Those who seek separateness have tended to be less
involved in outside comrnittee or community work, and have taught more
undergraduate, lower level courses. (Personal Interview, Nov. 1995)
The departmental structure of the college, paralleling that of the College of Arts and
Sciences, offers a measure of autonomy to the College, but at a cost. The departrnents are

small, some with only one or two faculty members. Since departments hold significant
responsibility for h i ~ g tenure,
,
and promotion decisions, personal interests or agendas can
sometimes be pursued without the normal collegial counter-balances coming into play. This

can isolate the department not only fiom its CUD,but also from the internal STM scrutiny

and reflection, which in tum can undermine both the collegiality needed in a liberal arts
institution and the w-operation required in a federated environment. The Extemal Review
(1995) quoted the observations of a member of faculty: "STM structures favour individualism
pushed to anarchy" (p. 18).

This issue is exacerbated because of the perceived absence of a central academic decision-

making body, which could ailow for debate and reflection on matters central to the academic
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programme of the college. The Faculty-Administration Forum is the body to which these
responsibilities are accorded: its duties and powers include reviewing "al1 aspects of the
academic work of the college"; planning " the introduction of new courses. the establishment
or development of departments, etc."; setting "general library policy"; and other academic
fiinctions (Faculty Information Handbook, 1992, p. 4). In addition, it is the executive of
Forum that operates as the Appointments Cornmittee. However, Forum does not generate the
kind of focused discussion required for academic decision-making. This may be because its
charge is too broad: it deals with both acadernic and non-academic affairs. It may be because

of its composition and size: it includes (as well as al1 faculty) senior administrators, Chaplains,
six student representatives, and sundry other participants. This makes for an unwieldy group,
and results in many acadernic decisions being made within departments by administrators, or
by the Forum executive. The Extemal Review (1 995) identified "a need to redefine and

-

restructure Forum, to clarify its role, and to retum it - or a replacement body to a state of
health (p. 14)" Subsequent discussions within the college have led to the suggestion that
academic matters be addressed by a separate body (a Fanilty Council), composed more
exclusively of faculty, leaving Forum to deal only with non-academic affairs.

The perceived problems with Forum reflect the complex organisational structure of the
college. An administrator noted, "We have strung ourselves with a lot of cornmittees, the
inability to make quick decisiow. But on big issues, that complex process allows sober
reflection" (Personal Interview, Nov. 1995). Not only are there numerous comrnitiees, but
their particular fùnctions and lines of accountability are not aiways clear, particularly to the
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outsider. Some observe that the committee structure reflects the College's atternpt to make
radical change dificult: to conserve and protect the fiamework of federation.

STM has its own unionised Faculty Association, distinct from that of the University.
Reflecting the collaborative nature of the college, the union "is dedicated to creating a
collegial, cooperative atmosphere at St. Thomas More. To this end it is seeking to develop a
cooperative model of faculty~adrninistration
relationships instead of the adversary model"
(Faculty Information Handbook, 1992, p. 17).

It was noted earlier that the College's A i m und
~ Objectivrs identifies the faith perspective of

the prospective faculty member as a critical factor in the hiring process. Interestingly, de
Gruchy's report ( 1993)on ten Canadian federated colleges concludes that "they do not
discriminate on the basis of their church affiliation ... and select their faculty on the basis of
sound academic qualifications. Exceptions are St. Thomas More College in Saskatoon which
does attempt to hire Roman Catholic faculty, and the University of St. Jerome's College in
Waterloo where Roman Catholicism would be a consideration in hiring" (p. 60). It is at the
point of hinng that the confessional elemcnt is considered: following that, there is no formal

place for examination of a faculty member's religious beliefs. It is this ability to select faculty
on the basis of their faith position that has allowed STM to maintain its distinct Catholic
character in a way that is envied by many sister institutions, for the college and the President

use this provision to good effect to ensure that hiring practices enhance and do not undemine
the historical values of the institution.

7.

Federation and the Church

How is St. Thomas More College perceived by the church hierarchy, and by church
members? in its stniggle for birth STM was stoutly defended by Saskatoon laity, and roundly
opposed by many of the clergy. Have matters changed?

St. Thomas More College was incorporated by the province of Saskatchewan to
provide citizens with the fkeedom to choose educational oppominities according to
their moral and religious principles and heritage. Hence, St. Thomas More College
exists that Catholics and others sympathetic to the Catholic faith uui work and grow
within the long tradition of Catholic higher education. (Faculty Handbook, 1992, p.
2)
Perhaps the most objective means of assessing the Catholic cornrnunity's response to the
College is to observe enrolment and registration trends. The pattern of growth has been
consistent through the six decades of the college's existence (see Appendix H). Even though
the College may not be as unifonnly Catholic in its student population as it was in its edier
decades, the wntinuing attraction of the college indicates a positive profile, whether that be
for educational, cultural, or religious rasons. Intemal college statistics indicate that a high
percentage of STM students enter the college directly from Catholic high schools (though, of
course, those high schools themselves draw a diverse body of students).

Whilst growth patterns reflect an upward trend, i n t e ~ e wdata suggested overwheimingly
that the Coliege has a very low profile within the parishes, though efforts have been made
over the p s t five years to disseminate more information about STM to the Catholic
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community in the province. Faculty, administrators, board members, and students were united
in the view that the College was not weU known within that community: that while there was
some pride in the existence of the college, there was little sense of ownership. Some
observations reinforce this conclusion:
...we become isolated, and are not known out there. and are not known out there.

My own Parish priest has come to me in years past and said "what's going on up
there? We've no idea. We never hear; we never know." When we focus only here [at
STM], although we may benefit some students, 1 think we really are missing the
larger community.

...in the main, they're not aware of the college. We could be as distant as the Vatican.
That's why we should be participating in the parish's cornmunity life. At times it's
anti-intellectual; there's a strong sense, at times, that tMs is an elitist, overlyinteliechial place, and it doesn't have much meaning...an opinion that will remain as
long as we continue to isolate ourselves here.
Most parishl councils know almost nothing; they think it's a seminary, where people
come who are intent on the Priesthood, so there's a large market of potential students
that we're missing.
We discovered that no-one knew who we were. There were some alumni, but few
had any sense of STM.
1don't think there's a sense of ownership [of the college] in the Parishes, but there is
a sense of pride. .. We're seen as a r d blessing to the diocese by rnany. The
ownership question: well, it's an academic institution, so maybe fnghtens the bluecollar type.. .which is unfortunate, but hard to dispel.
1think niost parishioners, unless they have a student at the university enrolled at
STM, know precious little about the coilege. That is because it has been (more,
perhaps than it should) a closed cornmunity over the years.
...for most, the awareness is not great. They may be vaguely aware that there's such a

place as STM. If they have children at University then they tend to be more aware,
and those are the people we'd like to raise the consciousness oE..that we exist, and
it's a good place.
I've a feeling [STM] would be rather remote from the lives of Catholics in the
diocese.
(Personal I n t e ~ e w sNov.
,
1995)
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Cumulatively, these remarks suggest that there is a general though detached sense of
approval of the college: there is ignorance, but not hostility. Opposition to the notion of
federation is not evident. but this might well reflect a general apathy towards the college.
The fervent lay suppon evident in the early years of the college has languished. This is
probably due in part to the loss of urgency which accompanies the successfùl establishment of
the college. A board member suggests "Catholics have gained the establishment of those
institutions and now they're just part of the generai cultural, social, political fabric. ...They
have become cornfortable with [the institution], which may not seem to them as important as
[it] once did." An overview of articles in and letters to the Prairie Messertger, the
Saskatchewan Catholic Weekly, reveals little public debate over college issues. Apart from a
Berce exchange during the corporation crisis, the paper has reflected a broad support for the
College.

Perhaps the reduced numbers of Basilians contributes to the discomectedness of
parishioners. Several aiumni observed that an earlier generation of Basilians used to be "on
call" for local parishes, when congregants rnight be persuaded to fill in for diocesan priests

from thne to time. Fewer priests and difFerent roles mean that they are seen l e s often in local
parishes, so "that comection has b e n more or less severed." In practice, there was a certain
local nv*,

even in those early days, between Basilian and diocesan priest. Yet one Basilian

spoke with regret of the loss of those fhtemal connections. "We had a regular gathering.
Once a year ali the pastors came for a meai, an evening.... The oider Basilians have felt that
[lass] very keenly" (Personal Inte~ews,Nov. 1995).
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This lack of ownership might also spring fiom the college's financial independence. Funded
primarily by govenunent grant and tuition income (approx. 47% gant and 47% tuition), the

college has never received forma1 operating support fiom the diocese (though for many years
the contributed salaries of the Basilian faculty formed an operating subsidy), and so the
umbilical links. both positive and negative, which corne from fiscal dependence have never
been established. Reduced govemment funding is forcing the college to revisit its
constituency. A recent capital campaign, "A Man for Al1 Seasons," showed that "the college
wasn't really well known in the Catholic community;" it "showed us how we had not made
connections, and showed how powerfiil the connections are when you make them" (Personal
InteMew, Nov. 1995). However, the efforts of the current President and of the
Development office were seen to be rebuilding those links, and opening lines of
communication.

Moving corn the local parish to the Diocese, relations have at times been strained, and at
times most cordial. This depends in part on the personalities and dispositions of particular
Presidents and local Bishops. The present excellent relations have not always been the n o m
since the hostility of a Bishop, or his syrnpathy for particular factions within the institution,
have the capacity to undermine the institution. A faculty member recalls that a previous
Bishop "took no part at al1 in college; never interfered. He tnisted, as it were, the priests

here, and the college staff, to run the college. Even when people appealed to him, he
wouldn't interfere" (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995). Evidence suggests that the Church

hierarchy has also found it difncult to adjust tu the idea of a lay president. Conditioned to
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deal with fellow clerics, parts of the church hierarchy found that the change to lay authonty
challengeci their notion of the priesthood, and were threatened by the symbolism of lay
leadership. As in the federation relationship, crucial factors here are not formal or legal
connections, but rather personal: links of trust and good faith, particularly at the levels of
upper administration, are the oil which allows the machinery of church-college relations to
operate smoothly. At times, there has been "a certain amount of resentment in the diocesan
hierarchy that STM is a bit elitist" (Persona1 InteMew, Nov. 1995).

Of course, it has not been the dioceses that have played the primary operational role, but the
Basilians. John Thompson notes,
1 think it would be fair to say that the Catholic hierarchy in Canada has tended to

think of Catholic higher education as the responsibility of religious orders of men and
women and priests who founded the Catholic colleges. The relationship between the
Bishops and the Catholic colleges has been a supportive one, that could be descnbed
as pastoral. (Personal Communication, 20th March, 1995)
At St. Thomas More, the formai role of the Dioceses has been expanded, most particularly in
the changes to the Corporation in 1972, which broadened that body from being exclusively

Basilian to being constituency-based. It would not be accurate to say that diocesan authority

has replaced Basilian, but it has certaidy been part of the extended operational base, which
has corne to include lay faculty, students, and members from beyond the bounds of the
Catholic community, a move that was extremely contentious when introduced by Fr. Swan
(Sanche, 1986, p. 1 12) but which has reflected changes within post-Vatican II Catholicism.

One might suggest that if Catholics are uncornfortable with STM, it is because they are more
tùndamentaüy uncornfortable with issues of Church identity.
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Conclusion

STM has been a federated institution fiom its inception, and that relationship has shaped and
determined its character. Federation has corne to form its philosophical foundation as surely
as it has provided its financial stability. Yet it is a relationship which needs to be
reconsidered and reatfirmed by succeeding generations. It must be tended, or, like an
abandoned wheat field, it will fa11 prey to weeds. It cannot rely on the cultivation of a
previous generation.

This study has suggested that the utility of federation at St. Thomas More is contested.
Although the battle ground lies within the College itself, it refiects a conflict at the heart of
the Catholic church. The stmggle centres on the Catholic identity of the college: is that
identity to be seen as distinctive (sectarian) or as collaborative (difise)? Within the Church,
the struggie has centred on the role of Vatican II: should it be seen as a fundamental shift of
orientation towards ecumenism and the priestly function of the laity? The relative strengths
and weaknesses of a federated structure will be given different weight according to one's
perspective on those fundamental questions, but fi Corde Ecclesia offers a strong mandate
for the increased role of the laity and the broadening of Catholic identity.

The problems associated with federation begin with a fear of absorption, the threat of the loss
of identity, and the looming spectre of secularisation. This springs fiom a concern that STM

will move progressively closer to the university, and the conclusion that this must,
axiomatically, force the coUege farther from the church; that it will follow the seemhgly
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inexorable upward drift of academic institutions, and find that the characteristics which
identified it as Catholic will be allowed and encouraged to fade. These fears exist despite the
college's guarantees of autonomy, for they spnng 60m a sense that there is not the will to
maintain a separate and distinct Catholic identity, even if the means exist. Cunously, this
reflects the 'sectish' disposition that Stackhouse identified in parts of prairie evangelicdism,
which "separated itself from the culture and tended to include a smaller and more clearly

delineated spectrum of constituents" ( 17).

Second, federation has not generated a close link with local parishes: the Coilege has been
seen as self-sufficient, and so there has not been a strong sense of ownership on the part of
Saskatchewan Catholics. Since the College has not depended on the dioceses for financiai
support there has been a separation. It is only recently that the college has attempted to be a
presence once more in local parishes. These connections are important not merely to provide
financial resources and prospective students, but to give the college a sense of rootedness.

Although federation has allowed STM to draw on government resources for operating

fùnding, this means the College is vulnerable to political and economic fluctuation. There
are many church-reiated colleges whose identities have been obliterated as a result of
changing regdations by gant-making bodies. Even when provinciai govemments have not
been ideologically opposed to granting fùnds to denorninational institutions, such colleges are

oflen particularly vuinerable to economic swings, ''soft targets" for retrenchrnent. Though
Saskatchewan has been generous in its funding arrangements, several administrators foresaw
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dark times ahead, and were not sanguine about the College's ability to develop alternative
funding sources.

One of the problems generated by the blurred line between college and university is the
absence of any clear locus of identity for STM students. Whether that identity is seen to lie in
academic and administrative self-determination, physical location, or social and spiritual
cornrnunity, students have difficulty in distinguishing the heart of STM. As a result, many are
assidated into the University. Whilst others are active in one of the communities which exist
within STM,those comrnunities have no obvious common ground, and so the student body is
fi-agmented rather than cohesive.

The college's departmental structure means that many faculty find their degiances channelled
towards the corresponding University department, since it is there that they find others in
their academic discipline. Whilst this collaboration is a goal of federation, it can also lead to
the disintegration of the interdisciplinary links within the college. These smail departments

also generate territorial disputes, academic no-go areas which create the kind of barriers
inirnical to liberal arts education.

The original mechanism of federation was designed around the Basiiian Fathers. They were
the integrating factors; they brought together faith and leanùng, nurtured cornrnunity, built
coiiaborative relationships, and officiated at the Mass. They modelled the integration that the
college sought to build. The l o s of the Basilians creates a gap at the core of the institution,

and unless that core can be restored then hamessing the tensions within the college might
prove impossible. In a post-Vatican 11church, such reconstniction is a complex ta&

The strengths of federation can be sumrnarised as follows: first, federation is econornically
and politically pragmatic. In a Canadian higher education community that is hostile to the
idea of the denorninationai or sectarian university, federation offers a satisfacctory compromise
to both parties. It can safeguard the autonomy and self-determination of the faith
community, yet "assign them an active role within the broader context of the secular

university" (Jones, 1994, p. 15).

Second, federation reflects the theological vision of the post-Vatican Il Catholic church. It is
a vision of the church in the world, not in a sectarian enclave; it is an image of the church
engaged with society, not in a struggle for dominance, but as servant. It is an avenue for
evangehtion, since the presence of the Christian in the university offers the possibility of

faith conversations with those of al1 religions and none, and allows the college to build
alliances where it h d s cornmon values.

Federation ofers an educational approach that places a premium on CO-operationand
collaboration, that prepares Catholic leaders for the context in which they will serve. This
recognises the diversity of society, and provides a vision of the liberal arts which stimulates
students to thhk cntically instead of o E e ~ the
g cornmonplace.
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Federation brings acadernic credibility to a smaller institution, an important factor for both
students and fbculty. For the student, the degree awarded by the university offers portability

and recognition; for the faculty member, the relationship offers a stimulus to excellence, and
the resources for research.

Such an arrangement allows the college to maximise its resources: it is able to deliver
prograrns in those niche areas which it considers to be of particular moment without feeling
the obligation to duplicate ail the services or course offerings delivered by the university.

The future of federation at St Thomas More College depends upon a continued cornmitment
to the collaborative approach, and a repudiation of the propensity to sectarianism. It requires

an understanding of the College's mission that sees no contradiction between the warmth and
the rigour of a Christian acadernic community. It demands a solution to the erosion of
Basilian identity, and a healing of the rifts within the community that have been present for
several decades but acknowiedged reiatively recently. Most of ail, it depends upon the
continued willingness of key administrators to unceasingly strive upwards: t O articulate the
coliege's character in hiring practices, in cumcular design, in student admissions policy, and

in cornmunity life.
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Chapter 6: Providence College

1.

1.1

Historical Introduction

Winnipeg Bible Training School: The Eariy Days

Providence College, founded on January 4 t h 1925, under the name "Winnipeg Bible Training
School," had its genesis in the vision of Rev. H.L.Turner, pastor of Glad Tidings Church in
Winnipeg. Then, as now, the institution was interdenominational in character, with its roots

firmly planted in evangelical Protestantism. The stated purpose of that early institution was to
train ''Christian workers for s e ~ c ine voluntary or official positions in the Church, the
Sunday School or the Mission Field at home or abroad (Catalogue, 1926), a goal similar to
that propounded by other such institutes which were springing up across Canada, particularly
on the Prairies, during the 1920's and 1930's: Prairie Bible Institute (1922); Winkler Bible

Institute (1925); Bethany Bible Institute (1927); Millar Memonal Bible Institute (1928).
Bruce Guenther reports that 85 Bible colleges and institutes were established in Western
Canada before 1952 (Guenther, 1993, pp. 136-7), and Winnipeg Bible Training School was

part of that movement.

A WBC Fiftieth Anniversary brochure examines the impulse that led Turner to found the
schoo!:
The great spintual need of the expanding West, the need for rnissionaries in
rnissionary programs around the world, the attacks of liberal theology on Protestant
orthodoxy al1 these laid heavy on his heart. Mr. Turner became increasingly
convinced that perhaps God was calling him to begin a training school to train Young
men and women for the propagation and preservation of evangelical faith. George

-
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Sinderson, one of the first three graduates in 1927, recalled the vision and burden of
the school' s founder. "The summer of 1924 saw me in the city of Winnipeg attending
a rather modest evening Bible class in the basement of a church. Said the leader, Rev.
H.L. Turner to me one night, quite unexpectedly, 'The Lord has laid upon my heart to
open a Bible School.' " ("Historical Perspectives," Witness, Feb, 1975, pp. 6-8)
Turner was 38 years of age when he started the training school in Winnipeg, but had
expenence with such projects, having founded a Bible institute for the Christian and
Missionary Alliance in Argentina (Hildebrandt, 1965. p. 22). Classes cornrnenced in January
of 1925, with a student body of 26,and a faculty of three: Rev. Percival Cundy (Minister at
Emmanuel Baptist Church), Miss Muriel Taylor (Canadian Sunday School Mission), and
H.L. Turner himself The school met in a borrowed building, owned by St. Stephen's Church
(which later became Elim Chapel), located west of what was then United College (now the

University of Winnipeg), on Portage Avenue (9-Iistorical Perspectives," 1975, p. 8).

The institution had "no requirements for entrance, except approved Christian character,"
though it was desirable that applicants should have high school standing (a preliminary course
was soon established for those who had not completed high school). There was no thought of

academic recognition for these courses of study, though as early as 1928 the institution had
identified a need to become incorporated ("Prospectus, " 1928). The focus of the institute
was upon practical training, and it was intended to be open to al1 who wished to attend. The
institution saw its mission as distinct, as offering an alternative to the liberai theologies
propagated by mainline seminaries and the universities, as a means to preserve the deposit of

faith: "on every hand are m d é s t e d those destructive forces in the fonns of cults and isms
which are underminhg the faith of men and women in God's word" ("Prospectus," 1929, p.
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1). Evmgelicai; Ittterdenominatio~~ai;
FmdmentaI, declared the 1 929 Prarpectus,

refleçting an institution that saw itself, like the people of God, as set apart and called out.

1.2

Winnipeg Bible Institute: Eady Growth

Turner (who later became president of the Christian and Missionary Ailiame Church) lead the
school for only one year, stepping d o m for personal reasons which also led him to leave
Winnipeg. He was succeeded by Percival Cundy. the first full-time principal, who ocnipied
that post until 1929, when H.C. Sweet assumed the role. In 1928 the fiedghg school
changed its name to Winnipeg Bible College, "in the interests of brevity and cleamess, and in

view of evenhial incorporation" ("Prospectus," 1928-29). Even at this early stage, then, the
idea of incorporation by the provinciai Legislature was being considered. However, a year
later in 1929 the school was reorganized, and the name changed once more, to "Winnipeg

Bible Institute": a later document suggests that the institution thus became "more closely
identifid both in name and fiinction with the great Bible institute movement" ("Calendar,"
1965-66). The decision to drop the term "CollegeT'is not clearly explained in the 1929
calendar. Perhaps the term smacked too rnuch of secular higher education, or it may be that
the title was thought to be too presumptuous for an institution in its infancy.

The resignation of H.C. Sweet as Principal in 1930 reflected difficult times at the school,
which was, observed Munel Taylor (a member of faculty in those early years), " a real sickly

idant" (Hildebrandt, 1965, p. 34). Sweet continued as acting Principal until early 1931,
stepping d o m following a dispute regarding Pentecostal idluence within the school
(Hildebrandt, p. 39). Mr. Leo Lapp then held the post of acting principal, but he in tum

tendered his resignation by March 1931. The Board Minutes of April23rd. 1931, record the
dispirited state of affairs at that period:
The Chainnan spoke at some length regarding the present position of the school,
reviewing the history of it and asking the members of the Board to express theû
opinion as to whether or not we are in the Will of God in carrying on the school for
next year.
The depamire of Dean Cundy had threatened the existence of the school, and Sweet's and
Lapp's subsequent withdrawals once again left the institution, now with only a handful of
students, in a precarious state. Leadership issues dogged these early years, with five changes
of principal in oniy six years.

The arriva1 of Rev. Simon E. Forsberg in 1931 signalled the introduction of some
administrative stability to the troubled institute, and shored up the institute's acadernic
foundations. Forsberg came to WB1 fiesh from the Evangelical Theological CoUege of Dallas
(now Dallas Theological Semùiary). where he had graduated with the ThM. Dallas was
renowned as a centre of evangelid graduate education (conservative and dispensationalist in
perspective), and Forsberg sought to integrate this concern for acadernic excellence into the

institute. An examination of the prospectii from the 1930's reveals a more systematic
cumculum than was evident in the 1920's. The 1934-35 Prospectus, for example, details
seven subject areas into which the curriculum is divided: English Bible; Biblical History and
Criticism; Theology or Doctrine; Homiletics and Pastoral Theology; Christian Education
(mcluding psychology, English, and child development); Missions; and Music. "During his
[Forsberg's] tenure, liberal arts offerings were broadened, the curriculum was strengthened

academically, and Mr. Forsberg envisioned the day that a graduate school of theology would

be founded to complete the institute program ("Historical Perspectives," 1975, p. 8). In 1932

the institute became atfiliated with the Evangelical Teacher Training Association, "as an aid
to increasing its acadernic standing" Wdebrandt, 1965, p. 47).

In Forsberg's first year the autumn day students numbered twenty-two. The 1934-35

Proqectus reports that by the graduation exercises in April 1934 "Eighty students
represented the student body of the Day School and over forty of the Night School," whilst
"fully fourteen hundred people were present7' (p. 9). By the tirne Forsberg left Winnipeg, in
1935, the institute had grown to nearly 100 full time students.

Like many of its sister institutions, Winnipeg Bible Institute had no fixed abode in its early
years, and by 1949 had occupied eleven different facilities, some loaned by host churches or
benefactors, some rented or acquired by the college. Moves to Spence Street, Canora Street,

Furby Street, Preston Avenue, Balmoral Street, Westminster Street, and Marjorie Street
reflect a nomadic existence, so it was with great optimism that the institution moved in 1949
to its twelfth location, a one acre downtown location on the banks of the Assiniboine river,
close to the Legislative Buildings, at 2, Evergreen Place, where it stayed for almost 20 years,

building chape1 and administrative facilities. The site seemed to offer good accessibility, yet
even this more permanent location did not allow room for signifiant facility growth, and fulltirne enrolment never rose over 100.
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1.4

Winnipeg Bible Institute and Theological College: The Provincial Charter

The move to Evergreen place was one of the early acts of new President, Dr. H.H.Janetzki.
Although he only occupied the post Rom 1947-49 he galvanized the institution into change
on several fronts. Janetzki, who held the B.D.and B.Th. degrees from Los Angeles Baptist
Theological Serninary, was keen to regularise the institution's status. Although successive
boards had pondered and initiated incorporation, this had never been brought to a successful
conclusion. At a December board meeting in 1947 Janetzki proposed that the institute be
incorporated, and its academic level be brought up to that of a junior university. On Apd
19th 1948, the institution was granted a charter to award theological degrees by the
Manitoba legislature.

There were few Bible institutes with such status: most eschewed the forma1 trappings of
higher education, and looked with a tinge of suspicion upon anything that smacked of
compromise with the academy. Leonard McNeil, in a 1949 study of Canadian Bible colleges,
noted ody two that granted degrees, Toronto Bible College and Western Bible College, both
of whom prepared extemal students for the University of London B.A.* Along with degree-

granting status in 1948 came a new name, which reflected the change: "Winnipeg Bible
Institute and College of Theology." This was a rather cumbersome title, but it reflected two

seemingiy contradictoxy facets of the school's identity: its roots in the pietistic Bible institute
rnovement, and its growing desire to nurture a vigorous academic character.

Prairie Bible Institute, for e.xample, oflen idenüfed as the flagship of Western Canadian Bible Schools, did
not introduce degree program until 198041, choosing instead to offer only its own diplomas (Stackhouse,
1993, p. 133).
O'Neiil used 1947-48 data for WBI, ço would not have included it as a degree granting institution.
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The cornmitment to the Bible institute model could be discemed throughout the school's
character: it encouraged practical ministry, ensuring that students were involved in voluntary
Christian seMce or outreach; it nurtured a carefùliy regulated campus life, replete with
student guidelines which prescribed acceptable lifestyles, and set boundmies on the social
issues of the day, such as drinking and smoking, movie attendance, dancing, and romantic
relationships with the opposite sex; it demonstrated a great concem with the world-wide
evangelistic mission of the church, and sought to save the lost and to disciple the saved by
encouraging home and foreign missions, channelling students towards these careers. The
purpose and aims of the institution are succinctly detailed in the 1949-50 CataIogzie: The
college "aims to give systematic instruction in the Word of God, to promote the deepening of
the spiritual Me, and to train young people for practical Christian service" (p. 4).

Its formal theological positions, to which faculty and students were required to subscribe,
reflected those of most Bible institutes: it was premillenialist in its eschatology (an
understanding the 'last things' which involves a dispensationalist pattern of apocalyptic
confrontation); beiieved in a personal Satan and a literal Hell; held nrmly to the histoncity of
the Genesis creation account; and affirmed the central authority and plenary inspiration of

scnpture, the evangelistic commission of the church, and the experiential and personal nature
of salvation. Although the wording of the doctrinal statement changes over the years, its
essence rem-

consistent. Here is the 1949-50 rendition of the doctrinal position. It affirms:

The full divine authority and inerrancy of the Holy Scriptures.
The Tririity and UNty of the Godhead as Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
The direct creation of the world and man by the will of God.
The perfect Deity and Humanity of the Lord Jesus Christ.
5 . The depravity and lost condition of all men by nature.
6. The substitutionary atonement in the shed blood of Jesus Christ.

1.
2.
3.
4.

7. The doctrine of justification by faith alone through the grace of God.
8. The perféct acceptance of every believer before God in Christ.
9. The real personality of Satan and other evil beings.
10. The personal, visible, prernillenial coming again of Jesus Christ.
1 1. The resurrection of the dead, the nghteous to everlasting blessedness, and the wicked
to perpetual damnation.
12. The responsibility of the saved for holiness of life and fithhl witness to dl men.
("Catalogue," 194849, p. 5)

This statement was a crucial afErmation of identity for an institution that had no forma1 links
with a single denornination.

Whilst it maintained its conservative evangelicai orîhodoxy, the acadernic aspirations of this
s m d college were evident in its struggle to gain a charter to grant degrees. The aim of
providing advanced theologid education, articulated by Simon Forsberg, had been nurtured
by his successors. Janetzki's appointment, in 1947, suggests that Board and constituency
were more open to university and serninary graduates than were many Bible colleges. The
College required al1 students to have attained their grade 12 matriculation, and were,
according to O'Neill, "the lone exception in the matter of a definite requirement" (1 949, p.
12). The concerted efforts to gain the provincial charter in 1948 reflect a board that was not

hostile to the idea of higher education, but which recognised the value of credentials, so long

as they did not compromise the doctrinal integrity of the institution. The gainlng of the
provincial charter, and the subsequent introduction of the four-year Bachelor of Theology

degree to supplement the the-year diplorna, indicated WBI's developing focus on formal
acadernic study, and its determination to generate a robust academic programme.

Wesley AfUeck (President, 1949-6 1) was aware that although the college now had the right
to award the BTh degree there would not be universal recognition of the validity of the
qualification. He brought this to the attention of the Board (August 24th 1949), and
suggested that students could engage in correspondence work through the University of
London (England), as did students at the Toronto Bible college. There would be a charge of
$25 per course, and the instruction would be underiaken by WB1 facuity at the college itself.
Over a five year period students would quai@ with the BA degree. This agreement was
concluded in March, 1950, and was maintained until Anleck lefi the college in 1964. Afneck

himself did not hold a baccalaureate degree (a WB1 graduate in 1934). so was keenly aware
of the disadvantages of such a position. Indeed, it has been suggested that his lack of formal
qualifications caused Afneck to step down fiom the presidency in 1960 (Hildebrandt, 1965,

p. 142).

In 1953 the Board gave consideration to a proposal that the college become aftiliated with an
Amencan accrediting agency. At that point, however, with a full-time student body hovering
below forty, the college felt the requirements of accreditation to be beyond them: students
would al1 have to be high school graduates; the academic year would be nine months in
duration (rather than the present seven months designed for students corn rural backgrounds
g s u m e r ) ; and the student body would need to be at
who were needed on the farm d u ~ the
least forty strong. The board declined to act on the proposal.

Despite the optimism generated by a new facility and by degree-granting status, Winnipeg
Bible Institute and Theological College, under the leadership of R Wesley M e c k , found
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growth difficult. A new administration and teaching unit was erected, but enrolment remained
at fi@

or sixty. When Elmer Towns assumed the Presidency in 1961, he worked to attract a

cadre of able Eiculty members. One faculty mernber fiom this period recalls "it was a very
small school with about 50 students, and the only thing we had was potential. There wasn't
much there; we had one acre of land, old buildings, not really much, but we had a lot of hope
that something could be done" (Personal Interview. JanIFeb 1996). Towns had no lack of
vision. An article in the Winnipeg Tribune on November 17th. 1962, entitled "Bible college
Expansion Study Carried Out," articulates some of his goals:
Planners at Winnipeg Bible CoUege have embarked on a fact-finding mission that
couid result in the school's enlargement to six times its present size. If approved,
however, Rev. Elmer T o m s said in an i n t e ~ e wthis week, the expansion would have
to be carried out over the next ten years.. . Today 62 students attend classes. And
their numbers rnight rise to 300. After expansion of the Winnipeg School a graduate
course for a master's degree would likely be added to the cumculum. ("Historical
Perspectives," 1975, p. 8)
1.4

Winnipeg Bible CoUege: The Vision for Accreditation

It was under Towns' leadership !hat the school formally changed its name in 1964 to
Winnipeg Bible College, reflecting "the gradua1 phasing out of the institute prognim with a

plan to move the curricul~mtowards a full College degree program" ("Historical
Perspectives," 1975, p. 10). W C applied for membership in the Accrediting Association of
Bible Colleges in 1962. Although WBC possessed a provincial charter, its degree was not
recoased by Canadian universities or colleges. In the absence of formal Canadian
accrediting agencies with which WBC rnight align itself, Towns turned to the Amencanbased AABC as a route to academic credibility which would not compromise institutional
autonomy and faith identity.
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In the 196465 year WBC was granted associate status in AABC: an administrator observed
that "the reason they were not [fully] accredited with AABC in 1964 was not anything to do
with educational quality or curriculum. It was that the school was simply too vulnerable
financially" (Personal InteMew, JanIFeb 1996). Full membership was eventually granted in
1973. AABC accreditation, however, was not recognised by Canadian Universities, and so
students who wished to transfer courses into University degree programs could not bank on
transferability. Ironically, students were able to transfer to most American universities
without difficulty because AABC was recognised in the USA. This even led to some students
"laundering" their credits; one long-time board member observed that if a student transferred
to a school in Minnesota and "got through there, the University of Manitoba would accept

the fiill creditation" (Personal Interview, Jan/Feb 1996).

Although T o m s returned to the USA after five years with his vision of a 300-strong school

far fkom reality, the faculty he had attracted remained. Ken Hanna, who had corne to the
College in 1963, took on the position of President in 1966. It was under his leadership that
the downtown campus on Evergreen Place, which the college had occupied since 1949, was
sold, as the college purchased forty acres of land in Charleswood, in the south-west of

Winnipeg, with the intention of building a campus that would allow for student body g r o h .
However, building work was not started, and in 1968-70, without a permanent home, the
college met in rented amiy barracks in the Tuxedo area. Those are recalled as ditliailt years

for the college community, with its fiiture uncertain and its location unsettled.
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it was thus with much excitement that, in Ianuary of 1970, the Board of Govemon,
following Dr. Hanna's recommendation., agreed to purchase a property some 50 km south of
Winnipeg in Otterbume, Manitoba. The property had been a Roman Catholic high school.
which had closed its doors in 1967. It consisted of more than 90 acres, with approximately
75,000 square feet of space in the main college building ("Historical Perspectives," 1975,

p. 1 1). The site offered a well-developed main building, with plenty of scope for development.

The move was made in June, 1970, and the autumn of that year saw the first intake of
students in that new campus. There were forty-one returning students, and sixty-two new
registrants, giving a total enrolment of one hundred and three (statistics supplied by the
Registrar, Providence ColIege). As a cornparison, the enrolment for 1965-66 and 1966-67
was 72 and 74 respectively. There had been some concem that moving away from the city
would adversely afféct enrolment, but the reverse appeared to be true, for not oniy did the
College attract more students from the strongly evangelical cornmunities in southern
Manitoba, but students fiom Winnipeg continued to enrol. In the years following the move

the college enjoyed six consecutive record enrolments.

Although in retrospect the move to Chterbume takes on an air of destiny, during those last

years in Evergreen Place several other options were considered. In the early 1960's the
President of WBC (Ken Hanna) and another member of faculty, William Eichhorst (who
himself was later to become President of WBC), felt it would be wise to explore the
possibiiity of establishing a formal reiationship with the University of Manitoba, and so went
to talk with the President of the University, even though they felt that this was not iikely to be
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an avenue that WBC would pursue. Dr. Eichhorst recalls the discussion with the President as
follows:
He said, "Let me give you some advice. I would suggest that you not rnove on to the
Campus. We could make land available; you could do it if you want to, but 1 would
suggest that you not move, because every institution that has joined the University in
this way has always been absorbed by the larger institution. You lose what your
distinctive identity is, and 1 don't think that's what you want to do." We walked out
of there saying "we're glad we talked to him. We think he gave us good advice. We
shouidn't recommend doing that, but it was good to hear him say it." (Personal
Interview, JadFeb 1996)

WBC did not pursue affiliation, for the college was keen to maintain its particular character
and doctrinal stance. The rural relocation of the college rnight be viewed as a rnove in the

other direction. Many prairie Bible colleges deliberately locate themselves in rural settings in
order to be separate fiom undesirable urban influences. This was one of the reservations
about the move: the faculty "didn't think we were a rural school" (Persona1 Interview,

JanIFeb, 1996). College literature in the years following the move tends not to ernphasise the
rural location of the college as a means to separation from society: it observes that "one of
the advantages of W ' i p e g Bible College is that it is located near a metropolitan centre"
("Calendar," 1970-71, p. 27). The very retention of the name "Winnipeg Bible College"
suggests that the institution did not wish to be seen as a typical mral college, but as an
institution that maintained its engagement with society, and, more particularly, with the city

By the Iate 60's it became apparent that AABC membership would not meet al1 of WBC's
accreditation requirements, so in 1969 the college initiated transfer-credit discussions with
the University of Winnipeg. WBC approached the University of Winnipeg rather than the
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University of Manitoba for a number of reasons: the location of the college on Evergreen
Place had been close to the downtown location of the University of Winnipeg; it had only
been in 1967 that the old United College had been elevated to University status, and so its
recent history as a church coilege suggested sorne sympathy for WBC7sidentity; several of
the WBC faculty had pursued their graduate studies at the University, so each institution
knew and trusted the other. The much larger University of Manitoba, at the southem fringe
of the city, with its church college roots more historic than contemporary, must have seerned
a less attractive option.

A faculty member at the time observed that "the credit transfer arrangement came not so

much out of lobbying or negotiating, but out of a personal trust of the instmcton involved"
(Personal InteMew, JanlFeb 1996). The 1970 CaIendar made the following observation:

The College has been seeking transferability recognition from the University of
Winnipeg for the Arts courses it offers. In the summer of 1969, we realized the first
phase of that recognition with the acceptance of our Introductory Greek for credit.
The Coilege is continuing to pursue the Canadian recognition of al1 the A r t s courses
offered. (p. 10)
Eventually, the University of Winnipeg agreed to dlow a maximum of one Full year of
transfer credit t:, students who had taken a minimum of two full years at WBC,provided
those courses were taught by approved instructon (primarily, University of Winnipeg

In 1974, the College also pursued and obtained credit transfer arrangements with Brandon
University. At Brandon (which had its ongins as a Baptist College) there was concem
expressed about whether a fiankly evangelical institution could create a milieu that

encouraged the pursuit of higher education. A WBC administrator recalls those discussions,
which generated
a philosophicai debate over the educational philosophy of what is fundarnentally
secular humanism (agnostic and pluralistic ideologically) versus a Christian
philosophy of education, that it is legitimate to take a Christian perspective on issues,
and that in a shared philosophical context of the institution as a whole. There was a
dogrnatic agnosticism demanded as the sine qua non of university-level education.
(Personal I n t e ~ e wJanlFeb,
,
1996)

Some Brandon University representatives argued that an institution which required its famlty
and students to adhere to a particular statement of faith could not legitimately offer

university-level education, since it infnnged acadernic *dom

and placed constraints on the

ability of f a d t y or student to follow an argument where it might lead. One administrator at
Brandon is reponed to have asked, "can't you just split off the Christian thing, and let us give
credit for the secular treatment of the material?" Another, however, noted "These people

are just being Christian,and there's no crime in that!" (Personal Interview, lan/Feb 1996).

M e r considerable debate Brandon agreed to extend credit transfer arrangements to the
Couege, and over the years many students took advantage of that arrangement to gain up to
two years advance standing. In particular, many students seeking certification as teachers

pursued their BEd at Brandon, since the University of Manitoba looked much less kindly on

credits transferred fiom WBC.

In 1972 the college formed a graduate division, which was named Winnipeg Theological
Seminary. Elmer Towns had spoken of the establishment of a seminary in the early l96O's,
but it was a decade later before vision became reaiity. The serninary grew rapidly, and

became a fùlly accredited member of the Association of Theological Schools (AT'S) in 1992.
It was well positioned to take advantage of the growth in interest in seminary education in the
19807s,and has proven to be a significant addition to the College. Although formally a

separate institution, the two share facilities. administrative infrastnicture, library, and some
mernbers of faculty.

On several occasions during those years the college did approach the University of Manitoba,

and attempted to estabiish a transfer credit relationships. Transfer with Brandon and
Winnipeg was usehl, but it was the University of Manitoba that represented the bulwark of

the academy in the province. Having been, for almost a century, the only provincial
university, its size and prestige meant that students had access to a much broader range of
academic opportunities than were available at the Universities of Brandon or Winnipeg.
When WBC approached the University of Manitoba during the 1970's and early 1980's the

University had a standard response: it advised the college to becorne an Approved Teaching
Centre.

Approved Teaching Centre (ATC) aatus had been approved by University of Manitoba
Senate in May, 1970. Originally negotiated between the University of Manitoba and Canadian
Mennonite Bibie College, it was later applied to other W~nnipeg-basedchurch colleges
(Canadian Nazarene College; Catherine Booth Bible College), and even extended to another

institution which was not a Church College (Prairie Theatre Exchange, 1988). It allowed the
colleges to operate more autonomously than did the University of Manitoba's on-campus
afiïliated colleges (St. John's; St. Paul's; St. Andrew's), yet offer courses which were cross-
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registered with the university, enabling students (who would register wit h both institutions)
to take the initial stages of their degree at the college. The colleges could not offer university
degrees, but were able to offer courses which were university validated (primarily first and
second year courses), the grades for which would appear on a University of Manitoba
transcnpt. In order to get a univenity degree students needed to take their final 30 hours

h m the University itseli. so many students would transfer to the university to complete their
course of study, or take courses both at their home college of membership and at the
university. CMBC and the other tesching centres saw this approach as a means of
safeguarding their religious identity and autonomy whilst obtaining university accreditation

for their courses. The University of Manitoba Senate annually approved instructors and
course offerings, and expected the colleges to apply the University's standard of academic
fieedorn.

It was this latter provision that WBC found disturbing, understanding it to affect their right to

require adherence to a faith statement fiom members of faculty. Their concem was not the
academic ngour demanded by the university, but the poiential interference with theu faith
position. An administrator at the time recalls,

I penonally ... was leery of that, out of concems lest we become rnired in this
academic fkeedom philosophical debate, having to make some kind of cormitment to
philosophicai or theological pluraiism as the sine qtca non of academic fieedom and
legitimate university education. (Personai InteMew, Jan/Feb 1996)
One might also note that the other teaching centres were located within the bounds of the
city, thus making the cross-registration process easier for the student, who might weii take
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classes at both institutions. The fi@

kilometre trip fiom W B C would surely have made this a

rather unattractive and unsatisfactory arrangement for the student.

In 1977 the college, having continued to strengthen its faculty, applied for membership in the
AUCC. Whilst AUCC membership is not equivalent to formal accreditation (the AUCC is

quick to point out that it is not an accrediting body) it is treated as such by most academic
agencies across Canada and around the world. The college felt it was offenng university-level
degree programs, and hoped that AUCC rnembership would provide a route to institutional
recognition without requiring the truncation of faith requirements. In 1977 the Acadernic
Dean attended the AUCC annual meeting, held that year in Regina, and received
encouragement fiom the AUCC's Executive Director and Director of Domestic programmes.
They seemed to suggest that there was no prima fade reason why WBC could not be

adrnitted to membership: there were other smail institutions represented in the association,

and there had been church-related members fiom the time of founding. The AUCC 'Wotes on
the Organization and Procedures of Visiting Cornmittees' observed explicitly that institutions
requiring a staternent a faith c d d become members of AUCC
provided that the conditions of membership in that university comunity, including
any sanctions that may be invoked, are made clear to staff and students prior to
employment or admission as the case may be; and provided further that adequate
procedures are in place to ensure natural justice in the event of aileged violations of
any contractual arrangements touching such required statement of faith a d o r code
of conduct. (AUCC, Appendk B, Article 4)
On this basis the coliege prepared its application, and in the spnng of 1977 WBC hosted an
AUCC inspection team. The five-person team, drawn tiom institutions across Canada, spoke

with faculty and administrators, exarnined libraxy resources and physical plant, and considered
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the college's offerings and structures. Their report, in May of that year, did not recommend
the college for mernbership. Indeed, it even declined to suggest provisional membership. The
conclusion of that report is worth noting in its entirety:
The visiting committee were irnpressed by the spirit of the place, the charm of the
students, and the sincerity of effort of the administration and faculty of the Winnipeg
Bible College. However, with respect to the affiliation with the AUCC we must corne
to the following conclusions:
The faculty cornes from a restricted academic background and untii those who
(a)
are presently candidates for doctoral degrees have completed them, and untii a wider
range of theological institutions is represented in the formation of the teaching staff, it is
difficult to avoid the conviction that the students will be persuaded of the tmth of only
one approach to biblical and theological studies;
The faculty, and consequently the Board, must take steps to initiate a
(b)
cumculum review both to establish closer ties with the relevant departrnents and
authonties of the neighbouring universities, and more importantly to broaden the
prognuns in the area of general education to enable their students to gain a better and
more liberal education and to enable them to proceed to subsequent degree programs or
courses of study after graduation f?om the College. They must determine their areas of
excellence, and of weakness, and detemine their priorities for development and
enrichment. We recommend that their concem should be with improvement rather than
expansion;
Library resources must be strengthened greatly to represent at least basic
(c)
holdings in the areas of not only theologicd and biblical studies but also in those of
English, history, sociology, psychology and music;
The committee were concemed with the future fiscal security of the
institution, particularly in view of the low salaries that were paid to staff and the heavy
reliance placed upon the support of individual contributions. The deep commitrnent of
their alumni and friends may nôt continue if they must agree that their investment will
go for the costly acquisition of musical instruments, scores, recordings, record-players
and library improvements, advanced degrees and course developments in concert with
secular universities and the like;

(dl

The doctrinal statement required of faculty proscnbes a commitment for the
search for tmth that is at this stage of Canadian academic development regarded and
recognized as essential to instruction at the university level.
(Conclusion, AUCC Yisiting Cornmittee R e m , May 1Oth, 1977)
(e)

The reason for refusing provisional membership was even more direct: Though
deficiencies in staff,library, music and other resources could be remedied over the
next few y m . other changes must occur. These would entail developments within
the Coilege, including probably a modification of the practice of requiring staff to sign
annualiy the statement of doctrinal position, and possibly a reconsideration of the
statement itself. (A UCC Report, 1977)
This AUCC assessrnent suggests that the WBC application was rejected because of
philosophical perspective and institutional culture. The college felt, with some justification,
that they had been ruled ineligible not on the basis of previously established AUCC criteria,
but on the basis of a prejudice against the possibility of confessional education at university
level, a critenon that was. in fact, contrary to the constitution of the AUCC. The AUCC
committee niled that the application "fails to meet the criteria of by-law i(1) (c) in that it
does not offer a sufficiently broad undergraduate program, and also by-law 1 (1) (g) in that it
is not providing education of a university standard" (Letter to WBC, July 25th, 1977). The

AUCC committee seems to have interpreted this second by-law in a broad sense to infer that
the shared philosophical perspective within the WBC faculty (generated by cornmon
adherence to a faith statement, and graduate qualifications received fiom cûnservative
evangelical seminaries rather than public universities) made university-level education, as
understood in contemporary Canadian higher education, unredisable.

If the recommendations by the AUCC committee regarding cumcular breadth and rigour,

iibrary holdings, faculty qualifications, and fiscal stability were onerous, their reservations
about the doctrinal statement struck at the college's raison d'être. Its distinction was its
confessional stance, and its task to numire students' faith as well as stretch their minds. The
College did not see these characteristics as incompatible with university-level education, and
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was not willing to compromise them in order to gain accreditation. This, indeed, has been a

common tluead running throughout the College's history: the fiankly confessional, faith-

affirming nature of the institution has been a non-negotiable. Reluctantly, the College tumed
away ftom AUCC membership as a route to accreditation, and sought other approaches.
Some years later Trinity Western, in British Columbia, under the presidency of former WBC

Dean Neil Snider, was to gain acceptance into the AUCC: however, it did so not as a Bible
college, but under the broader mandate of the Christian liberal arts institution.

In 1978, the Manitoba Legislature revised the college's charier, aliowing it to oEer arts
degrees (the previous charter had provided for the awarding of theological degrees only).
Shortly afterwards, W B C began awarding BA degrees, thus becoming one of the first
Canadian Bible colleges to move in this direction. Others were to follow, but Providence was

one of the institutions to blaze a trail into acadernic tenitory that had been viewed with some
hostiiity by the conservative evangelical comrnunity. The introduction of the BA was
accompanied by a deliberate attempt to broaden the offenngs of the college. Fledgling
programmes in Business Studies and Accounting were established. The aiready strong
tradition in music was reinforced with oEerings in drama and the fine arts. Offerings in the
social sciences were added. A Diplorna in Aviation was introduced, as was a Certificate of

TESL,and a Certincate of Jewish and Christian Studies which diversified the college's
offerings in its traditional strength of Biblical Studies.

Yet even though the provincial govemment granted the college a charter to gant degrees,

none of the provincial universities would recognise this charter, or the degrees awarded by
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the college under it. This fact underlines the arbitrary nature of Canadian 'accreditation.'
Endowed with the rights to award degrees, the college found that those degrees carried al1
the value of wooden nickels, since no one would accept them as legal tender without the
accompanying imprimatur of AUCC membership.

Over the next decade the college moved to increase the courses transferable to the
Universities of Winnipeg and Brandon, and continued to seek faculty members with strong
academic credentials. In 1987, rather than revisiting AUCC membership, the President and

Dean decided to look further into the University of Manitoba's Approved Teaching Centre
statu. In meetings with the University's VP Academic it became clear that academic freedorn
would be the nub of the issue: although the University recognised the institution's right to
apply its own critena at the point of hiring (as long as the candidate understood those
criteria), once an appointment was made then the broader academic &dom

policies of the

University of Manitoba were to come into play. This had already been a point of contention
at one of the other teaching centres: a Philosophy professor had been disrnissed, and had
appealed to the University on the grounds of academic fieedom. Although the dismissai
stood, this made the matter of academic Eeedom a particularly sensitive one; the University
had moved to tighten up its policy, and WBC was unwiliing to see its autonomy eroded in an

area which it felt to be key to its identity. The university policy as it applied to Approved
Teaching Centres was articulated as foliows:

The aims and objectives of the Centre shdi be compatible with the aims and
objectives of the University. Therefore, a Centre whose aims and objectives are
compatible with those of the University shall be expected to support the exercise of
academic fieedom by ifs faculty, and to guarantee academic geedom by the institution
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of an annual appeal procedure providing for final arbitration, by a disinterested Party
or committee. (University of Mimiroha Poiicy and Procedures Mmitzi, Policy 4 10.1)
A meeting with the University of Manitoba's Approved Teaching Centre committee,

recollected by one of the participants, illustrates the impasse: an anthropologist raised the
question, 'what if a faculty member were to rehirn from a sabbatical convinced that your
statement on special creation of humankind was not appropriate to the facts of the case.. .
that he had become convinced of the prevailing view of human origins. What would you do?'
The response from WBC was clear: we 'would have to move to protect the s h e d

philosophical perspective we have corne to individually, and affirrned when we voluntarily
joined this institution. We have a sacred trust to those who built the institution, and support it
today.. . to protect the integrity of the institution' (Personal Interview, JadFeb 1996). WBC
chose not to become an Approved Teaching Centre of the University of Manitoba, feeling
that the sacrifice was too great.

Sorne tirne later, President Eichhorst personally invited the President of the University of
Manitoba, Arnold Naimark, to the Otterbume campus. The then Academic Dean, Al Hiebert,
recalls the conversation as follows:
He came saying "1 understand that we give you some credit transfer, but you want
more?" 1 said, ''No .WeSvehad cases where your fiIl-time faculty have taught their
regular courses on our campus, but the students who took that course got nothing at
the University of Manitoba. We had had some of our faculty teachhg at the U of M
campus, and, likewise, students got nothing for taking those courses at our campus,
but fdl credit for those taken at the U of M. The President said, "Well, that's not
right; we've got to £ixthat." Then his problem was how to achieve that politically.
(Personal InteMew, IanlFeb 1996)

Where forma1 avenues had proven fniitless, informal relationships opened a door. Following
this informa1 persona1 visit, on January 3 1st, 199 1. W C President Dr. William Eichhont
wrote to President Naimark, officially expressing his concem that the University had no
amingement for recognising courses offered by Providence College. The University of
Manitoba Senate, at its meeting on February 20th, 1991. set up an ud hoc committee to
consider the matter and resolve the anomalies. The six-penon cornmittee (Dean J. Stapleton,
chair; Professor J. Teunissen; Dean D. Burton; Professor L. Hurtado, Chair of the Senate
committee on ATC's; Mr. D. Bevis, Director of Admissions; and Ms. D. Dott, a student
member) met on seven occasions, one of which was with the President and Dean of WBC.

The Ad Hoc Committee report (Novernber 29th. 199 1: see Appendix 1) identified a series of
documents which the cornmittee had considered:
Policy on Approved Teaching Centres; Affiliation Agreement behveen the University
of Alberta and North Amencan Baptist College; admissions policies at Canadian
Universities, including Wilfhd Laurier and Waterloo; Amencan Association of Bible
Colleges (AABC) accreditation requirements; Bible college catalogues; and AUCC
'Notes on the Organization and Procedures of Visiting Cornmittees and the AUCC
Statement on Academic Freedom and Institutional Autonomy ' as well as Appendix B
'Interpretation: Collegiality and Academic Freedom' (Ad Hoc Committee Report,
1991, p. 1).
Following the rnodels of Wilfiid Laurier and Waterloo, the committee recommended a general
policy of admission for students fiom Bible colleges, rather than formulating a particular
policy for Winnipeg Bible College. R e e categories were established:

1. Colleges that are mernbers of the AUCC or accredited through a regional accreditation
body in the United states;
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2. colleges that are affiliated in some way with a university which is either a member of
AUCC or which has received full regional accreditation, or colleges accredited by AABC;

and
3. colleges which fdl into none of the foregoing categories.
(Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee, p. 3)

Since WBC was accredited under the AABC, it was included in category 2. This meant that
students (with a minimum CGPA of C+) would be allowed to transfer certain credits to the
University of Manitoba. The respective university departments would determine the
appropnateness of transfer policy in any given disciplinary area, so syllabi and course
descriptions would be presented to those academic units for approval. Up to two years credit
would be granted to students who wished to transfer into a University of Manitoba degree
programme. This meant that the college was dowed to maintain its autonomous stance, and
to require adherence to the faith statement on the part of faculty members, both at the point
of hiring and throughout his or her tenure. The report restncted its mandate to undergraduate
courses, o b s e ~ n that
g "the question of recognition of degrees fiom these institutions is the
responsibifity of the Faculty of Graduate Studies" (4).

The ad hoc cornmittee reported to Senate, where hardly a voice was raised against the

proposal. Indeed, there was some enquiry as to why only two years of credit were to be
awarded. The report was subrnitted on November 29th 1991, and approved; subsequently,

the WBC Dean contacted other Universities, seeking sirnilar arrangements, based on the
precedent set by the University of Manitoba. Documentation would be forwarded to the
institution in question, and most responded by awarding some range of credit transfer. By
1995, 142 courses were approved for transfer of credit at one or more universities across

Canada.

1.5

Providence College and Seminary: Accreditation

During the years in which WBC laboured to establish transfer of credit arrangements with

public universities it stmggled to change the perception that Bible college education was not
an academic enterprise. but simply a matter of spiritual formation and training. Whilst this
perception was most strongly held in the public univenity sector, it was also shared by some
within the church who saw Bible college education as academically inferior. In 1991 the
coliege Board of Governors began a process of strategic planning which identified three areas

for future development. These were noted as follows in a letter frorn President W~lliarn
Eichhorst to coliege supporters:
1

We need to develop our cumculum to include things that will help students
develop a career or vocation. We need to include courses in management
studies, computer studies, and more organisational skills.

2

We need to do more to guarantee program acceptance and recognition for
our students so they will not need to repeat courses when they enter
university.

3

We should probably look at a new name for our school.
(Letter: Ofnce of the President, March, 1991)

The president went on to note the incongruity of a narne which implied an urban setting when
the school was located SOkms from the city. He also observed:

many people have a negative stereotype of the meaning of 'Bible college.' They
assume we teach a very narrow curriculum and that the courses are academicaiiy
Serior. We are often told, 'we do not recognize Bible colleges.' The students are
not helped by such comments about their education. People should look at the school
for what it is before reaching conclusions about its quality of education. (Letter:
Office of the President, March, 1991)
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In 1991 the College Board of Govemon took the decision to change the name of the
institution, and in the summer of that year the institution became Providence Colïege and
Seminary, dovetailing neatly with the extension of credit recognition fiom the University of

Manitoba and the granting of ATS accreditation for the serninary. Despite some concems
from parts of the constituency that the college was "dropping the Bible" in changing its name,
the institution has continued to grow. It has begun a degree completion programme;
established extension centres for distance learning; added other majors; extended its range of
accreditation and afnliation. It is an institution at the cross-roads, seeking a way to maintain
its character and its traditional support base whilst strengthening academic links with public
higher education, wanting to maintain the essential character of the Bible colIege movement
whilst not accepting the mixture of fiailties which, rightly or wrongly, have long been

associated with Bible college education.

2.

Providence College and Accreditation

The issue of accreditation at Providence College springs out of the confusion generated by a
Canadian 'system' of higher education (rather, multiple provincial systems) that does not
accredit institutions or degree programs. Canada has neither the regional accrediting agencies
of the United States nor the University CO-ordinatedvalidating processes of the United
Kingdom. This means that there is no simple, single way to ascertain whether a Canadian
institution or its offerings are accredited. Even AUCC membership is not a carte blanche, as
Redeemer CoUege in Ontario can testify: it still struggles to have its graduates accepted into
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postgraduate programmes at nearby McMaster! The injustice of this accreditation imbroglio
is keenly felt at Providence. Accreditation via the US is not necessarily recognised in Canadq
the provincial charter is no g u m t e e of accreditation; there is no identifiable gold standard to
which the college can aspire. AUCC membership approximates to this; The PCAB in Alberta
provides such a standard, but there is no parallel body in Manitoba (or. indeed, any other
province). As a result, Providence has developed multiple connections in order to affirm the
vdidity of its offerings, and there is no clear hierarchy, or even intemal consensus about
which relationships take prionty.

Providence hm sought forms of accreditation both for the benefit of the student and the
institution. It aliows the college to offer its students course credits whose currency is

recognised. Many WBC graduates who went on to university or other colleges in earlier
years got no credit at ail for their years in Bible college, and experienced the fhstration of

sitting through courses at University which they had already successfully completed at
college. Transfer credit, then, brings a mesure of equity for the student. The financial
implications of accreditation for the college are undeniable: student recruitment is facilitated,
and public fùnding sources made more accessible.

2.1

The Provincial Cbarter

There are some faculty who wish to press Providence's claim to be accredited solely on the
buis of its provincial charter to gant degrees. This, after dl, places it in the sarne category as
the provincial universities. whose grounds for awarding degrees are their provincial charters.

As a faculty member observes, "Our charter empowers us to use the standard nomenclature,
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and 1 think that the universities should recognize that" (Personal InteMew, Jan/Feb 1996).
Another notes that the college ought to present itself simply as a school which cames the
provincial charter, and press that point: other institutions would find it much more difficult to
reject such an approach than an approach based on connections with non-Canadian
accrediting bodies. Institutions would then accept the degreejirsf, rather than looking first at
individual credits or courses. Non-acceptance of the degree, runs the argument, is a kind of
academic snobbery on the part of univenities: the Providence degree is as legally valid as any.
There is little question but that Providence would like their degree, awarded by provincial
charter, to be accepted by other institutions. Most Providence faculty and administrators,
however, seem to have corne to the conclusion that simple recognition of the force of the
charter, unaccompanied by some form of accreditation or validation fiom a body that is

academic rather than simply poiitical or legal, is unlikely.

2.2

AABC Accreditation

It was because the provincial charter was not accepted by other institutions as a form of
accreditation that WBC originally applied to the AABC (the acronym, at various times, has
stood for both the American Association of Bible colleges and the Accrediting Association of
Bible Colleges). In 1964/65, with barely fi@ students, a library of under 10,000 volumes, and
a fiagiie fiscal base, the college was accepted ody as an associate member, and only when its
student body rose, its library holdings grew, and its financial stability increased was it granted
firll status.
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AABC accreditation allowed students to move fairly freely to other Christian colleges and

seminaries in Canada and the USA, and to Universities in the USA. It was less successfitl in
providing an open sesmne to Canadian Univenities. Nevertheless, a number of Faculty
members and administrators observe that the AABC is still one of the major accrediting
bodies for the college. This is in part because the transfer of credit arrangement established
with the University of Manitoba is predicated on AABC membership: "They didn't feel they
should single out one place in Manitoba ... they've Iinked it to Our A B C accreditation, so in
that way it's been critical for our transfer of credit" (Personal Interview, lan/Feb 1966).

As well as offering the basis for transferability, AABC offers a particular burden of identity
that is significant for Providence. Affiliation with AABC obliges the college to offer at least
30 hours of Bible in each degree programme, to require a statement of faith of al1 faculty

members, and to include ministry field placement of some kind throughout the student
expenence. It may be, then, that AABC membership is of more significance as a flag of

orthodoxy which the college flies, in order to rassure its constituency that it has not dnfted
h m its moorings, than as an acadernic standard. As an administrator noted, "AABC gives
us the guidelines as an institution to stay true to our mandate as a Christian institution"
(Personal Interview, JanlFeb 1996). As students corne to rely more on the transfer
arrangements with the University of Manitoba for credit portability, it seems likely that the
importance of AABC as an accrediting route wiU diminish at Providence, and its significance

wiii be at this level of identity.
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Yet whilst some faculty and administrators see AABC as central to college alliances, a
number see it at best as penpheral to the college's goals, and at worst an encumbrance to
them. The main criticism of the Association is that it lacks academic ngour, and has opened
its doors to smaller and weaker institutions, thus lowering its lwel of credibility as an
accrediting agency. Nthough Providence itself was one of these weaker colleges when it
ongindly applied for membership, some faculty feel that the smaller colleges have corne to
dominate the association, and that the association is not discriminating enough. Larger
colleges found themselves outnumbered, and "wanted more than the organization could
give." One faculty member crystallised this concem:

there are plenty of schools associated with AABC that are very dubious indeed in ali
sorts of ways, and it's no great honour to be associated with them! Not that one has
anythuig agahst them, but it's just that accreditation means nothing in the end if
you've got low academic standards, weak C U ~ ~ ~ C U aI Unarrow
~
outlook on the
Church and Christianity: 1 don? know that we do ourselves any great good by
associating ourselves with what is coming to be seen as some kind of îùndamentalist
and Don Quixotic institution down there. 1 don't know how long it's going to
survive. (Personal InteMew, J W e b 1996)
Some of the larger institutions which had been associated with the AABC have joined
regional accrediting bodies instead, and there is some feeling within Providence that M

C

membership will not be an alliance which proves usefùl in the future. Others see AABC
membership as a liability not only because of lax academic standards, but also because it
associates Providence very firmly with the Bible college movement, a movement which the

Canadian higher education community has historicdly perceived as having limiteci academic
aspirations. Such perceptions would undermine Providence's attempt to generate a university
level academic environment at the college.
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2.3

Transfer of Credit: the University of Manitoba Conneetion

It is worthwhile to note again that the University of Manitoba has multiple relationships with
church-related colleges. Providence chose not to adopt any of these existing models, but
instead requested a new relationship be established based on transference of credit. It was in
response to this request that the President of the University stnick the ad hoc cornmittee in
1991, which brought its report to senate on November 29th 1991. The pertinent section of

that report reads as follows:
2.

Affiliated Institutions and Institutions Accredited through the American
Association of Bible Coiieges (AABC)

Applicants who have completed 30 credit hours or more at an institution which is
afnliated with an AUCC member institution, or at an institution which is accredited by
the American Association of Bible Colleges, must meet the minimum standing stated
and will be considered for transfer of credit as follows:
Admission

a.

A cumulative grade point average of C+ or higher in the program of studies.

Transfer of Credit
b.
A minimum grade of C has been attained in any course for transfer credit
consideration.*
A maximum of 18 credit hours for courses in Religious Studies.
c.
A maximum of 60 credit hours of transfer to be allowed.**
d.
e.
Courses in church education, church administration and pastoral studies, or
courses intended to promote a particular doctrinal or denominational
allegiance wil not normaüy be recognized for transfer of credit.

Appücants who have completed less than 30 credit hours will be considered for
admission on the basis of high school courses and may be eligible for transfer of credit
under the conditions of 2.a., b., c. and e. above.
Note: *Possible credit is based on a course by course evaluation by the academic
teaching unit teaching in that discipline.
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** Students fiom Bible coileges should not be considered as being admitted to
a second degree program.
Ody those courses which are acceptable as transferable to the University of Manitoba

may be used to fulfil minimum credit hour and course prerequisite requirements for
admission to professional faculties/schools. ("Dr& Policy for the Admission and
Transfer of Bible College Students to Undergraduate Studies." November 29, 1991)

The University of Manitoba Senate, then, granted transfer on the bais of AABC
accreditation, allowing students up to two years advance standing (60 credit hours) in a
University of Manitoba degree course, though only 18 of these could be in the area of
Religious Studies (so not al1 of the '30 houn' of bible would transfer). This advance standing
was based on Providence credits in courses that were recognised. and each University of

Manitoba department had discretion over whether or not to recognise Providence courses in
its subject area. Typically, courses were recognised which had a clear university counterpart;
courses were not recognised which did not have such a counterpart, or which were seen to
have as their goal the inculturation or the practical application of faith. In particular, this
meant that while Biblicai Studies courses were generally approved (as historical/critical in
orientation), most courses in the broad areas of Christian Theology and Pastoral Theology
were not.

Some 1 10 courses are identified as transferable to the University of Manitoba (up to 1996).
These courses are designated by the university as either giving 'allocated' or 'unallocated'

credit. If the credit is docated, then students transferring into a programme get credit for a
specific course; ifunallocated, they simply receive a credit to be used as a general elective.
For example, since the Canadian Literature course at Providence receives unallocated credit,
a student who takes this course and then transfers to a University English Literature degree
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gets credit for a general elective, but will still have to retake Canadian Literature (for it is a
required course, not an elective) at the University. Were the Providence course to be
identified as 'allocated,' then the student would be awarded credit for a Canadian Literature
credit, and would not have to take the course again.

Since students can only use a iimited number of general electives. unallocated courses are of
less value than those which are allocated. Providence continues to consult with University of
Manitoba departments, seeking to have the designation of courses changed to 'allocated
credit,' thus allowing students greater portability of credits. This involves Providence faculty
and academic administrators negotiating with the departments involved, to see how a course
offenng or syllabus rnight be redesigned to articulate more closely with the university
o & ~ g There
.
is now a masure of accountability to an outside agency, and faculty memben
note a gradual though limited accommodation to university noms in devising courses,
designating texts, and appointing faculty. A faculty member spoke of this process:
So they've [The University Department] given us some suggestions, and now we have
to see if those suggestions fa11 in with our philosophy, and if we have the capabilities of
instituthg some of those changes. If they're minor changes... if it's re-evaluating a
textbook ...then we're going to proceed with that as far as we can. (Personal I n t e ~ e w ,
JanlFeb 1996)

The course designation is for a five year penod, at which time the agreement stipulates that
each course will be re-evaluated. Since the initial five-year period had not yet expired in
1996, the reviews had not yet taken place. In the interim, the college has a broad degree of

flexibility and autonomy; there is not a requirement that each course outhe remain identical
throughout the five-year period, nor is there a formd process for reporting changes to the
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University of Manitoba. A professor is fiee to change a textbook, or a means of assessment,
without necessarily clearing this wit h the university department. The professor delivering the
course can be changed without university approvd. In this the arrangement is different to
that of the Approved Teaching Centre, where each instmctor rnust be approved and a copy
of each syllabus Forwarded annually to the department. Providence is careful, however, to
appoint faculty with appropriate credentials and teaching experîence. Course assessment is

lefi to the College, with the five-year review acting as the University of Manitoba's means of
appraisal.

The implications of credit transfer on the college are only now beginning to be felt.
Undergraduate enrolment has increased (by 12% and 10% in the two years preceding this
study), which might be attributed to University transfer; the number of transfen into
University programmes has increased (as rneasured by an increase in the request for academic
transcnpts). An administrator observed:
1 think University transfer is in the back of students' rninds ... especially in

programmes k e pre-education, where they corne with the idea of completing the two
years here, then going on to the University, so that is a feeder programme to the
University. (Personal InteMew, Jan/Feb 1996)
For the college, then, transfer has at least two sides: it may attnict students, but may also
encourage hem to leave without taking a Providence degree. This was one of the concems
of the Board in taking this step: "that PC would become a place where students would go

only for one year ... used by students to hrther their own education at a secular institution,
rather than them staying there for the whole four years" (Personal Interview, Jan/Feb 1996).
Providence has not wanted to become a junior college of the University of Manitoba, with a
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transient student population that does not have strong links to the college but see it merely as
a means to an end. This does not seem to have been the case to this point. As enrolment has
risen, the number of graduands has also risen, suggesting that the rate of attrition has
remained relatively constant. There is some evidence that there are more people graduating
with two year diplornas, but it is unclear whether they are then leaving the institution for the
University of Manitoba or retuming to complete a degree.

Men current students were questioned about this, they suggested that many students who
came to college intending to transfer out decided that they liked the Providence atmosphere
and ethos, so decided to stay and complete their degrees: "They realize that there7smore to
education than just getting through.. . They see what the school has to give" (Personal
Interview, Jan/Feb 1996). More students are ushg their Providence credits to get a
University of Manitoba qualification, but at this point they are not withdrawing fiom
Providence programmes d e r one or two years, but completing a degree at the college then
moving on to the University of Manitoba. This involves extra time and cost, but, at present,

many students are willing to bear that.

One cm identity a hierarchy within the Providence cumculum: there are courses which carry
aliocated credit at the University of Manitoba; those which carry unallocated credit; and those

which are non-transferable. This may be a matter for future concem, if areas of the
cumculum which are central to the character of the institution carry non-transferable credits
then they might conceivably, forrnally or informally, become marginalised. Theological
courses, in particular, might be identified as under threat in this area, as might offerings in
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'Practics'. Not presently eligible for University of Manitoba transfer, they nevertheless remain
at the very core of the institution's identity. The college will need to work hard to affirm the
centrality of those cumcuiar areas where credit transfer is absent iS as seems likely, transfer
credit becomes of greater concern to the student.

3.

Accreditation and Location

Providence College is located some fi@

kilometres south of Winnipeg, on 93 acres of land.

Bordered on two sides by river, the campus offen a well-landscaped setting that creates the
sense of a bounded community. The main building, its distinctive cupola visible as one
approaches across Southem Manitoba fmland, houses all classroorns and faculty offices
(College and Seminary), the tibrary, a large Chapel, bookstore, a music wing, kitchen and
dining facilities, and the multi-purpose auditorium/gyrnnasium, home of the Freemen, the
College's athletic tearns. The 100,000 square foot building is the hub of the campus, with the
student cornmons area acting as a focal point for students, staff, and visiton alike.

-

The college has five main classrooms, with a capacity varying from 30 100, plus a 200-seat
lecture theatre, and additional space for seminary teaching. The library has 50,000 volumes,
subscnbes to over 350 current joumals, and offers study space for over 100 students.
Although the library catalogue is not available on-line, there is library access to the on-line
catalogues of the University of Manitoba and the University of Winnipeg.
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In addition to the main building, the campus has a series of student residences, married

student apartments, a mobile home park, and some staff housing. Some 60% of full-time
College students live on the campus (only 20% of Seminary students do so). Of 395
undergraduate students in 1995, over 80% were full time (Survey Data). This is a much
higher percentage of traditional students than rnost universities enjoy. Part-time students
travelling from Winnipeg face a long joumey, and must expect some bleak prairie weather
conditions. The idea of students commuting between College and the University of Manitoba,

as do students in some of the teaching centres, is quickly extinguished by the first senous
snows of the winter. An administrator notes:
We're not just fifteen minutes from the university, where someone who can't get into
a university class decides 'Well, 1'11 just take it over at PC instead.' So you'd get a
transient population wming through, which at some point affects your comrnunity.
So, we're far enough out that we don? have the students who would move in that
direction...take an odd course here. (Personal Interview, Jan/Feb 1996)
There is little doubt that the mral location fosters the high percentage of resident and fullt h e students. This in tum helps to generate a heightened sense of comrnunity, since students

become part of a cohort, live or travel together, often eat together, worship together, and,

from enrolment to graduation, chart a common course:
It's given a f d y atmosphere to the Campus that it probably never would have had
(and didn't have) in Winnipeg. Students would get out of class and be gone: it's just
very hard to create any atmosphere in that situation. (Personal Interview, JanIFeb
1996)
There are numerous physical features which nurture this sense of identification with the
institution. The cafeteria and the student cornons area see a daily convergence of students

and staffat meal times and coffee times, and the hubbub of sound testifies to a healthy
intercourse, as even strangers are drawn into the Stream of conversation. The library is
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heavily used by postgraduates and undergraduates, since, for the resident student, it provides
the only library resource of consequence within an hour's drive. Perhaps most striking is the
chapel: each weekday, classes are suspended for the thirty minutes of chapel tirne, and al1
students are required to attend (fanilty are less in evidence!). Shared worship, whether
contemporary or traditional, with a large proportion of the community in attendance,
underlines most distinctly the uniting values of the institution and its students. Finally, one
should not neglect the sporting facilities of the College: the large nibber-floored gymnasium,

the wind-swept soccer pitch, and the local St. Pierre hockey arena make no mean
contribution to the character of the college. College sports are not just marginal. Keen
competitors in the provincial Christian Colleges league (the MCCAA), the Freemeri attract a
raucous and dedicated support.

The physical location and design of the college reflect its character as an independent

institution, wishing to maintain its particula.identity whilst keen to be recognised as a college
with academic credibility. Its location, close enough to the city to benefit from its amenities
and to use it for field education placements, yet fm enough to withstand the gravitational pu1

of its attractions, reflects in no coincidental way its acadernic alliances: at an arm's length
from the University of Manitoba in order to preserve identity and autonomy, yet keeping a
close enough relationship to benefit from the legitimacy afForded by transfer of credit. Such

an ambiguous relationship, however, does generate some issues of identity within the college
itself.
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4.

Matters of Identity.

Providence College does not see itself as a Liberai Arts College; it struggles under the
restrictiveness of the term 'Bible college'; it seeks to inject definition into the more genenc
term 'Christian College.' Issues of nomenclature reflect a deeper contention about identity
and goals, and reveal that the college is in the process of redefining itself, attempting to stay

tme to the values of its roots without jeopardising its academic aspirations.

Identity is contentious precisely because Providence does not wish to see the coiiege's robua
Evangelicd character compromised or its ability to chart its own course eroded. However,
nor does it wish to find itself classified as a second rate. narrowly fundamentalist, or antiintellectual institution. College faculty, administrators, students. and supporters share these
two concems, but accord thern different priorities. Some fear doctrinal infidelity; others,
academic narrowness.

4.1

Providence: A Bible College?

Providence CoUege no longer refers to itselfas a Bible college. In all its literature, the term is
used only when making reference to the college's history or to its accreditation. Some faculty
members stiii see the institution as a Bible college; some refer to it as a 'progressive' Bible
college; some see it as having rnoved beyond the role of Bible college.

Yet there is not bitter internai division over the present status of the institution. In fact, there
is a high degree of consensus about the way in which the identity has evolved. Faculty and
administrators seem united in the perception that the institution stiil has at its centre the

distinctives of the Bible college movement. "lt is a Bible college at its core; but it is not only
a Bible coilege," one faculty mernber observed. Adopting the tenn 'Christian College' is not

seen as rejecting the character of the Bible college movement. but as going beyond the
limitations of that rnovement. The Bible college would be a subset, a type, of the Christian
college.

Indeed, al1 of the watermarks of the Bible college are retained by Providence:

O Providence still requires 30 hours of Bible in every Bachelor's programme, despite the
development of such disciplines as Business Studies, Fine Arts, Aviation., and PreEducation;
Providence still requires Field Education of every hll-time undergraduate student, a
practical ministry component in each semester of study after the first;

O Faculty members and even sessional lecturers are stiii required to sign a statement of faith
before they are hired;

El Students are expected to give an account of their Christian experience before being
admitted to any programme of study;

81 Daily Chapel attendance is expected of every full-time undergraduate;

@i
Students are required to adhere to a set of lifestyle expectations pertainhg to particdar
mord issues, and are subject to dismissal if found in breach of them.

If these are the signs which anirm Providence's orthodoxy to a concemed constituency, then
the signposts are stiii in place.
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What, then, were the implications of the change of name, and the elimination of the term
'Bible college'? As noted above, the move was, in part, an attempt to distance the college
fiom the caricature and connotations of the Bible college, and the anti-intellectual, narrowly
religious stigrna attached to the name. It was also an atternpt to underline changes which had
already taken place: the broadening of the cumculum into areas of professional education not
normally associated with single-purpose Bible colleges; the development of alternative, nontraditional, delivery methods; the creation of academic alliances that broke down the
traditional isolation ofthe Bible college. Perhaps, too, since Canadian Bible colleges were
struggling with falling enrolment, and were ciosing their doors, it was an attempt to uncouple
Providence f?om that downward spiral.

In a letter to supporters in May, 1991, President William Eichhorst observed that "many

people have a negative stereotype of the meaning of 'Bible college."' A survey, coupled to
this letter, received responses from 423 key supporters. The survey (reprinted as Appendix I)
noted that 77% of respondents agreed with the name change, with barely 10% disagreeing;
92% wished the college to pursue funher recognition for its courses and programs fiom

Canadian Universities. There was a minority perspective, reflected both in the survey and in
personal interviews, that the name change reflected a degree of secularisation: that
Providence, since it retained the distinctives of the Bible college movement, should not flinch
fiom accepting the criticism that sometimes accompanied that identifier.
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Whilst no longer using the label 'Bible college,' Providence has carefiilly safeguarded the
Bible college characteristics noted above, suggesting some substance to the claim that it is "at
its core a Bible college, but it is not only a Bible college."

The 30 hours of Bible has been retained even though the curricular offerings have been
expanded. This means that the 30 houn form a part of every undergraduate degree
programme. Numerous voices affirmed that this will remain a constant:
We've planted Our flag, made it clear that we're committed to the mission of our
school, committed to a strong Biblical and Theologicai formation for Our students,
which translates into the 30 core hours. 1 doubt, certainly with this Presidency, if that
would be tampered with at d l . That would surprise me greatly. 1 would not anticipate
Our president saying "maybe we should cut it back to 28 ...,"
We feel it's a distinctive that we want to maintain.
1 think we're ail in agreement with retaining certain elements of what defines a Bible

coliege ... such as the 30 hours of Bible and Theology
1 think everyone is committed to the 30 hours of Bible and Theology. Then within the

particular Majors there would be the diversity, that they could offer the courses and
number of credits. But 1 don't sense anyone in education or in business saying "We
need more hours; you need to cut some of the Bible course requirements." 1 haven't
sensed any of that lobbying at dl, or any of that discussion.

I've never heard one person suggest that we should cut down the number of hours of
Bible, or eliminate the field placement requirement ... 1 think that those courses in Bible
are one of the acid tests of the Bible college.
(Personal Interviews- J d e b 1996)
The '30 hours,' then, is one of the flags of orthodoxy fiown by the college, and is jealously
guarded. Nevertheless, it is clear that those distinctives are being reinterpreted in some
fundamental ways for a new generation of students. No doubt this is common to many
institutions in the Bible college tradition. The thirty hours of Bible remains sacrosanct. but the
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content of the courses identifkd as 'Bible' has changed: Rabbinic Studies, for instance, a new
addition to the curriculum, counts for those hours, as do a variety of other recent additions.

The '30 houn' issue illustrates something of the dilemma in which Providence finds itself, as
it seeks to broaden its course offenngs, establish its academic credentials, and yet keep faith
with its character and its constituency. In the Division of Professional Studies, for example,
Providence offers a three-year B.A. in such disciplines as Pre-Education, Business
Administration, Accounting, and Aviation. When one-third of the student's courses are preselected in the area of Bible, it becornes difficult to address the needs of the professional
programme adequately. A Faculty member in that division noted: "the pressure on the
number of courses students can take, particularly in their first year, and the demands of Bible
Courses.. . just the time that work demands makes it really hard for students to get enough
professional courses" (Personal Interview. J M e b 1996).

Already there is cumcular congestion. As Providence looks to extend its degree offerings,
this will become more acute. For example, the Strategic Plan. 1995-2000, projects that "the

Pre-Education program will be expanded with the hope of ultimately offering a B.Ed. degree

and provincial teacher's certification..." (p. 2). How would thirty hours of Bible fit into such
a model? Providence would either need to reduce those hours of Bible, extend the duration of
the course to d o w them to be taken as additionai credits, or seek to have them recognised as

a 'teachable area' (as, at present, they are not). Suffice it to say that this plan, and others like
it, will bring an increasing pressure to bear on the '30 hours.' This dilernma could cause
Providence to trim its 30 hours; to extend its course duration (advenely afFecting
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recruitment); or to limit the credibility of its professional studies by curtailing some of the
professional requirements. Avoiding al1 of these pitfalls will take an act of consurnrnate skili.
Faculty members and students alike seem to be of the opinion that the college would rather
extend the duration of a programme by a year than amputate al1 or part of the '30 hours,' but
some foresee a continuing redefinition that will allow hybrid 'Bible' courses to be mated to
particular professional programmes.

Similarly, Field Education (no longer called 'Christian Service') remains a constant. The
change of nomenclature reflects a similar change of orientation. Originaily this was seen as
Church based and evangelistic in orientation. The 1965 Catalogue identifies some of the
opportunities for Christian service: "gospel team work, prison and mission work, hospital
devotionals and visitation, Sunday School teaching, student pastorates, home Bible classes,
and children's work" (p. 10). Field Education today offers a much broader range of volunteer

placements, many of them designed to mesh with a student's professional goals; they are
"oppominities for Christian Ministry and comrnunity s e ~ c .e.. which give practical
experience to [the] academic major" (1997-98 "Catalogue"). Students in the pre-Education
course, for instance, wiii be placed with the Winnipeg School Division, often in a tutoring
role; those in Business Administration might be placed with a para-church organisation to
help with office administration; Students in Fine Arts might serve their field education
through the drama programme. This reflects a broader understanding of 'Christian s e ~ c e . '

The requirement for facuity to sign the statement of faith is another key institutional
characteristic. The eleven points of the 'Faith Commitment' rnirror almost exactly the
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statement of 1950, with its twelve points, and al1 full-time and part-time faculty are required
to sign a statement signi@ng their adherence to these points. There is a greater tolerance of
diversity than there was in the 19303, when several presidents resigned over key clauses in
the faith statement. Since the faculty faith positions range fiom Anglican to Pentecostal it is
clear that a range of theological positions are acceptable, and lecturers who may (for

example) feel less than convinced about the formal premillenialist position adopted by the
College may still be allowed in the classroom. What is clear is that the institutional Faith
Commitment guards the avowedly evangelical position of the college. Whilst a Rabbi might
be weicomed as an occasional West lechirer, adherence to the faith statement would be

required for those in a more traditional teaching role.

Students, too, are required to afnrm and practice a faith cornmitment, a factor which
distinguishes Providence fiom a number of Christian liberal arts colleges. Students are also
obliged to adhere to a detailed Community Life Commitment, which prescribes the
behavioural expectations of the cornmunity: on the one hand, the declared intent t o follow the
path of faith; on the other, the injunction to

abstain fiom practices which are known to be moraiiy wrong by biblical teaching.
Included are specific acts such as dmnkemess, stealing, the use of slanderous or
profane language, occult practices, al1 foms of dishonesty including plagiarism, and
sexual sins such as premarital sex, adultery, and homosexual behaviour. (1997-98

Cafaiogue)
Since until recentiy Providence courses were not transferable into University of Manitoba
programmes there has been little pressure for entry from those who do not subscribe to these

.
if fidl degree accreditation should arrive, then one rnight anticipate
articles of f ~ t h Howwer,
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pressure being brought to bear on this front. In particular, Providence's degree completion
programme, the only one of its kind in the province, might prove attractive to those outside
the evangelical comunity of faith. To this point, the college has resisted the pressure to seek
increased enrolment by opening the doors to any student regardless of faith position.

Providence, then, maintains at its core the defining characteristics of the Bible college. Its
changing nature, however, reflects a changing Church and a changing society.

Several members of staffat Providence used the term 'Progressive Bible college' to describe
the college. Indeed, the President, in a recent article in a Christian magazine, used the phrase
in analysing the Bible college rnovement. Other faculty members are less enamoured of the
tem, feeling that it perpetuates the misunderstandings associated with the traditional Bible
college.

Providence can be distinguished from the traditional Bible college at several levels. First, it is
no longer the single-purpose institution, preparing vocational Church workers (pastors,
missionaries and Christian Education workers). Providence has multiple departments, and is
more utilitarian, more ernployment oriented, offering students preparation for a variety of
careers both inside and outside the Church world. With the Division of Fine Arts, the
Division of General Studies, and the Division of Professional Studies, Providence has
diversified, creating a format that, in its variety and its academic rigor, is closer to the Liberal
Arts college.

Second, Providence is not simply a spiritual hothouse, where the focus is solely on spiritual
formation. Its liaison with the University of Manitoba underlines its standing as a senous
academic institution, not working in isolation but beginning to work collaboratively, seeking
to stand alongside other social and academic institutions. The traditional Bible college and
institute was solipsistic, proud of its separateness, seeing itself and the Church as outside and
against the dominant culture. Providence wishes to maintain its autonomy, but to work in
partnership, to engage with society. This has implications for faculty and students aiike: for
faculty, the demands of scholarship are suddenly heard, and the traditional Bible college
stresses on teaching and service (understood as service to the Church) are supplemented by
the cal1 for research and service to society. For students, it means that college classes, both in
content and nomenclature, are much closer to those offered at the University of Manitoba,
for their primary orientation is to the discipline.

4.2

Providence: A Liberal Arts College?

Why does Providence not simply identify itself as Christian liberal arts college? The answers
to this are clear: because the Christian liberal arts model is identified as moving away from
the Bibiical core, as requiring fewer hours of Bible, as allowing students or faculty to enter
the institution who may not be Christian in their cornmitment. The liberal arts college is seen
by sorne to be less explicitly Christian than the Bible college, and there are those, both within

the coUege and without, who see accommodation to that model as the slippery slope to
theological liberdism. If fewer credits in Bible are required then the Bible will quietly be
shunted to the side; once chape1 requirements and Field SeMce requirements are dispensed
with then the spiritual tone of the institution wiU wither; once non-affirming students and

faculty gain admittance then the integrity of spiritual cornmitment and community wiii be
jeopardised.

The concem about becoming a Liberal Arts institution can be discemed in the voices of many
staff and students:
We don't cal1 ourselves a Liberal Arts College.
[Some Liberal Arts CoUeges are] no longer requiring Christian Service; were no
longer requiring chapel; were requinng four hours in a four year degree program in
studies in the scriptures. Now, their faculty were stiU al1 bom-again Evangelical
Chnstians, and in some cases 100% of their students professed Christ as Lord, but in
some cases 80% or 60% might, and so forth. Read the history of your Harvard and
Yale. ..
1 don? think anyone is yet arguing for the prototypical Christian Liberal Arts
structure. 1 think we're in agreement with retaining certain elements of what defines a
Bible college.

We're not a Liberal Arts college, because of our very strong Biblical core frorn which
we do not wish to depart, which we celebrate.
1996)
(Personal I n t e ~ e w sJadFeb
,
There is an understandable concem about perceptions. Even as the term 'Bible college' is
seen as prejudicial to the coilege's acadernic aspirations, so the term 'Liberal Arts Coliege' is
seen as a red flag to many traditional coliege supporters, who have a distrust of the acaderny
and who understand the 'liberal arts' to be linked to theological liberalism, which they
oppose. It is a term which will aiienate parts of the supporting constituency, and so is
avoided.

Yet there are certain elements within the college which press it towards the liberal arts

structures. The fact that it is no longer a single-purpose institution, ofTering ministeriaf
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preparation, has meant a broader academic scope, which begins to reflect the multidisciplinary nature of the liberal arts college. Although the courses in Bible are at the core of
the institution, they are now supplemented and balanced by the growth of other disciplines.
The rapid development of Providence Theologicai Seminary has meant that training for
church and para-church professions has largeiy been transferred to that sister institution.
Many constituents do not distinguish between college and seminary, so still see 'Providence'
as fiilfilhgthe training function. However, as the seminary takes on the twin functions of
professional ministry preparation and advanced Biblical studies centre, it would seem
inevitable that the coUege will become broader in its offerings. At present, the AABC
guidelines act as a brake, retaining Biblical studies at the core, rather than simply placing it as
one strearn amongst many. Some faculty memben are uncornfortable at this change: "1 fear
that we will lose some of our strong ministry programmes ... like missions ... and if we don't
do it, who will?~ersonalInteMew, JadFeb 1996)

Typically, the Liberal Arts models seek to be inter-disciplinary as well as multi-disciplinary.
At Providence, perhaps because of the size of the institution and the nature of its academic

structures, cross-fertilisation is the rule, rather than the exception. Students in any BA
programme are required to take a BA core of 75 hours, with the 30 hours fiorn the Division
of Biblical and Theologicd Studies being supplemented by 33 hours of General Studies, 9
hours of Professionai Studies, and 3 hours of Fine Arts. The connections between t h e n
however, are not explicit: there are no specific integrative modules, but the student is left to

make the academic co~ectionsindependently. The core of biblical studies, however, does
acts as a hub between the various programmes, a common factor which al share. It is the
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overarching perspective, the world-view, which provides integration. 1t provides the singular
perspective which was the hallmark of the mediawal univenity, and which is notably absent
in its contemporary incarnation, the 'multiversity,' as Clark Kerr calls it.

4.3

Providence: A Christian College?

The philosophy of education articulateci in the Catalope describes Providence as "a
Christian College cornmitted to excellence." The term 'Christian College', used throughout
the Cutatogiie, is never explicitly defined. This absence of connotation is one of the reasons
Providence uses the term. An adrninistrator comrnents:
As 1 look at the tenn "Christian College" I'm saying "We may not be the same as
other schools but we want people to accept us or reject us for what we are, not for

what somebody else is, or what a name suggests." If Bible college means something,
and we don't feel that we like that connotation, then let's not use it. It'll take longer,
but at least they'll know who we are, and decide from there whether they like us or
not. So we've got to cut Our own path a bit, 1 guess. We've definitely had a goal to
reach, and it has not been just to follow the lead of AABC, or the Bible college
movement as such. We're kind of in between there, 1 think. We're not really a Liberal
Arts college; we're not really a Bible college. 1 think we want the best of both.
(Personal Intewiew, Jan/Feb 1996)
The Catalogue, too, describes the college by noting its distinctness fiom other models:

Those who compare the Providence Coiiege cumculum and philosophy of education
with that offered at other colleges and universities will note that, compared to many
Christian liberal arts colieges, there is a greater focus on Bible and Christian s e ~ c e
studies here. Compared to the Bible institutes and most Canadian Bible colleges
Providence College offers and requires more courses in general studies, and provides
more university credit transferability. (Providence College Catalogue, i 997- 1998)

This is an attempt to establish a 'middle ground' between the Bible college and the Liberal
Arts College, which will allow the academic aspirations and the particular faith commitment
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of the institution to coexist. The faculty, students, administrators, and supporters of the
college recognise the difficulties of this position, and. unsurprisingly, have differing
perspectives on it. One faculty member observes that the college "is trying to be a kind of via
me&,

and it's a fascinating thing to observe." Another, less cornfortable with the Bible

college orientation, comments that loosening the AABC ties could let the college "become
what it is really trying to become, although it doesn't admit it. and that is a Christian Liberal
Arts college ... a modest one ... connected to a seminary ... which offers also Biblical
Studies courses and practical tracks for rninistry" (Personai Interviews, JanFeb 1996). An
adrninistrator makes the distinction:
We are a Bible college, which has a professional studies division, which has a business
administration department; a pre-education programme; which has a fine arts division;
which has a drama programme, and music, and so on. So when you look at those
particular cornponents, as well as the social sciences, we say we understand that what
we have become is a Christian college.
We're not a Liberd Arts college, because of our very strong Biblical core fiom which
we do not wish to depart, which we celebrate. Given ail that, you're looking at
something which is not just one simple monolithic type of school; rather you have a
school which is at the cutting edge, which is an industry leader, which is developed in
such a broad way, with such a Biblicai core, with so much integration between Bible,
Theology, preparation for Ministry and being able to give a good account of
ourselves in the social sphere, in the everyday working world, and so on. Because
we've put aU that together in an integrated and holistic manner we see ourselves as
being thoroughly dedicated to educating students at a university level, to serve both
the Church and society. So this has corne together in a very neat way. (Personal
Interview, JanlFeb 1996)
This reconceptualisation of Providence as a Christian Coilege has attracted criticism from

both sides: some within the Bible college movement have seen the change in nomenclature as
a yielding to secularisation, so have proclaimed their own orthodoxy and decned the slipping

cornmitment of Providence. Equally, some administrators at liberal arts institutions have

suggested that education at a univenity level is fundarnentally impossible in an institution like
Providence, since it btings such restrictions to bear both through cumcuiar limitations (with
the 30 hours of biblical studies)and by the formai and informa1 limitations on academic
Freedorn engendered by the Bible college culture.

What are the essential characteristics of the 'Christian College'? What is the seat of identity,
or the hallmark of orthodoxy? Since the term is a general one. it does not yield to the
thumbnail definitions that can be drawn of the Bible colleg or the Liberal Arts College.

It also means, of course, that its identity is somewhat fluid, not permanently fixed: in a more

positive sense, that identity is dynarnic, not static. This is of concern to some: "There's a
further dimension which concems the turnover of personnel on the faculty and administration.
There are more and more pharaohs who come in who do not know Joseph" (Persona1
Interview, Jan/Feb 1996). In other words, as new personnel are added who are less familiar
with the heritage and traditions of the college, or who come from a university or liberal arts

tradition, the college's distinctive character may weaken.

This means that it is al1 the more important for Providence to have its own identity clearly
articulated. The mission statement of the college provides a usefùl perspective: The miss;on of
Providence CMege is to educute students at u university levei to think. [ive. und serve

effectivetv as Chrisriam in the church and in socieiy (Providence College Catalogue, 1996-97,

p. 8). The catalogue expands on this statement, developing in its statement of 'Purposes' what
it rneans to educate students to 'think, live, and serve effectively as Christians.'
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The first purpose is stated as follows:

To educate students to think effectiveely as Christians. mis inchdes stimtdating student
growth in:
knowledge of the Bible. of Christianfa~th.of themselves, of their contempuraries, and of
the world armind them
skiils in research, maIytical criticai thinking, and independent st@;
integration of ail ktowledge cntd eqerience inîo a Christiun wdd-view;
knowIedge of and respect for divergent schofar&opinions.
(Providence College Catalogue, 1996-97,8).
This first purpose reflects Providence's acadernic goals and its aspirations. Although
knowledge of the Bible and the Christian faith are primary and foundational, Providence, as a
Christian College, wants to be comprehensive in its acadernic vision, and include "al1
knowledge and expenence." In keeping with its aim to educate at a university level, this
purpose recognises the need to inculcate appropriate critical methodology in the student, and

an appreciation for divergent scholarly opinions.

Thinking eEectively as Christians is predicated on the "integration of al1 knowledge and
experience into a Christian world-view." Integration of faith and leaniing is a common but
rarely dehed ideal in Christian higher education. Ken Badley identifies six daerent
approaches to faith-leamhg integration. Most pertinent for this study are two approaches he
calIs perspectivist (or worIdviewish) integration and incamationaI integration. Badley
observes that the Reformed church is oflen identified with the penpaivist position: that
one's world is intelligible because of an overarching view of the world, in which Christianity
operates as the lem through which the world, and one's expenence, can be understood. The
world, and everything in it, belongs to God, and can only be understood fiom that
perspective. Evangelids, on the other hand, are more readily associateci with incamational

integration, where "the Christian in education ... shows forth Christian character" (Badley,
1996, p. 1O9), and lives in a way that articulates faith. The problem with the former view,

suggests Badley, can be that it fails to include the transformed life as well as the transfomed
world; the problem with the latter view can be that it applies faith "only to ethics and
evangelical witness, not to the transformation of cumculum and the whole educationai
program (Badley, 1996, p. 1 17).

The language of the first Providence p q m e suggests perspectivist integration: that one's
world is intelligible because of an overarching view of the world. A Providence administrator
suggested that "in the reformed sense ...we're very concemed about integration, and the
interfacing, whereas 'Bible college' immediately says to people.. . 'You just belong in the
religious sector"' (Personal Interview, JadFeb 1996). In assuming the title of 'Christian
College,' and in establishing links with the University of Manitoba, Providence is distancing
itself from the isolationist mode1 oflen associated with the Bible colIege, and is embracing the
form of integration. Yet how M y is perspectival integration realized in curricular terms?
Badley's observation that evangelicals have a bad habit of using the language of integration
whilst ailowùig their academic discipline to remain largely unaffected is certainly salutary.
That faith is present in the classroom is undeniable: most classes begin with prayer; many
syflabi include some reflection on matters of faith. Yet whether the discipline is considered in

the light of faith is less clear. Studen~s,questioned on this matter, tended to refer to the more
obvious trappings of faith in the classroom, but were less forihcoming about integration
across the curriculum,

How far has the link wit h the University of Manitoba affected this perspectivist integration?
Providence's concems over affiliation underiined a desire to allow an explicitly Christian
worldview to be maintained within the curriculum. Although course nomenclature and
syllabus content has been changed in order to reflect parallel courses at the University of
Manitoba, this study found little evidence that such changes removed the orientation of faith
from within those courses. Although not ail the syllabi examined made explicit reference to

the Christian context, intewiews with students and faculty revealed both explicit and implicit
references to the conversation of faith within the classroom. This study did not examine other
course materiais (such as examinations?or course assignments) as did Harro van
Bmmrnelen's study on Canadian Christian Higher education, but there seemed unanimity
about the place of faith within the classroom. Some students observed that academic
demands had increased as a result of the credit transfer arrangement, but they did not
correlate this to any erosion of the expression of Christian f i t h within their educationai
experience

The broadening of degree programme offenngs to inciude professional studies and generai
studies illustrates the wider vision for the College. The additions of the last decade have been

in areas most closely linked to the coUege7spastoral tradition, and which might be seen to be
useful to church culture: dl of the degree offerings in 'Pmfessional Studies, ' for instance,
seem design4 to meet the professional needs of Church and para-church groups. There is
little evidence as yet that Providence is seeking to becume a full-service university, embracing
aii the disciplines. This is partly an economic decision, but also indicates that its identity is
still tightly iinked to Christian s e ~ c ealbeit
,
in a more broadly interpreted sense of that term.
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The Reformed view that ail learning is God-centred is not yet fully reflected in the
cumculum.

Yet if the first purpose speaks of perspectivist integration, the second and third purposes
articulate what Badley has cdled "incarnational integration," as they aim to "educate students

to live eEectiveIy as Christians" and " to serve effectively as Christians" ( 1996, p.8). These
goals, of establishing Christian character, are refIected in the personal disciplines demanded
of students. Community life expectations*Chape1 attendance, and field education are seen to
be formative of Christian character, and reinforce the ethic that 'being' is as important as

'knowing.' Whilst conformity to behavioural noms may not reflect that transformation of the
person effected by the Holy Spirit, they do reveal the belief that tme integration of faith and
leamhg must result in a transformed life as well as a transformed mind. The rnany worship
oppominities, daily chape1 services, dom Bible studies, student mission groups, retreats. and
other faith-building events leave no doubt that this is a worshipping community as well as an
academic community. "Incarnational integration" is intended to be inculcated by college
disciplines, inspired by coliege worship, and modelied by college faculty.

The stereotype of the Bible college is that it promotes 'incarnational integration'; the
stereotype of the liberal arts coliege is that is offers 'perspectivist integration.' In calling itself

a 'Christian Coliege' Providence atternpts to bridge that gap, and draw on both traditions.
This attempt is stiU in its early stages. The college has been diligent in preparing the ground,

and as a result enjoys continued support from students, goveming board, constituency, and
faculty, groups with diverse interests. The strain on this identity will undoubtedly corne.
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Several areas of potential conflict have already been noted above: an evolving student body
combined with a more cosmopolitan faculty (educated outside the Bible college movement)
tend to influence the institution in the direction of change; the continuing AABC mandate and
the naturally conservative supporting constituency tend to draw the institution back to its
roots. Navigating a course between these prevailing winds will require skillfùl and trusted
leadership. That the college has enjoyed a continuity of leadership in key administrative roles
has undoubtedly helped to convince supporters of the college's enduring orthodoxy. The
transition of authority provides a pivotal moment in the life of the college as new loyalties
must be developed and old alliances nurtured. A new President (1993) and a new Academic

Dean (1995) now face this challenge. It is surely no accident that the President cornes fiom
the Bible college tradition, whilst the Dean's auidemic pedigree is rooted in (though not
lirnited to) the university and Serninary. The continued presence of the previous president in
the role of 'Chanceilor' is no doubt reassuring to an observant constituency, but it is the new
leaders who will seek to put flesh on the bones of Providence's new identity as “Christian
College."

5. Accreditation and the Student.

What attracts students to Providence College, and why do they stay? How does the
relationship with the University of Manitoba affect the character of the Providence student

body?
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Students come to Providence because they see the college as offering an environment that will
reinforce and strengthen faith whilst offenng them something tangible, either a professional
qualification or a step on to the univenity ladder. Coming to Providence is often a family
decision, according to the comments of both faculty and students. Parents were identified as
key influences in the decision making process: "they want their children to get something
useful, in the utilitarian sense: and they really do want their children to maintain their faith, to
carq on with their Christian values and virtues" (Personal Interview, Jan/Feb 1996).The faith

cornmitment serves a gate-keeping fùnction at Providence: "The student has to be with you, or
else it's

to say they should be somewhere else. It starts by not encouraging the student to

come that really shouldn't be here" (Personal Interview, Janfleb 1996).

Students also come because of the nature of the cornmunity experience. With over 80% of al1
students being full-time, and 60% of al1 students living on the campus, one does not have to

look far to discover the core of the cornmunity. With such a high proportion of full-time
students, the college is more able to rnaintain a strong sense of place and of engagement with
the institution than are public institutions of higher education. The annual Youth Encounfer
conference, a student-run, high-energy inspirational/promotional weekend for high school
students, stresses the attractions of being part of the Providence cornmunity. and encourages
potential students to consider the added value of the spiritual and social networks which the
college offers.

Interviews also suggested that students are very aware of transfer credit issues: "1 came
because we could transfer courses. If it hadn't been for that, 1 would have gone straight to a

secular university" (Personal Interview, JanlFeb 1996). This view was voiced repeatedly, and
suggests that, for the student, course credit has quickly become more than just a usefùl
bonus. "They're a lot more conscious of the accreditation end of it, and how many courses.. .
they want two for the price of one" (Personal Interview, Jan/Feb 1996). There is also an
increased reliance in the ability to transfer, and an assumption that the number of transferable
units wiU continue to increase. This creates sorne unredistic expectations:
1 do know others who have corne, and who have been disappointed, and who have
thought that because the school is beginning to establish a name for itself, and transfer
credits, that it can do miracles, and be an institution like the university. They've faiied
to be redistic, and see that it's still developing. (Personal InteMew. JanlFeb 1996)

These expectations present some potential problems for Providence: students are liable to
become fnistrated, even angry, if the credits they expect to be able to transfer prove less
portable than they had hoped. Many Providence graduates, for instance, used to transfer
credits into an education programme at Brandon University. A student comrnented,
Brandon University is cutting the education programme, and so Providence grads no
longer have that as an option. It was just assumed that that would be there, but now
it's not. So there is fnstration with Education majors...especially freshmen; what do
they do? What should PC do as a college? 1 don't know the answers, but they're vital,
for graduating students, too. What d l they do ifthey can't get accreditation
somewhere else...that's their reason for corning, having Christian comrnunity, but also
being able to take those courses and going somewhere else. (Penonal Interview,
Jan/Feb 1996)
For some new students, the idea of transfemng up to 60 credits to the University of

Manitoba creates the iiiusion that al1 of their course work will be portable, that they wiil be
able to move on to university without breaking stride. As a result, "some students are very

fnistrated, depending on their goals" (Personal InteMew, JadFeb 1996). This suggests that
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the coiiege must continue to be carefui not to overseii its University of Manitoba connedon,
or create unredistic expectations.

This also suggests that the development of course transfer is a one-way street: it wouid be
perilous for the college to [osethis ability, since students have corne to rely on it. As a
member of the Board of Govemors observed. "it wouid be a very crunchy day if PC got into
a position where accreditation might not be maintaineci" (Personal InteMew, Jan/Feb 1996).
This is a tacit influence which the University of Manitoba wields, for the withdrawal of

transfer arrangements woufd be a serious handicap for the college.

Students are keenly aware of identity issues, and many cherish the idea of Providence as
'Bible School': "that's what brought me back for my second and third year, because it is a
Bible School" (Personal Interview, JanlFeb 1996). The student leaders inte~ewedwere
anxious to see the traditional distinctives of the college safeguarded, not eroded, and, though

eager to see accreditation achieved, did not wish to see it at any price:

The school is going to have to battle out a lot of these issues, though, if they do want
fidi accreditation, and 1 hope and pray that they don't buckle: 1 hope they keep
Chapels; 1 hope they keep the Comrnunity Life agreement; and al1 the rest of it,
because that is Our school. And that's one reason why a lot of parents support the
school ... because it does have that. If that means attendance drops, or we don't get
full accreditation as soon as we'd Iike it, then that's what it means, but I hope they
stick to it, because the school wouldn't be the same without those piiiars. (Personai
Interview, Jan/Feb 1996)
As an administrator observed, "I've found that students are often more conservative, more

wrnmitted to traditional values and idealism, than some faculty members" (Personal
Interview, JanfFeb 1996).

Some would suggest that credit transfer is dready changing the nature of the student body.
Ten years ago, students
knew fiil1 well that if they came here they couldn't transfer stuff to University. It was
a year to grow in their faith, and, cost-wise, it was some money, but it wasn't huge: it
was a year of their life. Now, students have more difficulty looking at it fkom that
perspective. A year is a lot, and it's a lot of money. So they're a lot more conscious of
the accreditation end of it, and how many courses... not that it's going to be a wasted
year, but they want two for the price of one! There's more of an econornic aspect to
it. (Personal u i t e ~ e wJanlFeb
,
1996).
The observer is stmck by the camaraderie of Providence students, generated, perhaps, by

values held in common, and accentuated by shared physical space, a shared worship
expenence, partisan sporting endeavours, a common core of academic courses, the shared
responsibilities of field educaûon, and constant social interaction. This might be seen by some
as too insular or sheltered a community, too isolated from the broader society, but the

student experience at Providence is of a unity which most value highly.

6. Credit Transfer and the Faculty Perspective

Providence College has £ifleenfuli-time faculty members, and some twenty adjunct faculty.
The faculty has four divisions: the Division of Biblicd and TheoIogical Studies; the Division
of ProfessionaI Stzidies, the Division of General Studies, and the Division of Fine Arts

Studies.Under these four divisions fa1 some twenty-five departments. The formal lines of
academic authority and accountability are uncompiicated: the faculty cornmittee is composed
of aü full-time teaching faculty and some administrators with faculty standing. There are no
student representatives on the faculty. Faculty is the focus of acwuntability for the divisions
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and their respective departments, so most faculty members have a divisional function, and
their teaching responsibilities may well span severd departments. Faculty operates on a
collegial basis under the leadership of the Academic Dean. As an administrator observed,
"we're very strong in delegative leadership, and in collegial, participative decision-making, so
that there's more ownership, not just the Dean, who makes this happen" (Personal Interview,
JanlFeb 1996). Whilst the developing academic programme of the college is the mandate of
faculty under the Dean, substantive changes will be finally ratified by the College's Board of
Govemors. It is rare for the Board of Governors to initiate change in the acadernic
programme: more typically, such initiatives stem fiom the Acadernic Dean, the President, or

from the work of the divisions and divisional chairs.

Appointments and dismissals remain the prerogative of the President, in consultation with the
Acadernic Dean. It is also the administration that is responsible for salary and contract
decisions. There is no union at Providence, or separate Faculty Association. There is,
however, a carefully developed appeals and grievance procedure through which faculty
members c m seek redress. Once again, the Board operates as the final arbiter, seeing this

function as essential to safeguarding the continued identity of the college. This means that
acadernic fceedom as understood by the wider higher education community in Canada and as
articulated by CAUT (Canadian Association of University Teachers) is not the touchstone at
Providence. As noted above, the institution reserves the right both to select and to dismiss on
the grounds of the "Faith Cornmitment": dl faailty must subscribe to the cornmitment both at
the tirne of hiring and throughout their tenure. Most faculty mernbers interviewed did not see
this as a restriction but as an affirmation of community. One observed "We have voluntarily
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joined a theological institution, understanding the terms of the community that we joined. and
we respected the parameters laid out for us when we joined the institution" (Personal
I n t e ~ e wJan/Feb
,
1996). Another faculty member cornmented :
1 value the notion of academic fieedom, and the right to teach what 1 want to, to
explore what 1 want to think, but on the other hand 1 don? actually find my working
days are filled with a feeling that I'm not fiee.. . 1 do know of a tacher at [another
church-related college without a faith requirement of students] who feels very un-fiee,
because the noms that that person had been led to expect were in place do not apply.
Not free to teach either Christianly or Biblically. even though the courses are being
put on by [a church-related college], and supposedly offer that framework. (Personal
Interview, JadFeb 1996)
The desire to establish closer links with the University of Manitoba, which culminated in the
transfer-credit agreement of 1992, has had its effects on faculty. For the past three decades,
the proportion of faculty holding the Ph.D. degree has risen. It reached a high in the early
19903, at 92% of resident faculty. In 1995 the figure had slipped to 65% (Survey Data),
though severai of those without the Ph.D. are presently engaged in doctoral studies.
Accreditation attempts have dso affected the importance given to the pursuit of research. In
1988, when the college was pursuing ATC statu, it adjusted its teaching load to allow
faculty more tirne for research, publication, and involvement in professional societies, moving
fiom an expectation of twelve class hours a term to nine hours. One observer suggested that

this primarily had an effect on newer faculty members, and those already engaged in research:
Too many of those who had not been professiondy active before were not
professionaiiy active after. This was a senous disappointment. On the other hand,
with the turnover of personnel, the new people that came in under the 9-hour load
arrangement took senously the challenge of research and writing. (Personal InteMew,
JadFeb 1996)
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While many faculty members are active in professional societies. there is relatively little
formai or informal collaboration with parallel departments at the University of Manitoba.
There are some striking exceptions: in Education, where the Professor of Education at
Providence is in regular discussions with the University department; in the social sciences,
where at least one faculty member teaches at both institutions; in Judaic Studies, where there
is a sharing of faculty resources. There is, however, no systematic interchange between the
two institutions except regarding administrative matters, through the office of the registrar.

One faculty member observeci, "there are really no strong relationships with colleagues at the
.
1996). The many
university. I've not thought of it too much" (Personal I n t e ~ e wJan/Feb
demands on faculty ... to teach, to pursue research, to be engaged in the life of the
community and often in the church community ... mean that there is little t h e for developing
such links, and the 50-kilometre distance is a disincentive. Colleagues across the world on the
Internet prove more accessible than those dong highway 59 at the University of Manitoba.
Allegiance is to the coiiege and to the discipline, not to the university.

Severai facuity members did refer to their awareness of University of Manitoba practices, and
their scrutiny of paraiiel courses delivered at the university as models for their own oflerings:

I'U choose a text that the person at the other end [will recognise] ... who may be
more widely-read than me, or less widely read; 1 make sure my students, who rnay
weli take a second-year course from one of them, are ready to take the course on
those terms. There's a slight shift, then, in one's conscious attempts to communicate
certain information (Personal Interview, JadFeb 1996).

Other faculty members, however, "have never been to university. ... Those without
University experience, or any real feel for that, probably are not sure how to relate it: how
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can they?" (Personal Interview, JadFeb 1996). There has not yet been a formal review by

the University of Manitoba. It will be interesting to see whether University of Manitoba
departments will, in future, require greater congruence with their own offerings. The threat of
the withdrawal of credit transfer would certainly be a potent lever, should the University of
Manitoba choose to use it.

Faculty members have been keen to see accreditation arrangements improved. There is
unanirnity about the value of the present agreement with the University of Manitoba: d l feel
that it has added to the college's effectiveness, enhanced its attractiveness to students, and
added value to the college's acadernic offerings. There are no hesitations expressed about the
present relationship, other than a desire to see it enhanced to allow for fuller portability of
credits and even degrees. No one suggests that the college had been adversely affected by the
move, or has seen a drifting from spirituai or theological moorings:
That's something we're always afiaid of, and why some of us have dragged our heels
at the changes that have been proposed, and have expressed concems, and so forth.
But 1 don? think it HAS happened, though we have to be on guard that it could.
(Personai Interview, JadFeb 1996)
This does not mean that there is a uniformity of vision on these matters: on the contrary,
there are divergent views about the rate of change and the implications of pursuing full
accreditation. This reflects the variant views on matters of identity noted above: some fear
that increased accreditation will jeopardise the cumcular core of the institution and its faith
affirming character, so can foresee the need to circumscribe fùrther developments should they

prove incompatible with the historic vision of the college. Others, more cornfiortable with the
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broadening identity of the college, would like to see a swifter development, and see credit
transfer not as the culmination of a process but as only the first step on a joumey.

7. Credit Transfer and the Church Constituency

Providence college falls into the category John Stackhouse ( 1993) identifies as
"transdenominational evangelical." There is no single denornination that offers support to or
exercises control over the College, so church connections are dynamic rather than static.

This transdenominational character is both a strength and a weakness. Denominational
coileges have a parent church upon which they can rely for suppon, and to which they are
accountable. When financial pressures mount, the denorninational college can seek an
infusion of capital from the sponsoring church; when enrolment fluctuates, the
denominational college can expect loyalty from its supporting church; when identity matters
confound, the denominational college c m seek the guidance of the parent church. This, at
least, is the ideal. The present reality is rather different: denorninational colleges find that oldstyle loyalties are weakening. Students from outside the denomination may look askance at a
coiiege that owes aiiegiance to one church alone, and students from within feel no real
obligation to denoxninational loyalties, so may go elsewhere. The sponsoring church is no
longer a guanuiteed bastion of h c i a i support, and may be the strongest critic of the
college's academic or theological stance. The influence wielded on governing boards by a
denomination may prove at odds with the course charted by the administration or the faculty.

In short, the denominational link can brhg many blessings to the college; it can also bnng its
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own limitations, and its own burdens. For this reason, many denorninational colleges are
loosening links with their founding bodies, or are changing their names to reflect a broader
ecumenism.

As a transdenominational college, Providence must constantly maintain its network of

supporting churches, for it cannot presume on the allegiance of a sponsoring church. It must
maintain a continued relevance to its diverse church constituency, and so cannot become
cornplacent. Since Providence receives little funding from government (in 1995-1996 less
than 5% of its budget) its support cornes almost entirely from tuition and from private
donations. In 1995, it received almost a million dollars from donations, and well over 50% of
its operating budget came from tuition and student fees. The church constituency is the

source both of these direct donations and of the students who choose to attend the college.
The coliege strays fiom its support base at its ped. An administrator comments,

That's one of the weaknesses of a school like this. You have a wide range of support,
but no reai, official cornmitment. So that is a strength and a weakness, but we can't
corne to people in the churches with any assumptions. They either like us or they
don? Like us. If they don't üke us, they don? have to support us. And that puts a lot
of pressure on an institution. You don't want to kowtow to people who are negative
or cntical of what you're doing, so you have to start by saying, "Well, 1 believe that
we're doing the right thing, even though some of these people don't think so."
Ultimately we'U win the battle with the majority. Support is still a real issue here.
(Personal Interview, J W e b 1996)
Communication with the constituency is good. The Eye Wirness, the college magazine
produced three times yearly for college friends and supporters, enjoys a wide circulation, and

is supplemented by presidentiai newsletters and info-bulletins. Supporters and alumni are kept
weii infiormed of wllege developments, student achievements, and financial needs. The most
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important communication, however, is penonal. Faculty, administrators, and students
maintain a high proole in supporting churches. Faculty members from both college and
seminary are regular speakers in churches across Manitoba: some churches use Providence
faculty to supply their pulpits when they are between ministen, whilst others have a more
permanent arrangement, and rely solely on Providence faculty for their regular preaching
ministry. More commonly, faculty will be visiting speakers at church events, retreats, and
conferences, or will provide teaching serninars, sponsored either by Providence or by the
local churches. This, of course, applies pnmanly to those in the Biblical and Theological
Studies department, or the seminary. There is less demand for those in other disciplines.

The roles of the President and Chancellor are pivotal. One of the key fùnctions of the
President is to maintain relations with the supporting constituency, and to operate with a
roving public-relations commission. The chancelior (Dr. William Eichhorst, who for many

years served as President) offers a sense of continuity to those who might be uncertain about
recent developments, as he represents an orthodoxy which is dear to many of the college's
more traditional supporters. His continued presence, albeit in an advisory capacity, acts as a
bridge between generations. With a new President and Acadernic Dean, the Chancellor helps
to reassure those in the constituency who are uncornfortable with change.

Since constituent support forms such an essential element of the college's identity and its
resource base, the college has been carefbl to monitor and assess the views of its constituency
before implementing change. When, in March 1991. the college was considering its two
major changes (a change of name and the ratification of course transfer arrangements) then-
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president Eichhorst wrote to key college supporters. describing the proposed changes, and
asking supporters to complete a response fom. As noted above, over 400 replied, and
overwhelmingly supponed the changes.

In the constituency, like in the faculty, there are divergent views on change. Some

constituents, oîten faithfùl long-time supporters, feel uneasy about the change of name:
I've talked to a couple of older alurnni who feel that by changing the name we were
no longer staying true to the tradition"; "1 have been asked about ... why we dropped
the term 'Bible.' I'd say that most of those conversations ended well when 1 explaineci
why we did that, and the fact that we did not minimize Our core courses. (Personal
Interviews, Jan/Feb 1996)
For this part of the constituency, AABC accreditation represents the known moorings. On the
other hand, there are constituents who are keen to see the college break new ground, develop
its reputation as an acadernic institution, and evolve into the 'Christian College' identity; who

feel deeply uncornfortable with the stereotypical Bible college characterisation. For these
supporters. the extension of credit transfer, the opening up of new disciplines, and the change
of name are essential indicators that the college is striving to serve the present age.

College administrators are well aware of other Bible colleges which have fded to maintain

the balance between progress and orthodoxy. One, Okanagan Bible College, was founded by
W ï p e g Bible Coliege alumni, but closed in the surnmer of 1995, largely because, like other
smali Bible colleges without highly developed transfer arrangements, it found it increasingly
difncult to attract students. Another, Foothills Bible College in Calgary, formedy Berean
Bible Coiiege, closed sorne years earlier, despite having a healthy student body and weP
developed accreditation relationships. The then President, who had previously taught at
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WBC, "came in with a whole new kind of ide% it was too soon too radical, and he lost the
whole thing. 1 think it was just a miscalculation in timing, a very conservative institution that
wasn't ready for some of the things that he dio' (Personal Interview, FebIMarch 1996).
Foothills lost the support of its constituency, and, caught up in a spiral of debt, was forced to
close. These two sister institutions, and othen like them, offer a salutary warning to
Providence about the need to 'make haste slowly,' to move in step with its constituencies in
developing accreditation arrangements.

The evolution of the college constituency seems to reflect the evolution of the college itselc
the constituency does not simply tug the forelock to the status quo, but wants to see a
dynamic and relevant institution, faithfùl to its roots but not bound by them. A faculty
member suggests, "1 think that the supporting constituency would be on board provided that
we evolve, and don't just start heading in a different direction." (Personal Interview, JadFeb
1996). This changing constituency creates its own problems: as it becomes more

cornfortable with the idea of University of Manitoba transfer and accreditation, and less
suspicious of public higher education, the constituency may well feel less strongly about the

need to fund a distinct and separate institution. Historically, Bible colleges were founded in
opposition to secular higher education, and drew support from those who affirmed that
distinction. If the distinction is no longer drawn so clearly, the faitffil rnay feel less obliged to

sacrifice in order to maintain the institution. One faculty member stated this problem as

Its PC's] staunchest supporters are those alumni who knew it as the traditional Bible
wiiege, and wiii go to the grave with that allegiance to if even though we are
changing. The paradox here is that that kuid of support is obviously very valuable,
since we're very dependent on it. It seerns to me the more recent, the younger alumni,
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the constituency that we encounter now, are more transient, more user-oriented,
where they corne and use us for a while, then move on to something else: less
cornmitteci. And it's almost as if we are encouraging that by the school we are
becoming. So we're shooting ourselves in the foot, in some ways. I don't know how
we can have the kind of blind aiiegiance that schools used to generate without also
being the kind of school that generates those kinds of people! It's almost as if'we're
making life difficult for ourselves by being more cosmopolitan, more progressive,
because we're suggesting that people should think more critically and choose. We're
not suggesting that they should be blindly loyal to us! (Personal Interview, JanIFeb
1997)
This would suggest that the college's challenge in the decades ahead will not be to maintain
good will, but to translate that good will into tangible support by continuing to project an
identity that is distinct and defensible.

The College's Board of Govemors reflects the denominational make-up of the student body.
Some members are ministers, some are drawn fiom the business world, and some are
acadernics (at present, there is a member of faculty from the University of Manitoba on the
board, and one fiom the University of Winnipeg, but both appointed by the college, not the
Universities). A member observai, "The board is strongly evangelical, and if it thought we
were sacrificing anything in the classes they would put the brakes on. If someone said 'we

can get another twelve courses [approved for transfer] if we give up ten hours of Bible,' I'm
not sure the Board would respond positively! My guess is that they would not. 1 think the
reason the institution is s u ~ v i n gwhilst others disassemble around it is because it has
mair tained its integrity" (Personal Interview, JadFeb 1996). Members of the board who were
i n t e ~ e w e dsaw Providence as distinct nom other Christian colleges because it had
maintaineci its 'faith piece,' its integrity: some other institutions were seen as becoming too
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liberal, as opening their doors to non-Christians, or accepting secular approaches to academic
fieedom. These were not seen as acceptable directions for Providence:
If we open the floodgates you end up with a student body that is less focused
spiritually, less faith focused, and 1 suppose that's the risk the institution takes in
alignment. 1 know that the board will be very concemed to watch these matters ...
and the administration too. It's happened to institutions across North Arnerica. Why
should this one be different, if we continue to broaden Our perspectives, and entertain
alignment with accreditation boards. Maybe we can be different. Maybe we can
uphold Our intentions. I'ci like to think we a n . (Personal InteMew, JaniFeb 1996)
The CoHege7sBoard of Governors is elected by the corporation, which itself is made up of
those who are 'fiends of the school': a board member noted, of this process, "it's a
cornfortable arrangement, but is subject to possible abuse. You're looking for people who
have been impacted by the coilege. It's out of that group of people that new members of the
board are chosen" (Personal InteMew, Jan/Feb 1996). Another observed, "the President is
influentid in detennining who the board members are. He doesn't elect the board, but he has

an advisory capacity" (Personal InteMew, Jan/Feb 1996). Typicdy, the President
approaches persons whom he sees as key leaders in the constituency, and asks them to allow
their name to aand at the annual meeting of the corporation. In this way, the President has
considerable control over the composition of the board, and ensures that key areas of the
constituency are represented.

The relationship with the constituency is a fragile balance. It is essential for the college that
its supporters continue to feel that the institution is guarding its heritage yet moving forward
into areas that will complement its mission. That this confidence has been maintained is a
testimony to the skili, vision and wisdom of succeeding generations of Providence leaders.

8. Conclusion

Providence, with its roots in the Bible institute movement, successfùlly transformed itself into
a Bible coliege and Seminary, and is now in the process of evolving fùrther, into a Christian
College. Key to this development has been the establishment of transfer credit arrangements
with the University of Manitoba. This case study suggests that the transfer-credit approach
has proven to be very satisfactory to Providence in several key areas, and, despite some
obvious drawbacks, has gained a remarkable degree of support from the entire college
constituency.

The critique of the credit transfer arrangement take two forms: that it does not offer enough
articulation of credit and enough university connections, or that it drives Providence too far

from its traditional moorings.

The first critique stems from the limitations to transfer credit. There is a maximum number of
courses which students can transfer, so students do not get full value for their Providence
credits. Since many courses are undocated students are ofien unable to use some of the
courses which do transfer, for they do not fit into the course design of theu chosen discipline
at the University of Manitoba. This creates a measure of fhstration in students, focused
either on Providence or on the University of Manitoba. This also creates a continual pressure
at Providence to extend transfer arrangements or seek fidi accreditation. Students see the
arrangement as an intemediate stage, with full accreditation as the ultimate goal, so the
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college has created an appetite for accreditation which it may find difficult to satisfjr. Courses
and disciplines which are not transferable may, in due course, find themselves marginalised,

or forced to adapt content and approach to meet University of Manitoba demands. Students
may prove unwilling to take courses which they know to be non-transferable, which may, in
tum, create a curricular 'class systern.'

Unlike the University of Manitoba affiliated colleges and some of the teaching centres,
Providence has developed few direct inter-departmental links with the University, and
maintains what some would see as its splendid isolation in southem Manitoba. This was an
early critique of the AUCC, and is stil1 largely tme. Transfer credit has meant, on the whole,
separate development, not collaboration: for students and faculty, there has not been the
cross-fertilisation that some would see as desirable.

One of the attractions of fui1 afniiation has been the lure of financial support: the afnliated
colleges receive the buik of their funding fkom government (albeit channelled through the
University). Providence does not enjoy this luxury, and as a result is in a fragile economic
position, relying on the vagaries of private donors for its support. Providence looks with
sorne interest to the accredited private colleges in Alberta, which are partially funded by
governrnent, and to pnvate schools in Manitoba, funded significantly by the public purse.
Transfer credit does not bring direct financial support, and although Providence does not
want the restrictions which often corne with public funding, it would be @ad of the secunty
aEorded by an annual infùsion of goveniment fùnds.
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To a certain cowervative element within the constituency, transfer credit and the changes it
heralded signifjr too great a rapprochement with public higher education. Their fear is of the
continued upward drift, and a gradua1 leaching away of the evangelical identity that has

marked the college. They express a concem that the college may grow dependent upon the
University of Manitoba co~ection,may be pressed to concede key areas of autonomy, and

has started on the slippery siope to secularisation. As one i n t e ~ e w e enoted, "1 know that in
1991 when we changed the name ... it was a secularizing move; that Providence College, 50

or 100 years fiom now, rnay be another Princeton, Harvard, Yale..." (Personal I n t e ~ e w ,
JadFeb 1996).

A third critique is that the institution rnay fa11 beâween two stools: by attempting to keep in
tension those whose priority is to extend the academic validation and offerings of the college
and those whose priority is to preserve its Bible college mots it risks alienating both
perspectives. It is a difficult middle way it treads.

The advantages of the approach that Providence has adopted are fourfold:

First, transfer-credit has offered a extemaily-validated measure of credibility to Providence's
academic offerings. It has given students (and parents) a transferable currency, so that they
have usable credits in the wider context of Canadian higher education. It has greatly increased
the articulation between Providence and the Canadian academic cornrnunity, for not only can
students transfer to the University of Manitoba, but other universities in Canada have

foiiowed the University of Manitoba's lead and many have p t e d similar provision. This
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has without doubt attracted students to the college, since they recognise the wisdom of
attending an institution that can offer them a breadth of academic oppominities.

Second, transfer-credit has dlowed Providence to maintain its autonomy and safeguard its
identity. In particuiar, it has been able to maintain jurisdiction over faculty hiring and student
recruitment decisions, retaining its requirernent that faculty and students affirm a cornmon
faith position. It has seen sister institutions compromise in these areas, and has been unwilling
to adopt such an approach. It has seen maintaining its Christian character as a means of

keeping fkith with the roots of the college and with its sponsoring constituency. This has also
attracted students who have chosen Providence for its distinctive faith-affirming identity,
which the coilege sees as its 'niche' in the higher education market. The arms-length
relationship has reassured the college's Board and constituency, for whom a clear sense of
the institution's identity is pivotal. The relationship also reflects a theological vision that
places the coUege within its society whilst maintaining its own identity: as engaged with and
witnessing to a secular society, yet not conceding key elements of identity.

Third, the coliege has maintained its sense of community. Where affiiiated colleges have
blended with the University of Manitoba, and seen their borders eroded (as students and
faculty are members of both communities), Providence has kept a robust and vigorous sense
of community which, whilst not exclusive, offers a sense of place to those within it. The
arms-length relationship has maintained the integrity of the collegial ethos and allowed a rich
community of faith to flourish.
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Fourth, the coliege has allowed its acadernic structures and offerings to be scrutinised and
validated without conceding academic self4etermination. The locus of control rernains the
College, not the University. Similady, though not benefiting from public funding, the college
is not dependent on the vagaries and fluctuations of public policy, so is master of its own
destiny in a way that fiscally dependent institutions are not.

In conclusion, trmsfer credit arrangements closely reflect Providence's understanding of its
identity: related to public higher education, but not assirnilateci by it ; keeping faith with the
church, but unafiaid to open its acadernic operations to scrutiny. The question will be
whether Providence can continue to satise the demands of the multiple constituencies which
it serves, and the aspirations of interest groups with quite different aims. Will the carefbl
balance between the church and the academy be maintained? This will be the challenge for the
next generation of Providence's leaders.

Chapter Seven: Concordia University College of Alberta

1.
1.1

Historicd Introduction

Founding

The origins of Concordia Coilege, Edmonton, can be traced back to the 1919 convention of
the Minnesota District Lutheran Church (Missouri Synod). There. Canadian representatives
subrnitted two requests: " 1) permission to form two separate synodical Districts in Western
Canada, and 2) approvai of a petition to Synod to organite an educationd institution. Both
requests were granted" (Frantz, 1967, p. 3). So it was that the establishment of the college

was closely intemKined with the foundiig of a new Canadian district, and the footings laid
both for an indigenous Lutheran Church (the LCC)and for a distinctiy Canadian college.
"The synodicai convention at Detroit in 1920 authorized the establishment of a college in

western Canada and appropriated the fùnds for this purpose" (Frantz, 1967, p3). FoUowing a
tour of the new Alberta -British Columbia district by the President of Synod, Dr Pfotenhauer,
Edmonton was chosen as the location for this educational institution.

October 3 la, 1921, saw the officiai openhg of Concordia College, Edmonton. Housed in the
leased facilities of the 'Caledonian Temperance Hotel' on 98LhSt, with a clapboard residence

building some six blocks distant on 1 1 0 Ave.,
~
the college enrolled thirty-five young men in
that first year. Drawn ffom across the prairies, al1 registered in the grade nine ('sexta') class,
the students came to prepare to become pastors and teachers. In that fvst year only the
president, Dr Albert Schwermann, was a full-time instructor, but he was assisted by a local
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Pastor, Alfred Rehwinkel, of St. Peter's Lutheran Church (Frantz, 1967. p. 3)'. Rehwinkel
and John Herreilers were added to the permanent teaching staff for the 1922-23 academic
year, which saw numbers swell to 5 1, as a grade ten class was added. In successive years the
college added grades eleven and twelve. By 1924 a full high school programme was being
delivered, with 65 students enroiled, and new prernises had been leased as residences to
house the growing student body (Schwermann, 198 1. n.p)2. In 1925 the first women students
were enroileci, in the hopes of training to become teachers in parish schools, but low
enrolment and the onset of the depression forced the suspension of the coeducational
programme in 193 1, and only in 1941 were women once more adrnitted to the institution.
First year coliege-level courses were built on to the high school foundation in 1926, and
second year courses added in the autumn of 1927. This provided the pladorm fiom which
ministerial candidates would move to the Serninary at St Louis, and prospeztive teachers to

one of the Synod's teaching colleges. For sixty years this high school and junior college
mode1 remained dominant at Concordia, Edmonton.

Synod had appropnated $50,000 for this new project, and on Ianuary IO',

1926, new

college buildings erected at a total cost of $146,873, were dedicated, with some 1,000
supporters in attendance on an unseasonably warm Edmonton day (Schwermann, 1981, n.p.).

The 9-acre site, on Ada Boulevard, overlooked the North Saskatchewan River and the
Highlands golf course.

-

Frantz, R (1967, Jan 69.Promal COthe Board for Hieher Education of the Lutheran Church Missouri
Svnod to AfKïiate the Colleere Division of Concordia Edmonton with the Universitv of Alberta.
Schwermann, A - H (198 1). Recollations of a President Emeritus.

*
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1.2

Historical Context

This Canadian institution was by no means the first 'Concordia.' From its earliest days, the
Missouri Synod of the Lutheran church had been engaged in the work of education. The
original 'Concordia,' first established in Altenburg, Missouri, in 1839, and later removed to
St Louis when the Germari Evangelical Ltrthercni S'iod of Mi.rsowi was founded there in
the 1840's, understood its role to be both gymtiasi1irn and Seminary: the tradition of the
n to combine the final four years of high school with the first two
Geman g y m t ~ ~ u rwas
years of undergraduate study (Kraemer, 1996, p. 16); the seminary, of course, built on to that
foundation the requirements for ordination. Whilst the seminary's fùnction was to prepare
ministers, the college provided a general education for a wider range of students: "It was to
be open even to young people who were not intending to enter the seminary" (Kraemer,
1996, p.7). At the founding of the college G.H. Loeber observed "We are keeping the aim of

general education in mind now ... and shall let nothing, God-willing, divert us from that
goal" (quoted in Kraemer, 1996, p.7). Here is no evidence of a distrust of higher education,
but an ernbracing of the utility of study both for the clergy and the laity.

Nor was that 6 r s t Concordia intended to be uniformiy sectarian. C.F.W Walther, the first
President of the St Louis seminary, observed that 'not o d y the college department, but in

certain respects also the Serninary, would be open to boys and young people also of other

than the Luiheran confession, and even to other than Gennan-speaking people" (quoted in
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Kraemer, 1996, p.8). As Kraemer observes. Walther "had been convinced that he and his
colleagues had been given a confessional heritage that was meant to be shared" (p. 8).

In subsequent decades, seminary and coUege became separate institutions, and were
reproduced across North Ameriui. Several Concordia Colleges were established (1 2 in the

US), which took students through four years of high school and two years of post secondary
study (approximating to a junior college standard). Ministerial candidates would then move
on to a Concordia Seminary; those planning to be teachers would enter one of the Synod's
teachers colleges. Those aiming for other professions, however. would proceed to a
university, either at the end of the high school years or after completing junior college. By the
195OYs,there was pressure building within Synod and within the colleges to provide avenues
by which non-seminarians could complete degrees, so, in 1957. Concordia Senior College

was established. Graduates of the junior college system could move on to the senior coliege
to complete their degree work. Rapidly, however, the j u ~ o colleges
r
theinselves pursued
regional accreditation, and became degree-granting institutions in their own nght (Kraemer,
12). This was the system of which Concordia College, Edmonton, was a part, but whilst

sister colleges in the USA pursued regional accreditation, Canadian systems of higher
education did not offer such avenues.

This evangelical Lutheran tradition of which Concordia is a part is itself firmly bedded in the
Lutheranism of the Reformation. The new University of Wittenberg was the seat of the
Reformation, and Luther and his colleague Philip Melanchthon (nicknamed p c e p i o r
Gemaniïz) had an "impact on German secondary and higher education [that] was profound
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and lasting" (Gemsh, p. 2). Through Melanchthon "the university systern in Germany [was]
completely reorganised" (Manschreck, p. 13 1). For a time, during the turmoil of the 15203,
it seemed that the Reformation would "lead to obscurantism and that its effects would be
hostile to culture" (Manschreck, p. 132). Erasmus wrote, "Where Lutheranism reigns,
knowledge perishes!" (Manschreck, p. 132), and many humanists rejected Lutheranism
because of this perceived hostility to leaming, yet both Luther and Erasmus rejected the arid
scholasticism of the Church and sought to revive classical, biblicai and patristic studies.

The very principles of the Reformation made mass education a requirement: the appeal to
scripture as the final authority assumed an ability to read and understand scnpture; the idea of
the priesthood of dl believers meant that every individual was seen as possessing a God-given
vocation and cailing. So-called 'secular' education for 'secular' professions was seen to be a
suitable pursuit of the faithful. Luther's 1524 "Letter to the Councilmen of Ail Cities in
Germany that they Establish and Maintain Christian Schools" is itself a bold appeai to extend
education to the people. With its vision of adequate, free,even compulsory schooling, for
both boys and girls, it is, writes Steinhaeuser in his notes on Luther's Works, a
forward-looking program, which marks Luther as one of the outstanding figures in
the history of popular education.. .. Though the religious motive mns through dl.. .
stress is laid also on the temporal and social aspects of education and ... on the value
of a liberal education for its own sake. (pp. 101- 102)
Luther held the Chair of Biblical Theology at W~ttenberg:at the h a r t of the curriculum
would be the study of the scriptures in their original laquages, so that personal investigation
of scripture would replace the dead hand of Church tradition as the sine qua non of
academic inquiry. Reforming of the theological curriculum was accompanied by a renewed
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interest in the humanities, spurred on by the reforms of Melanchthon. As a result, "the
university, as Luther envisioned it, was actuaily a training ground not only for the
professional clergy, but also for those preparing for careers in law, medicine, and teaching"
( m e m e r , 1996, p.5). Luther's sense that al1 Christians, not only priests, have a vocation and
a calling under God paved the way for such an approach.

This suggests an historical context for Concordia, Edmonton, that was wholly amenable to

higher education, not fundamentally suspicious of it, as were some more conservative
evangelical movements. For the system of 'Concordia Colleges' developed by the
Evangelical Lutherans, a reverence for higher education was bred in the bone; it was not seen
to be inimicai to the propagation of the Gospel, but to be an essential advocate for it.

1.3

Concordia from 19304960: Finding the Way

A bnef examination of Concordia's enrolrnent through the 303, 403, and 503, indicates a

pattern of growth that is at best patchy and at worst negligible. From 1930, student numbers

feu below 50, and did not recover until the post-war years, reaching 100 by 1948. Even then,

enrolment growth was not sustained, peaking around 130 in the 1950's and early 1960's.
Growth was limited in part by restrictions on dormitory accommodation, though chape1 and
dining hall facikies were equaliy stretched (Frantz, 1961, ~.7)~.
Throughout this period,

F m R (1 96 1, Oct 17~).Mv Iasiitutiods Role and Funcîion in the Swodicai Svstem of Collems and
Seminaries (1 962-198n.Report to the Board for Higher Education, The Lutheran Church Missouri S y n d

-
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college-level students were in the minority, ti-om 10% - 25% of the total enrolment, and
never numbering more than 29 (see Appendix K).

In his 1964 Recollecriorrs, President Schwermann notes:
At its founding in 1921, Concordia's policy was to have a course of studies sirnilar to
the one used in our American synodical colleges. and it was to conforrn as much as
possible to the one used in Alberta's high schools. This meant to serve two rnasters.
Over the years this twofold a h has caused many difficulties since it has not always
been easy to keep these two in harmony. (Schwemann, 1981, n.p.)
In 1939 the Concordia curriculum was modified to conform with the general high school
programme as articuiated by the Department of Education of Alberta. This provincial
accreditation aiiowed high school graduates to move more easily into secular universities, and
encouraged non-ministerial (generd) students tO enrol.

Encouragement to seek such accreditation was given by the fact that some of our
ministerial graduates were rehsed admission to universities because they had not
received their training in an accredited school, and also by the fact that the synodicai
Board for Higher Education had suggested in 1937 that 'each institution should meet
the state or regional requirements for graduation from high school. ' (Schwermann,
1981, n.p.)
This move also required al1 of Concordia's instmctors to obtain Alberta tacher certification,
so teachers trained in Lutheran synodical teachers' colleges needed an additional six or seven
courses in order to be certified in the Province (Frantz, 1967, p. 6). Already, Concordia was

finding it beneficial to seek accreditation in the provincial jurisdiction, to maximise students'
options. Although this process of accreditation began with the high school programme, it

became clear that the college, too, would benefit from such linkages.

Albert Schwermann served as President until 1954, when he was succeeded by Walter M.
Wangerin (1954- 1960). Although enrolment remained around 100 during Wangerin's
presidency, the number of college-level students grew fiom 10 in 1954 to 26 in 1959-1960.
Wangerin himself pursued doctoral studies in Education at the University of Alberta, and was
one of the first graduates of that programme. He developed contacts in the education
community in Alberta; "he had networked in the Province, with some of the people who
would be the key players in the growth of education in the Province. One of his better €riends
was Dr. Walter Johns, who happened to go on to be the University of Alberta president"
(Personal InteMew, March, 1996). A former student during Wangerin's presidency, now a
faculty member at the college, observed that "he had a vision of what could be accomplished
here. He had a sense of a Canadian degree-granting university or college, with support in the
Canadian community, serving Canadians.. .. He left, but the seed of the idea was not
completely lost" (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996). His vision for university affiliation was
perhaps too revolutionary for board or constituency: with barely twenty college-level
students, affiliation must have seemed rather improbable, but the seed Wangerin planted

began to grow under the oversight of the next President, Roland Franz.

A report by President Frantz, entitled 'The Role and Function of Concordia College,
Edmonton, in the Synodical System of Colleges and Seminaries (1962-1987),' which was
distributed to Faculty in October, 1961, reflects some of the new President's preoccupations.
With college-level enrolment standing at 24 that year (overall enrolment at 127), Franz,

stirnulated perhaps by Synod's recomrnendation that high school enrolment in its coiieges not

exceed more than 50% of the total student body, observed that "our recruitment efforts are
beginning to lay emphasis on gaining more students at advanceci levels" (p. 1). The high
school had been the dominant partner throughout the coliege's history: the 1960's saw a
deliberate attempt to encourage growth of the post-secondaiy cohort. With the prospect of
an indigenous Lutheran Church - Canada being gradually examined, Concordia (Edmonton)

"would be the only institution for the training of future church workers" (p. 5 ) , and so the
post-secondary hnction would become vital to the continued health of the denornination.

Frantz's assessrnent of Concordia's mission seems to reaffirm the status quo: "the primary
purpose and objective of Concordia, Edmonton will remain the training of future pastors and
parochid school teachers in the Lutheran Church.. .. 1 can conceive of no other educationd
purpose as a substitute" (1 96 1, p. 5). However, he then speculates that
beyond these prirnary objectives ... Edmonton would desire deliberately to solicit
students whose aim was a secdar vocation.. .. For the future welfare and growth of
the Canadian Church, it appears expedient to explore the possibility of including a
secular education in a statement of Edmonton's purposes and objectives. (p. 5 )
But how might Concordia attract students whose airn was a secular education? In discussing
possible changes in fùnction, Frantz looks forward to "ultimate accreditation or atfliation
with the University of Alberta, ifthe latter institution sees fit in the future to change its policy
and sanction such an arrangement" (p.6). He adds that the faculty is "studying the feasibility
and type of university affiliation best suited to our school in conformity with its purposes and
objectives" (p. 6).
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These observations suggest three deliberate moves on the part of the College. First, they
reflect a desire to increase Concordia's post secondary component. which heretofore has

been oniy a vestigiai part of the institution. The way ahead is not seen to be growth of the
high school (although that would be welcome), but of the junior college. Identity is changing,

as the institutional focus cornes to be the College. not the high school. Second, the
observations show a desire to attract students who are intent on secular careers. Until this
point the students enrolled in the two college years were almost exclusively preparing for
Church ministnes, either teaching or pastoral. Broadening this to include other vocations is
the beginning of a sea-change. Third, the document is the first move towards a formai
consideration of affiliation and accreditation. It is also a recognition that such approaches
would affect the character of the institution, as the faculty feasibility study examines whether
such a move would suit Concordia's 'purposes and objectives.' These three strategies form
the plat5orm on which the College's development is to be built.

1.4

1967-68: First Year Affiiation with the University of Alberta

Ifthe eight-page 1961 document expresses Frantz's early vision for the institution, his
eighty-six-page 1967 'Proposal to the Board for Higher Education of the Lutheran Church

-

Missouri Synod to Afnliate the College Division of Concordia, Edmonton with the University
of Alberta' is a thorough and considered plan for the implementation of that vision. In the
years since Frantz's appointment enrolment had not increased; in fact, it had slipped to just
86 in 1966-67. Though not in debt, the college was struggling. A faculty member recalîed,

"numbers were rapidly dirninishing in 1966-67. There was a real possibility that the college
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would close if something didn't change, if the student base did not increase" (Personal
I n t e ~ e w March,
,
1996). In 1965-66 the denomination's Board for Higher Education sent
one of its staE memben, Mr Delphin (Bud) Shultq to facilitate faculty consideration of
affliation options. He was involved in discussions both at college and university, "and
encouraged the idea that we move to more formal arrangements with the University of
Alberta" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). The 1967 Prop0.d outlines that arrangement.
The analysis of the problem is clear:

The basic weakness of Our present college program lies in the fact that, although its
purpose is to train Canadian students in Canada largely for life and s e ~ c ine Canada,
it is not accepted as a valid educational program in Our country. The synodical
teacher training and rninisteriai programs in our College Department get no
recognition whatsoever fiom Canadian Universities, accredited junior colleges,
provincial departments of education, or fiom any other federal, provincial, or private
authonties which detemine educational standards or requirements in the many areas
of Canadian me. Nor do individual subjects taken in either one of our college
programs have any transfer value in Canadian schools. This situation has the
following negative results:
1.

2.

3.

4.

If an Edmonton tacher training shident with a B.Ed. from Seward or River
Forest returns to teach in Canada, he finds that his degree is not recognized
and that he is normally credited with less than two years of college work
toward an equivalent Canadian degree ...
If a clergyman who graduated from our Edmonton Concordia h d s it
necessary to attend a Canadian University, he will receive credit for some of
the courses he took at Fort Wayne [serninq], but he d l not receive any
credit for his two yean in Our Edmonton College Department.
Hi& School graduates who are not absolutely sure that they want to become
professional church workers will not readily enter our College Department to
give these professions a try, for ifthey should not find them to their &hg,
they could not use credits eamed here in any other Canadian school, and the
tirne and money spent here would, in a sense, be wasted.
Needless to Say, our present college program cannot attract generai students.
(Frantz, 1967, p. 17)

The solution outlined in the proposa1 reflects the three moves heralded in the 1961 report.
First, the 'Purposes and Objectives' of Concordia are revised by faculty with a view toward

affiliation, and address the goal of attracting 'general' students aiming for secular careers, as
well as those on a ministerial track:

The educational program of Concordia College is designed to provide a general
education in a Christian orientation for the youth of the church on the high school and
junior college levels. The total cumcuium of the school includes specific courses of
study for students who are preparing for full-time s e ~ c ine the church as well as
general courses of study for a) students on the high school level who wish to obtain
junior or senior high school matriculation, and b) students in the junior college who
wish to complete the first year of university.
The primary cwicular ernphasis is on training for fùll-time seMce in the Lutheran
Church Missouri Synod.
1.
The specific proarams of study provide courses for students who are
preparing for
A The pastoral rninistry in the Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod. ...
B. The teaching ministry of the Lutheran Church Missouri Synod.. ..
C. Deaconess semice in the Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod.. .
2.
The aeneral pronrarn of studv provides courses for
A. Students on the high school level who wish to obtain either junior or senior
hi& school matnculation.
B. Students on the college level who desire to complete the first year
university program of the University of Alberta. (pp. 9- 10)

-

-

The primary goal of ministerial training is retained, but in tandem with general courses of
study. AU are designed, however, for 'the youth of the church.' The idea of drawing a more

-

disparate clientele - non-Lutherans, or even those outside the broad faith community is not
yet articulated.

It is also evident that Concordia continued to see its future in the delivery of post-secondary

education, despite the chronic slippage in generai enrolment:
Recent enrolment trends at our school and also developments in Canadian education
seern to indicate that Our High School Department will gradually diminish in
importance and that the real potential of our school for seMce to the Church lies in
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the Coliege Department, which at present is the weaker of the two academicdy, and
should, therefore, be strengthened through the accreditation of its programs. (p. 17)
Affiliation with the University of Alberta is seen to be the avenue to growth. The faculty and
the President recognised, however, that this would not corne through growth in ministerial
candidates, or even through a significant increase in prospective teachers: it would be through
an increase in the number of 'general students.' "In effect, Concordia would become a
Lutheran junior college that offers a liberal arts education in a Christ-centred orientation" (p.
83). Even here, however, the Proposal is cautious:

WiIl these Lutherans [who presently attend the University of Alberta] want to corne
to Concordia when Concordia offers an affiliated college program? ... In view of the
fact that full-time Christian education is generally held in low esteem by Missouri
Synod Lutherans in Canada ... it becomes a question that only time and
circumstances cm answer whether very many wili prefer Concordia to the University
of Alberta An affiliated college program open to general students should attract
sorne. This wil depend upon an awakened appreciation on the part of the Lutheran
constituency (p. 48).
In c o n s i d e ~ genrolment trends (both past and future) the Proposa1 considers only the
Lutheran market: it examines Concordia' s failure to increase enrolment despite evidence of
steady growth in the Lutheran pool across the country, and asks whether affiliation will
attract a greater proportion of these students. It does not ask whether affüiation wiii attract
non-Lutheran students, nor does it pursue the implications of such growth for the character
of the institution.

The immediate costs of affiliation are assessed in the Proposal under three main heads:
required changes in the college curriculum; the need for increased faculty and for faculty
upgrading; and the costs of upgrading the library and the physical plant.
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CzrrricuIttrn: In designing the new cumcular stnicture, Concordia had to take into

consideration both the requirements of Synod and those of the University. The plan was that
al1 courses with the exception of Religion would "follow patterns established and used by the
University, and ... had to be chosen from those listed in the University Catalog" (p. 19). In
most cases, existing Concordia courses were redesigned around University ones, though
some additional offerings were required. The existing Concordia nomenclature and course
description was eliminated in favour of similar university courses. The course load, for a first
year ministerial student, rose from 46 class hours to 49-55 hours, but these were "listed in the
University Catalog and ... at the same t h e also meet the entrance requirements of the Senior
College at Fort Wayne and of the terminal teacher training schools of Synod" (p. 20). Table

8 indicates the cornparison between the existing first-year ministerial programme and the one

proposed under affiliation:

Table 8 : CornDanson of Koncordial College Programme Before and Mer Affiliation with the Universitv of
Present Program (1" Year Ministe rial)

First Semester

Second Semester

Religion
English
History
Greek
One of:
German (beginners)
Latin (beginners)
Latin 30
Biological Science
Physical Education

2 hours per week

3 hours per week
3
3

(Before AD fiation]

Total

3
2
4

4

3

3

22 h m

24 hrs
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Afiïliated Program (1'' Year Ministerial)
Religion 200
English 200
History 200
Greek 100
One of:
German 100
German 200
Latin 100
Latin 200
One of:
Biology 130
Biology 230
Chemistry 230
Chemistry 250
Physical ducati ion
Total

C m c d h University Collegeof AlbaU

First Semester

Second Semester

2 hours per week

3 hours per week

,3 lab.)
3 (+3 lab.)
4 (+3 lab.)
3 (+3 lab.)

2
24-27 hrs

340

3 (+3 lab.)
3 (+3 lab.)
4 (+3 lab.)

3 (+3 lab.)
3
25-28 hrs

("Proposai," 1967, p. 2 1)
Additional courses were introduced to allow the first year of study to be completed at
Concordia for general students pursuing the BA, BSc, BEd, Pre-Med, Pre-Dentistry, and
LLB degrees. In subsequent years, new ofFerings would be introduced, allowing students to

pursue &st year studies in a wider range of disciplines for transferral to the University of
Alberta. In 1968-69, French 200, English 288, and Psychology 202 were to be added; in
1969-70, Mathematics 20 1, Physics 200, and Sociology 202 were added, thus allowing the
college "to teach most of the first-year college programs normally offered by the smaller
affiliated colleges in the Province of Alberta" (p. 35). As the proposal looked fùrther ahead

the possibility of second -year affiliation was introduced, starting with the B q BEd, and BSc
courses. This, however, was only in outline form, since "Second-year afiiliated programs are

... not nomally a part ofjunior college cun-iculums in this Province" (p. 18).

Facuity: In 1967, Concordia's faculty stood at 14 (13 fidl time, and 1 part tirne). Only one
faculty member held the PhD degree, with another seven holding Master's degrees. However,
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two more faculty members were cornpleting the PhD,and three were pursuing a Master's
degree. The Propomi notes that in 1960 no faculty members held the PhD,and only four had
or were pursuing Master's work. The 1967 figures thus reflect a significant upgrading of

f'lty resources.

Unfominately, not al1 of the subject areas which the College wished to introduce could be
covered by qualified faculty, since the University required a Master's degree in the specific

subject area. Only five were deerned to be qualified4.The college would irnmediately "need
seven, additional, different, qualified instructors to teach ten courses" (p. 52). These did not,
of course, need to be full-time faculty positions, but could be visiting lecturers, "borrowed

from the univenity to teach one or two courses" (p. 52). This also rneant that some faculty
members would not be recognised by the University, and so would be forced to teach only at
the high school Ievel. As well as the financial demands of additional faculty, issues of
personnel management would be difficult, since several faculty members would no longer be
able to teach at the Coliege level in their subject areas: they could see the promised land, but
not cross over to occupy it!

Library and Physical P h t : The Proposai Uicluded a considered examination of library
resources, which were found to be already stretched. Atnliation would require fùrther
development of library space (though no new buildings), additional staffing, and an increased

While Page 5 1 of the Proposai notes "the University would recognize only five as qualified to tach" page
53 idenîiües a need for seven new instnictors "beyond the four alteady qualifïed." This anomaly is not

fesolved in the document,

investment in library holdings. The Librarian o b s e ~ e dhowever,
,
that this would be required
whether or not affiliation were to be pursued. An examination of the needs of the wider
physical plant revealed three areas of concern: the Men's dormitory was deemed to be
inadequate; the science laboratories would not be satisfactory for the extended offerings
envisaged by affiliation; and the physicai education building provided insufficient space for
instruction or for intercollegiate cornpetition.

The decision to seek affiliation, then, was one which radically affected the identity of
Concordia, and the Proposal recognised this. It moved the College away from a single focus
on rninisterial preparation towards general education; it affirmed that the central enterprise
was to be higher education rather than secondary education; and it understood something of
the commitment of resources required, both human and financial, to pursue affiliation. What
the Proposal could not foresee was the later development of degree granting status, nor the
move away fiom an exclusively Lutheran student cohort to a far more diverse one. It did,
however, understand that affiliation was an experiment the results of which were uncertain:
e
The introduction of this type of program may well open up new avenues of s e ~ c to
the church in Canada on the part of Concordia, Edmonton. ... We are of the opinion
that, in view of the possibilities for good both to the church and to Concordia, an
expanded, affiiiated program may well be worth an experiment, to see what
contributions it can make. (Proposal, 84)

1.5

1968-74: The Effect of First Year Affüiation

The Board of Higher Education duly approved the proposal presented by the Board of
Control, and the coliege proceeded with affiliation, beginning to offer first year level courses

in 1968. The efféct on enroiment was immediately evident. In 1968 there were 25 collegelevel students; this rose to 3 1 in 1969, to 68 in 1970 and 197 1, and to 76 in 1972
("Lengthening the Cords," 1973, p. 7)? Enrolment in Arts had grown consistently; in
Education it had fluctuateci as teacher over-supply affected the whole province; and in the
sciences had grown swiftly d e r the introduction of science courses in 1970. After five years,
there were 3 1 first-year level courses taught at Concordia under the affiliation agreement, as
students used Concordia as a portal to the University: "In the [first] five years of affiiiation
approximately one-half of the students each year continued into the second year at the
University of Aiberta" ("Lengthening the Cords," p.7). Those who remained for a second
college year at Concordia could take the unaliated second-year programme for ministerial
students, which would allow them entrance into Seminary or synodical Teachen' Colleges.
Second year aliation, originally projected for 1970-71, was not achieved until 1975.

For a number of students, Concordia offered a back door into the University:

The college grew as it became known as a potential place to start your university
education. Students could 'drag' one course. They didn't have to have a complete
University entrance requirernent in those years. They could take four university
courses and one high school course; we called then 'corne up' students. We stiil have
a few. Not ail of our students were corne-ups, but that was an attraction. (Personal
Interview, March, 1996)
This willingness to help the under-achiever became a defining characteristic of the college.

Lenptheninr The Cords: A Facuitv Self'tudv. (1973. May). Concordia College. Edmonton. Once again,
there is a discrepancy in these figures between pages 7 and 13 o f the document. The table on page 13 lists 29
students in 1969, and 77 in 1972.
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The "provision whereby students who are matriculation-deficient may be found acceptable
for admission" ("Lengthening the Cords," p. 29) was a clear recruitment advantage, and drew
students fiom outside the traditional Lutheran pool, who would take one course at the high
school whilst pursuing their first year university programme. Indeed, the 1973 five-year
review observed that "most students in Concordia's college department are 'dragging' one
grade twelve matriculation subject" ("Lengthening the Cords," p. 41). This reputation was
perhaps one of the factors which made Concordia's University College and Entrance
Programme (UCEP)for Native adults such a success when it was introduced in 1985.

The change in the composition of the student body is noted in this review:
In that five-year period Concordia has been conFronted with an expanding outreach of
service. Formerly its concem had been directed to the parent church body almost
exclusively. Affiliation has introduced a number of additional features, resulting in a
broader set of purposes for a more cosmopolitan group of students. The self-study
reveals this trend. But Concordia intends to place priorities on its original purposes
and it also intends to lengthen the cords - to expand its facilities and services.
("Lengthening the Cords," Foreword)
This re-affirmation of the original purposes might hint at some disquiet in the church
constituency regarding the sudden influx of non-Lutheran students, even though "the mission
to prepare church workers remained strong" (Kraemer, 1996,p. 13). Some perhaps feared
that the cords were being 'loosened' rather than 'lengthened.' The college had never required
that students be Lutheran, nor that they formally S r r n a statement of faith. In earlier days,
such a requirement would have been redundant: in the new dispensation, it would have
excluded students who felt drawn to the institution. Concordia's admission policy in 1973
stated: "Concordia will consider for admission any student of character who c m q u a l e

acadernically, is sympathetic to the philosophy and objectives of the college, and who shows
evidence of ability to benefit generally from college educational expenences and life"
("Lengthening the Cords," p. 1). This meant that any student willing to be part of the
avowedly Christian context of Concordia would be considered for admission, but did not
require any subscription to a belief system. The revised statement of purposes and objectives
reflects the move away fiom Lutheran ministerid career-training as the primary fùlcrum of
the institution., and ernbraces a more general interest in the broader development of the
student:
...the education which Concordia Lutheran College endeavors to provide offers each
student a prognun of academic instruction and personal guidance which seeks to
further his spiritual, inteliectud, emotional, social and physical growth, so that he may
realize his fidl potential, according to his age level, for a life of service to God and to
his fellowmen.

to increase his knowledge and understanding of the Scriptures and their
application to Me;
to deepen his faith in Jesus Christ as his personal Savior;
to understand human nature and the world about him;
to appreciate our culture and that of other people;
to become acquainted with the chief areas of human learning;
to develop the abiiity to think and to express his thoughts clearly;
to ponder the challenges of fiil-tirne service in the pastoral or teaching
ministry of the church;
to equip himselffor a creative and godly life in the vocation in which he can
best serve his fellowmen;
to develop attitudes and sMls that will permit him to take his place as a loyal
and God-pleasing citizen;
to appreciate and develop his physicai and mental health for a life of service.
("Lengthening the Cords," p. 3)

This is, in a sense, a ratifkation of the changes which have already taken place in the
demographic composition of the student body. The 1967 Propuml did not foresee such
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changes, but the 1973 document suggests that the institution has embraced this emerging new
identity.

Financial dependence on synod showed a marked decline in the first five years of affiliation.
The synodical grant edged downwards fiom $l47,43 2 in 1968-69 to S 140,000 in 1971-72, a

5% decrease, which was (because of nsing enrolment) a 35% decrease per capita. In 1968,
the grant had made up 73% of Concordia's income (for educationai and general purposes),
but by 1971 this had dropped to 53%. The balance was recovered by an increase in income
from student fees, and also by a significant nse in per capita govemment subsidy, from $900
in 1968 to $1 1 15 in 1972 (meanwhile, grants for high school students remained static,
movhg fiom $1 50 to $160 p. a.). In 1971-72 "Concordia's income for educational and
general purposes came alrnost exclusively from four sources: synodical subsidy (53%),
govemment high school grants (4.6%), govenunent college department grants (20.5%), and
student fees (2 1.5%)" ("Lengthening the Cords," p. 40). The increasing subsidy fiom
govemment was another spur to second-year affiliation, so much so that the 1973 review
recornmended that "Concordia should achieve second-year affiliation as soon as practicable,
borrowing for prerequisite capital expenditure if necessary" ("Lengthening the Cords," p.
4 1).

The first five years of affiliation saw growth and turnover in the faculty. The full-tirne
teaching equivalency was 9.85 in 1968,moved up to 12.28 in 1 969, and by 1972 stood at
13.79, a 40% total increase, though the student-tacher ratio increased from 12.7 to 14.2
("Lengthening the Cords," p. 33). Only four of the eleven fùll-time faculty members listed in
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1973 (including the President and Registrar) had been present when the affiliation agreement

was proposeci in 1967. Ali, save the Registrar, held at least a Master's degree; two held
doctoral degrees (a DEd and ThD)whila two more were completing doctoral dissertations

(p. 10). By 1975, when second-year filiation was implemented, both President and
Registrar had left Concordia, leaving only two College faculty (and, of course support staff
and hi& school faculty) who recalled the college of 1967, before affiliation.

1.6

1975-1987: Second Year Affiliation

The new President, Alfieci Roth, had not taught at Concordia in the days before affiliation,
and with a background in Education, rather than Religion, the change in leadership would be

marked. This,according to one faculty member, "wasa t h e of unease" (Personal InteMew,

March, 1996). There was a naturai demand fiom students for the college to progress as
swiftly as possible to second year affiliation: "Seven out of ten former students indicated that
they would have continued in II year university courses if Concordia had the prograrn"
("Lengthening the Cords," p. 42). The coliege, too, was keen to move in this direction, since
this would address key retention issues, and help to increase income. However:

there were comments [from the Church constituency] about the fact that we had
broadened our support... 'whatever happened to the Concordia that had been a
preparatory school for pastors' ...and teachers, too! The broadening of our mandate,
and the understanding of preparation for graduates to serve God, whatever their
vocation, is something that may have caused concem among some Church members,
but not to any point of strong concem. (Personal Interview, March, 1996)
The concems were eased somewhat by the fact that Concordia, Edmonton, was moWig in
this direction at a time when sister colieges in the USA were also progressing to three and
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four year degree granting, and extending their liberal arts base. This, coupled with the
historical Lutheran understanding of the priesthood of believers, with its corollary that dl
Christians not only pnests, have a cailing under God, meant that there was "much more
praise and support than the contrq" about the direction of the College (Personal Interview,
March, 1996).

By the early 1970's, both faculty and board were pressing for the second year of studies to be
affiliatecl (Kraemer, 1996, p. 14), and such an agreement was reached in the autumn of 1975,
stimulating further enrolment growth, as students chose to complete two full years of degree
work at Concordia. This required significant additions to the full-time faculty in order to put
this second year programme into place. in 1978, Concordia was incorporated in the Province
of Alberta, an act in keeping with the Church's movement towards greater autonomy in
Canada. By the early 19803, Concordia had an enrolment of 500, and an ever-higher
percentage of its student body transferred to the University to complete degrees. This meant
that Concordia took on the primary role of a transfer institution: students would corne to the
college as a stepping-stone to University, so would finish their studies at another institution.
This allowed Concordia to grow, but was unsatisfactory in several fundamental ways: it
relegated the institution to junior college status, and so threatened to make it a mere
appendage of the university, defined by its relationship to the dominant partner rather than as

an academic establishment in its own right. It meant that alumni of the coiiege did not see it
as the institution fiom which they had graduated, and so their allegiances were divided. It
meant that faculty were unable to teach h a i year courses, or participate in the finai stages of
the student's academic experience. "Frorn 1980 on [there] is a desire, by Concordia, to be a
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degree granting institution. but only a gradual awareness of the implications of that"
(Personal InteMew, March, 1996).

1.7

1983-1984: Fonning of the PCAB.

Concordia was not the only Alberta coilege to feel the limitations ofjunior college status. By
1984, there were four church-related colleges holding affiliation agreements with the
University of Alberta. Carnrose Lutheran College (later renamed Augustana University
College) was affiliateci in 1959, with second year atnliation coming in 1969; Canadian Union
College (founded by the Seventh Day Adventist Church in 1906) became affiliated in 1971;
The King's College, Edmonton (founded by the Christian Reformed Church), was affiliated in
November, 1983. Alberta legislation had for many years allowed institutions to grant degrees

in DiWiity, but since the Universities Act prohibited the granting of academic degrees in
other disciplines, institutions were obliged to seek the route of affiliation. The University of
Alberta, in Edmonton, the sole provincial University until the formation of the University of

Calgary in 1966, was the obvious choice for aspiring affiliates. Unlike some other Canadian
Universities, Alberta did not offer afnliates the possibility of degree-granting status, but
required students to cornpiete theû programmes at the parent institution. As a result, the
affiliatedcofieges were clearly placed in a subordhateci role, unable to see their students
through to degree completion. AU of them wanted to move to the next step.

The pnvate colleges articulated their concems both to the University and to the provincial
Govement: "In the early 197OYs,the private colleges petitioned the Governrnent for the
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authority to gnuit degrees in prognims other than divinity" (PCAB, 1991, p. 1): they were
already permitted to grant degrees in Divinity, but although those degrees were provincially
chartered, they were not acadernically accredited and not accepted at Canadian universities.
A first Government response was a committee, stnick by the Department of Advance

Education, composed of representatives from the private colleges and the University. A
member of that committee recollects that it
was supposeci to corne up with proposais, suggestions, models, for what at that time
was c d e d "enhanced affiliation." What the govemment thought we could do was
have students complete their degree at our school but have the University of Alberta
give them the degree.. .. We didn't like it, and neither did the University of Alberta. 1
spent a couple of years on this committee, and it was this committee that findy said
"what we need is a diffierent method of accreditation." And it was that committee that
recommended the establishment of the PCAB, which the govemment went ahead and
created ... which was arnazing! Eventually the University went dong with it. They
had been senring as the gate-keeper, as an accrediter. It began to dawn on them that
it took a lot of time, energy, and money to do that, so why did they have to.. .. What I
observed was, initially, terrific opposition fiom the Universities to this whole idea,
automatically assuming that smaü schools could not produce a quality education
(Personal Interview, March, 1996).
The idea of 'enhanced affiliation' reflected the traditional Canadian solution to the degreegranting dilemma of church-related institutions: allow t hem to be "educational accessones to
the Canadian multiversity" and so "dismiss free-standing sectarian colleges" (Jones, 1994,

p. 15). Why was such a solution not acceptable in Alberta, as it seemed to be in other
provinces? Some Concordia administrators suggested that this was because of the long
tradition of independence and selfdetermination within these Alberta colleges, which led to a
rejection of absorption by the University. Yet this alone does not distinguish them fiom

similar colleges in Ontario, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, and other provinces, who, despite a

s i d a r desire for independent degree-granting status, found their aspirations stymied by
unyielding provincial authorities.

Perhaps the answer reflects the political and religious composition of the province of Alberta
itself What Stackhouse calls "sectish evangelicalism" is strongiy represented on the mral
prairie (Stackhouse, 1993, p. 190). and this generates an atmosphere that is congenial to
religious education. Not only are there twenty-five church-related colleges in Alberta (a sixth

of the Canadian total: Survey Data), but Christian schools @oth Catholic and Protestant)
Dounsh in the province, Feflecting a populace that holds its faith distinctives in high regard.
The province that, in the 203, 30's and 403, saw the rise of 'Bible Bill' Aberhart as Bible
teacher, radio impresario, and, ultimately, Provincial Premier, is stiU, in the 199OYs,
sympathetic to organiseci religion, and numbers amongst its Provincial MLA's (Members of
the Legislative Assembly) many who would offer support to the cause of religious education,
either because of their own beliefs or because of the views of the constituents they represent.
This receptiveness to the ide& of Christian education is not typical of al1 Canadian
provinces.

The Alberta legislature is also a stronghold of Conservatism, and a proponent of pnvatization

(Rae, 1996). This means that the Alberta government has been prepared to look favourably
on the private provision of higher education. The desire of the pnvate (church-related)

colieges to gant degrees in areas other than divinity "accorded with the government's policy

of extending access and alternatives in post-secondary education" (PCAB, 1990, p. 9).
Private degree-granting institutions are acceptable to a provincial legislature that looks with

some approval on American models of delivery for higher education. Smaller. private
institutions are seen to be able to respond to the market's demands for diversity, and the
church-related college finds a niche market in its delivery of Christian higher education.

'Enhanced affiliation' proved acceptable neither to university nor colleges. Mer extensive
discussion, the original cornmittee recornrnended the formation of the Private Colleges
Accreditation Board, based loosely on the American mode1 of regional accreditation, but with
some important distinctions. Regional accrediting agencies in the US are non-Govermental
organisations, essentially voluntary, established first of al1 as self-regulatory bodies. The
Private Coileges Accrediting Board is an agency of the govemment, and is fùnded by
government. Members of the board are appointed by the Minister of Advanced Education
(though university and private college representatives are norninated by their respective
bodies). Although the PCAB operates at a m ' s length fiom the Govemment, it is still a closer
relationship than that of American accrediting agencies.

The Universities Amendment Act, 1983, enacted the legislation establishing the PCAB (the

act was proclaimed on May 15:

1984). The act (reprinted in Appendix L) stated that "If the

Accreditation Board determines that a private college has met the prescribed conditions for
the approval of a program of shidy leading to a baccalaureate, it shall approve the course of
study and recommend to the Minister that the pnvate college be granted the power to grant a
baccalaureate in respect of that approved program of study" (PCAB, 1991, p. 46). The
board is also responsible for the periodic evduation of accredited programs of study, and may

withdraw approval for such progrm.
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Universities and govemment were equally concerned that the 'Gold standard' of the degree
be safeguarded: "the public interest conceming the meaning or status of the baccalaureate
needed to be protected and ... the historical precedents of university level study in the

Province should be respected" (PCAB, 1990, p. 9). As a result, the 'minimum conditions'
required to satis@ the demands of the PCAB were made rigorous. The initial conditions
required for a proposal to be even considered included the following: The applicant "must be
established under its own private Act of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta*' (PCAB, 1991.
p. 6); The institution must have had a satisfactory affiliation agreement for at least three
years with an Alberta University, covenng first and second year studies; it must maintain the

standards of academic freedom, and "where an institutions requires adherence to a statement
of faith and/or a code of conduct that might constitute a constraint upon academic freedorn

... the conditions of membership in that college cornmunity ... shall be made clear to statf
and students prior to employment or admission" (PCAB, 1991. p. 7).

Where an institution met the initial requirements, it then had to satisfi the board that "certain
aspects of its over-aü educational establishment ... represent a suitable basis upon which to

.

build degree programsY*
(PCAB 199 1, p. 8). Eight categories were identified for scnitiny by
the Accredi&xfionHatdbook.

First, the Objectives of the institution had to demonstrate "that the fundamental purposes of

the institution are educational and also appropriate to a degree-granting institution and the

needs of the society it seeks to serve" (PCAB, 1991, p. 8).
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Second, the Orgarukatioti and Admirzistrafioricame under examination: t his included the
requirement that faculty. administrators and students participate in policy-making, and the
expectation that the college "must have a strategic plan which addresses its fùture
educational, physical and fiscal growth. It must have in place effective procedures for ongoing institutional self-study and planning.. ." (PCAB, 199 1, p. 9).

Third, the board attended to Finar~cialResoirrces. "Each institution mut possess sufficient
financial resources to support al1 of its programs. The recent financial history of the
institution must also demonstrate the financiai stability essential to the successful operation of
the institution" (PCAB, 199 1, p. 9).

Under the heading Curriczrla mzd hhrrction the board required that the content and delivery
of acadernic work illustrate the institution's "experience with and understanding of the

requirements of a degree program" (PCAB,199 1, p. 1O), and that institutions had the
capacity to deliver the programme for which they sought approval.

The board made explicit its expectations at the level of Fandty: the institution must have a
core of full-time faculty for each programme; must have clear teaching-load policies; must
supply faculty with written procedures governing appointment and termination; and must
provide opportunities for professional development.
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The board aiso stipulated that Resoirrce Centres mid Librmies must provide adequate
resources for the programmes oEered, expected Academic Policies and Recordr to be
"consistent with the objectives" of degree programs, and required College Publications,
including the Catalogue or Prospectus, to offer accurate and current institutionai information.

When the institution met these eight general requirements, the degree programme itself was
the subject of study. In order for the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of Science degree
programme to be approved, the institution had to offer
at least three areas of study: Humanities, Sciences, Social Sciences
a. with not less than three disciplines available in each of the three areas of study, and
b. with a minimum of ten disciplines available in total.
(PCAB, 199 1, p. 18).
In 1984, rnost of the private colieges had strengths in the humanities and social sciences, but

required boistering in the sciences, so had to f h d new acadernic staffto deliver new offerings.
Each area of concentration within a degree programme required at least two quaiified fullt h e continuing faculty (or FTE), so to increase the number of areas of concentration,
colleges had to expand full-time faculty numben.

Each fUU-tirne faculty member was required, as a minimum qualification, to hold "an
acceptable Master's degree or equivalent in the discipline in which the faculty member is
assigned to teach" (PCAB, 1991, p. 25). The "desirable qualification," however, was the

PhD (or other terminal degree, as appropriate), and "a rnajority of continuing acadernic
fadty members offering instruction must hold the desirable qualifications" (PCAB, 1991, p.

25), so at least 50% of full-time faculty had to have the Ph.D. Further, the board had to be

satisfied as to the distribution of quaiified academic staff "among the disciplines which
comprise a proposed degree program" (PCAB, 1991. p. 25).

Of the four Alberta institutions which met the basic requirement of affiliation, Camrose
Lutheran College was the first to attain degree-granting status. It granted its first BA
degrees in 1985, a year after the formation of the PCAB. Needless to say, this increased the
pressure on the other institutions to do the same.

1.8

1987: Concordia Seeks PCAB Accreditation

The establishment of the PCAB provided a means by which Concordia could seek
accreditation, but the criteria were rigorous, and the costs were high. The College formally
applied for accreditation in 1987, but by that tirne it had already begun to address some of the
pivotal issues of the Accreditation Board, to 'put its house in order' before the inspections
and discussions began.

The College had to irnplement a very strict hiring policy: no-one was to be hired on
permanent Stream faculty who did not possess the PhD,and this increased staffuig costs. By

the tirne the CoUege's application was processed, the percentage of permanent-stream
faculty holding the PhD "was 48 or 52% ... depending how you counted it" (Personal
h t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996). Since the PCAB required 50%, the college was on the margin.
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More faculty were needed in critical areas, and this, too, was a signifiant cost to this
institution.

The PCAB also considered financial stability: the College had seen an increase in students,
but nevertheless, in the early 198OYs,had been in serious financial difficulty. "It was the
church that provided the money that got us out of that. They provided money. support,
expertise" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). By 1987 college finances were rnuch
healthier, but a negative response fiom the PCAB could have sharply reduced student
recmitment possibilities. Govemment subsidies and tuition income provided the two main
sources of funding: PCAB accreditation would help to undergird both of those income
sources.

The College's administrative structures also needed to be bolstered: the PCAB observed to
Concordia that "'your institution depends upon too few people" (Personal InteMew, March,
1996). As a result, the administration was expanded in 1988-89, and the system of Vice

Presidents was introduced to add another layer of administrative support.

Scrutiny of the library was a concern to the college: "We only had 20,000 books in the
library. By that tirne 1 knew that Our library was not adequate, and that they [the PCAB]were

going to hate it" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). The College addressed this problem by

purchasmg the library of a Coiiege in the US that was closing down, crating the 30,000
volumes, and driwig them back to Edmonton in a moving van. The "Golden Valley" library

was stiil in crates when the inspection visit took place, but it indicated that the college was
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taking seriously its responsibility to upgrade its library resources. An administrator at the time
commented:
In hindsight, 1 don? care if they've thrown every blessed book out. It got us Our
degree, without question. Whether they were al1 Nancy D m or sixteen copies of the
Bible, 1 have no idea .... At the tirne 1 think it was the only thing I could have done to
get us approval. (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996)
If these were areas in which Concordia's application might have been seen as marginal, its
relationship with the University of Alberta was undoubtedly a strength. The rigorous
examination o f the college's academic programme by the University had provided a platforni
for this application, and so the PCAB application was more a natural progression than a leap
into the dark. A Concordia administrator reflected on this relationship:
Step one was 1968.. first year accreditation; that was a thorough-going process that
involved every faculty appointment here being approved by the correspondhg
department of the University of Alberta; every course in our catalogue by description
and number was on the books of the U of Alberta. It was an apprenticeship. if you
will and a full supervision by the university of our academic quality. Year two: 1975.
We've got the first two years of thoroughly satisfactory performance, in terms of
quality. ...
By 1987 we've had almost 20 years of being scrutinized, of being involved with a
relationship with the university. The belief was "it's time for you to grant degrees." 1
don't know about the dynamic of places elsewhere, but you do have the phenornenon
in places of the sudden appearance of a fÙCblown univenity. But this step-by-step
movement towards wlluiing trust, gaining a reputation,, being told "you're ready,
fiïend," was a good way to go, and was why, when it became time, everyone fek that
it was the. (Personal InteMew, March, 1996)

Foilowing a gmelling inspection visit and extensive cornmittee work, the College's formai
application was approved and, on July 1 9 , 1987, Concordia Coliege became a degree-

granting institution, approved to grant both the 3-year Bachelor of Arts degree and the 3-year
Bachelor of Science degree.

The Private Colleges Accreditation Board agreed that the initial concentrations in the
Bachelor of Arts program would be English, Music, Psychology, and Religious
Studies, while the initial concentration in the Bachelor of Science program would be
Biology. Concordia's first graduates received their degrees on May 1, 1988. ("1993
Self-Study," 1. lI6
1.9

1987: After Accreditation

PCAB accreditation in 1987 is a watershed in Concordia's history. Events before it can be
interpreted as preliminary or contnbutory; events afier it as flowing fiom it. Like the Rockies

nsing out of the prairie, accreditation transfomis the landscape.

One of the most evident effects of accreditation has been an increase in student numbers: in
1985-86, enrolment stood at 647 FTE;in 1991-92 it had grown to 1384 FTE, or more than
doubled. In 1996-97, it stands at 11 17. FTE figures affect income in two direct ways: first,
the college receives about 45% of its operating income from fees (1995 figures); second,
governrnent gant to the colleges is calculated on FTE figures, and. since the govemment
gant composes over 50% of operating income, it, too, is directly affected by student
numbers (Survey data).

As enrolment increased, so too did permanent strearn faculty: fiom 22 in 1985 to 39 in 1991,

and to 47 in 1994-95. This was stimulated by a growth in student numbers, and the fact that

Concordia Coiiege. Edmonton (1993). 1993 Self-Studv for Review of Accredited deEdmonton: Author.
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the institution was now teaching up to degree level, whereas previously its offeringshad
concentrated on the two 'transferable' years.

The five initial areas of concentration approved for degree granting at the three-year BA and

BSc level in 1987 were supplemented over the next three years by concentrations in
Mathematics, History, and Sociology. Since then, concentrations have been added in French,
Philosophy, Political Economy, Chemistry, and Environmental Science. More recently, the
College has had three four-year BA degrees approved, in English, Religious Studies, and,
most recently, Psychology. The latest addition to the Concordia offenngs, added in 1996, is
the two-year Bachelor of Education (after degree) in Elementaiy Education, designed to
produce graduates who wiil be fully certifiabie as teachers in the Province of Alberta.

This certainiy changed the cumcular focus of Concordia: before affiliation, Religious Studies
was the staple diet of the Concordia student.. . in particular, the two year ministerial

programme, which would channel students into serninary studies. By the early 19903,
Religious Studies (though a required part of every student's programme), was lagging far
behind other disciplines when tables of graduates were examined. In the period fiom 1988 1993, for example, oniy 10% of Concordia's arts graduates had a major in Religious Studies,
and the figure was decIining, as were the real numbers: the total graduates in Religious
Studies actudy went d o m between 1988 and 1993, fiom 5 to 3, in the face of an overall
increase in graduates fiom 13 to 236, and an increase in every other disciphaq area. AS
other disciplines have grown, Religious Studies, previously the flagship programme of the
coiiege, has, at best, remained stationary. This caused some disquiet in the constituency.
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The College introduced, in 1993, a one-year Director of Parish SeMces after-degree

programme, designeci particularly for those students whose vocational aim is team ministry in
a parish setting. The programme, though not restricted to Lutherans, has been created as a
response to a perceived need expressed by the LCC,and is aimed at a national, not just a
local, market, one that more closely reflects the sponsoring church constituency.

The increase in student and faculty numbers, and the multiplication of programs and of
courses, brought pressure to bear on Concordia's facilities. In 1987 the Board of Regents
approved a Master Plan for the institution, which sou@ to develop available land on the
Highlands campus. The first stage of this development was the Robert Tegler Student
Centre, completed in the summer of 1992, which generated four classrooms, a language lab,
student offices, a corference room, a large quadrangle, and a drama facility. In 1994-95, the
library building was extended, a move which also helped to separate College and high school
since the latter was now allocated classroom space in that new facility, anticipating a more
complete division, when a new high schooi building is erected at the north end of the football
field, on the main boulevard, as part of an athletic centre. The limitations of the Highlands

property, however, have meant that additional space bas been leased off-campus. This has

meant that some administrative operations (the development office) and much of the
Continuhg Education programme was housed fiom 1988- 1996 at the 'Braemar Campus,'
then, from the auturnn of 1996 at the 'Gold Bar campus,' some two kilometres fiom the main

campus. Though the 'split campus' is not ideal, it has aliowed room for growth whilst
facilities on the main campus have been developed.
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With the advent of degree-gnuiting status, University affiliation became merely vestigial, and,
by muhial agreement, formal atfiliation with the University of Alberta ended in 1991. In

1990, the College had been granted provisional membership in the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada (AUCC), and in 1995 became a £ùll member, yet another mark of
Concordia's arrivai on the main stage of Canadian post-secondary education. It is one of
severai AUCC members who retain the requirement that faculty adhere to a faith statement.
In the AUCC Direcforythese institutions are denoted by an asterisk indicating that they

remain faith-afErming institutions.

On December la, 1995, President Richard Kraemer, Concordia's sixth President, announced
a change of name for the institution, to 'Concordia University Coliege of Alberta.' When, in
1996, Concordia celebrated its 75h anniverwiry, it was as an institution which had corne of
age, a full partner in the Canadian higher education enterprise.

2. Concordia's Accreditation Agreement

How, then, has accreditation affected the character of Concordia as a church-related
institution? How have the structures and requirernents of the PCAB impinged upon the
identity and the goals of Concordia?

The history of the PCAB outlined above reflects an important point: that its very formation

was intended to meet the needs of the pnvate coileges, most of whom were religious in

nature. As a result, the intemal structures and operations of the PCAB. while ngorous, are
not antithetical to the dominant ethos of colleges such as Concordia, but rather safeguard that

Concordia has continuai to require adherence to a statement of faith h m al1 instmctors.
including visiting lecturers. The 1993 SeIf-Sttidy observes that
The Statement on Acadernic Freedom is found in the Fucidty Handbook, 1.4.3, and is
aiways appended to faculty contraas. Since Concordia is a college owned and
operated by Lutheran Church-Canada, the Statement on Acadernic Freedom cdls for
full fieedom in teaching, research, and expression within the lirnits of responsible
action. Responsible action is further defined in the statement: "Anti-Christian views
may be described and discussed, but they are not to be promoted among the
students." Also, it is understood that "the faculty member will not teach contrary to
the Scriptures and Lutheran Confessions." A faculty member in disagreement with
any of the doctrines of the Lutheran Church is requested to "follow the proper
channels as identified in the Synodical Handbook." (5.6.4)
Accreditation, then, has not diminished the College's ability to nurture a faith cornmunity
through faculty selection. Concordia does not require such a statement of faith fiom
students, but this is its own choice, not a requirement of the PCAB or the government.
hdeed, another PCAB accredited college (The King's University College) does require a
faith statement fiom incoming students.

The PCAB has not brought sweeping changes at the level of govemance:
The ultimate responsibility for the govemance of Concordia College rests with the
Board of Regents. which consists of fifieen voting members and two advisory
members.. . Ten voting members are elected to three-year terms by the Church
wnstituency. Three voting memben are appointed for three-year tenns by the Board
itseK The presidents of the Alberta-British Columbia and Central Districts of the
Church are ex oflcio voting Board members. One faculty advisory Board member
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and one student advisory Board member are nominated by their constituemies and
appointed by the board each year for one-year terms. Al1 voting Board members must
hold membership in a congregation of Lutheran Church-Canada. . .. They cannot be
on the salarieci staff of the College. ("1993 Self-Study."2.2.1)
This Board of Regents holds ultimate responsibility for "development of academic and
instructional policies, faculty personnel policies, and policies affecting student s e ~ c e s , "in
addition to the approval of "decisions involving financial commitments" and "decisions on
the hiring and advancement of all permanent-stream faculty... [and] administrative staff"
("1993 Self-Study." 2.1). Whilst such approval is largely a fonnality, it nevertheless affirms

that the LCC maintains a formidable presence in govemance, one that the PCAB has not
sought to erode or diminish. As will be noted below, LCC members are well represented at
the highest levels of college administration, so it is evident that PCAB affiliation has not
ernasculated the Lutheran character of the institution.

Of course, Concordia is subject to continued scrutiny and quality control assessment by the

PCAB. The engagement of the Universities in the PCAB's establishment helped ensure the
robustness of assessment procedures, quality control measures, and academic structures. Not
only did Concordia have to meet the exacting requirements when it sought degree
accreditation in 1987, and for each subsequent degree oEenng proposed, but it submits an

annual report to the PCAB,and completed a Comprehensive Evaluation in 1993, six years
after attainhg degree-granting status (a second such evaluation will take place in the tifteenth
academic year &er accreditation). Other evduations may be initiated by the PCAB, should it
have cuncems about programme quality or delivery.
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The annual report to the PCAB, completed each October by al1 PCAB-accredited institutions,
"includes updates on programs, major accomplishments ... then five year objectives,
emerging concems and worries, and the whole statistical section ... enrolments, library, and
so on. There is also a tabulation at the end which compares the four private colleges on a
whole range of measures" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). The repons are considered by
the PCAB, where sub-cornmittees consider each institution in detail before reporting back to
the fùll board. Areas of weakness are noted, and institutions asked to address such concerns
before the next annual review. These reviews
provide a buis for judgements regarding
the continuation of an approved degree program;
a.
the placement of a college on probation and specification of remedial
b.
measures; or,
the withdrawal of approvai of a degree program.
c.
(PCAB, 1991, p. 38)
The Universities Act d o w s for the PCAB to withdraw its approval of any degree
programme, and to recommend that the college no longer be designated under section 64.5 of
the act, a sanction which would have the most serious implication for any institution.

Membership of this Board "consists of thirteen members appointed by the Minister of
Advanced Education: a chairman, four members of the public, four university academic staff
members nominated by the Universities Coordinating Council, and four staff members from
private coiieges nominated by their presidents" (PCAE3, 1991, p. 2). This means that
institutions are, in part, judged by their peers, and also offers external scrutiny, thereby

minimising the possibility that the board might rnerely be a rubber starnp for member
institutions (as some would claim to be the case in some voluntary accrediting agencies).

The "Terms of Reference for Extemal Evaluators" issued by the Board illustrate its focus of
concem. They read as follows:
The basic tems of reference are not intended to restrict the scope of matters to be
considered by the extemal evaiuators.
1. Are provisions and procedures for govemance of academic affairs adequate in their

scope and satisfactory in their operation?
2. Are current policies, replations and practices relating to academic affairs generally

3.

4.
5.

6.

adequate in their scope and nature?
Have college administrators and faculty made a realistic assessrnent of demands that
will be created by the proposed prograrn (e.g. workload, finances, etc.)?
Does the coilege have both the general resources (e.g. supporting disciplines) and the
specific resources (e.g. library holdings) needed to implement proposed programs?
Given the over-al1 quality of the college's operations, as perceived by you, does the
expansion of programs as proposed seem to be a viable and realistic proposition?
Are you satisfied with the adequacy and quality of the college's Self-Study and the
process followed by the college to conduct the Self-Study?
(PCAB, 1991, p. 56)

These terms of reference reveal that the board evaiuators are concemed primarily with
academic programmes. Institutional ownership and govemance, church relationships, and
institutional ethos are of concem insofar as they affect delivery and quality of those academic
programmes. As a faculty member noted,

the people there [at PCAB]were always very judicious about not trading on the toes
of the boards of Religious institutions, and 1 think rightly so. So rather than saying
'you should be this or that,' or 'you should have less contrai,' the board kept its
mandate very clearly in focus: 'we want to make sure that we are a quality control
group; that the critena we set for granting degrees and establishing programs are of
the highest standard.' They kept to that and said, 'Whatever your religious afnliation,
whatever your concern, meet these criteria.' They didn't, of course, impinge on
religious wncems. Nobody would have wanted them to, because theirs were
academic concerns
(Personal InteMew, March, 1996).
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Indeed, the intention of the board was that the pnvate colleges would be distinct from the
Universities, and offer a degree of diversity: "The PCAB has been very supportive of the
private colleges ... being themselves; offering something different in the pantheon of
educational opportunities in higher education in the province" (Personal InteMew, March,
1996). Another faculty member observed, "the board has positively prodded . .. you would

find, on more than one occasion, a statement to the effect (and this cornes from the university
reps), 'don't make yourself linle copies of the universities; try something different" (Personal
Interview, March, 1996). From its very origins, the Board has understood the character of
the four private colleges to be informed by their Christian character and mission, and have
endorsed that .

Although the Board is, as noted, a body with considerable power, its sanctions are rarely
used. Instead, there is an assumption of good faith between members, supported by the

annual reporting procedures. "There's a high level of trust and dialogue between the
executive of the accreditation board and each institution. We're really on a very personal
basis, and even when the reports are handed in, they'll review them, perhaps give me a cal1 to
ask 'did you mean what you said.. .' and perhaps 11
' 1 respond, 'well, it didn't stnke me that

way. I'U clarify that,' and then send it on through" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). The
context of the board is collegial, rather than adversaial: in many other provinces, the
relationship between private church-related colleges and public universities lacks this basic
element of trust and mutual respect. There are, of course, different perspectives represented
on the Board; as a result, "there are tensions withln the PCAB ... there have been ail dong, if
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only because their definitions of excellence were initially drawn fiom secular institutions ....
What usually happened was a kind of dialectic, for there was a good deal of mutuai respect.

My impression is that the PCAB is aware that some of its initial definitions perhaps didn't fit
the church institutions that we were. And we have changed, also" (Personal Interview,
March, 1996).

Ironically, the PCAB structures mean that 'private' colleges actually open themselves to
closer public scmtiny than do the 'public' universities. As a former PCAB member noted.
"it's very rigorous; much more so than any [regime] the people in the universities have to
labour under. These people o n the board aiso realized that, because we were doing
something a little unusual, the standards had to be just a bit higher. We've heard minority
groups talking iike this. It's a phenomenon across society; when we're one leg d o m (as far

as the perception goes) we've got to be even better than they are" (Personal InteMew,
March, 1996). It is only with the recent introduction of performance indicators and quality

assurance procedures in the public university sector that parallel quality controls have been
established.

This scmtiny has been welcomed by the PCAB colleges, as it offers them a means by which
they can a f b n their credentials:

It protects us fiorn the unwarranted criticism that we are not credible. We need
something k e the PCAB to be able to Say to everybody: 'Look. This is an excellent
acadernic institution, and will continue to scrutinize ... even more so.' That has
helped us, and has enhanced our reputation. It doesn't hinder us at dl"(Personal
Interview, March, 1996).
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It has also created a yardstick by which the institution can measure its progress, and

recognise the threshold for degree recognition: "In some ways you don't have to fight the
local battles, the intemal ones: you know what the extemal standards are, and then you seek
to meet them" (Personai Interview, March, 1996).

The PCAB has proven to be a dynarnic, rather than a static, body. Its original mandate, to
allow pnvate colleges to find a means towards accreditation of the BA and %Sc degrees, has
been graduaily extended and re-interpreted. It has accredited a number of four-year degrees;
has accredited post-baccalaureate B.Ed. programs; it has recently approved a Business
Programme. An adrninistrator observed;
there will be an expanding vision of what we can become. I've already heard
whispers of graduate programs. Well, the PCAB has no mandate to approve a
Master's program. Perhaps it will. The University Act was recently amended to
specfi conditions under which the minister would consider a proposal by a provider
to cal1 itself a 'university, ' namely that it 'offers a graduate program and has as one of
its objects the creation of knowledge through scholarly activity.' (Personal Interview,
March, 1996)
This responsiveness has been greatly appreciated by the private colleges, since it has ailowed

them the possibility of growth and development.

Concordia's vision of accreditation is in harmony with Lutheran history and theology : the
immigration of Lutherans to North America had been, in part, an attempt to preserve the
integrîty of their religious characteristics in the face of growing European pressures t O
compromise. The emigrants "were yeaniing for a retum to a confessional heritage that had
almost been lost" (Kraemer, 1996, p.6), and this included the establishment of

denominational schools and coileges. Concordia affimis its religious distinctives and has
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resisted the various pulls to assimilation, yet has retained the reverence for higher education
evident fiom Lutheranism's earliest days. The PCAB has provided a means by which the
college has been able to retain its unique Christian character and ethos whila embracing the
academic ngour expected of a Full partner in Canadian higher education. The President
writes,
One may even dare to suggest that Concordia today has been able to recover the
broader scope of education that Wittenberg once had without sacnficing the strengths
that were acquired through its years of growth as a college of the Missoufi Synod
system in North America. ... The spirit of evangelical fieedom that once made
Wittenberg an exciting place continues to live on at Concordia. A spirit of adventure
and of fke enquiry is being fostered by a faculty nch in its diversity and united in its
resolve to provide, in the words of its Mission Statement, "a quality education in a
Christian context while sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ, aiding students to develop
a sense of vocation and preparing them for leadership in the world."
(Kraemer, 1996, p. 15 )

3. Location and Accreditation

The main campus of Concordia University College of Alberta is located in the Highlands
district of Northeast Edmonton. Perched on the edge of the North Saskatchewan River
valley, with magnificent views over the adjacent golf course and across the river, the nineacre Highlands campus offers a superb setting for the college. The campus is easily
accessible from al1 parts of the city and beyond.

The college has operated on this prime site since 1925-26. The seventy years spent at

Highlands have created a sense of place, and have reinforced Concordia's distinct sense of
institutional identity. Staff, alumni, and constituents share an affection for the campus and

the atmosphere generated by the setting. This allegiance to place. combined with the physical

distance from the University campus (Concordia is over ten kilometres away from the
University of Alberta), made the extension of affiliation, even "enhanced affiliation," less
attractive to the college. It is instructive to note that most coileges which are fùlly afnliated
with Canadian universities (that is, who offer degrees of the parent institution) are located on

or near the campus of that institution. Even during the twenty years of Concordia's afnliation
with the University of Alberta at first and second year level, relocating facilities was not
considered. Further, students at Concordia, though moving on to University to complete
their degrees, rarely combined courses at Concordia with courses at the University. For
most, studies at the University were subsequent to their studies at Concordia, not concurrent
with hem, and so the Concordia experience did not become diased. but maintained its
integrity.

The urban location has been critical for Concordia's development as a private, accredited
coilege. An administrator observed, "We have s u ~ v e don the basis of geography. We are in

an urban centre that is large enough to support both us and the University of Alberta. ...Our

main selhg feature is geographic" (Personai Interview, March, 1996). The location of
Concordia, then, becornes critical to the issue of identity: PCAB accreditation allows
Concordia to appeal to the wider Edmonton market, not merely the Lutheran (or, indeed, the
Protestant or Christian) market. Since "80% [of students] come fiom within a 45 minute

drive of the coliege" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996), and barely 3% come from outside of

Alberta ("1993 Self-Study," 7-29)?location has been pivotal in establishing the market niche
for the coliege. Location and accreditation have been the two key factors that have led to
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growth: without accreditation, most students in the Edmonton pool would not have
considered Concordia: without the Edmonton location, most students would have chosen a
more local, more convenient, alternative. Cenainly, other factors have their significance (the
Christian character; class size; institutional reputation), but location and accreditation are the
foundations on which the college has built its clientele.

The Lutheran identity of the College is reinforced by the presence of the Lutheran Seminary
and the Church's District Office in prime locations on the periphery of the campus. Built in
1991, they are "very syrnbolic examples of endorsement by the church.. . I know some people

on our faculty sometimes say 'why is it there?...We need the space! ...Controlling us, or...?'
But there were practical reasons, too. The church owned this property, but I think it is also

an example of an endorsement, a symbolic endorsement, of this place as the Concordia
campus" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). On a campus which is crowded for space, there

are certainly those who consider the presence of these buildings to be an inefficient utilisation

of land. This reflects, in the physical use of space, the natural tension withh an institution
that is, on the one hand, a Lutheran coliege, but has within it many faculty, staff. and
students who are not Lutheran, and which, as a growing, accredited institution, is hungry for
land on which to develop.

The presence of the high school on the Highlands campus is also a matter of some
contention. The history of the college is bound up with that of the high school. Many of the
older alumni hold the school in high regard, and would be loathe to see it removed fiom the
site. The previous President, on one occasion, announced that the high school would be

relocated: there was an uproar from the alumni, and the plan was never implemented. More
recent arrivais, both students and faculty, tend to see the school as an anomaly, and see its
days as numbered. Its profile has certainly changed: from sharing al1 facilities with the
college, it moved to sharing only some few when the new library extension was completed.
Now, a new self-contained facility is being built for the high school at the nonh end of the
campus. Some see this as a mistaken concession to the past and to the Lutheran
constituency, and think that giving prime space on the main boulevard to the high school is a
waste of resources. Most see the full removal of the high school as inevitable. A past
president of the Alumni association observed that "that is absolutely going to happen. What
might happen is that it would become independent of the college; distinct in facility and site"
(Personal InteMew, March, 1996). A long-se~ngadministrator cornmented, "1 thi.nk,
ultimately, the high school may be relocated in the city, but when we're trying to manage the
development, the one thing the board is committed to ... is not to destroy the high school
u~ecessariiy'~
(Personal Interview, March, 1996). Clearly, accreditation has led to the high
school being peripheral to the ongoing iife of the college, and gradually the physical plant is
adjusting to reflect that fact.

Sudden enrolrnent growth meant that facilities at the Highlands campus were strained past
endurance, and temporary off-campus facilities were secured in 1987 to cope with the
overtlow. The Braemar Campus housed the Development and Communications offices,
computer labs and some of the Continuhg Education programmes. As an administrator
obsewed, "We're in transition.. .. We're in a movement of facilities towards a consolidation

of the campus, so that we are already planning for the reintegration of al1 the functions"

(Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996). Inevitably, this split campus has caused some
marginalisation of those students not housed at Highlands. Braemar, an elementary school,
lacks the ambience of the University College. The latest facility, the Gold Bar campus, which
replaced Braemar in 1997-98, offers improved facilities, but more difficult access. The
President notes that "the plan for the next building, in 98-99, closes down that school and
,
1996). The anomaly of having the hi& school
brings it here" (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
present on the main campus whilst college courses are offered in a nearby school does not go
unnoticeci. Although the historical justification for this situation is understandable, some
share the feeling of one interviewee who observed that the split campus underrnines the
sense of community felt by some students. This intangible ambience is one of Concordia's
most important assets, since a smaller institution is expected to generate a greater sense of
belonging.

This suggests that the management of growth will be a critical issues for Concordia, if it
wishes to maintain the quality and character of the whole student experience. Accreditation
has led to growth at all levels over the past decade, but for the qualities of the institution to
be preserved the next decade must see gowth that is more carefuIiy directed. Consideration

of the physical limitations if the nine-acre site l a d s naturally to the conclusion that there must
be an upper limit to enrolrnent. The President observes:
1can share with you information that we put together as part of a feasibility study 1st
summer when addressing facilities a particular vision for Concordia in 20 yean.
What you have here is a Concordia that will pledge itself not to go beyond the
approximate size of an institution Iü<eMt. Ailison: about 2,000 FTE. It stops there.
We have looked at our own disciplines, and we would like to oEer four-year degrees
in most of those disciplines. Such a plan would make that possible. AU the iiterature
indicates to me, and our geography indicates to me, that we would be at our best if'

-
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we remained a srnaller sue university, deliberately remaining so for the sake of what
,
Our mission is, and what we understand ourseIves to be. (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
1996).

4. Institutiond ldentity

The Concordia high school of 1921 seems to share little but history with the University
Coiiege that has grown out of it. A brief examination of that history, however, suggests that
the institution has b e n in a process of continual transition, "gradually changing its skin over
time," as one dumni obsewed. The College has evolved, gradudly but insistently, and
although some periods of its history show less evidence of change than others documents

suggest that college leadership was always contemplating the next step.

Like most church-related colleges, Concordia wrestles with identity-laden issues: some of
these are resolved over tirne; others are contested fiom generation to generation. Three
statements might summarise the central identity clusters of Concordia at its 75' anniversary:

Concordia is an accredifedliberai afls universiv college;
Concordia is a Ltrtheran church-relared imtirtrtion;
Concordia is a maIl college that cmesfor the academically challenged

These are complementary identifiers, not contradictory, but each is contested to some
degree.

4.1

The Accredited Liberal Arts University College

The change of name in 1995 to "Concordia University College of Alberta" underlined the
identity of the institution: "It recognizes our tme identity," observed President Kraemer.
"We've been granting degrees since 1987 and our new name will help the public become
aware of our university program" ("The Concordian," Spnng 1996, p. 12); "Concordia is our
link with the past, the university designation is our link to the future.. ..with the new name,
there can't be any doubt on what we are doing and what we offer" ("Blue & White," Dec 6',
1995, p. 2). Yet the new name does not lay to rest ail the questions pertaining to the

academic identity of Concordia.

4.1.1

University CoUege

... o r Transfer Institution

Since 1987 Concordia has been a degree-granting institution, but the twenty years before that

saw it operate as an afFiliate, where students transferred wholesale to the University of
Alberta to complete degree studies. The change of identity, fTom transfer d e g e to degreegranting institution, has not occurred ovemight. An administrator observed that there had

been :

a gradua1 move fiom thinking of ourselves as a transfer institution, to thinking of
ourselves as a stand-alone institution ... and that process is still going on, and it's
quite different fiom one faculty member and department to another. There are some
who are stiU obsessed with transfer issues; some who wish to ignore them entirely.
(Personai InteMew, March, 1996)
An admlliistrator noted, "The admissions department is trying to keep a tab on why students

transfer out. Many of them, up to 83%, enter with the intention of transferring. Part of it is

because we've not done a good enough job of cornmunicating the value of a Concordia

degree" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996).

The self-study figures indicates that the increase in enrolment has not been reflected by a
proportionate increase in graduands. In 1988,once year &er PCAB accreditation, there
were 13 graduates, and an FTE of 88 1;in 1990, three years after accreditation, there were
30 graduates, with an FTE of 1270; in 1993, there were 82 graduates, and an FTE of 1527

("1 993 Self-Study,", 4.11). In the 1996 class, there were 128 graduates, with an FTE of
1385. The proportion of students completing degrees has been rising, but the numbers

suggest that the majority of students stül transfer out of Concordia (or withdraw) before
graduation. The President observed that the number of students who transfer out has
graduaily declined:

in 1987 we could only offer three year degrees in five areas. Period. Now you can
complete in about 16 areas, and, beginning next year, we have an afler-degree in
education. As we're able to expand programming, and make it possible for students
to stay and complete, they're strongly considering staying here; the usual cornplaint
was "1 wish 1 could stay, but 1 can't." When you consider that we have been a twoyear transfer institution, and that was the whole starting place, it's not surprising...
We still don't have enough students who stay through to graduation. Our best
recnùtment has been just getting students here; once they get to know us, they love
us, and many stay on... we hope in increasing numbers. The graduating numbers have
been going up. 1 think this wili continue to increase. We made a decision in terms of
our mission, back in 1991, that we were going to concentrate on degree completioq
and not transfer. Of course, there are stili a number who cannot complete their
degree in archaeology, or you name it, but they still want to begin here, and they'll no
doubt continue. (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996).
Students suggested several reasons for the high transfer rate: first, as the President noted,
there were disciplines which were not available at Concordia, but had to be pursued at the

larger university. A student observed, "1 do think that with some of the new programs that
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are coming 4the Psychology Degree; B.Ed.after degree.. .I think that is really going to
increase retention. A lot more will start to stay, rather than corne here for two years"
(Personal Interview, March, 1996).

Students also commented that the College was relatively unknown: Students leave, they said,
"because of the lack of recognition of the degree.. . When it was 'Concordia College' it had
the stigma of a college ... a trades college, say.. .. With the name change, it'll help people
,
recognize that it is a full university degree that is awarded" (Persona1 I n t e ~ e wMarch,
1996). As the profile of the college increases, as it becomes even better known, students wiil

be more ready to complete their degree work there.

The advent of the four-year degree was also identified as sornething that would aid retention:
students commented, ''the four year degree will gain more recognition. People won't look
down and say 'Ahh...a Concordia degree....' They'll respect it more; it'll be on par, like any
other degree...unless you're at Queen's or something" (Personal Interview, March, 1996).

Fhdy, students observed that rnany of their fellows came to Concordia as a second choice,
since they were unable to gain entry directly to the University. This meant that they were

inclined to take the first opportunity to enter the larger institution, usually at the end of their
£ïrst or second year.

The implications of being a 'transfer institution' are several: losing 30 - 40% of the student
cohon in any given year means that recruitment pressures increase. since those places must
be filleci with newly-recnii ted students. An administrator observed,

We continue to serve a transfer student population. We are doing our best to recruit
students on the front end who are here to do sornething other than transfer. We think
that's taking place. Does it w o q us if we don? achieve that? Yes, it does. 1 don't
want my admissions folk to have to recmit 800 students a year every year,just to
replace al1 the people who are heading out to the U of A or Grant MacEwan. I'd love
to get to the point where they could recruit 700 or even 500. We're not there yet.
We're in process, on the road. What brings that about? Fint, the fact that your
programs exist and become better known. You get some graduates out into the
comrnunity who finished degrees here and are doing well. It's word of mouth; it's
advertising; it's creative recruiting; it's the continued commitment to teaching once
the students get here; it's the continued commitment to serve students as a first
priority. Which one do you pick first? (Personal Interview, March, 1996)
This also means that Concordia is very wlnerable to enrolrnent fluctuations, since some of its
applications are overflow from the University: if applications fall, Concordia will be the first
to suffer. An administrator observed, "if the U of A goes plus or minus 1-5% ... well, if they
go plus 1.5% that's our entire first year student body! So we're very wlnerable, and have to
build a base of first choice students" (Personal Interview, March, 1996).

The fact that some students choose Concordia as a second choice, and aim to transfer out,

means that they do not deliberately select it because of its Christian ethos. Indeed, they often
find the requirement to take reiigious studies courses rather onerous. Concordia performs a
survey of Uicoming freshmen students each year, and those required courses in religion figure

high on the list of things students don't Iike about Concordia, just behind its hiition levels
(which are slightly higher than the University of Alberta's). "That's seen as a major barrier.

... it is a major dissatisfier once you're here, that you're forced to take it. 1 suspect that if
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you asked them at the end of the year they wouldn't think that much of it: 'yeah, it was an
OK course"' (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). This does affect the Christian character of
the college. Students who come to Concordia as a second-choice institution, and who intend
to transfer to the University, are likely to have come in spite of its faith-affirming stance,
rather than because of it. Students who choose Concordia fint, and who intend to complete
their degree studies there, are more likely to be in hamony with the dominant ethos of the
institution than are those who see it merely as a convenience. The college, clearly, wants to
attract students who choose the institution because of its faith position.

For the development office, few graduates means few loyal alumni. If students complete their
degrees at the University of Alberta, they will have, at best, divided loyalties. The Christian
College has traditionally relied on alumni both for donation income and for the next
generation of students. The inculcation of a 'consumer mentality' evident in transfer students
might make fiind-raising more difficult. An alumni comrnented, "You can talk to my fellow
classrnates: fund-raising m o y s them, because they've paid for their education.... 'Why
should 1 give to you? 1 already paid.' It would be like going to me Brick to buy a couch

-

then they come and fùnd raise!? 1 think we're approaching that" (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996). Though evident to a degree in al1 students, this user-consumer attitude will be

particularly evident in transfer students.

A faailty member noted the implications of degree-granting on pedagogy:

As a faculty member,1 have changed my teaching methods and the way 1 interact with
students since we got degree granting. 1 am now saying '1 have to make a decision
about these students. 1 cannot simply give them a marginal pass, knowing that
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someone at the U of A will flunk them out if they're not satisfactory.' My whole
approach has changed; Now 1 know that these people may end up doing their whole
degree here, and, therefore, do 1 pass them dong to my colleagues who are teaching
the senior course, who will have to decide whether they graduate or not. In that
sense, Our whole teaching enterprise, the quality of it has improved. (Personal
Interview, March, 1996).
The continued influence of the transfer-college mentalité does affect Concordia: it has
implications for pedagogy; for recruitment and budgeting; for alumni loyalty; and for
institutional ethos.

4.1.2

University CoUege

...o r High School?

Another of the identity issues that has faced Concordia throughout its history has b e n its

dual mandate as college and high school. Enrolment figures indicate that for rnost of its first
five decades Concordia was predorninantly a high school, with the college as an appendage.
These enrolment figures do not reflect, however, the growing conviction within Concordia
during the 1950's and 60's (noted above) that its fùture would lie in its collegiate division.

Atniiation arrangements with the University of Alberta saw the balance begin to shift. By
1975, when the second year of affiliation was implemented, 30% of Concordia's enrolment
was at the college level (69 of 229 students were enrolled in the collegiate division). The
next year saw college enrolment mushroom: whilst high school enrolment remained at around

160, the coilege enrolment grew to 234. In 1987, the first year of PCAB accreditation, the
division was even more marked: 189 in the high school; 803 in the College. In the decade

since, high school enrolment has fluctuated between 150 and 200, whilst the college has
grown significantly. The high school has maintained its numbers, but the ratio of high school
to coliege students has declined dramatically.

With the increasing demands of affiliation and accreditation, College academic and
administrative structures have been separated fiom those of the high school. M e r affiliation,
few teachers taught at both college and high school level: before 1967, this would have been

the rule, rather than the exception. Until the late 19803, the academic structures of high
school and college were integrated: "That was one of the cnticisms of the PCAB.
Structurally, or physically, we've separated the institutions, so the high school students don't

rnix much with the college students in the halls. ... We treat the High School as a department.
... If you didn't you'd be talking about a separate institution and separate board, and 1 don?

think we're heading that way. Right now, on the 'Org Chart,' the principal reports to the VP
academic; maybe that will change some day" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). This iine
relationship of the High School Principal to the College vice-president Academic reflects the
subordinate role of the hi& school, and its operation (academically and administratively) as a
department of Concordia.

The removai of high school students from the main Concordia buildings has also senred to
disengage coiiege and high school. A student observed, "A big change is the fact that High
School is in its own building; they don? share the classrooms here, and are not in Tegler.
That aliowed groups to be more open, because you weren't threatened by high school
people" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). This disengagement is progressive: the high
school is to c a s e joining the College for chape1 services. Dom and library are the last
sigmficant ateas where facilities are shared. Several administrators noted the possibility that
the high school may, in future, become an entirely separate entity: fiom the point of view of
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identity, however, the crucial change has already taken place. Concordia's identity as high
school or University College is no longer contested, for the presence of the high school
within the College is vestigiai. The sensibilities of alumni, who may still think of high school
and college as indivisible, need to be respecteci and this may slow down physical relocation,
but the process of separation seems inexorable. Faculty and (College) students seem
unanimous about the desirability of this. A comment in a 1992 faculty questionnaire observed
"The high school should be put into its own building as soon as possible. 1 think that a
separate campus would be preferable. Any sharing of buildings is detnmental to maintainhg

an adult, university environment at the college" (Self-Study, 5.33).

4.2

The Lutheran Church-Related College

Concordia was founded by the Lutheran Church in 1921. It is still a Lutheran institution.
But what, precisely, does that mean? In what ways can Concordia be identified as Lutheran?

In what ways can it be identified as church-related or Christian? And how is this identity
contested?

4.2.1

The Lutherao Institution.

The Concordia Calemb States that "Concordia is owned and govemed by the Lutheran
Church-Canada" (1996-97,p. 11). At this formal level of identity, there can be little debate: it
is LCC that owns the assets of the institution, although less than 5% of operating budget
cornes directiy fiom the LCC. However, dl voting members of the governhg board are
elected or appointecl by the LCC. Lutherans are also weli represented in upper level
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administrative posts. The President is required to be an LCC member. Although it is not
obligatory for the President be an ordained elder, it is an asset. One previous president was
not ordained, and "it was a time of unease" (Persona1 InteMew, March, 1996). Dr Kraemer
suggests:
The Church really feels that given the nature of a Christian mission for the University
College like Concordia, that they would like to make sure that there is pastoral
leadership.. and an emphasis of pastoral in the sense of caring and understanding; that
they can be assured that the leadership has that sensitivity, and therefore will keep that
mission, by instinct and calling, on track. And I do think that will probably remain a
preference. (Personai Interview, March, 1996)
Since women are not eligible for ordination in the LCC the role of President will probably
continue to be held by a male.

At present, al1 the members of the President's Cabinet (the Vice Presidential posts) are LCC

members, though this is not a requirernent (the previous VP Academic was an Anglican).
Several of the Deanships are held by non-Lutherans, and only 3540% of faculty are
Lutherans (though ail must be a member of some church). This makes Concordia
(Edmonton) less Lutheran in composition than most of its sister Lutheran Colleges in the US
(Missouri Synod), several of which have a 10% rule: "no more than 10% non-Lutheran, and
certaidy nobody in administration who is non-Lutheran" (Penonal InteMew, March, 1996).
In earlier years, ail chape1 speakers were required to be Lutheran ministers, but this regulation

has been relaxed, and now many faculty members share in what are known as devotionai
tirnes.. . something of a departure from LCC tradition, since the denomination is known more
for exclusiveness than for ecumenism. Members of the Religion faculty are still required to be
ordained elders of the LCC,as is the Chaplain.
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It is at the level of student composition that the Lutheran element is less dominant: between
10% and 15% of the student body is Lutheran; only about 7% of the student body is drawn
fiom the LCC ( 1993 Self-Study," 7.14). This certainly compares unfavourably with US
"

Lutheran colleges, but reflects a Canadian context of lower Lutheran and LCC populations.
From statistics supplied by the Admissions Department, the number of potential LCC
students in the Canadian market who are university track and are college age (1 8-24) is only
about 300. This means that Concordia is drawing approximately 30% of this national
market: a high proportion by any masure. Although they make up a srnall percentage of the
student population, Lutheran students at Concordia have, typically, selected it as their firstchoice institution. As one noted, "1 came here because it is a Lutheran College. owned by the
Lutheran Church-Canada. I've grown up in the Church; baptized; confirmed. I'm a pastor's

kid; my dad went here" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). This reflects the strong sense of
identity that LCC members feel about their denornination. As a result, Lutherans tend to stay
to complete their degrees at Concordia, so are well represented on student organisations;
there is a preponderance of Lutherans in the high-profile Concordia choir; they make up a
large proportion of the d o m population, since few non-lutherans corne to Concordia fiom
other provinces. This means that some of the core areas of student life are well-represented
by Lutherans. However, student council representatives cornmented that most students
would not even be aware that Concordia was a Lutheran college: only Lutherans themselves
are aware of that. Until the advent of atfiliation Concordia students were almost exclusively
Lutheran: now, LCC students are not only a minority, but number behind Roman Catholics

and United Church members in the tally of religious affiliation.

4.2.2

A Church-Relateci College

If students are unaware that Concordia is Lutheran, they cannot ignore the fact of its
Christian character. Key identity-laden elements include the College's mission staternent, its
required religion classes, its faculty selection procedures, and its spintual life programming.

The Mission of Concordia, implemented by the Board of Regents in 1993, Ieaves no doubt
about the faith-affirming character o f the institution:
Founded in 1921, Concordia University College of Alberta is an accredited Liberal arts
coliege of the Lutheran Church-Canada. It is the mission of Concordia College to
offer a quality education in a Chnstian context while sharing the Gospel of Jesus
Christ, aiding students t o develop a sense of vocation and preparing them for
leadership in the world.

The Values of Concordia
Concordia, in keeping with its mission, values:
the Gospel of Jesus Christ as the comerstone of ail its endeavours.
the uniqueness, the potential, the integrity, and the well-being of every student that
it serves.
the heritage of its liberating and enrichhg Lutheran tradition.
the importance of providing instruction in the chief areas of human leaming and
communication.
the promotion of teaching excellence in a caring atmosphere.
the opportunity for ail to grow spiritually and to become e ~ c h e in
d their
understanding and appreciation of the Christian faith.
the oppominity for students to establish and numire lifelong fiiendships.
the importance of encouraging al1 to use their knowledge and skills for the benefit
of others in the wider community.
The Vision of Concordia
Concordia confidently looks to the h r e by cornmitting itself to:
the highest standards of excellence in education, spiritual m e , and s e ~ c e .
the goal of integrating the Christian faith with every area of teaching, learning, and
research.
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the ongoing improvement of the safety, security, health, and wholeness of wery
member of the Concordia community.
the continukg search for ways to instil in students the joy of leaming and an
awareness that their education is a lifelong experience.
the advancement of scholarship and research.
the development of programs that will encourage as many students as possible to
complete their education at Concordia.
the preparation of graduates who will serve the Church and society as dedicated
leaders, responsible citizens, and competent professionals.
the strengthening of ties with alurnni, niends, and al1 who support Concordia.
Any student who r a d s this Mission, displayed prominently at the front of the Calendar, wili
be alerted to Concordia's credo. The context of the college aims to be Christian and

evangelistic (in the broad sense of that tem); the Gospel is identified as the comerstone of
institutional values; the vision is to integrate faith "with every area of teaching, leaming, and
research," and to prepare graduates "who will serve the Church and society." The view of
integration reflected in the Misszon is what Badley calls 'perspectivist.' with faith as the lem
through which the world is viewed and understood.

Concordia also requires each student to take Religious Studies courses: "By studying religion
students are given the opportunity to examine how people of diflerent times and cultures
have perceived the meaning of life and their own existence, and in what ways religion has
motivated individuals and societies in politics, art, economics, culture and mords"

("Calendar," 1996, p. 29). Each full time student is required to complete at least one 3-credit
course in Religious Shidies per year, until nine credits have been completed. For some
students, this is merely a burden, and an unwelcome demand, but all are obliged to meet the
course requirements.
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Students are not expected to conform to any other tests of faith. They are not obliged to
make a statement of faith upon entry. They do not need to be engaged in any form of
Christian ministry, though oppominities are available for such ministry. Behavioural
regulations are kept to a minimum. and reflect those of most universities (dom life is an
exception, for more rigorous regulations apply to residents). Chape1 services are held daily,
but attendance is not mandatory, and the faithfùl who gather usually number between fi@

and seventy-five: perhaps five per cent of the student body. For most students. faith
requirernents are limited to the classroom, and to refiections stimulated by the instructor or
by peers.

Aithough students are not obliged to sign a statement of fkith, selection of faculty is rigorous.
As the SeY-Study observes, " the faculty member of Concordia CoUege is expected to show

evidence of being a committed Christian, to adhere to Christian doctrine and practice, and to
participate in the spintual and social activities of the college" (5.1). It is the faculty member
who provides the core of Christian identity within Concordia, and so the college has lemed
to scmtinise prospective faculty members carefùlly: "As you know," commented an
administrator, "hiring people is a very 'iffy' process. People can say anything they want to
say in an interview, so one has to be willing to ask what usually are sensitive, disallowed

questions, but my experience has told me that those are the questions which need to be asked
more than anythmgy'(Personal InteMew, March, 1996). Although, as a VP quipped, "we
don? do any annual testing," faculty members are expected to maintain that faith perspective.

The Faadty Hardbmk Statement of Academic Freedom States that "the faculty member will
not teach contrary to the Scriptures and the Lutheran Confessions" ("1993 Self-Study,"
5.28). This requirement caused the AUCC to place Concordia in the category of institutions

requiring a faith cornmitment of its academic staff. Students commentai that most faculty
members across the disciplines "try to integrate Christianity or religion with what they're
doing. Not constantly, but occasionally" (Personal Interview, March, 1996).

The faith-afnrming character of Concordia is reinforced in a number of extra-cumcular
areas. Daily chapel sewices have already been mentioned. D o m life, though only catering

for a smali percentage of students, nevertheless reinforces the faith environment, with such
things as 'Prime T h e , ' a devotional gathenng focused on dom residents. The Concordia
choir is another place where faith is deliberately numired: "the choir leaders we've had have
been very dedicated Christians, who have had a spiritual focus in their leading of choir.
There's a choir Chaplain, a student. who prepares or organizes devotions for every rehearsai.
Arnong those regularly attending chapel are the bulk of the choir" (Personal I n t e ~ e w .

March, 1996). "If for some reason we ever get a choir director who is not an enthusiastic
Christian, we're going to lose a major chunk of what forms the core of this place" (Personal
InteMew, March, 1996).

Concordia's diverse student body sets it apart fiom many other Christian colleges. Although
over 80% of students idente themselves on registration forms as having some religious
affiliation, the connection ofien seems fairly loose. Student leaders suggest that "we have
10% Lutheran. Maybe another 10% active in some other denomination.. .. If you look at
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who actually practices, it's probably closer to 20 or 30%" (Personai InteMew, March, 1996).
Faculty and administrators seemed to concur:

-

We have about 150 200 active Christians; that's my guess. It's those people who
form the spiritual core of the community, and those people are focused around our
music program, to a degree around Our doms, and around our Church work track.
(Personal InteMew, March, 1996)
Many speak of this diversity as a great opportunity: "It has been put to the Lutheran Church
in tems of an opportunity for evangelism, and 1 would think to Our faculty in general it is an
oppominity to be the Church in the World" (Personal Interview, March 1996).
Some see it as an opportunity to be able to witness to one's faith without having to
hit people over the head with it. A lot of laity and clergy in the church see Concordia
as a good expenence, where two worlds meet, and we have a good opportunity as a
Church to meet with those who are outside our normal boundary. (Personal
InteMew, March, 1996)
Concordia is not a 'spiritual hothouse,' hermetically sealed fiom the outside, non-Christian
world for the student body, in its diversity, brings that world inside. Some will see this as a
weakness, but it is one of the by-products of not selecting students on religious grounds.

The student body is not hostile to the Christian mission of the college: Students have, after
dl, agreed to corne to an institution which clearly articulates its Christian character. Student
leaders have generdy been supportive of Concordia's mission, though there is certainly
scope for leaders to be elected who are antipathetic to it:
last spring, with the student council elections, it almost developed into a party
system...not quite, but shading that way... between the ones who were elected, who
tend to be wmmitted Christians, and have that as one of their main focuses and those
supporthg the other candidate running for president, with a most vigorous campaign,
who wanted clearly to move away fiom any specific Christian focus. There it certady
showed itself 1 was very happy to see the election results...since I'm rather biased!

The student council: that would make quite a difference if the ones elected were
committed to shifting the focus. (Personal Interview, March, 1996).
Concordia is seeking in its recruitrnent policies to attract a higher proportion of Lutherans
and Christians. This is, on the one hand, to improve retention. since these, typically, are the
students who will complete their course of study at Concordia; but it is also an attempt to
reinforce the Christian ethos of the institution.:

Our Nche will be progressively defined as a Christian university college. [As
University ovedow students numbers shrink] we would be leR with what is what we
really want: -dents who, by first choice, are choosing us for the combination of
what we are as Christian quality education in a smaller setting, and I think that will be
ody increasingly so, and God be praised! (Personal InteMew, March, 1996)
It rernains to be seen whether the institution uui successfully adjust the balance of the
student population and thereby affect institutional character: it is sometimes more difficuit to
consolidate than to divers@ a student population.

Concordia's identity as a Christian institution, then, is underlined by its statements of mission,
by its Christian faculty, and by the many intemal stnichires which are designed to nurture
faith. The dilemma of this Christian identity lies in the diversity of its student body, for the

presence of those who choose Concordia simply as an expedient entry route to the University
means that student culture is sometimes iittle different from that at the nearby University.

This is where Concordia seeks to forge its distùict f a i t h - a i n g character, in the interface of
these two characteristics.

4.3 The Caring College

Concordia has developed a reputation as a small college that cares for the academicaily
challengeci, a place where students can find personai attention*smaller clam sizes, and, if
required, remedial support. The student population has fluctuated between 1200 and L 500
for almost a decade, and the 1995 20-Year Plan anticipates a ceiling of about 2,000 Fï75
(much the same size as Mt. Allison University in Atlantic Canada). The plan proposes that
class sizes will remain relatively srnall, '%th an average student/facuIty ratio of 20 to 1"
("Concordia University in 20 Years." 1995. p. 1).

Concordia's reputation as a college which offers grace to those with lower GPA's or
incomplete university entrance requirements was established in the earliest days of &liation.
It was, in part, expediency, for ailowing 'corne-up' students to enrol in univenity-level
studies whilst carrying a high-school course was a recmitment advantage at a time when
Concordia was starved of students. That policy has, however, become a central phüosophy of

the institution, and one which the college values. The President:
Our understanding of Christianity is to help those to reach a potentiai who, for one
reason or other, have been stymied. 1 know that there may be some members of
faculty who would not agree with me on that, who would prefer Concordia to
become quite etitist. 1 don? bebeve that wilI ever happen, nor do 1think it should.
It's a sort of a St. Francis type of Christianity. In fact, I've made speeches about how
angry 1 am with the university system, for deliberately cutting off the potential of very
good people. In fact, we have members of our own faculty who, had they had to be
subjected to those same criteria, would never have been admitted to undergraduate
work. (Personal Interview, March, 1996).
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The establishment of the (/pgradingProgramfor AborigthaI AaCuIts and the Unfversitymd

College Etitrance Program was a natural extension of this philosophy. These approaches
allowed many students into higher education who would otherwise have been excluded. An
administrator observes,
One of the management writers talks about the tribal story-telling of every corporate
culture. One of our tnbd stories that we tell is that we're a place where we get B and
C students and tum them into A and B students; the University gets A and B students
and they keep them as A and B students. That's part of what we tell ourseives... . So
when people say "why pay the extra $700-800 per year at Concordia?' that's what
we cite. (Personal Interview, March, 1996)
This identity is not without its problems. The natural ambition of Concordia to enhance its

academic profile in order to encourage student retention is somewhat at odds with its identity
as an institution that welcomes the remedial student. Students may well wish to transfer to a
more prestigious institution, rather than cornpleting their degree at one that offers open
access, despite the fact that Concordia may have offered them their avenue to higher

education. A first year student spoke about this state of &airs:

I'm losing some credibility in corning here rather than going to the U of 4 but 1
decided to do it because it ~sychology]was applied. Lots of folks corne here as a
transfer institution.. . as a second choice. 1 heard so many people talking like that at
the beginning of the year that 1 thought 'what have 1 done? I should have stayed at
the University! ' (Personal Interview, March, 1996)
The desire of Concordia to create avenues of access and its determination to increase
retention may be aims that prove difficult to reconcile.

Despite these reservations, Concordia's identity is well defined. It has taken on the m d e of

the University College, though students ail1 need to be convinced to stay the course; it is a

Lutheran, Christian college, though portions of the student body may be neither Lutheran nor
Christian; and it is an institution which offers opportunities for those whose academic
potentiai has been underrnined, even though that may be the very characteristic which causes
some students to transfer elsewhere.

5. Accreditation and the Student

What draws the student to Concordia?

How does the PCAB status affect the student body?

How have changing patterns of student enrolment changed the character of the institution?

Students at Concordia can broadly be divided into two categories: those who choose to come
to Concordia, and those who tum to Concordia after being rejected by their first-choice
institution, typically the University of Alberta or Grant MacEwan Community College7.
Concordia, in its recruitment plans, seeks to maximise the number of students in the first
category, but is presently reliant for fee incorne upon those students in the second category.

Those who choose Concordia do so for three rasons. Some will come because it is
Lutheran, so feel a sense of ownership in the coiiege which is owned and operated by their

denomination, the LCC. Most of these students will complete degrees at Concordia; they
make up a disproportionate part of the Concordia choirs and the programs for Church

GMCC pmvides nrJI and m n d year University Vansfer programs in Aw,Commerce, Engineering.
Management, N h n g , Physical Education, and Science. As well GMCC offers more than 50 dipIoma and
œrtiiicate programs, and hundreds of career-relatedcourses.
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Professions; they are well represented at Chapel senices; they oflen live in residence and
serve on college and student cornmittees.

Some choose Concordia because it offers a context of faith. Whilst they are not Lutheran,
they enjoy the atmosphere of an openly faith-affirming institution. Many will have corne
through the separate school system in Edmonton, and so will choose Concordia as an

alternative to the secular context of the University. Some thirty percent of Concordia
students are Roman Catholic (the largest single religious affiliation), and many of these will
have attended Church schools. Concordia makes few inroads into the non-Lutheran, nonEdmonton Christian market. Concordia's diversity of students tends to discourage those
who seek a college which is exclusively Christian, and which will offer the robust evangelical
discipieslip for which the prairie Bible colleges are better known.

Some choose Concordia because of size and climate. They like the smailer, more intimate
settings; the ability to speak with facuky; the sense of community, the focus on
undergraduate instruction:
'There's very much a farnily atmosphere. We're a separate little community; you
don't get the same feeling at the University of Alberta."
"1 came because it's a smdl school. 1 came from a really small high school, and
because of the Christian atmosphere I knew it would be easier to get to know people,
because 1 am so shy."
'ït's a ciimate in which teachers teach; at which you can actually find a tacher in the
office during office hours. Even out of office hours, over coffee in Tegler."

"What appealed to me about Concordia was the size of the classes and the family
atrnosphere."
(Personal Interviews, March, 1996).

Some choose to come to Concordia because of distinctive programs, and its good reputation.
An applied Psychology degree has drawn some; the BEd d e r degree programme will, no

doubt, attract others. Gradually, Concordia is developing a cadre of distinctive degree
offerings, which are more than simply reflections of the University's own programs.

Concordia is a second choice institution for two groups. Some have applied to Grant
MacEwan Community College, as a cheaper alternative. Concordia is about $1000 more
costly than the University of Alberta, but students can go to Grant MacEwan for barely half
the Concordia fee. More comrnon, however, are those who would choose the better-known
University of Alberta, but who fail, because of enrolment ceilings or admission requirements,
to secure a place.
"1 carne here because 1 couldn't get into the University. My grades weren't quite hi&
enough in high schooi. 1 did some upgrading, but grades still weren't high enough., so

I applied here, because 1 knew they had an Education transfer program (Education is
what 1 wanted to do) and 1 got accepted. 1 only planned to be here for one year, then
would transfer, but as it happened 1 was convinceci by a student union member to
come back for a second year and run for a position. That was last year...and the
college grew on me, and became like a second home for me. Those were my main
reasons."
"This is my £ifth year. I did the upgrading program at Braemar.... I don' t think the
fact that i f s a Christian college weighed in my decision."
"1 came, too, because of trouble getting into University, though 1 did get in at the end.
My sister had gone here, 'cause she was also a little hoodlum in high school, and she

realiy enjoyed it here, before she transferred over to the University of Alberta. That
was my plan, dso. For some odd reason 1 stayed. This is three years... and I'm doing
weii. I've maintained a hi& GPA,and got to know my professors. I figured that
would benefit me more in the long mn."
(Personal InteMews, March, 1996).
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Without accreditation, oniy a few Lutheran students would be at Concordia: it is because of
the degree-granting capacity of the college that students are drawn to the institution. Other
characteristics such as size. ethos, reputation, and programme are significant to most
students, but accreditation is the common denominator. Without it, despite Concordia's
other attractions, most would go elsewhere.

The religious nature of the coilege is not a key determinant for most students, as "those who
are open and enthusiastic about their faith are admittedly a minority" (Steckelberg, 1995, np).
Yet the number of Lutheran students has remained fairly stable, and might well be expected

to rise in coming years with the introduction of new programmes designed particularly to
meet the needs of the Christian Community (Le. the BEd, the Director of Parish Services).
The presence of students who are not faith-affirming does cause concem in some parts of the
constituency, though is not aiways perceived to be detrimental to the mission of the
institution:
On the one hand, it is a celebration, to have the opportunity to touch so many
people's Lives, and at least be open. They are here; they came to you. So that is a real
joy9

said a Board Member.

On the other hand, I'm sure some parents would üke it just to be Lutheran so that
they were assured their child was protected and secure and d e . So I'm sure there's
that tension. But I th*
more and more, as society changes, they redise that this is a
good thing; there's oppominity to reach more people, and provide quality education
in a Christian setting. (Personal I n t e ~ e wMarch,
,
1996)
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For some shidents, Concordia is only a prelude to University, a transit station en rmfe to
their real goal. This creates the need to affirm the distinct identity of Concordia, to counter
the culture of transience amongst students. Fominately. the physical location of the college
encourages this, and the recent addition of the Tegler Student Centre provides a central Iocus
for students. Concordia works hard to generate its sense of identity. The Student Council
tries to create that sense of corporate ownenhip with its various events: the social and
cultural calendar includes banquets and dances, cabarets, political debates, cultural festivals
and Spirihial Emphasis days, and the school newspaper, The Rhe and White, is widely read
and circulateci. Concordia sports teams participate in the Aiberta Colleges Athletic
Conference, and although the lack of on-Campus facilities does limit the profile of these
tearns, 7 h l d e r successes do generate campus spirit. The Concordia Concert Choir has. for

many years, been a hub of coliege life. Although the choir no longer holds centre stage as it
once did, it has a strong reputatio~and meets a social and spintual need for many students.
The close sense of community generated within the faculty also helps to forge identity. As a

result, many students who corne simply as consumers become drawn in to the deeper life of
the community.

Student leadership has, over the years, been sympathetic to the spiritual mission of the
College. The prospect of student leaders who are hostile to that mission is not an attractive
one. "It's possible that you'll get somebody, since we don? have discrimination on
admissions, who, because they are chansmatic, or even deceptive, will end up in a leadership
role [though they have no faith cornmitment]" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). That this

has not happened at Concordia (as it has at a sister college) is due, perhaps, to the high

transfer rate; due in part, perhaps, to the strong core of Lutheran leadership within students
and staff. Concordia is keen to maintain a strong Christian culture in both student council
and the student body at large, so wants to see an increase in the percentage of applicants who
choose Concordia because of, rather than in spite of, its faith position.

6. Accreditation and the Faculty

The years since accreditation have seen a growth in permanent-stream faculty which has
mirrored that of students. In 1987-88, there were 27 permanent strearn faculty, 14 of whom
(52%) held a doctoral degree. In 1993-94 there were 41 permanent stream faculty, 3 1 of

whom (76%) held a doctoral degree ("1993 Self-Study," 5.10). By 1994-95, there were 47
permanent-srream faculty, with 8 1% of them holding a doctoral degree (Survey data). In
1994-95.38% of these faculty members were LCC members (Survey data). This swifl

growth has been the single biggest change in faculty affairs that accreditation has generated.

The sudden growth stimulated by accreditation meant a need to hire additional faculty

memben. The fact of accreditation, and the increased status degree granting accorded the
college, meant that there was no shortage of candidates for the available posts. Concordia,
however, maintained two prùnary considerations in its hiring policy:

We normdy do not hire anyone without a doctorate for a permanent position, and in
the area in which the person will be teaching.. . Sirnilarly, religious considerations to
us are worth the effort. ALthough we had to shut down some faculty searches for a
tirne for lack of a suitable candidate acadernically andor religiously, we have never
regretted the decision to delay. (Survey Data)

Appointments follow a search procedure conducted by the appropnate departments or
divisions. "While agreement is the aim, it is the President who makes the recommendation to
the Board" ("1993 Self-Study," 2.6). Renewal of contracts for permanent stream faculty is
by recommendation of the Dean of Academic Anairs. Any cancellation or non-renewal of

contract, and any termination of tenure, would be subject to the definition of 'just cause'
contained in the Faczdiy Handbook.However, no such situations have yet arisen.

The character of Concordia as a Christian college is largely dependent on the character of its
permanent faculty. As a result, the administration has been careful to demand a clear faith
commitrnent from applicants, not merely a token agreement with a little-regarded statute. A
Faculty questionnaire, adrninistered in 1992, gave Concordia's hiring practices a 3.8 (on a
five point scale, with 5 as the highest level of satisfaction). "Overall, the faculty were
supportive of present policies and practices. Eight respondents [of forty] made comments,
some praising the procedures followed, some questioning whether the College was not too

rigid in regard to criteria such as Christian cornmitment and the doctorate in certain areas,
others questioning whether it was strict enough" ("1993 Self-Study," 5.26). Aithough
Christian commitrnent is a strict hiring criteria, it is not part of any f o n d ongoing
assessment: "You have to imagine not a legalistic environment, looking for the inquisition,
but rather a carhg Christian comrnunity which understands that slips are going to occur. It's

part of our theological understanding" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). Although there is

no faculty union at Concordia, there is a detailed grievance procedure enshrined in the
FacuZty Hmuibook.
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On the related matter of acadernic fieedom, the questionnaire reported an approval rating of
3.9: "AU expressed general satisfaction with the Statement on Academic Freedom and its

interpretation by the administration as a whole" ("1993 Self-Study," 5.28). Far from feeling
restricted, faculty feel "a desire to be in a place where you can actually be yourselt and talk
about your assumptions as a person of faith, and not feel that you've breached some code of
'political correctness'" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). An administrator noted, "our
faculty are expected to be scholars in the best sense of what it means to be scholars: seekers
after truth. Not giving offence to the Church or to other Christians is part of the
expectation" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). Another commented,
[Faculty] can breathe easier here. They can be themselves.. . This is an honest
atmosphere, where f a d t y can be open about their assumptions. It does not expect
eveiyone to corne from the same set of assumptions, but at least you're being open to
your students in a way that they can understand you, and why you think the way you
do. And this is true in disciplines other than religious studies. (Personal InteMew,
March, 1996)
The structure of faculty is cornplex: the vice-president Academic is a member of the
President's Cabinet. Accountable to the VP Acadernic are the Dean of Academic Affairs, the

Dean of Continuing Education, the Head Librarian, and the High School Principal: together
they form the Academic SeMces Council. Accountable to the Dean of Acadernic Mairs are
the four divisional chairs (Humanities; Religious Studies; Science; Social Science and
Education): together they form the Coliege Academic Council. The Divisional Chairs
oversee the various acadernic departments, and the heads of those department co-ordinate
individual instructon. Permanent-stream faculty, then, will have department meetings ("some
departments meet formaily every two weeks and some once in the semestef'), division
meetings ("at least twice per semester"), and Faculty meetings ("monthly fiom September to
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May"). They may also serve on a standing committee, and on ad-hoc committees. These
administrative structures refiect the growing complexities of the institution, and the load of
academic administration carried by faculty members. In the questionnaire. "mention is made
of the heavy time commitments to committee work which decreases time spent by faculty
members with students" (" 1993 Self-Study," 5.33). Faculty in the 1992 survey were
generally satisfied with the fairness and equity in the treatment of faculty (a rating of 3.9), but
there were "a number of cornments on the need for Faculty to have some representation on
the Board of Regents" ("1993 Self-Study," 5.35). Since that time, the board has added a
non-voting faculty advisory member to its number, as well as a student representative.

Although over 80% of faculty members hold doctoral degrees, Concordia remains primarily a
teaching institution. Concordia is "an undergraduate university that focuses heavily on
teaching and nurturing students, and finds that to be the most important of the components of
what is nomally thought of as the university mandate: teaching, research and service. We
probably weight much more heavily in favour of teaching, and don't diminish the importance
of research .. 1 think it's growing, gradually . .. but that's part of the institution's evolution.

My sense is that that won't become the prirnary focus. Most of us understand where Our
bread-and-butter is" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). A faculty member added, "there
isn't quite the same pressure to publish or pensh. We've not got the resources in the
sciences; there are no graduate programs, nor graduate students one can use for one's
research purposes! The college has not taken the stance of, Say, the U of A, where you must
put out five papers a year or you're finished. Individuais tend to give the quidpro quo, and
are more involved in college, in administration; our teaching loads are quite heavy. We grade
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our own stu& teach labs. Trying to do anything independent of that is tough" (Penonal
InteMew, March, 1996). Concordis does attempt to support research efforts of its faculty:
some tùnding is available. as is the possibility of reduced teaching assignments for faculty
who wish to pursue research interests. Although statistics on publications are not available, a
glance at the a~micuIt~rn
vitae of faculty members indicates that most are engaged in research
at sorne level. Advancement in rank does take publications into consideration, although
teaching and administration are more heavily weighted-

Faculty members are also encouraged to be active in their professional societies, with
professional development funds available to both permanent Stream and visiting faculty for
society membership and conference fees: "Almost dl.. Xaculty members are presently avading
thernselves of this opporhinity" ("1993 Self-Study," 5 -32). There is less faculty collaboration
with the University of Alberta than when Concordia was affiliated. At that time, a number of
faculty members were completing doctoral work at the University, so made natural
connections. 'Wow, it's a hit and miss thing. Some have regular contacts; others do not"
(Personai Interview, March, 1996). The relationships are now broader. determined by the
discipline rather than the geographical proxirnity of the University of Alberta. Whereas, under
affiliation, Concordia classes were closely coupled to those of the University and Concordia
faculty U e d to and assessed by parallei departments at the University, accreditation has led
to greater self-determination. Course offerings and degrees are becorning more distinct, and
faculty members are forging alliances and collaborative relationships in other places.
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7. Accreditation and the Church

The Luthenui Church, as noted above, has. throughout its history, been quick to embrace

higher education, and so Concordia has not had to fight a rear-guard action to convince a
sceptid constituency of the benefits of academic pursuits. Indeed, in the movement towards

accreditation the Church has prodded the college onwards instead of attempting to hold it
back. Although there have been moments when parts of the constituency have expressed
hesitation about Concordia's direction, the LCC has been quick to celebrate the academic
excellence Concordia has achieved.

When, in the late 1960'9, Concordia (Edmonton) was stmggling with low enrolment and a

small student base, it was Bud Schultz, h m the Missouri Synod central administration, who
suggested initiating affiliation. When, two decades later, Concordia engaged in discussions
with the PCAB,the expenence of sister colleges in the US, who had already pursued and
achieved accreditation, provided a pattern to folIow. Perhaps it was because of these US
models that Concordia (Edmonton) was reluctant to relinquish administrative control and
accept 'enhanced a a t i o n ' as proposed by the Govenunent of Alberta. Instead, in affirming
independent degree-granting status Concordia was moving in step with the wider Church.
indeed, the establishment of the LCC and the accreditation of Concordia sound the same
theme of developing maturity, ratified enthusiastically in each case by the parent church.

At points in the Coliege's history there have been voices raised in opposition: A board
member observed, "Many so-called Christian schools throughout North Amenca have

wandered from their Christian roots and become liberal colleges.. ..we did go through a phase
where it looked like things may be pointing in that direction. but it certainly isn't that way
now" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). Some alumni suggest that "the college has slid
down a dope of secularism; we've lost it, and let's just wash Our hands of it" " (Personai
Interview, March, 1996). There has also been some concem about the change in curricular
focus, as the number of students pursuing Religious Sîudies has declined in the years since
affiliation.

There has been a desire on both sides, College and church, to maintain a strong relationship,
and to assert the Lutheran identity of the institution. The choice to place the District Offices
on the campus was such an &mation, as was the location of the seminary, also on the
Highlands site. This has been a ratification that the institution is Lutheran, not just Churchrelated. The denominational allegiance has been the anchor that has maintained the faith
identity of the institution, and held it to its moonngs. With a changing student and faculty
composition, and a changing educational environment, the denominational co~ection,not
just a general religious orientation, has provided a place to stand. The President comments:

that particular iinkage [to the LCC]is almost an essential feature of our remaining a
Christian University College.. ..to a specific church, rather than to Christianity in
general. 1 think, should that ever unirnaghbly occur.. .and 1 can't imagine the LCC
aliowing it to occur, because there is too much history, and too much investment in
Concordia ... then it's up for grabs. (Personal InteMew, March, 1996)

This close connection to the LCC,not simply to the broader faith community, reflects the
traditions of the church: writing of Canadian Lutherans, Stackhouse observes that "those
associated with the American Missouri Synod, like their American counterparts, kept to
themselves in ethnic and denominational enclaves" (1 993, p. 185). This close-knit

denominational identity sometimes seems at variance with the diverse student body at
Concordia, but it has meant that the watermark of Lutheranism remains firmly in evidence.

Introducing the Director of Parish SeMces programme has been another attempt to respond
to the needs of the church:
Frorn the point of view of the Congregations. that is something definite this institution
is doing to meet needs there, and that is aiways an issue when a denomination owns
an academic institution, b a s e if you're making decisions about the management of
a series of parishes, the things in the centre of your interest are not going to be the
things in the centre of your interest if you are ninning an academic institution. What
is central to one is tangentid to the other. My mental picture is of circles that
interiink.. . but there isn't any completeness there. Often there's a sense in the
parishes, 1 think, that they're not at al1 sure what Concordia has done for them lately.
In any academic institution there's a perpetual sense that nobody understands them
but themselves. (Personal InteMew, March, 1996).
The BEd is another programme designed to address a perceived need in the church, since

many of its students will aim to be teachers in Christian schools. This, once again, ties the
college to its roots. As a board member carefully comrnented, "Probably the constituency
doesn't view it as strongly Lutheran as it was. in ment years, with adding the Parish
Services program, and preparing more students for the seminary, 1 think that identity is
getting a little stronger again as far as the Lutheran Church congregations across Canada are
concemed" (Personal InteMew, Marck 1996). The graduai drift of Religious Studies fiom
the centre of the disciplines has not gone unnoticed. The BEd helps to counter a concern that

"we're adding more and more prograrns of broader and broader scope, and that this will
further undennine our Christian focus" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996).

The College is aiso working very hard to promote Lutheran recruitment across Canada:
"when it cornes to the market beyond Edmonton we are actively recmiting Christian.,
Lutheran, potential church-work students. ... That's the number we're spending substantidy
to increase" (Personal Interview, March, 1996).

The high percentage of Lutheran administrators is a sign to the Church that "it continues to
be a church school. 1 see that as essential," observes a Board Member. This fine balance of
Church ownership without Church interference is one that the President has successfùlly
achieved. A Faculty member notes,
1 give credit to our President for maintaining ties with the Church, yet not allowing
them to meddle in administrative matters, maintaining the distance between students
and faculty and the administration of the Church. They're two different enterprises,
and he's good at keeping thern separate. I would say that our experience of the
Church has been probably much more positive than perhaps other church colleges
have b e n . We've been quite fortunate. (Personal Interview, March, 1996)

It is difficult to overstate the importance of the President's fùnction in maintaining this
relationship in a state of equilibrium. He is required to be 'al1 things to al1 people.' To the
Lutheran Constituency he is the ordained Churchman, perceived as orthodox and
trustworthy, loyal to the LCC. To the PCAB he is the capable administrator and politician,
guiding Concordia through its crucial phases of growth. To the Faculty, he is required to be
the acadernic leader, leading collegidly. This understanding of the disparate facets of
Concordia's identity is a fundamental requirement of the role of President. In a sense, it gives
a potential wlnerability to Concordia, since such weli-rounded leadership may be difficult to
find. In earlier years, the occupancy of the Presidency by someone who was not ordained

was cause for some measure of concem. Ordination is of symbolic importance, but does
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allow the President to move with confidence in Church circles, spreading assurance when in
conference with Pastors that the College understands the needs and mission of the church.
The President commented on his own role. "1 often find myself as a bridge between faculty
and staEwho have little working knowledge of the LCC ... rny role tends to be one of
assurance, because 1 am literally a translator. I'm communicating 'Yes. they really do love

y o d to both church and college" (Penonal Intemiew, March 1996). Or as a board mernber
reflected, "1 believe that the senior people at Concordia bring that mission statement home to
the students and faculty" (Personal Interview. March 1996).

Not surprisingly, the profile of Concordia is higher in Western LCC churches than in the east.
The number of students who corne fiom Manitoba and points east has always been small:

-

fiom 1987 93, the number never reached double figures. Although student support is not

the only measure of institutional profile, it is an important one, and suggests that institutional

loyalty is weaker in Eastern Canada, with some Lutheran students choosing to attend US
'Concordias.' "There's constant work on getting more hvolvement fiom the East district.
They're so far removed, geographically. ... It's so easy for people in Ontario to simply go
d o m to Concordia Ann Arbor, outside Detroit. They would be more Lutheran in student

constituency than we are, so we have to battle that kind of cornpetition" (Personal Interview,

March, 1996).

As the Coliege has grown, the importance of the LCC as a resource base has declined.

"Right now our church grant money is about 1.5% of our total budget at most. Donations
would be another 2% or so. So we're 5% or less" (Personal Interview. March, 1996).

However, "LCC does not have a great deal of money to send this way, so you can say we
should be getting more, but they don? have it to send. The attitude from the Church is, 1
think, overd positive" (Personai InteMew, Marck 1996). Certainiy, capital fiind-raising
projects have, historically, depended upon Church donors, but that, too, is changing. It may
prove, however, that with govemment funding showing signs of slippage, the church will
prove an important resource base once again.

The prevailing attitude towards Concordia within the Church is seen to be positive: "1 think
there's a really good feeling nght now in the Church about Concordia," suggests a faculty
member (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). There are the usual concems and critiques: "at
tirnes there's concem about whether or not they're teaching enough doctrine, or staying tme
to this. The struggles that result in funding and accreditation dl play into this, but 1 get the
sense that they [Church leaders] are supportive" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). There is
some unease:
I ran into this [unease] while still in the parish. Many alurnni will say 'Concordia isn't
what it used to be,' in a rather demeanhg way. 'It isn't as Christian as it was,' and
they have a nght, to a certain extent. The constituency of the students isn't as
cornmitted. And the change has been so rapid. (Personal Interview, March, 1996)

The diversity of the student body is another cause for concern in some. There is a perception
"that the milieu isn't as Christian as it was. I'm a bit dubious. People's memones tend to be
selective ... But that's the impression, that the milieu isn't as Christian in focus and in
experience" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). On the other hand "people say that ...we

can consider this as a mission field, if'you like" (Personal InteMew, March, 1996). A
Lutheran Clergyman and Concordia graduate sumrnarises the feeling:

1 think some of the alumni look back and say "Concordia is so different than when 1
went there." And of course, it is. But 1 haven't heard that verbalised; 1 haven't heard
people saying "I wish Concordia would return to what it was." Some see it as an

oppominity to be able to witness to one's faith without having to hit people over the
head with it. A lot of laity and clergy in the church see Concordia as a good
experience, where two worlds meet, and we have a good opportunity as a Church to
meet with those who are outside our normal boundary. (Personal Interview, March,
1996).
Although the importance of the LCC as a resource base has deciined, a decline rnirrored by
the shrinking percentage of LCC students, it would be a mistake to interpret this as a mark of
denominational slippage. Indeed, the denominational links are surprisingly strong, given the

high proportion of non-Lutherans on faculty and in the student body. Nor is there any
indication of a desire, either on the part of College or of Church, to allow these links to be
eroded. Given robust leadership, there is every reason to assume that Concordia will continue
to be supported by and supportive of the tradition which gave it birth.

8. Conclusion

Concordia, founded in 1921 as a High School and junior college, has, over the past two and a

haif decades, reinvented itself as a university college, and has expenenced striking growth and
development. Affüiation and accreditation have been the crucial building blocks in this
process, all of which were founded upon deliberate policy decisions, made in the early
196OYs,to seek fùii participation in Canadian higher education. These decisions were
themseives based upon a long Lutheran tradition of engagement with higher education, and
reflect the fact that the Lutheran church has not, through its history, been hostile to the

principles of higher education, but has embraced those p~ciples.This case study suggests
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that PCAB accreditation has provided the means by which Concordia has been able to

maintain its institutional independence and faith-affirming character whilst establishing itself
as a credible and recognised degree-granting institution.

What cnticisms there are of Concordia's accreditation arrangements have drawn attention to
two main matten: its diverse and transitory student body, and its difise programme
offerings.

The £irst critique suggests that Concordia, at the level of the shident, is no longer truiy
Lutheran. With Iess than 10% of the student body drawn from the LCC,this criticism is hard
to deny. Although it is the proportion of Lutherans that has fallen, rather than the actual
number, the dominant ethos of the student body is certainly no longer Lutheran. Of greater
concem, perhaps, is the observation that, since many students are drawn to Concordia as a
'back door' to university education, they are not sympathetic even to the Christian identity of
the coiiege. Those who voice this critique would suggest that accreditation has opened the

door to students who will, over time, dilute the character of the institution. Concordia is
unable to irnprint its identity on its students because they are 'consumers,' using the
institution as an entry point to the University, and therefore not engaged in the broader life of
the institution over the full term of their academic studies. Conversely, some students would
cornplain that Concordia has not made enough auowances for this diversity: its Lutheran
structures and expectations are anachronistic, impose inappropriate requirernents upon
unhappy students, and create an internai class structure, between those who are Lutheram

and those who are not.

The second critique is directed at the divenity of Concordia's offerings: accreditation and a

desire for growth have encouraged Concordia to broaden its programme so that the original
purposes of preparation for teaching and ministry have been supplemented. even displaced, by
more populist offerings. This critique, at the level of function, draws attention to the original
institutional goals, and suggests that accreditation has meant that these goals have been
supeneded.

If these are the main critiques of accreditation, they are outnumbered by its advantages: The

PCAB has proven itself amenable to institutions with a faith commitment. It has not
demanded that institutions strip themselves of doctrinal distinctives, or accept al1 the
shibboleths of the public university. In Concordia3 case, it has allowed Lutheran control of
the Board of Regents to remain, and has not interfered with the institution3 right to hire (or,
indeed, dismiss) faculty on the basis of religious conviction or practice. The PCAB has
allowed Concordia to maintain its institutional independence and autonomy, flying in the face
of what is sometimes called the -ides of the Canadian University' by allowing a private,

religious institution to hold degree-granting powers. It has also allowed Concordia to maintain
its institutional borders and identity, that highly-valued institutional culture which is generated
by the srnail, independent college.

The PCAB has, through its structures, offered academic credibilit-and rigour through
extemal, independent degree validation. This has given credence to the institution's claim

that it provides quality acadernic sewices. This has two effects: first, it means that other
institutions wiil accept degrees or course credits from Concordia, and so allows articulation

between institutions, both in Canada and across the world. The portability of credit units and
recognition of degrees is of great conaequence to students, since this facilitates their ability to
move between institutions. In practice, the transfer of academic records is not searnless, since
there are individual differences between courses, but the principle of transfer is recognised.
This is also a recruitment advantage for the institution, since students are keenly aware of
transferability issues, and select institutions accordingly. This is more than just credit
transfer, for the degree itself is recognised and accepted intemationally as an accredited
award.

PCAB validation has allowed Concordia to continue to draw on public funding, and this has
l growth. About 50% of operating funding
proven to be key to the institution's s u ~ v aand
stems directly fkom governrnent sources, and- although this is only about two-thirds of the
amount per capita awarded to the public universities, it is a crucial component in the
institution's operations. Since the governrnent only funds those private colleges which are
a l i a t e d with the PCAB,this accreditation serves a double purpose: it attracts students, and
it attracts fiinding. Although the PCAB is not, in itself, a funding body, accreditation has
unmistakable fiscal implications.

The PCAB has allowed for the growth and development of acadernic programmes, and the
generation of new offerings, encouraging, rather than hindenng, diversity. As noted above,
Concordia has been encouraged to deveiop degree offerings in new areas, and has not been
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restricted to the three year BA and BSc. The PCAB has been willing to consider new
initiatives presented by the coileges, and this has encourageci creativity and entrepreneurship.

The PCAB has facilitated diversity, not inhibiteci it. This breadth of academic programmes

has proven compatible with a Lutheran vision of education that has seen al1 leming as its
province, and has not seen itseifrestricted to those disciplines marked out as the sacred. The
institution has not seen control of academic processes slip into the hands of a governrnentappointed bureaucracy, but has felt in control of its own destiny.

In conclusion, Concordia's status as a PCAB institution is congruent with its institutional

identity: an institution which is independent and denominationally controlled, yet which offers
degrees which are publicly sanctioned and scrutinised. It understands itself to be an
avowedly Christian institution, yet not exclusively so; open to al1 who seek a place where
faith is respected and practised, it understands itself to serve an evangelistic purpose, a bridge
between the church and the world.
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Chapter Eight:

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations.
1

Purpose

The purpose of this research has been twofold. First, it has attempted to map the landscape

of Canadian church-related higher education, has noted its contemporary scope and
character, and has argued that it deserves to be understood as a significant part of the

Canadian higher education scene. Second, in establishing and analysing the patterns revealed
by such an exercise, the research has examined the ways in which dserent approaches to

accreditation affect the Canadian church-related higher education institution's distinct
character, mission, and identity. Accreditation is the 'core category,' the pivotal institutionai
characteristic which informs and infiltrates al1 other aspects of this study.

2

Overview of Research Design and Methodology

The study briefly considen the history of church-related higher education in Canada, noting

the dinerent stages in its development: the establishment of Church colleges; the pattern of
secularisation; the genesis of federated and affiliated colleges; the development of the Bible
college and institute movement; and the recent growth of liberal arts colleges and theological
seminaries.

A survey of the existing literature reveals uneven wverage: contemporary examinations of
Canadian systems of higher education generally overlook church related education, are
dismissive of it, or misapprehend its scope or character. Specific studies of church-related
education tend to be limited in scope, and so unable to place it within the broader Canadian
educational context. These latter are primarily historical in focus, and usually take for their
focus an individual institution or group of institutions, so do not allow for broader
cornparisons to be drawn.

A survey instrument is then developed and applied. Covering seven areas of institutional life,

the survey draws together statistical information fiom across the sector. The data are
aggregated in chapter four of the study. The data do not cover every part of the landscape,
and may generate alrnoa as many questions as they resolve, but they do illustrate some key
features of church-related higher education in Canada.

One of the critical variables revealed by the survey is institutionai accreditation; the survey
suggests that institutional size and growth, facuity qualifications, and government funduig are

al1 tightly coupled to accreditation. On the other hand, denominational influence and hancial
support seem to be inversely correlated to accreditation. Such conclusions, however, requke
further scrutiny.

The second stage of the research project adopts a case study approach to examine the
question of accreditation more closely. Three church-related institutions are the objects of

this study: one is a federated college, one an independent degree-granting university college,

and one a transfer-credit college. Each study considers the particular accreditation
arrangements established by the institution, discusses the historidand geographical
background to the institution's academic arrangements, and then scmtinises the ways in
which thme choices have affecteci the character and mission of each institution.

This sumrnary WUdraw together these two sections of the research project; it will underline
the implications for Canadian church-related institutions of the different approaches to

accreditation; and it wiil suggest sorne avenues for fùrther research.

3

Summary: Survey o f Canadian Church-Related Higber Education

The data reproduced in Chapter four is drawn fiom a survey of 141 institutions. This
synopsis does not attempt to replicate the findings of that chapter, but assembles and

sumrnarises the pivotai issues.

Section I (Student enroImenr) reveals a total full-the enrolment (FTE)for 1994-95 of
4 2 , N 1.

This represents just under 8% of the total reported Canadian University enrohent

for that year. The vast majority of these studenb were undergraduates. Overail decadel
growth of these church-related institutions, at 33%, was in line with national levels.
However, over 35% of institutions had an enrolment below 50, indicating a large number of

srnaIl, barely viable institutions, particularly in Western Canada.

Section 2 (Church Connecrion) elaborates those statistics: Evangelical Protestant institutions,

far more prolific than their Roman Catholic or Main-Line Protestant counterparts, have a
much lower mean FTE. These small evangelical colleges are more likely to reflect the
influence of the Church in key areas of institutional Iife: for instance, in selection of the
President and of the Faculty.

Secfiot~3 (Academzc Connecfio~~s)
offers several other pieces to the jig-saw: the smdest
institutions have no accreditation, or have transfer-credit arrangements. Free-standing
degree-granting institutions reported the highest mean enrolment, foUowed closely by
federated colleges. Institutions accredited by non-university agencies Iag behind teaching
centres and affiliates in Ievels of enrolment.

The link between accreditation and institutional designation is also reveaied, though perhaps
not surprising: institutions with no accreditation are overwhelrningiy Bible colleges and Lay

Training institutes; Liberal arts coiieges and Universities are most likely to be free standing
and fully accredited; Bible coileges and Seminaries are most lkely to rely on non-universi@
agencies (i.e. Bible Colleges on AABC; Seminaries on ATS) or on credit-transfer
arrangements.

There is also a comection between institutional type and religious orientation, with Bible
colieges and institutes being exclusively Evangelical, afnliated and federated colleges and
Universities primarily Roman Catholic or Main Line Protestant, and seminaries divided (two
thirds evangelid; one third Roman Catholic and one third Main Line Protestant).

Those with no means of accreditation are over-represented in the Western provinces: this
foliows fiom the historical data, since the Canadian West nurtured the Bible school and
institute movement.

Figures on decadal growth suggest a fiirther correlation: in a period where overall enrolrnent

in higher education in Canada has grown by 30%. institutions without accreditation and
without the ability to transfer courses to universities have experienced an enrolment &op of
4%; those with trader arrangements, or that are accredited through a non-university agency

have maintained enrolment but have not grown; those that are &-standing, federated, or
affüiated, have experienced growth of between 30% and 40%.l A pattern emerges which

suggests that students are being drawn towards accredited institutions and away from those
which are not accredited.

Section 4 (Fundingl suggests that govemment fùnding patterns mirror accreditation patterns.

Bible colleges and lay training institutes al1 noted that they received less than 10% of their
income fiom government sources. This compares with liberal arts colleges and federated or
afliliated colleges, half of whom indicated that they received over 40% of their income from

government sources. Correspondmgly, 75% of liberal arts colleges and federated or atFliated

coileges and almost 70% of universities receive less than 10% of their income fiom Church

To look within particuiar orientations: the predominantry-accreditedevangeiical liberal arts coiieges and
semimies have gram but the largely unaGcfedited (or transfer credit) Bible colleges and Lay Training
instituteshave not grown. Of course, other patterns are aiso disceraible; Roman Caibolic seminaries have
seen enroiment Mi by 3% whiist Roman Cathoiic federated and afnliated colieges have grown, which
probably reflects a decline in the number of religious vocations,

sources. Consequently, it is Bible colleges and lay training institutes which tend to be the
most 'private' of the church-related coUeges (though some other institutions, for reasons of
institutional control, refuse govemment operating funds).

One might explore the implications of this data. If fiinding is indeed tightly-coupled to
institutional influence, is the locus of control for most 'accredited' institutions the state rather
than the church? And must privately-fundecf institutions respond to the rudder of Church
control? What is the rationale for govemment funding: does it reward academic
ment and institutional growth, or are funding and accreditation both means by which
governments reward institutions that confonn to particular educational ideologies? The
survey, however, offers only the most rudimentary data with which one might address these

matters. The case study offers a more satisfactory vehicle to pursue such questions.

Section 5 (FaatI4) indicates that the percentage of full-time faculty with the Ph.D. is highest

at affüiated institutions (8 1% of faculty with the Ph.D.) and lowest at institutions without

accreditation (7%). Institutions with tmnsfer arrangements report 39% of faculty with the

Ph.D.; those accredited through a non-university agency stood at 49%; and fùlly accredited
and federated institutions stood at 81% and 75% respectively. One might conclude that
institutions with a high percentage of Ph.D.'s on faculty Mght be more acadernically robust

than those that do not. Some training institutions, however, feel that the more that faculty
iden*

with the academic cornmunity the Iess they identify with the faith community, this

perspective rnight understand a low total of Ph.D.qualified faculty as a mark of orthodoxy.

Naturaliy, the influence of extemal acadernic bodies is lirnited in those institutions that are not
accredited. In tum, the influence of the Church is more in evidence. Bible colleges and lay
training institutes also indicate that they are more likely to make personnel decisions on the
grounds of religious conviction than are federated or afnliated colleges, liberai arts colleges,
or Universities. in particular, whilst aiI institutions rate religious conviction as an important
factor in hiring, Bible colleges and instihites are much more likely to dismiss personnel
because beiiefs or teachings conflict with orthodox doctrine: the tenets of academic fieedom,
as espoused by the secular academic community, seem more in evidence within those
institutions that are accredited or a a t e d .

Section 6 (Sîudent L i f ) adds a few details to this picture. Administrators' responses suggest
that students at unaccredited colleges are more Iiely to make use of oppominities for

worship than are those students at accredited institutions, prompting the conclusion that
unaccredited institutions place a prernium on spintuai nurture and disciplines. Unaccredited
colleges are also much more likely to have a high percentage of students living in on-campus
residences, M e r perpetuating the sense of a bounded and distinct faith community.

Section 7 m
e Future) suggests that administrators in al1 types of institution anticipate some

strengtheniag of connections with other academic agencies over the next decade. Institutions
with no accreditation, however, are least inclined to predict such a movement, whilst those
who have trader credit arrangements seem most keen to see it. These two categories
include most Bible colleges and lay training institutes, so suggest different prionties w i t h

those movements;some embracing the idea of accreditation, some rejecting it.
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The survey indicates some stark econornic realities: institutions without accreditation, or with
limiteci m e r arrangements only, are small institutions, many of whom have experienced
enrolment slippage; those with established accreditation arrangements have experienced
heaithy growth. Market forces would seem to dictate that institutions will either close (and

many small colleges have closed during the past decade) or will adapt. But how wifl
'adapting' af5êct their distinctiveness? In an earlier generation, adapting often meant
secularisation, or meant the movement of institutions from the private to the public sphere.
Numerous American studies underline an inexorable drift away from a distinctly Christian
ethos (Guthrie, 1992; Burtchaell, 1991;Marsden, 1991) as part o f the "great transformation in
higher education7' (&m, 1991).

In an unpublished study of Canadian Bible colleges, Gazard, in discussing the 'ideal type' of
Bible coiiege, suggests that "as the institution satisfies more of the requisites of the

accrediting process it must sacrifice both its position regarding the Christian world view and
the Biblidy focused nature of its programme. ... the more fonnally recognized the
institution becomes, the more closely it appears to identfi with the academic community at

large and the less it would appear to identiQ totally with the stance of the sectarian church"
(1980, p.232).

Since the present survey indicates that Canadian church-related higher education is either

already accredited or is moving ineluctably towards establishing formal accreditation

arrangements, some closer consideration of the effkcts of diEerent fonns of accreditation

would seem both justified and urgently required. The three case studies, in examining three
different approaches to this particular Canadian dilemma, consider the effect on institutional
life and ethos of the avenues chosen, and pursue in greater depth the questions posed by the
survey.

4

Summary:

The Case Studies

The three case studies considered in this study offer distinct accounts of institutional

development, identity, and ethos. The tacit cornparisons between those chapters wiii be made
explicit in the following pages, as each of the seven sections within the studies will be
examùied across aii three institutions. The summary will consider how different approaches
to accreditation came to be adopted, and how those approaches have afFected the institutions

which have been the subject of these case studies. A concluding section will consider how
weii the purposes of each institutions have been senred by the route they have adopted, and

will consider general implications for the future of church-related higher education in Canada.

4.1 Institutiond Histories.

The institutionai histones of St Thomas More, Providence, and Concordia, offer

indispensable information for this study. Founded within a fifieen year span, the three
coleges spring from quite distinct roots, and their patterns of growth and development over
the intervening sixty to seventy-five years indicate something of the diversity of Church-

related higher education in Canada, and explain why they adopted their particular approaches
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to accreditation. One, St Thomas More, has scarcely changed its essential federated
structures since its foundation in 1936; another, Concordia, looks back with some satisfaction
over a turbulent two decades that have seen it swiftly transfonned from unaccredited college
to 'University college'; the third, Providence, considers its academic aspirations to be only
partially fùlfilied, as it seeks a way to offer its students a degree that is tiilly accredited. Each

college, however, has experienced defining historical moments, and an examination of these
helps to iiluminate the institution's dominant influences.

The ideological debate at St Thomas More was perhaps fiercest in the years prior to the
college's founding. Two educational visions stmggled for supremacy: Bishop Mathieu's
concept of an independent Catholic university would have created an enclave of culture and

faith that was entirely distinct from the public university. That Mathieu's vision was not
implemented was due in part to the ongcing political opposition to any new degree-granting
institution in the province; but it was due also to a changing balance of power within the
Roman Catholic church in Western Canada, where the old guard, wary of anything that
suggested compromise with the secular university, were succeeded by those who were w i h g
to numire the vision of the federated coilege working within the bounds of that university.
STM's subsequent historical crises have tended to be variations of this debate, as factions
within coiiege and university have, at tirnes, sought to move the College's boundary line
towards absorption or isolation. However, since the second Vatican Council, the more
narrowly sectarian vision has been on the retreat in Church as weli as Coliege, whilst within

the University a new appreciation has developed of the reciprocal benefits of collaboration
with a smaii, value-laden wilege.

Providence College, founded in 1925 as part of the Bible institute movement, shared that
movement's hostility to the secuiar humanism of university education and the liberai theology
of main-line colleges, and saw its purpose as providing practical training for the "propagation

and presewation of evangelical faith" ("Historical Perspectives," 1975, p. 8). Rooted to a
distinct and detailed statement of faith, the College was indeed "Evangelical;
Interdenominational; Fundamental," as an early Prospec~usproclaimed (1 929). Yet the
relationship with public higher education has, over the years, been dynarnic rather than static:
the procurement of a provincial charter in 1948; the establishment of a link with the
University of London in 1950; the pursuit of AABC accreditation; the struggle to obtain
transfer-credit approval, £kst from the Universities of Winnipeg (1970) and Brandon (1974),
then with the University of Manitoba (1991). The incremental advancement of course
accreditation has been balanced by the desire to remain cornmitted to an evangelical
institutional character and constituency, and by a reluctance to embrace acadernic models that
would erode the Coliege's right to demand a faith cornmitment and personal piety fiom
faculty and students. The struggle over the name change encapsulates this dilemma: wishing
to be disassociated fkom the narrow anti-academic stereotype of the Bible coliege, the coliege
stiii wished to proclaimed its continuity with the essential characteristics of the Bible college

movement. The pressure for continued change seems inexorable at Providence, as credit
transfer whets an appetite for a more complete and systematic approach to accreditation.

Concordia's first fifty years are in sharp contrast to its last twenty: fiom a struggling
institution, dominated by its high school department, with a calling to prepare young

Lutherans to be teachers or ministers, the College has been trandorrned into a liberal arts
university college, educating students firom every denomination and from none for a wide
range of uireer paths. This fbndamental transformation has been supported and encouraged
by the Lutheran Church: when, in 1966, Bud Shultz was despatched fiom the Board office in

Missouri to instigate discussion with the University regarding affiliation, sister colleges in the
USA were moving towards degree granting, and Concordia Edmonton was nudged in that

sarne direction. As early as 1973 the college recognised that it was dealing with "a more
cosmopolitan group of students" ("Lengthening the Cords," Foreword), but embraced that
change in its identity, helped no doubt by a Lutheran tradition which cherished the liberai arts
and saw the infiux of non-Lutheran students as an extension of the college's ministry and
mission. PCAB accreditation may be the pivot of Concordia's history (and Alberta's
establishment of that board f o m an interesting counterpoint to the earlier opposition to such
accreditation by the Government of Saskatchewan), but it was made possible by the

willingness of Church and CoUege to endorse the changes introduced by affiliation.

Pardel to these institutional accounts mn denominational and political histones. STM cannot

be understood without an appreciation of the sa-change that Vatican II has brought to the
Roman Catholic Church and to the role of Religious orden and the laity, or of the way in
which the province has both supported and thwarted the ambitions of church-related colleges.
Providence College is a product of Prairie evangelicalism and fundarnentalism, and has

adapted to the changes in its constituency: as evangelicalism has re-engaged with mainstream

Canadian culture, so the cuiiege has moderated its hostility to the academy, and replaced
diatribe with dialogue. Although Providence was allowed degree-granting status by the

provincial govemrnent, the academic community has deciined to recognise the authority of
those degrees without a recognised academic infiastructure to rat@ and rnonitor such

-

accreditation. Concordia is, in part, a product of the Lutheran Church Canada, now
independent £iom its American parent, which sees in Concordia an institution which aiso has
corne to maturity; and how can Concordia be comprehended without a careful analysis of the
particular political currents which have led Alberta to break the mould of Canadian postsecondary education and establish the PCAB? Each of these three institutional histories is
intertwined with and interpreted by its particular political and religious context.

The three institutions, then, have wrestled with accreditation issues at critical points in their

histories. At STM, the criticai debate was in the years preceding College establishment. At
Concordia, strategic decisions were made in the 1960'9, so that PCAB accreditation became
a natural evolution fkom those earlier resolutions. At Providence, pivotal decisions may stdi
lie ahead, since most members of the college constituency seem to feel credit transfer to be a
stage rather than a goal. Throughout the history of each college, accreditation has been a
central and renimng theme, an idéefixe,sounded at moments of transition, reprised prior to
times of growth, and echoed (intermitted) during episodu of institutional turmoil.

4.2 Accrediîation Arrangements

The three colleges were selected for the study because of their distinct approach to
accreditation. Although their accreditation options were and are wnstrained by provincial
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political structures, they also express the institution's identity. This study also concludes that
patterns of accreditation hel p to fonn identity, and change institutional character.

St Thomas More Coiiege is a 'federated affiliate' of the University of Saskatchewan, a
relationship which is built on a paradox: the College's autonomy is safeguarded by the
detailed agreement of federation, yet the essential heart of federation is fieely collaborative,
predicated on a sense of good will. This seeming contradiction underlines the fact that
college and university operate within the framework of federation, and this contractual clarity
grants the college the measure of secunty which allows a CO-operativespirit to flourish. The
agreement allows the College a significant degree of independence in hiring; in tenure and
promotion; and in matters offinance and administration. Yet the college is academically
integrated into the university: STM faculty are members of the university's College of Arts

and Science (though in a paraifel departmental stnichire); STM students are university
students t a h g university degrees; STM classes are taught in university space. The robust
nature of the federation agreement has helped buttress STM against university encroachment

during times when other colleges have found their autonomy eroded by their associated
university. However, federation is not primarily understood as a bastion against secular
onslaught, but as a springboard for engagement; it is based on an e d u c d o d view that sees

federation as o f f e ~ diversity
g
and dialogue, and a theological view that understands the
role of the Church as being hlly integrated with and committed to society, not separate fkom
it.
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Providence College has multiple avenues of accreditation, none of which is entirely
satisfactory to the College or the student. The College possesses a Provincial charter to grant
the BA degree, but the force of this charter is not recognised by most Canadian educational
institutions. The College is accredited by the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges
( A B C ) , but although this agency is widely recognised in the US, it receives less univenal
accrptance at Canadian universities. This link with the A B C provides Providence with a
useful touchstone of orthodoxy, since it acts as a sippost for concemed constituents: other
constituents, however. see the affiliation as an encumbrance, and speak of the AABC as an
association that lacks academic rigour. FinaIIy. Providence has developed a recent agreement
with the University of Manitoba which allows extensive credit transfer, based on departmental
approval of parallel Providence courses. This is not the full accreditation that the College
would like to achieve, but it gives the student portability of credits, and does not require the
College to compromise the faith requirements it makes of faculty and students in order to
conform to University patterns of academic fteedom. Without doubt, credit transfer has
created an appetite for further progress d o m the accreditation road; the college, however,
is determined that it will not compromise its distinct identity in order to satisQ this
appetite.

Concordia University College of Alberta has its degrees accredited through the Private
Colleges Accreditation Board of the Province of Alberta. The PCAB, established in large

part to address the needs of church-related coileges in Alberta, applies a rigorous set of
standards to the programmes it approves. Not only must each programme meet exacting
requirements in order to be approved for delivery, but the College must meet annual quality

control standards and performance indicators established by the PCAB, and open itself to

public scnitiny. Howwer. the PCAB confines its attention to the delivery and quality of
academic offerings: institutionai ownership and govemance, church relationships, and
institutional ethos and character are of concem ody insofar as they affect those offerings.
Indeed, the private colieges have been encouraged to express their diversity, not deemphasise their Christian character and mission. Concordia perceives the PCAB to be
flexible enough to meet its accreditation needs. Set up to help private colleges find a route to

BA and BSc accreditation, the board has seen its mandate extended to include four year
degrees, business programmes, and post-baccalaureate degrees. Not yet able to award
graduate degrees, Concordia beiieves that the expanding vision of the PCAB does not
preclude such a possibility.

These institutions have not sturnbled across accreditation models that have been lying in their
path. Each institution has fashioned its relationship in a deliberate and painstaking fashion.
Concordia and Si Thomas More both Iind that their accreditation arrangements satisfy
institutional needs and aspirations. Providence, whilst pleased with the agreement it has

f a i W y negotiated, is aware of its limitations, and is keen to extend it: the experience of
Concordia might suggest that the cycle of accreditation, once begun, becomes inexorable, as

supply creates fùrther demand. These studies suggest that accreditation is a fom of 'upward

drift,' for insitutions do not voluntarily move down the 'food ch&' and accept less
articulation: the movement is always to seek more complete accreditation.

Only STM hm a close working relationship with a University: although Providence uses the
University of Manitoba for transfer credit, few faculty members have developed departmental
links; at Concordia, links have grown vestigial since affüiation lapsed. STM, however,
experiences a ceriain need to buttress its distinct identity; without its own degree, a distinct
cohort of students, and its own, bounded, space, its margins blur with the University.
Providence rnight experience the opposite problem; with -dents

not able to move as freely

as they would wish into other Canadian institutions the college still tends towards isolation.
Nevertheless, each institution expresses the belief that the accreditation approach it has
chosen serves college and constituency well, and allows its particular institutional identity to
flourish.

4.3 Location

The link between location and accreditation may seem sornewhat tenuous, but the two are
intimately linked. St Thomas More is located in Saskatchewan, Providence in Manitoba, and
Concordia in Alberta This is not incidental information: had they been located elsewhere,
their accreditation relationship would almost certainly have been daerent. The avenues they
have chosen have been determined, to some extent, by accidents of geography. If St Thomas
More had been in Manitoba, it might have been involved in affiliation structures like those of

St John's or St Paul's, where, to quote de Gnichy, "the CoUege is treated much as a sheli,
with little real control over its affairs" (1993, p. 61). IfProvidence had been located in

Alberta, it almost certainly would have been a candidate for PCAB accreditation, and its
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convoluted, multiple accreditation relationships would have been unnece~sary.~
Had
Concordia been located in any other Canadian province then accreditation through an
accrediting agency would not have been possible ... though Trinity Western (BC), Atlantic
Baptist College (NB), and the Institute for Christian Studies (ON) have al1 been accorded
degree-granting status through acts of the legislature. This suggests that Jones' "Idea of the
Canadian University" (1994) is not, in fact, indivisible. In Alberta, the idea of a free-standing,
sectarian college, dismissed by Jones, is dive and well; in other Provinces, legislators seem
open to the existence of such institutions.

The physical location and design of each campus reflects its accreditation pattern: St Thomas
More, located on the University Campus, without a main entrance of its own, with no
sporting facilities and no integrated residence, utilising University classrooms for teaching
space, embodies an institution that is blendeci with its partner, perhaps lacking a little
definition, but happy for the margins to converge, feeling no need to replicate facilities
provided by its partner. Providence, some fifty kilometres fiom the city, bordered by nvers,
is much more the bounded comrnunity. With a majority of students living on campus, their
needs met by social, sporting, academic, and worship programmes, the physical design and
location reflects its character as an independent institution. Concordia, in its urban setting, is
nevertheless ten kilometres away fiom its University, making affiliation physically dficult.
Accreditation has dowed Concordia to capitalise on that urban location, drawing students

Indeed, recent moves (Jan, 1998) by ihe governent of Manitoba to ailow and to fund the estabiihent of
a Mennonite University suggest tbat Providence rnay yet find an avenue to accreditation

fiom the wider Edmonton market. The presence of the Seminary and the LCC district offices

reaf'hnsthe ecciesiastical tradition, for Concordia remains a Lutheran institution.

Location is both cause and effect. Provincial politics have prescribed the range of options
open to these three institutions, although none of the three have been passive odooken in the
determination of their destiny. The geography, then, determines what options are available to
them. But physical structures are, in T.S. Eliot's words, objective correlatives: they reveal an
institution's sense of singularity and identity. Here, those structures reinforce the sense of
identity articulated by accreditation structures.

4.4 Institutional Identity.

That issues of institutional identity are disputed in these case studies should be no surprise.
Although this study suggests no inherent incompatibility between the church and the academy
it does point to multiple loyalties; to an inherent though oeen hitfùl tension w i t h

institutions, staff members, and students; to competing agendas and pnorities. The

institutionsestablish their own points of equilibnum, which shifi as institutional identities
change. And each institution has a cluster of identities, overlapping, sometimes competing.

The demands of accreditation @e it through federation, credit transfer, or the PCAB)
critically aEect the balance w i t b and between these identities. This is why institutions take
such care in constructing their accreditation framework, for they recognise that it plays a
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pivotal role in establishing and moderating the essential character of their institution, in
determining how their institution will develop.

St Thomas More College has four main identity strands: it is a federated college; a Roman
Catholic college; a Basilian college; and a Liberal Arts college. But in how far do the
demands of federation hamper the expression of these other elements of the institution's
identity? The case study indicates that the college continues to nurture the fundamental
characteristics of a Catholic institution, though the Basilian fabric is in a more fiagile state of
repair.

The recent stniggle to retain a Basilian identity is not directly related to federation. The
dwindling number of Religious bersons entering religious vocations) means that there are
fewer Basfian priests to fil1 the traditional roles, and so college life is no longer dominated by
the simple physid presence of the order. This reflects a crisis within church life, not one
precipitated by the coliege or by federation. But this erosion of the Basilian identity is
accelerated by the fact that the present Basilian community is divided in its attitude towards
federation. The concept of the federated college, pioneered by the Basilians at St Michael's,
is underscored by the Basilian charism or 'collective character' of working collaboratively.
Some members of the present Basilian community, however, suggest that federation has
gradually marginalised the Catholic nature of the college, as it has been identifed more
closely with the University. This view, ironically, l a d s them to diminish the essential Basilian

nature of the coilege, by questionhg the viab+ty of working within the context of the
University.

The Catholic identity of the college is certainly more diffise and less bounded than in earlier
days. Not all members of teaching staff are Catholic, nor al1 the members of the STM
'corporation.' The student body, too, is far more diverse than it was in earlier decades, with
today's students drawn as much by the intirnacy of the college environment as they are by its
distinctive faith tradition. Most observers would agree that STM is "moving more into the
mainstream of University life" (Personal Intewiew, Nov. 1995). They may not agree about
whether this is a good or a bad thing. Some see open boundaries as a loss of Catholic
identity; others see them as o f f e ~ different
g
ways of expressing one's faith. Yet these

changes have been anticipatecl by the Church itself as a Board member comrnented, "1 don?

think the Coliege is [less Catholic]. 1 think the Catholic church is less of a Catholic body than
it once was" (Personal InteMew, Nov. 1995). The changes brought about by Vatican II

suggest that the church itself is seeking to be less sectarian in outlook, to be more "at home in
the world," and federation would seem to offer an ideal channel through which to influence
the world with faith. Those opposed to such a view fear that it is Church and College that
will £ind themselves influenced, their values eroded, like salt that has lost its savour.

Providence Coliege is also wrestling with identity issues: the college is keen to maintain its
evangelical character, its cumcular focus on biblical studies, and its traditions of faith
cornmitment, Christian Mestyle, and service. It is no less keen to establish satisfactory
accreditation arrangements, to broaden the range of its oEenngs, and to atfirm its academic
robustness. Because of its reluctance to be tarred with the anti-academic brush, it is
uncomfonable with the title of Bible coliege; because of apprehensions about liberaikm and
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loss of distinctiveness the college eschews 'Liberai Arts' nomenclaîure. This has meant that
Providence has avoided affiliation or fderation models, since they are perceived to demand

compromise of certain findamental institutional values; yet the College is hstrated by the
diculty of establishing affüiation arrangements that do not require such compromises.
Transfer-credit is not ideal, but it dlows the College to maintain the tension between these
two identities.

Yet the critical identity issue at Providence relates to what the college will become: whilst
many see credit-transfer as a significant achievement, no-one is satisfied that it wili meet the

growing aspirations of student and institution alike. If this 'Christian College' wishes to
broaden its offerings and extend its accreditation, then its Bible college characteristics will be
sore pressed. As it adds university-educated faculty, the Bible coilege ethos will be diluted.
As it draws students whose goal is university, it will be urged to offer more courses that will

transfer to the university, to students whose faith cornmitment may be uncertain. Credit
transfer affects both the 'now' and the 'not yet.' It has already affected the nature of what is
taught, by whom and to whom it is taught: al1 of these areas are legitimately adjusted as the
Coilege strives for new heights. The perplexing question is where will the College go from
here, for the College's identity will continue to evolve. What will be retained as the

landmarks of the Christian college for the next generation of Providence students and faculty'?
Sorne fear what Rawlyk terms a "fundamental weakness - the powefil tendency to adjust the
sacred to meet the demands of modemity - especidy in the realm of theological education"
(1996, p. 30).
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At Concordia University Coiiege of Alberta, accreditation bas brought growth. From a

college enrolment of 2 1 in the year preceding atnliation in 1967, Concordia grew
exponentially, to stand at over 800 in 1987-88, the first year of PCAB accreditation, and
close to 1500 by the mid 1990's. hevitsbly, the identity of Concordia has undergone a seachange. Most of these changes, however, have been welcomed by College and church aiike.

Concordia's twenty years as an affiliated institution forced it into the role of junior college,
with most of its students completing degrees at the local university. Although Concordia has
granted its own degrees for a decade, the transfer mentality has been difficult to shake. Many
students still select Concordia as their second choice. Some corne because it offers avenues
into higher education for those who would otherwise be excluded, allowing the educationally

disadvantaged an oppominity to develop their acadernic potential. They see it as a staging
post to university, seiect it without regard for its Christian ethos, so may not become fully
assimilateci into college life.

The 2 1 students in 1967 were almost exclusively Lutheran. By the early 19903, less than
10% of students were LCC members, and, despite the continued predominance of Lutherans

in administrative roles, the uitimacy of that homogeneous student unit had gone. Enrolment
patterns, fostered by the college, have also meant that a large number of the students who
enter Concordia have no particular faith commitment. Faculty and administrators bring a
strong Christian influence, but this diversity of student intake, caused by the attractiveness of
Concordia's accredited status, has affected institutional identity. Whilst College and Church
have welcomed this diversity as a mission opportunity, the college is also seeking to bolster
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the htake of Lutheran and Christian students, to redress the balance. The growth that
accreditation brought was not a managed growth, and now administrators are seeking to
nudge the college back towards its fundamentai character, to attract "students who, by first
choice, are choosing us for the combination of what we are as Christian quality education in a
smder setting " (Personal Interview, March, 1996).

In each case study, institutional identity is inextricably linked to accreditation approach.
Identity determines the avenue of accreditation with which the institution feels cornfortable;
and the selected avenue, in turn, subtly affects that identity. The most significant changes
have not, however, been forced upon institutions by the small print of contrachial
agreements; they have been seen as opportunities, and willingiy embraced. Concordia's opendoor poticy towards students was initiated by the institution; STM's opening of the
corporation to non-Catholics was the considered approach of the President; Providence's
extension of course offerings into non-traditional c~n-icularareas has been an intentional
development.

The picture of institutional change forced upon unwilling colleges by despotic universities or
accrediting agencies has not been supported by these studies. This may be, in part, because
of the robust nature of the agreements into which the institutions have entered; but it may
also be because the universities and agencies have a genuine regard for the diversity and

integrity of the church-related colleges with which they work. Changes in identity have been

initiated nom withh, or have been stirnulated by the religious communities which the colleges
serve. Those constituencies have not been the reactionary, obstructionist force that some

would paint hem: these studies suggest that, alongside their naturally conservative
tendencies, church constituencies have been the agents of change, urging Concordia towards
affiliation, banding together to work for federation for STM, quietly demanding better
accreditation arrangements at Providence. Although a certain anti-intellectualism does,
without doubt, thrive in some Church-related institutions (particularly in the small Bible
college and institute, as the survey suggests), the pichire of polarisation, with the academy

forcing the coliege one direction and the church forcing it another, is a caricature mot
supporteci by these three studies.

4.5 Accreditation and the Student.

It is perhaps students themselves who most vividly illustrate the effects of dinerent forms of
accreditation, and who reflect the ways in which a college's arrangements trickle down to the

'unit of production' in both positive and negative ways.

STM has sorne dficulty identifjmg its students. Those who register at the college may not
take many (or any) courses through the college. Some 60% of those who do take classes
fiom STM fawlty are not STM-registered students. Students also have a problem identifyhg
a locus of identity for the wUege, since with little classroom space, limited social and
sporthg facilties, and virtuaily no residential accommodation, identity become difise. This is
both streagth and liability: it accentuates the vision of the blended college, without rigidly

dehed bounds, with fiee student access between institutions; yet it also suggests the
possibility of absorption, of student membership becoming no more than a convenience.
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Federation itseif'is taken for granteci: students would not corne to STM if the degree were
not on offer, and cannot conceive of the college without such a reiationship.

Providence CoUege students are far more homogeneous than those at either STM or
Concordia. Udike STM,they experience a bounded community, with central nodes of
identity: classroom, chapeIVresidences, sports facilities. Udike both STM and Concordia, al1
students are required to &rm their faith commitrnent before being admitted, and are required
to engage in some form of practical miniary assignment alongside their studies. They choose
Providence because of these charactenstics, despite the limitations of credit-transfer. They

are keenly aware of the issues surrounding accreditation, and are vociferous in their desire for
the coiiege to retain its faith distinctives. Equally strident in their calls for further extension
of credit transfer, they embody Providence's predicament.

Concordia students do not have the diffuse identity of those at S T M , but nor do they embody
the homogeneity of those at Providence. Drawn by open access, by institutional sue, or by
the faith dimension, Concordia students have different goals and expectations: some seek a

swift transfer to the University with a m . u mexposure to any faith expenence; some seek a
good degree at a smaü, quality institution, and are happy to accept a modicum of the religion
which characterises the school; and some seek a numiring Lutheran cornmunity.

These three very distinct student groups refiect institutional type and form of accreditation.
STM's integrated student cohort is only possible because of the institution's academic
integration within the ColIege of Arts and Science. Concordia's students are drawn by the

degree; growth patterns over two decades offer compelling evidence of that. Providence's
students h d the institution's determination to resist compromise, of which the painfullyacquired credit-transfer agreement is proof, to be a reasuring pledge of faitffilness. The
case studies underline the fact that students are aware of accreditation issues, and make
educational choices on the basis of them. This amplifies the figures revealed in the survey,
which indicate a slump in enroiment at most institutions without accreditation arrangements.

4.6 Accreditation and the Faculty

Each case studies suggests that the Christian character of the institution is articulated

primarily by faculty members. This is a common denominator: al1 three institutions expect
this of their faculty. Yet how do a8iliation agreements affect the ability to require such

qualities in a faculty member? STM,unlike most federated colleges, is able to select faculty
on the basis of Church affliation, and does so. There is, however, no further place for forma1
examination of a faculty member's religious beliefs. Concordia, similarly, focuses on faculty
selection, for although it has a process by which faculty might be relieved of duties if'they no

longer adhere to the faith principles of the institution, that process has never been used.
Providence requires al1 faculty to sign a detailed staternent of fath, and to reafirm that
statement when their contract is renewed. AU three institutions see faculty selection as a
pivotal process in retaining the character of the institution, and the need and ability to select
faculty who reinfiorce and subscribe to the fundamental ethos of the College is cherished by

d three institutions.

Of the three institutions studied, only STM fiilly subscribes to the pnnciple of Academic

Freedom, defined by Murray Ross as "the fieedorn of the individual in the university to
pursue study and to teach without restraint or inhibition" (1979, p. 191). At Providence, noncornpliance with this CAUT tenet has been a fundamental obstacle in the search for
accreditation: it was the primary barrier to AUCC membership in 1977, and to Approved
Teaching Centre status a decade later. Non-compliance is, indeed, a benchmark of orthodoxy
for Providence, and it has studiously avoided compromise on this point. Otherwise, teaching
centre status would have offered a much more straightforward approach to course
accreditation.

The demands of accreditation have placed a prernium on faculty members holding the
doctoral degree. In 1995-96, al1 of STM's full-tirne faculty held the PhD,as did 8 1% of
faculty at Concordia, and 65% of those at Providence. STM has CO-ordinateciits hiring
requirements with those of the University of Saskatchewan; Concordia has met and

surpasseci the stipulations of the PCAB; Providence, although not meeting a formal target,
has sought to increase the percentage of faculty with doctoral degrees, since it seeks to
"educate students at a university lever (%lission Statement"), and wishes, in time, to be M y
accredited. Some faculty members at Providence did observe that this policy was having the

effect of reducing the number of Bible college graduates teaching at the institution, and
increasing the number whose formai education had entirely been completed at Universities,
thus gradually changing the character of the College. This was also observed at Concordia as
it moved towards PCAB accreditation, and implemented the poiicy that only those with the

PhD would be hired as permanent-stream faculty.
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This change in f a d t y composition does not directly affect the freedom of the institution to
determine its chamter. However, as a Providence fsatlty member observed, "1 think it's an
inevitability that persons who are university educated begin to emulate the univenity model"
(Personal InteMew, JadFeb, 1996). This affects the balance between the traditional
functions of higher education: research, teaching, and s e ~ c e Providence
.
has traditionally
placed a high value on service (interpreted as Church service), and a lower value on research.
As expectations on facuity to publish increase, and as university-educated faculty respond to

those expectations, Eiculty involvement in s e ~ c becomes
e
less pronounced. STM and
Concordia, as liberal arts institutions, have placed a high value on undergraduate teaching:
this charactenstic, too, is threatened by the hegemony of the research model. For institutions

which attempt to integrate faith and learning, the cross-disciplinary liberal arts mode1 offers a
more helpful approach than the research-university model with its narrow specialisms.

The case studies indicate that the forrnal changes introduced by accreditation are less
immediately evident than the informal changes to the academic culture. AU three institutions
hire on the basis of a candidate's adherence to a faith statement (whether formally signed or
nor). Two of the institutions reserve the right to dismiss faculty for breach of faith, but
neither institution recailed using such a sanction. However, al1 of the institutions have seen

their hiring patterns change radically, and this has aBected their charaaer, as they
accommodate the changing n o m of the acaderny.

4.7 Accreditatioa and the Church

If a college is to remah church-related it must retain the support and respect of its church

constituency. Historical patterns of secularisation see church-related institutions become
progressively alienated fkom their sponsoring constituencies, for allegiances are strained as
the aspirations of Church and of institution diverge. Such a divergence can come
incrementally, through negligent or deliberate faculty and staff selection procedures, through
student admissions policies, or through the gradua1 erosion of a distinctive curriculum. It can
also be driven by the more formal demands of accreditation arrangements, if the rights and

interests of the academy and the sponsoring church come into conflia. It is, then, instructive
to consider how three quite different approaches to accreditation have been perceived by
their sponsoring faith communities.

Because St Thomas More College was founded and operated by the Basilians, it has had
something of an arm's length relationship with the Diocese. Although they pressed for its
establishment, and encouraged their children to attend, Saskatchewan Catholics have not had

a strong sense of ownership in the CoUege. It is, after d,operated by one of the reiigious
orders, and ftnded primarily through Govemment grants and tuition fies. The College, as a
result, has had a very low profiie in the Diocese, with parishes expressing approbation but
apathy towards its operations. Dwindling numbers of Basilians have meant that the umbilical

connection with the Order has been threatened. Even though this has not been the duire of
the Coiiege, it bas nevertheles meant that the most obvious indicator of Church-relatedness

has ail but vanished, and the Coilege is being forced to establish new, local connections with
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the Cathoiic church. The college urgentiy needs to develop these new links with the church to
replace or reinforce the comection with the order.

Federation presumes a bluming of boundaries between coiIege and university, and, over the
years, concem has been voiced about the college's loss of Catholic identity. The increased
integration of non-Basilians and non-Catholics into college life (accelerated af€erthe changes
to the college corporation in 1972) has been a padcular focus for alarm, though this concem

has been articulated Uiside the College more than it has been outside. When apprehension has
appeared it has corne fiom the Basilian or diocesan hierarchy rather than the parishioners,
with Bishops sometimes proving hostile to the institution. The confiict over the character of

STM and the expression of that character reflects the larger debate within the post-Vatican II
church. The federated mode1 does not find favour with the more conservative wing of
Catholicism, which tends to be more cornfortable with clearly-bounded structures that act as

a reservou for identity. One can see the virulence of this opposition in the sentiments of a
former Basilian president of STM, who wrote recently that Canadian Catholic higher
education institutions are "fiiied with dissent. The orthodox professon found in some of
them are badly outnumbered. Dissent has mined these institutions as it has ruined much else
in our Canadian Catholic world" (Kennedy, 1995, p. 21). However, one could not say that
the developments of federation at STM deviated fi-omCatholic practice; indeed, they have

been anîkipated by the changes taking place within the Church itself. The college, rather

than diverging £tomCatholic tradition, is moving in step with it, for the church is itself in
transition. Federation has foiled the aspirations of those who would see STM as a fortress of

fai* repehg heathen hordes at the gate, but has proven an ideal vehicle for a different
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expression of church-relatedness, that understands faith to exist best in the less exclusive air
of an integrated comrnunity.

Providence Coliege does not have a single denomination to which it owes allegiance, but has

a network of supporthg churches and individuals within the conservative evangelical
tradition. It relies on its constituency far more directly than either STM or Concordia: it
receives virtually no fùnding from governrnent, nor does it draw many students from outside
the evangelical tradition. It has a narrow resource base, iinked firmly to an active
constituency. This alone means that the college must be responsive to the needs, fears, and
aspirations of its sponsoring community. Where the college begins to initiate change, it must
listen closely to the voices of its supporters, and convince them of the wisdom of new
ventures. The faith comrnunity which supports Providence is, however, quite diverse, and
embraces those who lean back towards the days of Bible institutes as well as those who strain

forward to visions of Christian universities. They share a concem that accreditation
arrangements preserve the institutional sovereignty of the college, and this has been one of
the principles evident in Providence's negotiations with the University of Manitoba. Any
further sacfice of institutional autonomy would not have been sanctioned by the board or
constituency, many of whom have been attracted to Providence because of its resolute
independence.

Some members of the constmiency have opposed the establishment of transfer-credit

arrangements, and the change of direction they see initiated by that alliance: they wish the
coliege to remain more narrowly focused, less concemed with imitating pubtic higher
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education, with 'universitizing,' and more concemed with nurturing faith and training
disciples. Othen urge the pace, wishing to see more rapid change, more complete
articulation with the academy. Once again, this reflects the differences within the evangelical
church, parts of which remain resolutely sectarian, suspicious of compromise, even with
other groups within their own traditions, whilst othen are eager to embrace a less unilateral
stance, and to break down the walls of isolation often erected by evangelicals. Providence is
keenly aware of institutions which have fàiled to maintain the balance: institutions such as

Okanagan Bible College, founded by Winnipeg Bible College graduates, which closed
recentiy, without accreditation, unable to attract enough students to survive; or Berean Bible
College (later known as Foothills) in Calgary, which attained a level of accreditation, but
closed when it could not longer generate support fkom its sponsoring constihiency, its
student records being taken over by WBC. Providence must continue to 'rnake haste slowly'
if it is to satisfy the diverse aspirations of its supporters.

Concordia moved down the path of a a t i o n and accreditation at the urging of its parent
denornination. This mirrored the Missouri synod's support for the establishment of the

Lutheran Church-Canada, when the parent church nurhired and encouraged autonomy.
Remarkably, no one i n t e ~ e w e din this study, from a d e s t r a t o r or board member to student
or faculty rnember, expressed reservations about restrictions imposed by PCAB accreditation,
or offered the opinion that the PCAB itself was imposing a non-Christian agenda on the
institution. N o s n e suggested that the PCAB had forced Concordia to dilute its Lutheran or

Christian character: in fact, it was evident that the PCAB had encouraged the coUeges to
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retain their distinct fath-related character, and warned against the universitizing trend that
affiliation might stimulate.

Church opinions are less uniformly encomiastic about the effects of accreditation. Whilst the
Board of Regents has remained uniformiy Lutheran, and upper levels of the administration
predominantly so, the student body has changed its complexion, for "next to Our Lutherans
and other Christian students are those of no faith as well as students who are Muslims,
Buddhists, or turban-wearing Sikhs" (Steckelberg, 1995, mp.). Parallel to this student
diversity has been programmatic divenity, which has brought a concern that "this wiil further
undermine our Christian focus" (Personal Interview, March, 1996). It is PCAB accreditation
that has stimulated this diversity. This has provoked divergent reactions. Some Lutherans

see this as eroding the Christian milieu of the college, and undermining the numiring faith
community; others see this as creating an opportunity for mission and rninistty within a faithatfinning environment. The fact that the college administration is actively encouraging the

recruitment of a higher proportion of Christian and Lutheran students, and introducing new
programs targeted at the Christian market, suggests that these sentiments are shared to some
degree by those within the institution, who are seeklng to reinforce that faith milieu, to

buttress the form and substance of the Christian character at the hart of Concordia. PCAB
accreditation has not forced changes to the church-related character of the college, but the
evolution of the institution foliowing accreditation has radically changed the way in which its
church-reIatedness is expressed.

Constituency relations are part of the institutional background at STM and CUCA, but rnuch
more to the fore at Providence. Providence, with the closest working relationship with and
greatest resource-dependence on its supporting Church community, is keenly sensitive to
constituency opinion, with students, fadty, and administrators al1 conscious of the
supporting church like a parent over the shoulder. Concordia and St Thomas More, less
resource-dependent on the sponsoring church, are less preoccupied by its reactions: most
students are largely oblivious to the role of the church, and even faculty members rarely
reflect on denominational responsibilities they might b a r . Though al1 three institutions are

undeniably church-related, this relationship permeates the consciousness at Providence to a
greater degree than at STM or Concordia.

The Providence constituency is also the most fearful of the accommodations demanded by
accreditation. Lutherans seem untroubled by feus about the PCAB. Most Roman Catholics

are largely unconcerned that STM might be absorbed through federation. This may be a
matter of perspective: for STM and Concordia, accreditation and affiliation are known,
familiar, established relationships. For Providence, full accreditation lies somewhere ahead,

and is still unfarniliar temtory, the more threatening because of that. This dso reflects the
continuing sectarian impulse within evangelicalism: fearfùl of compromise with the dominant
culture, sensing a c d to be separate, to be a 'peculiar people, ' evangelid Protestants might
be expected to be reticent about forming alliances with the 'secular humanists' of the

university sector. Roman Catholics and Lutherans, not estranged fiom the culture, more at
ease with higher education, have fewer reservations to overcome.

AU of this suggests that each institution is moving in step with its sponsoring faith
community. St Thomas More is part of a post-Vatican II church that is gradually embracing
the involvement of the laity, revealing a greater openness to ecumenism, and focusing on the

temporal mission of the church. Providence is part of an evolving transdenominational
evangelical movement that has begun, as Stackhouse observes, "to re-engage the culture at a
number of levels" (1993, p. 15). Concordia is part of a Lutheran structure that has sought to
promote and develop its higher education systems to reflect a broad understanding of the
'pnesthood of al1 believers,' and its vision of a Lutheranism that is not shackled by ethnic and
culturai traditions. Those who resist these fundamental institutional change are also deeply
opposed to the changes they see o c c u r ~ g
within Church stmctures thernselves.

4.8 Case Study Conclusions

The case studies recorded above present three distinct approaches to the problem of
accreditation adopted by Canadian church-related Colleges. None of the institutions, stnctly
speaking, is typicai: St Thomas More has more autonomy than do most federated or
S a t e d colleges (de Gruchy, 1993); Providence has more extensive transfer-credit facilities
than most institutions in the Canadian Bible college tradition (Anderson, 1992; Survey Data);
and Concordia, validated through the only provincial accrediting agency in Canada, is. with
her three sister PCAB institutions, something of an anomaly on the Canadian scene. Nor were
the institutions selected because they were struggiing with or victims of secularisation: each
appeared to enjoy a healthy relationship with its sponsoring Church constituency. The

institutions were selected as exemplary, hiMy-developed models, which might reveal both
the strengths and weaknesses of the approaches they espouse.

Are these three models radicaily divergent approaches, "difEerent paradigms," as one
participant suggested, or are they next of kin? This is a matter of perspective. To the
outsider, the similarities are perhaps more striking than the differences; to the participant,
these may seem three distinct spheres, each with its own unique ecosystem, its own
gravitational pulls, circling different celestial bodies.

This conclusion does not attempt to rank these institutions, or their approaches to
accreditation. Such a classification would depend on the pariicular value one espouses as a
comerstone: perhaps religious orthodoxy; academic credibilitr, self-determination;
spintuality;curricular diversity; fiscal stability. What this conclusion does offer is a
cornparison of the relative strengths and weaknesses associatecl with each approach, based on
the case study analysis above. These patterns allow the practitioner to identiQ and address

the potential points of confia in any given model, and to see, from the studies themselves,
how the institutions have countered flaws within their model and buiit on their assets.

Each model of accreditation has in-built limitations as weU as strengths. Each approach offen
a complex balance of assets and liabilities and the process of determinhg which approach to
accreditation is appropriate for any given institution is, in part, a matter of assessing what one
is willing to sacrifice and what is non-negotiable. Like automobiles, some models are
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designed for cornfort; some for speed; some for safety. And it would be unreasonable to
purchme a vehicle without comparing specifications.

Of course, what is a design flaw to one consumer r n q be an attractive feature to another.
What this shidy labels below as 'problerns' are only so in an enacted reality: that is, they are

drawbacks because one or more persons in the college communities perceived them as such?

Each mode1 offers a different level of academic credibiliq. This is most problematic at
Providence: Canadian universities will not recognise the College's provincial charter, often
deride their AABC affiliation, and offer only limited articulation of credits to students. At
STM, academic credibility is warranted by the nationally-recognised University of

Saskatchewan degree which students receive. However, the college does struggle to
articulate its own niche academic identity alongside the elephantine university, and to bring
viability to embryonic departments which struggfe to justiQ their separate existence under
federation. Concordia, through the PCAB, is able to trade in the official academic currency,
but must combat the Canadian assumption that church-related colleges are academically
suspect unless mated with secular institutions: a Concordia degree does not, at this stage,

carry the same prestige in the marketplace as one fiom a provincial university, with students

The most v d criticism genedy stems h m a loyal opposition within each institution. in the case of St
Thomas More Coliege, it cornes primarily fiom those who would resist the reforms of the Second Vatican
Corncil: h m conservative Cathoiics (includiag some Basilians) who are scepttical about collaboration, wbich
they see as eroding the clarity of Caiholic spiritualiîy. Critics at Providence faii into two groups: at one
extreme are classic fundamentdists, hostile to any form of accreditation, seeing it as a capitulation to secular
humanism; at the other, those hostile to fûndamentaiism, who see in the College's slow progress an attempt
to placate well-kled reactionaries. At Concordia, the most vucal critics are Lutheran students, who see the
Coilege's promotion of itself as a general h i m i arts institution as "trying to hide our Christianity and our
LutheraniSmn(Personal Interview, Mmh 1996).

still apt to observe "l'm losing sorne credibility in coming here rather than going to the U of
A" (Personal Interview. March 1996). Comparatively, Providence's credit-transfer has the

lowest level of perceived credibility: St Thomas More's the highest, with Concordia's as yet
relative1y unproven.

Each approach affects the col lege's chzrrch relut ionship. Federation has created an a m 's
length relationship between STM and its Catholic constituencies: The sense of ownership is
weak, as the college makes few resource demands on a church constituency which presumes
the Catholic deposit to be etemally secure under the contractual guarantees of federation. The
links with the Basilian Congregation are in some danger of withenng, threatening the historic
source of Catholic identity within the federation, At Concordia the formal Lutheran
relationship is strong, but accreditation has led to an alarming erosion of student identity, and
there is some evidence of a fear of assimilation as the student population grows more diverse.
At Providence- transfer-credit has alienated few constituents: most see the tortuous process of
clawing credit fiom the University as a ratification of the College's detemination to guard its
deposit of faith. However, since the Providence constituency is, historically, the most hostile
to academic values of the three studied, developing transfer-credit into a more systematic
process of accreditation will heighten constituents' amiety.

It seems axiornatic that a certain level of dismist will always exist between the church and the
academy, and the Church-related college exists somewhere in the midst of that tension.
Providence shows the clearest church-relationship in al1 its cornponent elements (faculty,
administration, board, students. cf Pattillo and Mackenzie, 1966 ); St Thomas More and

Concordia each enjoy the wann endorsement of their sponsoring denomination, but
federation and accreditation have altered the composition of faculty and student body, so that
they reflect a more heterogeneous population.

The several approaches to accreditation have their distinct impact on different facets of
institutionai autoriomy. Broadly speaking, Providence has chosen an am's-length
arrangement which exchanges lower levels of academic credibility for higher levels of
institutional autonomy. Concordia has, in the PCAB, found an accrediting agency that is keen
to nurture autonomy and distinctness as long as the institution operates within acceptable
academic parameters. St Thomas More has, at times in its history, found the University to be
predatory, insensitive to the College's desire for a masure of autonomy, but the federation
agreement has offered a bulwark against any ill-conceived incursions into college territory
The particulars of institutional autonomy desewe closer scrutiny.

Each mode1 has particularfittmciaf impficaiiom: Providence is perpetually impoverished by
its lack of govenment fùnding so relies heaviiy on voluntary donations and on tuition

income. Transfer credit has not brought additional public funding to Providence, though it

has accelerated recniitment; 'universitizing, ' however, has tended to alienate those very
benefactors who are most zealous in their support. STM and Concordia enjoy the solid
sustenance of provincial coffers, but, conversely, their income from private donors is
relatively low, and both admit to a certain wlnerability b a s e of their reliance on
Govemment operating fùnding and the vagaries of provincial policies in tirnes of fiscal
retrenchment. Both expect government funding to be reduced in coming years. Although

they have not felt forced into compromising their missions, they are aware of the many
institutions throughout North America that have sacrificeci their religious character to retain
operating resources (cf. Burtchael171991a & b; Shook, 1971;Masters, 1966), and of the
dependency which government fùnding can generate.

Al1 three institutions retain autonorny over their financial arrangements. This distinguishes

STM fiom most affiiiated and federated colleges, who are fiscally dependent on their host
university, one of the reasons Concordia was reluctant to commit to 'enhanced affiliation' in
the 1980's. This financial autonomy has, defacto, been the source of autonomy in key
personnel issues, and since faculty selection and retention is at the heart of institutional
identity, hancial autonomy has been a non-negotiable for al1 three colleges.

Autonomy infact11t-yselectiori is respected in all three accreditation models. Once again, this
distinguishes St Thomas More fiom many other federated and m a t e d colleges, who do not
enjoy this privilege. There are, of course, certain restrictions: faculty at Concordia must meet
the standards established by the PCAB; faculty appointments at STM are made in
consultation with correspondhg university departments, though STM makes ultimate hiring
decisions. The institutions Vary in their approach to academic freedom. STM faculty, üke ail
University of Saskatchewan faculty members, enjoy academic fieedom, though they are
expected to combine this with "the responsibilities of membership in a Catholic couege"
(Collective Agreement, p. 3). Concordia, alongside its statement of academic fieedom,

requires that "faalty members will not teach contrary to the Scriptures and Lutheran
Confessions" ("1993 Self-Study," 5 -28). Providence sees guarantees of academic fieedom

as underminhg the mission of the college, so has avoided avenues of accreditation which
would require such a statement. Academic staff are the vessels which carry the faith
distinctives in each institution, and so the right to select faculty has been carefùlly guarded.
In addition, Providence's arrangements d o w a more particular test of orthodoxy to be
applied to faculty than might be accepted under the University of Saskatchewan's or the
PCAB's rubric on acadernic fieedorn.

Since the faculty member is identified as the key carrier of faith in each institution, each
mode1 places a pariicular burden on those persons. At STM, the structures of federation,
built around an assumption of Basilian instructors, require faculty to be 'renaissance men (and
women)'; amongst other things, they must teach, research, serve on multiple cornmittees in
multiple departments, and be carriers of the faith. It is yet to be seen whether federation can,
in the long te-

retain its vigour without the physical presence of the Basilians. At

Providence, faculty members, who have always taken a pastoral role on top of their
pedagogical one, are increasingiy expected to pursue research interests and publish, to
ident@ with the broader academic cornmunity. New faculty take seriously their responsibility
to publish, and " s e ~ c eto the outside cornmunity has dropped off because of the high
demands" (Personal Interview, J d e b 1996). Concordia faculty saw no inherent confiict in
their roles, which they construed as that of undergraduate tacher. Some instmctors observed
that their discipline left little space for faith utterances ... a perspective which might give

some supporters cause for a l m . The institution lefi them tiee to speak about their faith
commitments or to remain reticent.
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The effect of accreditation upon instittttional identity has been obsewed above. STM
wrestles with its blended identity, with a student body that is literally indistinguishably nom
the University's coilege of arts and sciences, and with faculty mernbers who straddle two
institutions. Federation has requûed a willingness to relinquish distinctness and embrace
collaboration, to accept a sense of community that is not segregated, but is inextricably linked
with the university cornrnunity. This does, however, reinforce the radical theological vision of
Vatican II, by casting the college into the role of 'church-in-the-worid.'

Providence, in establishing its credit-transfer schemes, has deliberately stepped away from the
fadiar isolationkt approach which has characterised the Bible coliege, and into the noman's-land of the 'Christian College.' There is now a measure of accountability to a secular
academic agency, and faculty mernbers note a gradual though limited accommodation to
university noms in devising courses, designating texts, and appointing faculty. Nevertheless,
credit transfer does not mean that the college has renounced its pervasively-religious
character: in retaining its religious tests, its cunicular cornmitment to biblical studies, its
lifestyle expectations, its requirement of comrnunity worship and service, Providence has
attempted to place a hedge around its particular expression of Christian identity, vested in a
distinct faith comrnunity.

Accreditation has modified Concordia's identity several times, from Lutheran enclave to
junior coliege and on to University coliege, leaving behind the bounded confessional
comrnunity which owned religious studies as its dennuig discipline. In each case, the
appropriation of a particular mode1 of accreditation has been accompanied by changes to
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identity which some have seen as negative, creating an institution that is, by some measures,
more public than private. From another perspective, howwer, these modifications in identity
have dowed Concordia, and its Lutheran and Christian faculty and staff, to bring a Christian
influence to bear on a diverse student body. The College shows no signs of drifting fiom its
historical cornmitment to Lutheranisrn, but is wrestiing with the challenges of ariiculating its
Christian spirit to a student population that is largely indifferent to that character trait.

Accreditation models, then, have had an impact on institutional character at al1 three colleges.
STM has corne to d e h e itself not in opposition to the University but in partnership with it.
Providence has edged away 60m sectarian isolationism, but has not modifieci its fundamental
features. Concordia has corne to see its fàith identity as primarily vested in and expressed by
faculty rather than students.

The choice of mode1 affects the student experience. The federated college offers the student
an oppominity both to be part of a faith-affirming cornmunity and to participate in the
broader context of the university. The transfer-credit institution maintains an environment
designed to ground students in faith as part of a more bounded community whilst stiii
o f f e ~ credit
g
for their academic work. The PCAB institution offers an access point to
university-level study in an environment where students can choose how much or how little

they wish to absorb of the infonning framework of faith. The student could choose to be
untouched by the faith dimension of Concordia or STM:this would be more difficult at
Providence, with the daily obligations of worship and service. Some students find this latter
approach to be too prescriptive: others find less direct approaches too laissez-f~re.
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It is seculmtiorz and upward &Vt that are the bogeyrnen of the Church-related college.
What is there in the respective accreditation arrangements that might give substance to these
fears? Some critics of St Thomas More Coliege fear that absorption has already taken place,
that the Catholic and Basilian identity has been downgraded, and shunted into a siding. They
do not, however, claim this to be a direct consequence of the federation agreement, but of an
absence of the will to maintain distinctness, an ambition to see the academic reputation of the
college enhanced and a willingness to see STM "drift almost irnperceptibly into a college 'in
the tradition"' (Personal InteMew, Novernber 1995). At Providence, no-one raises concems
about the smaii print of credit trader, but a number express some doubt about the intent it
expresses to allow the institution to change: that the desire for credibility, the change of
narne and 'universitizing' the need for increased resources, the broadening of course
offerings, might mean "Providence College, 50 or 100 years from now ... being committed,
educationally and philosophically, to secular humanism" (Personal Interview, J M e b 1996).
Concordia, too, is satisfied that its accreditation agreement will not force it down the road of
s
expanded, its student intake diversiiied to include a
secuiarisation: but its o f f e ~ g have
majority of non-communicants, its purposes broadened. Its character has changed: "Now,
when people practice their faith in public (like saying grace) some of the people around them
becorne very uncornfortable. As the old guard dies off. if they aren't replaced by people who
have those same beliefs it wili change" (Personal Interview, March 1996).

The threat of secularisation in each case is seen to corne not fiom the contractual restrictions
of accreditation agreements, but h m within the institution. It cornes as faculty and

administraton change the focus of their aspirations, or are replaced by those with less distinct

allegiances, who identiS, more wmpletely with the wider acadernic community - who are
'cosmo politans' rather than 'Iocals' . Sustaining an institution's Church-related character
depends upon nurturing replacements for those individuals who, over the years, have
cornprehended the multifaceted nature of the enterprise, and on deliberately pursuing hiring
practices that will reinforce and not undermine the institutional ethos. This would seem a
fiahg point with which to conclude this section: the best church-related college must have

more than a watertight accreditation agreement to maintain its character, identity, and
tiinction. This must be complemented by clear-sighted leaders, capable and faitffil faculty,

articulate and visionary board mernbers, and committed students.

The case studies were designed to examine how dzflerent academic alliances H e c t the
church-related college 's distinct character. mision, ar2d identity, and to consider whether
closer Iirrks with semIar academic bodies muke INlRs between College and c h m h more
temous. The studies suggest some broad conclusions about the three different approaches

examined in the preceding chapters.

Fedemtion is the mode1 of accreditation which provides the closest link with a secular
academic body. Federated institutions, this study observes, experience a blurred line of
demarcation between thernselves and the university of which they are a part. This encourages
a perception within the sponsoring faith cornmunity that the college is not dependent upon
the church as a resource base, and diminishes the sense of ownership that parishioners,
priests, bishops, and even Supenor Generals feel in an institution. The college is dependent

upon the University as a resource provider, and this dependency can rnean that the academy
becomes the primary orientation of the federated college. Since a natural tendency of the
university is to expand into and assimilate its constituent parts, there is a continual water-dnp
of erosion on the landmarks of identity. Administrators, faced with the tacit or explicit
expectations of university departments, may feel pressured into soft-pedaliing faith
convictions or college needs when considering faculty appointments. Faculty, with multiple
loyalties, may well have more direct c o ~ e c t i o nwith and loyalty to the academic world than
they do the ecclesiastical, particularly (in the case of STM) when a sponsoring order or
congregation, whose members have traditionally bridged the gap between church and
academy, moves fiom foreground to background. Students, who graduate nom the university
rather than the college, who take most of their classes in university environs and from
university faculty, who are seldom part of any distinctive academic program generated by the
federated coiiege, who are under no obligation to participate in the worshipping community,

can be forgiven for suffiring an identity crisis, or fiom wearing their college membership
simply as a flag of convenience.

But if this is how federated structures can and do disintegnite it is not an inevitable pattern.
St Thomas More Coilege shows that this blurred identity can be a strength rather than a
weakness. for it becomes the interface between the world of faith and the world of the

academy. an exarnple of the church's engagement with and cornmitment to its community,
not simply as a strategic move, but as a divine caiiing to be 'at home in the world. ' The STM
federation agreement provides the means by which this critical balance can be maintained, but

it «ui only be implemented by persons of integrity, faith, and goodwill. Administrators, whilst

they have the nght and obligation to appoint academic staffwho will reinforce the character
of the institution, cannot aRord to ignore the needs of University departrnents, if the nature
of the joint enterprise is to be preserved and enhanced. Faculty members have the 'academic
fieedorn' to own their faith commitrnent as an integral part of their individuai identity.
Students are challenged by such a model to think broadly rather than narrowly about the

nature of faith in society, and not to rush to closure. And the Church itself, fkom Bishop to
parishioner, must comprehend the particular Catholic nature of the federated college, not as a

fifth column, working to a hidden sectarian agenda in a resolutely secular world, but as
leaven, as salt, as light, carrying out the mission of the church in its cornmitment to serve the
people of God and the hurnan family.

Federation has certainly affected the distinct character, identity, and mission of St Thomas
More, having formed it from inception. STM could not easily becorne a narrowly sectarian
institution: this would wrench federation fiom its moorings. It could, perhaps, drift into being
a college 'in the Catholic tradition,' but only if it were unfortunate or unwise enough to

appoint individuals to key posts who, through negligence or ineptitude, allowed the principles
of federation to be attenuated. Has federation alienated the College fiom the Church of which
it is a part? That relationship has certainly changed over the years, mirroring broader changes

within Catholicism with which the church itselfis still coming to terms, but it is perhaps the

Basilian Congregation that has stumbled in its commitrnent to the college rather than the
coiiege that has reneged on its cornmitment to rernain Basilian.

TrmnTfer-creed is the approach to accreditation which establishes the most tenuous Iink with
the academy, so would appear the least likely to affect either the association between college
and church or the distinct mission of the Church-reiated coilege. It is dso the least
permanent arrangement, contingent o n the whims of dflerent departments in different
universities at difFerent times for different students. Whilst such an arrangement might seem
to safieguard institutional autonomy, it does have two noteworthy effects: it obliges the
institution to examine course offerings and facuity members to ensure that they are acceptable
to the widest range of university departments; and it stimulates students to agitate for fùrther
extension of accreditation arrangements. Of course, any move towards accreditation might
alienate more fiindamentalist benefactors, often the traditional bedrock of a Church-related
college's support base, but as more transfer-credit draws more students, the balance of
income changes, a higher proportion coming fkom tuition and a lower proportion directly

from patrons. Thus a move to secure credit transfer often signals a momentous change of
mentalité within a conservative institution: a transformation in attitude regarding secular
higher education, away from hostility and antagonism, and towards a kind of rapprochement.
This also may adjust the role of the faculty rnember, to see the research and t e a c h g
fhctions elevated, and ministry demands reduced.

But if tramfer-credt pesages more sweeping change, or an opening of the flood-gates,

Providence suggests that an erosion of identity need not be aiiowed or encouraged.
Providence has changed as a result of establishg transfer-credit arrangements, but the

change has been managed and Limiteci: the drive to achieve some form ofaccreditation kas
stimdated the college, over a meen year period, to demand better qualifications fiom f a d t y
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members, and to expect more attention to research; to adjust course nomenclature and
content to r e k t the university context it sought to emulate; to demand a higher standard of
work fiorn students. But the college has stoutly defended those signposts of identity which,

at this point in its history, it sees as non-negotiable: its commitment to Biblical Studies; its
religious tests for staff and students; its lifestyle expectations; its requirement of cornmunity
worship and s e ~ c e .Further, it has consistently moved in harmony with its sponsoring
church constituency, taking pains to canvas opinion before acting, ensuring that it enjoys the
support of those it claims to represent.

Transfer-credit has changed Providence: what is unknown is how much further the College

wiii change. Faculty, students, d u -

and board members alike share the belief that transfer-

credit does not mark the high-water mark of the College's aspirations. They arc: less willing

to predict what concessions or transformations might be required for the next stage in the
institution's development.

PCAB accreditatioîz is something of an alien species, transplanted into the foothills of the
Rockies after some judicious genetic engineering of a breed native to Amenca: but then,
atnliation and federation, those most Canadian of approaches, were themselves adopted and
adapted from another jurïsdiction. The PCAB is the surely a mode1 that Bishop Mathieu
would have Eivoured; it is a structure that Providence looks at with a certain covetousness; it

is the avenue to accreditation reflected on with favour by a number of unaccredited
institutions who completed the survey reported on in this document. The PCAB was
estabfished to meet the needs of Alberta's private colleges, most of whom were church-

relateci. It was established to ensure that the offerings of these coUeges were "comparable in
quality to other degree programs offered in Alberta and beyond" (PCAB, 1991, p. 3). not to

manipulate or erode the faith identity of the institutions with which it worked. That
institutional character, identity, and mission have been altered is a cunous conclusion.

The PCAB was created to allow institutions to offer degrees "other than divinity"

(PCAB, 1991, p. 1). This was because institutions were already allowed to award degrees in
divinity or theology, though degrees which were not academically accredited. This meant

that divinity was not included in the PCAB mandate, and so what had been the heart of the
academic enterprise at some PCAB coiieges was now disenfianchised; degrees were offered
in the broader discipline of Religious Studies, but not in theology or divinity. At ail PCAB
institutions, enrolment in Religious Studies was mviAly overtaken by enrolment in other arts

and science disciplines.

Accreditation also transformed institutional funding: before accreditation, al1 four PCAB
institutions relieci heavily on denominational fùnding: subsequently, such funding became an
increasingly insignificant proportion of operating income. Since income was now tied

directly to enrolment, recruitment was accelerated. At Concordia, the students who were
attracted were not Lutheran, often not Christi-

and generally not pursuing studies in

Religious Studies. Following the law of supply and demand, the coUege grew quickly, but
not in areas that had previously been at the heart of the institution's mission. Concordia

repositioned itself to meet the needs of a changing student body, thus changing its character,
its mission, and its identity.

The relationship with the Church also evolved: at Concordia, in parallel with patterns at
other PCAB institutions, the percentage of faculty members and students drawn from the
sponsoring denomination has decreased. This continues to cause some concems within
church leadership "that we are not neariy as Lutheran in makeup [as we ought to bel"
(Personal Interview, March 1996), but the college has resisted the kind of faculty quota
system that has been implemented at sister institutions. Nevertheless, Church links remain
strong, with govemance firmiy retained by the LCC,and the church well-represented at every
tevef of the institution.

PCAB accreditation has plainly transformed Concordia, yet these changes have not been
forced on the college but purposely adopted by it. As early as 196 1 the coilege foresaw a
time when it wouid "desire deliberately to solicit students whose aim was a secular vocation7'
(Frantz, 196 1, p. 5); in 1967 it understood that atnliation "may well open up new avenues of
service to the church in Canada" (Proposai, 1967 p. 84); in its recruitment patterns it has
consciously sought to attract the general, non-Lutheran student by broadening the appeal of

the institution and its offerings. The present attempt to adjust recruitment patterns to attract
more Christian students is part of the ongoing adjustment to what is still a new stnicture, to
try to create an optimum balance. Nor has accreditation attenuated the links with the LCC:
these have remained firm, a clear sign that the church has not becorne disenchanted with the
institution.

Which institution, then, is more church-related? Which approach to accreditation best

safeguards the deposit of faith? Which mode1 balances the demands of credit articulation,
academic rigour, institutional autonomy, and ecclesiastical fidelity? Which case study most
closely approximates to sorne kind of platonic ideal of the church-related college? Not one of
these institutions would willingly exchange its identity with any other. The preceding chapters

indicate that each approach has its strengths and its frailties. Though readers will, no doubt,
be d

m to particular approaches, this will not be due to any absolute standard to which they

conform, but to the idea of the Christian College entertained by those readers; to their
conception of what higher education ought to be; to their sense of the optimum balance of
pubiic and pnvate, secular and religious, dogma and doubt.

5. Conclusions and Recoinmendations

The sumrnaries of the two sections of the study noted above lead to a series of conclusions.
These conclusions are drawn fkom the survey and case studies, and reinforced by the existing

literature.

5.1

Church-related higher education is chmacterised by its diversity, cmd this divers@
is nowhere more uppa'ent than in the accreditation arrangements itïstihrtiots

establish.

In con-

with the relative homogeneity of secular higher education, church-related HE is

diverse in size, control, religious orientation, funding source, type, and character. The
absence of accrediting or validating agencies in most provincial systems means that
institutions must forge their own approaches, whether through affiliation or federation, credit
transfer, or AUCC membership.

Recommendation: More information is required: The Canadian higher education cornmunity
needs to make itself aware of the diversity within Church-related higher education; Churchrelated colleges must become idormeci about the effects of different approaches to
accreditation; Provincial departments of advanced education must become aware of the
obstacles presented by the absence of systematic approaches to accreditation.

5.2

Church-related higher education is experiencing grawth, wifhthe notable exceplion

of non-accredited ii2stitutions.
The survey reveds that Church-related higher education in Canada has experienced steady
growth, particularly in those sectors which are accredited or afîîliated.

Most institutions

without accreditation have experienced enrolment slippage, and many of these are keen to

find ways to increase articulation between themselves and public higher education-

Recommendation: Institutions who do not currently possess satisfactoq articulation
arrangements must recognise the potential effects of this upon enrolment, and consider

e x p l o ~ gavenues of accreditation.

3

Growrh pu tterns t hreaten to undermine the diversin, of ('hurch-rehted h tphrr
éducation.

The survey suggests that many non-accredited institutions are shrinking and disappearing. If

this is so. then those that remain will need to conform more closely to models which allow
rnêuimum articulation with public universities. Hiring patterns. funding approaches,
governance, and character will al1 be threatened, particularly if new Canadian approaches to

Y

accreditation are not developed which can supplement the dominant mode1 of aftiliation,
which many small evangelical colleges see as a threat to their autonomous character.

Recommendation: Institutions that are pursuing articulation arrangements rnust identiS those
models which they feel will safeguard their institutional character and identity.

4

The long-stunding antupnisnt between protestuni evungelicuiism und public highrr
educuiion is bsing overcome. Evungeiicd inst it ut ions ure j d l o w ing Romun Cutholic
und Xluin-line Prorrsiunt coileges in esrublishing ucadernrc uiliunces wirh public.

seczrkur inst it il ons.

The s w e y data reflects this movement. It suggests that the majority of institutions feel
comfortable with the alliances they have forgea do not perceive a significant loss of
administrative or academic autonorny, and consider that the church constituencies which they
serve are largely supportive of their academic orientation. While administrators anticipate that
academic connections will grow closer, they do not consider this to be a threat to their
orientation as church-related institutions.

Recommendation: That Canadian administrators fiom different Christian traditions establish a
forum to share their expenences of higher education, and learn from each other's narratives.
Whilst ï%e Churches ' Cmncil on Theological Educafionin Cana& provides an ecumenical
forum for theological education, there is no sirnilar body for church-related institutions with a
broader educationa.1mandate.

5.5

n e long-standing Canadiml moratorium on private degree-granting insîitufionsis
weukenii~g.

Whilst many institutions have adopted and maintained the iong-standing Canadian approaches

of federation and aliation, a significant number of institutions have sought other means of
accreditation: through trader-of-credit relationships, validation by a non-Canadian
accreditation agency, provincial accrediting agencies, or provincial charter via private
member's bas. The latter approaches suggest that the moratorium on degree-granting by
pnvate institutions so long a hallmark of provincial higher education systems and a central
feature in the Canadian 'idea of the University,' is weakening.

Recommendation: Provincial departments of higher education need to consider creating

means by which institutional programs can be validated, perhaps following the mode1 of
Alberta.

S. 6

Accrecüîafio~~
atrangemenîs must be an expression of an institution 's idenfi# nof be

in corzflict wilh il.

In each case study, the approach to accreditation reflected the institution's understanding of its
own role, and of its theological, ecclesiological, and epistemological position. The decision to
adopt and develop particular approaches was not simply pragmatic, but expressed the
institution's philosophy of education, its conception of its role, its particular understanding of
the nature of the Church, and its approach to truth claims. Convenely, opposition to particular
approaches ofien reflects a divergent theological. ecclesiological, and epistemological
position.

Recommendation: Administrators must consider how a particular approach to accreditation
will ma? with the mission of the institution. Hastily-conceived alliances that do not respect a
college's fundamental identity can be quite as calamitous as the absence of accreditation.

.

The C'hurch-rrlutrd coIIege m u t be in huma- with iis sponsori~g
fuith tradition.

Al1 three case studies revealed the importance of the continuing bond between the churchrelated college and its sponsoring faith community. Each feit its distinct character demanded

an accountability to a particular religious community, and a continuing Iink, not merely an
historical one. Loss of this connection would allow institutional drift, and encourage the
process of secularisation.

Recornmendation: The college must nurture the formal and informal links with the church,

and be tolerant of the misgivings often expressed about the academy by the faith community.
In particular, the President acts as the bridge between the communities, and must be at home

in both.
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5.8

Accrediraïon mmtgements have a criticol bearing on d + d q

and long-tenn

iltsiitutio~ta~
operations.

The fine print of accreditation agreements f o m s the policy fnimework for the church-related
institution, and, in each case study, has a critical bearing on the nature of the educationai
enterprise. This means that those who initiate formai arrangements, whilst working in good
faith, must envisage how changing circumstances and personnel might expose flaws in those
arrangements. They must build on rock and not on sand. In particular, such agreements must
safeguard institutional autonomy in matters of hiring, and the fiscal self-detemination which

reinforces that autonomy .

Recommendation: The time taken to craft an accreditation agreement is tirne well spent.
Administraton must examine how agreements affect the elements which carry identity:
hiring, fimding, academic programming, student admissions. They must assume the best, but
prepare for the worst.

5.9

Institt~tio~tuf
integrity is b

d not primari& on con~racîualagreements, but on the

fidelzty of persor~trief.
Whilst institutional autonomy might be secured in affiliation or accreditation agreements,
identity must be owned, affirmeci, and articulated by individual members of the institution.
Facdty and administraton are key carriers of identity, and so must be selected scrupulously.
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Recommendation: Key administrators must make hiring decisions which reinforce the ethos
of the cullege, and not shrink fiom disdowing candidates, however excellent in other
respects, who will not be in harmony with the institution's fundamental p~ciples.

5.10

Stgdent admissio~zs
policies, which are a@ected by accreditalun, irijlicence
btstifutiotzalcharacter, so growth mtcst be manoged

It is a mistake to assume that students do not help to f o m institutional identity. They do.

They are to the college what parishionen are to the church: no matter how devout the pnest
or minister, the body is composed of the congregation. Whilst every church wishes to have

an internice with its society, and to welcome those who make no confession of faith, a church
composed only of such members would have no faith to proclaim. This crude analogy
suggests that colleges must manage their approach to admissions so that students are aware
and supportive of the institution's mandate. This does not presume a test of faith, but may
simply require a more forthright dedaration of the institution's stance and character.

Recommendation: Admissions policies mut be govemed by the mission of the institution,
not by its office of recruitment.

5.11

Im~itutio~nol
identity must be clemly defned and corporateiy owned

DSerent models of accreditation exert particular forces on institutions: Federation and
a a t i o n generate a gravitational pull in the direction of the University; credit-transfer
creates an appetite for p a t e r articulation, more transferable courses, and complete
accreditation; institutional accreditation invites institutions to diverse o f f e ~ g sto
, press for
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advanced degrees, to open access. None of these forces is inherently negative, but each can
propel an institution into a new orbit. In order to manage these forces, the institution must
have a clear sense of identity and mission, and that identity must be recognised and owned by
the various constituencies of the institution: faculty and administration; students; Church
community.

Recornmendation: Administrators, faculty, and students must be able to articulate the
essential identity of their institution, preferably within a sentence. They must see this identity
expressed in every aspect of institutional life.

5.12

Valrilangugencies or institutions mtist uccept the misnori of the Chtrrch-re[ated

college. which rnzist*in tum. reqect the ficitction and characier of the vaIi&ting agency.
This demmids stroog personal relationships between irzdividua~~~
The validating agency or institution, too, must accept the identity of the church-related
college: the federated University, the accrediting agency, the receiving University, must

recognise and accept the distinct character of the church-related organisation, and its right to
exist. AU of these relationships, though forrnally enshrined in a legdy binding agreement,
operate on the basis of good faith, and require a mutual confidence in order to function. if
suspicion exîsts between the two parties, then the relationship cannot function effectively.
This cornes down to building trust relationships between key administrators. In each case

study, such relationships are evident at the genesis of the accreditation process; where those
relationships are absent, the process founden.

Recornmendation: Administraton must dedicate tirne to building relationships with key
individuals within the validating agency or institution. This is more than an attempt to be
'weli-Iiked,' but is a willingness to build fnendship and understanding between individuais.

6. Unresolved Questions and Avenues for Further Research

This study raises a number of questions which deserve further consideration, and highlights a
number of avenues for further study.

A central question is this: Whai directions will Church-related higher education take in the
decades dead? Severai possibilities suggest themselves.

The development in Western

Canada of fie-standing, accredited degree-granting Christian institutions4 reverses a longstanding policy in most provinces, and suggests that independent, American-style liberal arts

institutions rnight have a renaissance in Canada The desire to privatise public services
(including higher education), observable both federdy and in some provinces might reinforce
this movement. Wiü, then, the "Canadian solution" of affiliation with public institutions
become less of a dominant force in Church-related higher education? Would such a direction

imply a rehim to the sectarianism of past days, albeit in a more palatable academic garb?
Institutions will have to wrestle with the philosophicai issues of separateness and
collaboration. Separateness rnight prove possible, but it is desirable? Afnliation has proved

That is, of murse, degree granling in non-religious fields: religious degrees are not reguiatedin the same
faShion.
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resilient, but is it is stili flexible enough to adapt to changing institutions and a wider range of
ecclesiastical "users"?

Are all Christian instittitior~sbecumzng alike? If more colieges become accredited, offer
liberal-arts programming, span denominational confines, and add seminary divisions, will the
diversity that has marked this sector be eliminated? George Rawlyk's shrewd comment that
Bible colleges are al1 adapting in the sarne way suggests a lemming-like approach: Will the
upward drift of these colleges and their alliances with the structures of public post secondq
education spur the founding of new, alternative institutes, which d again stand outside and
in opposition to those secular institutions? WdI this 'universitizing' engender a merging of

institutions? One notes with interest the networking of institutions in al1 areas of the country:
the Atlantic, Toronto, and Vancouver Schools of Theology; the ACTS network; W i p e g
and Calgary graduate consortia. To date, these have happened primarily at graduate level,
but some undergraduate linkages seem to be formhg.

Several avenues for further study suggest themselves:

6.1

A StuQ of lnstitz~tionrat Risk

The case studies reflect accreditation approaches in exemplary institutions. A further study
might examine institutions where conditions are not optimal, where accreditation
arrangements are less satisfactory. This would offer a different perspective on the p e d s of

mation, credit transfer, or accreditation.

6.2

A Sfudy of Non-A ccredied Cdeges

A fkther study could focus on institutions which have no accreditation, to understand how
they relate to the wider academic conununity, and determine whether they are part of the
movement towards academic respectability.

6.3

CommuriicatirigFuith

The question of how faith is expressed or inculcated within an institution needs to be
pursued. Harro van Brummelen's studies have examined the way in which faith might be
expressed in the curriculum, and his work needs to be developed further in the Canadian
conte*.

6.4

A Longitudinal S

e

This study examines a cross-section of church-related higher education: it would be
instructive to generate a l*ongitudinalsurvey, to observe the changing nature of the sector:
how institutions are developing or changing, and where new institutions are being founded or

old ones fiuling. Similarly, a follow-up study of the t h e institutions examined in phase two
would aiiow comparative data to be assembled, and reveal how the tensions in each mode1
have developed or been resolved.

6.5

nie Viewfiom the Academy

The case studies focused particularly on the colieges and their church constituencies. A
natural extension of this would involve the perceptions of the validating bodies, whether
university or accrediting agency, and their assessrnent of the adequacy of accreditation.

7. Concluding Statement

The purpose of this research was twofold: first, to attempt to map the landscape of Canadian
church-related higher education, noting its contemporary scope and character, and arguing
that it deserves to be understood as a significant part of the Canadian higher education scene;
second, to examine the ways in which dEerent approaches to accreditation affect the
Canadian church-related higher education institution's distinct character, mission, and
identity. Accreditation has been the t o r e category,' the pivotal institutional characteristic
which Uifoms and innltrates all other aspects of the study.

The survey reveals that Canadian Church-related colleges have created multiple avenues to
accreditation; that whilst m a t i o n and federated remain the most common approaches,
models of credit transfer and accreditation through governent agencies are also prevalent.

The survey also suggests some stark economic realities; for institutions without accreditation,
or with limited articulation, are small and appear to be stmggling, whilst those with
established accreditation arrangements have reported healthy growth.

The case studies were designed to examine how diferrent academic allirces qfject the

church-related coflege's distinct character. mission, and identity, a d to consider whether
closer links with seculm academic bodies maRe links beiween Cdlege and church more
temrous. The shidy reveals that each approach is generated by and reflects a difEerent
institutional identity and a particuiar relationship with a sponsoring church or faith

community. Each approach protects key elements of the institution's autonomy; each has
elements within it which could be allowed to erode the essential characteristics of the churchrelated institution. This research has offered a critical reflection on each approach, and has
identified some strengths and weaknesses associated with each case.

As Canadian higher education itself continues to evolve, this study recommends that

legisutors take account of Church-related higher education and its particular needs and
strengths; that, in those few places where higher education is studied in Canada, researchers
include Church-related institutions in their studies; and, as the landscape changes,
educc~tionufleaders at church-related institutions carefùliy examine the costs and the benefits

of different approaches to accreditation.
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Canadian Church-Rdated Higher Education.

This m e y examines Canadian Church-related institutions of higher ducation Analysis of the survey d
off- a profde of church-related higher education in Canada, and win consider how academic alliances
affea the Church-related instmmon's fiedom to express or protect its distinct religious identity. The
m e y asks how the distinctive characteristics of Church-rehed higher education are refiected and
affected by patterns of affitiatioq fideration, or acçreditation
Some responses caU for statistical information,wNe othen seek a more subjective assessment- For some
questions a seven-point scale is use& cireling "7" indiates m o g agreement with the statement or an
W
e response to the question; ürciing "1" indimtes stroag disagreement with the statement or a
negative response to the question. Because this survey is king distnarted to a wide range of Churchrefaîed institutions some questions may seem inappropriate for your context. Where this is the case, please
bdicate in the space provided or ~vedeafthe particular ckaimstances which make completion diflicult.

you feel your institution does not fitll into the category of "church related higher education" - either
because it is not church related or because it is not engaged in "higher education," please indicate this and
rettm the survey document in the envelope provided.
-

pr turion:
Tel:

A&es:

Yorrr Name and Pasition:
A
1

2

Student Enmllments:

What is your institution's FTE' for the 94-95 academic y&
The 89-90 year?
What was the FTE for the 84-85 year?

2

Strident Enrobent 94-95
Number Full-Tme
Uumber Part-Ttme

1 Undergraduate

Graduate

Comments: What are the key fiidors which attract students to your instaution?

F E = F d d m e cquivaienq. Many hstktions anin at au FTE by dMding the total momkr of acdit houn takcn by the
mnnkr of d t h o m cooSdered "full h e m(Le. xnauy institutions consider 12 d t homs per tenn the bass of the FïE
calcniarion)-Please indicate overieaf if you use a M iformuia to determine F E (and specifjr).

With what Church or Religious Order is your institution afnliated?
O
Denominationd afnliation (s)
O
Cl

Religious Order:
Trans- or Non-Denominational( s p q orientation):

Whaî percentage of the Goveming board is eIected/appointed by the ChurcWOrder?

What percentage of full-time EicuIty membeis are members or adherents of the sponsoring
What perceatage of students are drawn primarily £tomthe sponsoring Church?

Is the PresidentïRector required to be a member of the sponsoring ChurcWOrder?
Does the retigîous nature of the institution find clear expression in the institution's
mission statement (1=
7=
)2 3 4 5 6 7
promotional materiais
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
charter, statutes, or constitution
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Have the demands of &mzc

atnliations strained relationships between institution and Church

Does the Church comrnunity see the institution as a vaiuable resource?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Do Chirch leaders see the institution as a valuable resource?

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

Comments: In what ways is the relatiomhip between your iastmition and your sponsoring Church or
ûrder changiag? How do changes in your institution refiect a changing church?

2

Academic Connection:

Would you d m i e your institution as:
(check more tban one if appropriate)

federated with a university
afnliated with a university
a teaching centre of a university (where univenity courses are offered)
a &-standing institution with courses and degrees which are M y tansferable to Canadian
Universities (Le. "fùiiy accredited")
a eee-standing institution with selected courses tramderable to selected universities (Le. "transfer
arrangements")
an institution accredited througti a non-CLIilVemtyagency (Le. AABC, ATS), with courses
tranderable to other ChrÏstian coikges (Name of agency
)
an institution that is not academically accredited, atFliated, or federated.
0th

Would you descnie your institution as:
(check more than one if appropriate)

a Seminary
a B l l e College
a Liberal Arts CoUege
a University

an Afnliated Cokge
other (sp-)
3

1s your instmition a member ofthe foilowing organisations: (cbrdr
O AUCC:
O AABC:
O ACBC:
O ACCUC
O

a p ~ ~ y )

ATS

O

What degrees or diplornas does your coilege amrd, either independently or through a parent
institution? (Ifyour institution dws not award the degrec, indicate thDsc degrenr of the parcnt institution which comses taken at
yourinstitufïoncanbecredhitowards)

ChWl D

m (?"des)

Parent hstitution (Tities)

PU.
Master's Degme
Baccalanreate Degree
DiplomafCertifimte

4

Are these degrees awarded in religion ody, or in other disciplines?

O
O

Religion
Other Disciplines

5

1s "transferabiiity"of credits an important factor for your students? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6

Are courses cornpieteci at your hstitutioo accepted for transfer at
Ali Canadian Universities
Certain Canadian Universities ( p i a s i
b
* mstimtim d c r e ttansfer an;mgcmmts

m e r Educational institutions (coueps etc. PI-

idcntify)

Comments: Which elements of your institution's acadernic atfiliation or accreditaîion arrangements seem
satisicactory to you? Which seem undsfàctory?

D
1

Funding:

What percentage of the institution's income for the Iast fiscal year was fiom govemment sources
(imclude h d i n g routed through another academic institution)?

Operathg Budget
Total Income
2

1 -10%
1

10 - 25%

2540%

40%

+

What percentage of the instihition's income for the last fiscal year was fiom Church-related sources
(not including tuition as "Church-related incornen)?

-10%

-

10 25%

2540%

40%

+

Operating Budget
Total Income
3

What percentage ofthe institution's incorne for the Iast fiscalyear was fiom Won?
-10%

Operating Budget
Total Income

-

10 25%

2540%

40%

+

comment^: How do your perceive atnliation to have affécted your ability to raise fuads 6om church
sources? To have affecteci your fiscal independence?

Does a parent institution with which you are acadeLDidy afnliated hold the c o n m of F a d t y
mernbers?
O Yes
0 No

How many Ml time
institution?

part time

memben of f i d t y are under contract at your

What percentage of ail U - t i m e ficuity members hold the PbD. degree?

Would you say that an extemal academic body (University or amediting agency) carries significant
influence in the following key personnel areas:
Search processes for new faculty
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Appointment of f à d t y
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Discipünaxy actions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Promotion & tenure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Negotiating collective agreements
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Does the Churchlorder cany signifiant influence in the following key personnel areas:
Search processes for new facuIty
1 2 3 4 5 6
Appointment of f à d t y
1 2 3 4 5 6
Discipimary actions
1 2 3 4 5 6
Promotion & tenure
1 2 3 4 5 6
Negotiating collective agreements
1 2 3 4 5 6

7
7
7
7
7

Wodd you say that the rdigious conviction of prospective Eiculty memben and anministrators is an
important hctor in the hiring process ?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Does your institution retah the ri@ to dismiss M t y whose beliefk andlor teachings confiid with
those ofthe sponsoring reiigious body?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Do/can students who are members of your institution simdtaneously hold membership in a Iarger
academic institution?Cie a university to whicti yom coiiege is
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Do student-led organizatons and actMties foster an atmosphere which supports the concerns of the
sponsoring Chwch/ordex?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

D o most students mice regular use ofthe opportunities for worship which the institution provides?
1 2

What non-academic religious programs operate at your Estihifion:
O Chape1 (
time/s a week)
O Prayer groups O Choirs
O Service/Ministry Organisations
0 Other

3 4 5 6

7

i
l Retreats

What percentage of the student body (ifany) h e in wkge-nin midences?

Are the spiritual d u e s of the sponsoring Church evident in regdations goveming residence Me?(ir
your mstitntiun does not aperate resïdences plignore this Question)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.

Comrnents: How would you i d e n e your *dents

G

as being distinct nom those in a public unive*?

The Future:

1

Do you anticipate that cornedons between your institution and actemal academic agencies will grow
cioser in the aext decade?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2

Do you dcipate tbat the percentage of M t y with Church connections will
decade?

1 2

denease in the next
3 4 5 6 7

3

D o you anticipate that the perCeLltage of -dents drawn nom the s p d c faith community which
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
sponsors your college wiU decrease in the next decade?

4

D o you anticipate that the percentage of budgets contnied by your sponsoring religious body will
decrease in the next decade?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

p r s ? In its rdationship with its sponsoring church?

Appendix B:
Letter Accompanying Survey Document
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ï E E LJNMXSLTY OF MANiTOBA

FACULTI OF EDUCATION
Depariment of Eduutional Administration and Foundations

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canad;i R3T ZN2

Tel: (204) 474-90 19

Dear President or Rector,

F a : (204) 275-5962

17mengageci in a research study of Canadian Church-relaiesi higher education (in my other Iife I'm an administmtor
and faculty member at a Church-related institution) and would Like to enlist your assistance. Whilc on leave I'm
complethg doctoral studies in Education at the University of Manitoba (under the direction of Dr John StapIeton),
and am attempting to supplement the rather slim Literature on Canadim Christian higher education.

How long wiN it take? You will &adY have seen the nrrvey that is attacheci. Most of these questions require only
brief response, with one longer question to allow for your considered refiectïon at the end of each of the seven
d o n s . 1 know all too well the time constraints at a Christian college, and so have attempted to streamline this
document for ease of completioo: &y estimate is 45 minutes, if ail sections are completed.
Why should yoa do this? There is no literaîure that examines conternporary church-related higher &cation in
Canada. there are several excellent historical studies, but iittle that offm a profile of the current scene, and nothing
that includes the whole range of institutions, h m afEiiiated and federated institutions to Bible colleges. This
research will compile some basic idormation about the sector, and will make this information available to the wider
acadernic community...a commuuity whick at presemt, has only hadequate and bgmentary datx~ For this reason,
iî is important that this study be comprehensive: there are some 150 church-relaîed instmitions across Canada, and
1 h o p to have information h m ail of them...so don? f e l as if your institution will be Iost in a welter of staîisîia.
What is the research about? It7s in two stages. The f
k
t
is this broad s w e y : the second will be a closer scndiny
of a few institutions, selected to represent the several categories that this survey hopes to ident*.
The survey bas
two aims: it will compile some basic data about Christian Higher Education in Canada, and will examine patterns
of affiliation aod acmeditatioe The projected second stage will ask how various forms of aniliation or accrediîation
might jeopardize or protect the church-related college's fkedom of action in expressing and p r o t e h g its distinct
~ligiousidentity.
What wiII happen to the survey results? The infornation you provide will be included in my doctoral dissertation
an4 1 hope, be published, subsequently, in an academic journal. Should you wish a copy of the hdingç please
indicate this when you retum your s w e y .

Please note that participation in this survey is entirely volmtary. You may withdraw at any time, even d e r
retuniing your SUrVey. Ail institutions in the m e y will be tmated anonymously, and ail data wiil be treated as
confidentid information.

In shorf 1 think the nvvey worth your tirne. 1 hope you think so too! Please cornplete and retum it as soon as
possible in the enclosed stamped-addresseci envelope, and add any comment. or questions you feel appropriate in
order to draw my aîkntion to matters I've overlooked.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Rae
(Tel: 204-474-6624. FAX: 204-269-7772. E-Mail prae@cc.umanitobaca)

Appendix C:

Telephone Survey

Canadimi Cliurch-Related Higher Education: Telephone Survey
This telephone siirvcy was dcvelnped rrorn the longer mail-out survey, and is intended to
gnther basic statistical data Çroiii those institutions that did not return the original
document. Telephone surveys were conducted behveen April 20th and May 12th, 1995.

Student Enroiimcnts:

What is your institution's FTE' for the 94-95 academic year?
Church Connection:

With what Church or Religious Order is your institution afiliated?
Denominational affiliation (s)
Religious Order:
Trans- or NonDenominational (speciQ orientation):
Academic Connection:

Would you describe your institution as:
(check more than one if appropriate)

federated wi th a university
afiliated with a university
a teaching centre of a university (where university courses are offered)
a free-standing institution with courses and degrees which are hlly transferable to
Canadian Universities (i.e. "fully accredited")
a free-standing institution with selected courses transferable to selected universities (i-e.
"transfer arrangements") -- . . -. --an institution accredit ed through a non-university agency (i.e. AABC, ATS), with courses
)
transferable to ot her Christian colleges (Name of agency
an institution that is not academically accredited, afiliated, or federated.
other

' FTE = Firll-timc cquivalcnq. Mnny institiitioris arrive al an FTE by dividing tlic total numbcr of crcdit hours
iakcn by t h nirnibcr of crcdit liours considcrcd "fiiiltimc" (i-c. man' institutions considcr 12 credit hou- per term
tlic basis of tlic FTE c;iIciilaiiori). Plc;isc iiidicatc ovcrlcaf if you usc a differctit rorrnuln to dctcrrninc FTE (and
spcciiy).

Would you describe your institution as:
(ciicck more tlian one if approprialc)

a Seminary
a Bible ColIege
a Liberal Arts College
a University
an Nf,liated College
ot her (speciQ)
1s your institution a mernber o f the follcwing organisations:
O AUCC:
Cl AABC:
O ACBC:
O ACCUC

~

X

that
S
a~ppiy)

O ATS

O

What degrees or diplomas does your college award, either independently or through a parent
institution? (If p u r institution does not oward the degree, indicate those degrces of the pm%t institution which
courses taken at Sour institution u n be credited towards)

Parent Institution (Titles)

O w n Degree (Tities)

Ph.D.
Master's Degree
Baccalaureate Degree
DiplomdCertificate
Other

Are these degrees awarded in religion only, or in other disciplines?
Religion
Other Disciplines
Are courses completed at your institution accepted for transfer at
Ai1 Canadian Universities
Certain Canâdian Universities (pieasc identify institutions wiiere transfer arrangements exid)

Other Educational institutionS(~o~~~es,
etc. Pleasëidéntify) -

'-

-

--

Faculty:

How many hl1 time
your institution?

part tirne

members of facuity are under contract at
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Appendix D:
List of Institutions Which Participatcd in
the Survey of Canadian Church Related Higher Education

(including denominational relationship, FTE,institutional type, and fonn of accreditation)

(Includes both maiLin and telephone surveys)
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Appendix E:
Letter to Institutional Heads Requesting Permission to Perform
an Institutional CaseStudy

THE UN[VERSTTY OF MAMTOBA

Dr. X X
X CoUege
X Street
X City
XUX XUX

FACULïY OF EDUCATfON
Depzutment of E d u d o d Administrafion and Foundations

Winnipeg. Manitoba
Cana& FUT 2N2
Tel: (203) 47J-90 19
Fa: (204)275-5962

June 13th f 995
Dear Dr-X X,
I

hank you for taking time to complete the m e y on Church-Related Higher Educatioa 1 received an
excellent response (over 80%) to the survey, and am now engaged in cornpleting the analysis of some 800
pages of thoughtfui, often cornplex, replies.
\

As I mentioned in my 1 s t letter, the sunrey was the first of two stages in my dissertation research at the
University of Mimitoba (Faculty of Education). I'm now setcing the scene for stage two, and am hophg to

engage the participation of X College in this part of the study.
Where the survey sought to be comprehemive in its breadth (to map the landscape of Church-related colleges
in Canada) this second stage is aîîempting a closer analysis. Thee institutions (of which yours is one) have
been selected as exemplifying a particdar orientation to afnliation or accreditation, and were identified by
administratorslfaculty fkom other institutions as "successMn or "effective" colleges: one is an affiliated
college; a second is a college with independent degree-granting capability (recognised by Canadian
Universities); the third is a fie-standing coilege which does not have the capability to grant degrees
recognkd by d Canadian Universities, but with "negotiated recognitionn for particular courses/programmes
at particular universities (a "transfér of creditn arrangement). These are the dominant means by which, in a
C &an Higher Education context without forma1 accreditation processes, Church-related colleges solve the
problem of accreditation. What are the relative merits (or liabilities) of these approaches, and how might each
be optimized? That is what 1 hope to examine in this series of case studies.
As Canadian Higher Education itself is in humoïi, it is inmeasingiy important for Christian Higher Education

will introduce the wider academic cornmuaity to the
robust and vigorous character of Christian Colleges and Universities in Canada, and offer those institutions
a broder sense of the endeavour in which they themselves are engaged
to know itself and to be Imown. 1 hope that this study

Yom participation in this study would involve the foUowing: I would make a five-day visit to your institution
during the Autumn ter- would like to stay in residence (if possible), conduct a series of pre-arranged
interviews, examine archival and documentary data, and o b m e the Me and culture of the coilege (a more
detailed List of potential interviews and data sources is appended). I've also appended a potential "tirne h e n
for this, which includes an overview of preparatory information and foilow-up communication.
The instihrtional case-shidy would f o m a chapter of my doctoral thesis, and would be a significant piece in
this attempt to analyse Canadian Christian Higher Education in a considered fashion. Of course, participation
is entirely voluntary @oth for the instihrtion as a whole and for individuals who would be approached for

interviews), and participants may withdraw at any tirne. If you h a v e ~ ~ ~ ~ WWhature
M M Wor
sponsorship of this study please do not hesitate to contact me directly, or my doctod supervisor, Dr John
Stapleton (204-474-9030).

The question of anonymity and confidentiality is an important one in a study such as this: as I have reflected,
it seems to me that cloaking your institution with a fictive identity would serve little purpose. Instead, 1 will
identify the three institutions, but will not aitribute remarks or observations to individuals without their
explicit written approval: this means that 1 d l not only send participants copies of interview tramcripts. but
also passages fiom the drdt chapter where their observations appear. In addition I will send the institution
a copy of the full chapter draft to reduce the possibility of misrepresentation.

It is, of course, difficult to offer a comprehensive o v e ~ e wof the project in the space of a two-page letter,
or to anticipate questions you rnight have. In light of this, 1 will foUow up this letter with a telephone cal1
(in about ten days), and could provide other documentation or information as you might require. The
response fom could then be rehiined in the envelope provided

r ours sincerely,
Peter Rae

1 have read the attached information concerning the proposed Case Study on ChurchRelated Higher Eduution.

-

My CoUege will participate in this case shidy. Please contact me to arrange
M e r details.

-

My College will not participate in this study.

-

1 wish to receive more uiformation about the study andor the interviews. Please

contact me.

Note: Completion of this response form in no away affects your right to withdraw fiom
this study at any point

I

Institution:

Telephone:

FAX:

E-Mail:

Pleasc rcturn this form m the cnvclope pmvidcd to: Pctcr R ~ G
Dept of Educatioosl Admhulmtion & Foun&tions.
Facuity of Education, University of Manitoba, WLMipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2N2

Appendix F:

Letter to Potential Interview Participants at each Case-Study Location

THE UWVERSITY OF h4AMTOBA

FACULTT OF EDUCAffON
Department of Eduwtiond Administration and Foundatiom

Winnipeg Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2

Tci: (204) 474-90 19

June 13th,1995
Dear Participant X,

-

-

I'm engaged in a research study of Canadian Chdaelated hipher ehation Cm rny other life Ih an
, * *
member at a C h d - r e i a t e d institution)- The study forms a key part of my
trator and
doctaral Çnssertation at the Unmersity of Manitoba, and examines the nature and &kt of different
.*
demie annnccY;(afflilition;m o n ) npon Christian COThe

research stage mv~keda bmad srir~.ey,and I'm now engaged m completing the f m d
of
some 120 responses. The second stage moves to a case study of several seiected -institutians, in an
attempt to understand how
or o
n
affect a cokge's M o m of
a p p d e s to
action in expressing or protectiïag Ïts distinct teIigious and a c a d d iden*.

Your d e g e hasagreedto takepart mtbis study, d I I be oncampus this autumn to conduct the
reseank 1 wodd m e to take the opportunity to set up a one-hou mtemiew with you in the course of
tbat visit, to tafk about your perceptions of coflege accreditation or aflihtion armqemenk-their me*
and th& Iiabikies-and how they &ect the broder coliege d t m e and miczsian_
Some importaOt p r m d u d notes= the interview would be taperecorded and trançcribed, and this
traïiscript wodd be sent to you for revision and approvai AI1 tapes wiIl be erased and disposed of at the
conclusion of the study. In the study itself, no remarks or obsemafions wiü be attsibuted to mctividuals
without th& q l i c i t wntten approvaL You would receive a copy of the draft chapter where pur
0
~
0 appear,
~
and
s have the right to have your obsendons emmded or t e m d 1 will use
pseudonyrns (unless expicit wriaen pe11I1iSaon is granted ta use a real name), althougb l'n s t i t d o ~ l s w i n
be identind Please mdkate on the fonn below whether or not you are willing to participate,and return
th& form ta me m the e n d d emelope Should you have fircther questions f d £iee to contact me
d h d y (403-590-2094), or contact my Doctoral Supervkor, Dr.John Stapletn~
(204-474-9030).

Pairticipation is, of course, envoluntazy, and yon may withdraw at any time (More or after the
mtemiew). 1 wouId, of course, like to encourage you to be part of the
Canadian m e r
Education itself is m turmoil it is
Emportant for Christian W e r Mucation to h o w itself
and to be bown. This study aïms at two audiences: at those who study pubk higfier education m h z i d a
(who are woefdy ignorant of the very egstence of Cburch-related institutions);and at those inside these
*
'
mdatdons, who tao seidom have time or oppoto d e c t on the nature and ptrrposes of the
.nistrtutiom
*
th~serrre.

stuw

1 look forward to the opportunitg ta taik with yod

Appendix G:

Protocol Questions for Case Study Visits

Protocol Question #1
Question: What is the precise, formal nature of your accreditation or affiliation
arrangement(s)? How do they address the academic, administrative, financial. and
personnel fùnctions of the institution?

Data Sources: Formal affüiation agreement; Cornmittee Minutes or Explanatory
documents; Institutional history. InteMew with President and Academic Dean, and Board
Member .
Strategies & Approaches: Request for copy of documents; fiom documents, create
organizational chart of decision-making processes, and seek confirmation in intewiewing.
What is the effect of accreditatiodaiTiIiation arrangements
-onpersonnel decisions (Search comrnittees & appointments; disciplinary issues;
promotion); Are Faculty also members of other departments (ie university departments);
who appoints them?
-on academic decisions (course & program offerings; tirnetabling; nomenclature; course
requirements)
-on financiaVadrninistrative matters
1s approval (where required) a mere formality?
Do af'tïliation/accreditation arrangements work like they are supposed to?

Protocol Question #2

I

Question: What are the histoncal reasons that led the institution to establish this particular
arrangement?

Data Sources: Institutionai history; President/Dean/Board Member. College publications
(newsletter, Magazine); Faculty minutes.

1 Strategies and Approaches:

1

-Why did you choose to become affiliated/accredited
-Was there opposition to this move? From whodwhere?
W h a t were seen as the dominant arguments forlagainst?
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Protocol Question #3

I
II

Question: How has the histoncal ideal lived up to the contemporary reality? How has the
initial relationship changed?

Data Sources: As for #2: seek subsequent documents which delineate changing
relationship.
Strategirs and Approaches: Adjust chart from #2 to show changes in relationship

-why did these changes take place?
-who initiated these changes?
-how easily were the changes negotiated?
-were ail stakeholders cornfortable with the changes?
-Given a choice, how wouid you position your institution? As affiliated with a public
university? In consortium with other Church-related colleges? Free standing, accredited?
- -

Protocol Question #4

Question: Does your approach to academic matters have the support of your sponsoring
church or religious comrnunity? What arehave been the problem areas? Are the interests
of potentid students the sarne as those of potential supporters?
Data Sources: Board Members; Students; Public Relations Director; PresidedDean.
Possible documentary reviews, either by Church or college.
Stmtegies & Approaches: Do you see this as a Religious college, or just a small college
with a religious history?
-Are the interests of the Church beiog served; directly or indirectly?
-Does the coliege have the support of the church...the hierarchy and the membership? How
is this expressed?
-What have areas of conflict been over the years? Have they been differences of substance
and philosophy, or of personality and approach?
- m a t would the Church change about the college, given the chance?
-In the classroom, do instructional approaches, means of assessment, and syllabi reflect the
religious mission of the institution, or only the broad disciplinary concems?

IQuestion: In what

I

Protocol Question #5
ways might your afnliation/accreditation relationship be said to iimit or

facilitate your abiiity to be a church-related college. Has this happened?
Data Sources: Documents of agreement; Academic Dean; President; Board Members;

Students

Strategies & Approaches:
-examine the explicit limitations of Docs. of agreement;
-1s the coliege free to appoint staff according to religious conviction (does it)?
-Have equity considerations affected hiring or recruitment patterns?
-Able to respond to Church needs by adjusting programmes?
-Has affiliation brought an ability to serve a wider range of student needs?
) -Are Faculty Ioyalties focussed on their academic discipline; the institution; the Church?

I

II

Protocol Question #6

Question: Given the institutional orientation, which factors of accreditation/affiliation are
iiabilities, and which are assets?
Data Sources: Students; Public Relations Director; DeadPresident; Board Members.

Strategies and Approaches:
-What are the net gains and losses fiom affiliatiodaccreditation?
- W h aspects are publicised most; which are seldom mentioned?
What facets of affiliation appeal to particular market segments? What facets disappoint or
dismay them?
-What attracts students to the institution? Do students get what they expect? Why do they
leave?
-What attracts faculty to the institution

I

rotoc col Question #7

Question: What are key areas that distinguish your institution fiom a public university?
What are the "non-negotiables" for you.. . the things that are "sacred"? To the
constituency? The students? To the host institution/academic comrnunity?

I

Data Sources: Al1 inte~ews.

Strategies & Approichu:
-Ask what factor seems most crucial to their identity as a Church-related institution; what
would they be most reluctant to surrender?
-What do they see other interest groups as valuing most highly?
-Mi& accreditation~afliliationthreaten these values? How?
-in what ways are the values of the academy seen to be inimical to the Church-related
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Appendix H:
Enrolment Chart: St Thomas More CoUege

St Thomas More College Student Registration 1936-37 to 1985-86'

' From Sanche, 1986, p. 197.
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Appeadix 1:

Report o f Providence Ad Hoc Committee

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Senate Executive to Review University Policy
on Approved Teaching Centres

Preamble

O n January 31, 1991, Dr. William R Eichhoat, President of Winnipeg Bible Coilege
(since renamed Providence CoIIege and Theological Seminafy), wrote to President
Naimark expressing concem that the University of Manitoba does not currently
recognize courses offered by Providence Coilege (PCTS). In previous discussions with
the Senate Conunittee on Approved Teaching Centres (ATC's), College offiaals found
the University of Manitoba's criteria for ATC's would cause the loss of too mu& of its
autonomy and the application was not pursued furthel.
At its meeting of F e b r u q 20,1991, the Senate Executive Committee estabfished an ad
cornmittee of the Executive. Its terms of reference were to review the University's
ATC policy with a view:to determinhg if there are mechanisms, other than the one
provided in the current policy, by whidi the University's concerns with academic
fieedom could be met by PCI'S. The following rnembers were appointed to serve on the
Committee: Dean J. Stapleton, Chair; Professor J. Teunissen; Dean D. Burton; Professor
L. Hurtado, Chair of the Senate Committee on ATC's; Mr. D. &vis, Director of
Admissions; and M . . D. Dott, a student member of the Executive Committee. This action
was reported to Senate at its Mardi 6,1991 meeting.
\WC

The ad hoc committee met a total of seven times, induding once with Drs. Eichhorst and
Hiebert from PCTS. Moreover, the following documents were examined: Policy on
Approved Teadiing Centres; Affiliation Agreement between the University of Alberta
and North Arnerican Baptist Coilege; admission policies at Canadian universities,
induding Wilfrid Laurier and Waterloo; American Assoaation of Bible Colleges ( U B C )
accreditation requirements; Bible College catalogues; and AUCC 'Notes on the
Organization and Procedures of V i t h g Committees" and the AUCC "Statement on
Academic Freedom and Institutional Autonomy," as well as Appendix B 'Tnterpretationr
Coiiegiaiity and Academic Freedon"
Observations

1.

The Policy for ATC's was approved by the Senate in May, 1970 to provide an
opportunity for a small college to offer its students the initial phase of a
university education, in conjunction with its own distinctive programs, and to do
this while maintainhg its own identity and ethos. While the ATC policy was Eirst
put into place to serve Canadian Mennonite Bible College, a second religious
institution, Canadian Nazarene College, applied for ATC status and was
approved in 1972. Prairie Theatre Exchange became an ATC in 1988 to enable it
to offer courses in the Theatre Program of the University of Manitoba. The Senate
Cornmittee on ATC's is presently considering a request kom a third religious
college.
ATC's are M y autonomous institutions, with the nght to offer UM courses for
UM credit. Senate, on an annual basis, approves courses to be offered by each
ATC, as well as each instructor. Students who register in these courses and have

Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee of the Senate Executive to Review University Policy
on Approved Teaching Centres (Cont'd.)

been admitted to the University of Manitoba receive UM creditIn order to ensure that ATC faculty members who teach UM courses are offered
the same academic freedom as are UM facdty members, the following policy
statement was adopted:
The aims and objectives of the Centre shall be compatible with the
aims and objectives of the University. Therefore, a Cenke whose
airns and objectives are compatible with those of the University
shall be expected to support the exerciçe of academic freedom by its
faculty, and to parantee academic freedom by the institution of an
appeal procedure providing for final arbitration, by a disinterested
party or committee, of any dismissal of a faculty member, and the
non-renewal of the appointment of any full-time f a d t y member
who has reason to beiieve that the non-renewal of his/her appointment is due to his/her exercise of academic freedom-'

While the m e n t ATC's have indicated their willingness to accept this criterion,
the President and Academic Dean of PCIS fdt it was too restrictive and would
result in the loss of its autonorny. They indicated, however, that their employment
policies fall well within AUCC guidelines which state that institutions requiring
"adherence to a statement of faith and/or a code of conduct" cari become
members of AUCC
provided that the conditions of membership in that University
cornmunity, including any sanctions that may be invokd, are made
dear to staff and students prior to employment or admission as the
case may be; and provided further that adequate procedures are in
place to ensure natural justice in the event of alleged violations of
any contractual arrangements touching such required statement of
faith and/or code of conduci?
A great deal of effort has been expended in establishing the UM's ATC policy
which was aErmed in 1979 by the ad hoc Cornmittee of Senate to Reconsider the
Institution of Approved Teaching Cenbes, and by Senate, and was reaffirmed in
December, 1989 by Senate, and it is m e n t l y working weL For these reasons, the
nd hoc committee was reludant to recommend changes at this time, prefemhg
instead to explore other alternatives.
2.

The ad hoc committee recognized the need for a dear and concise policy on the
admission of students f'rom Bible Colleges. It is also dear that some courses

' Policy 410.1, P o l Q and Procedwes Mmual (Appendk 1)
AUCC 'Notes on the Organization and Procedures of Visiting Cornmittees,"
Appendix B, Article 4, rev. 1984.10.02
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Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee of the Senate Executive to Review University Policy
on Approved Teaching Centres (Cont'd.)

offered at Bible Colleges are appropriate for hansfer aedit towards a degree
prosam at this institution, while others are not and the committee has attempted
to recognize this in the proposed policy. While not all universities have yet
established a policy of this nature, the University of Waterloo and Wilhid Laurier
University have already done so. It should be noted also that one of the
recomrnendations arising from the Commission of Inquiry on Canadian
University Education is that greater cooperation should exkt aaoss the
postsecondary education system with respect to credit hansfer.
3-

Arnong the alternatives examineci by the Cornmittee were a) the development of
a speaai contradual arrangement that wodd parnit hansfer credit for courses
taken at PCTS and b) the drafting of a new policy that would apply to transfer
credit from Bible CoUeges in general. The Cornmittee also reviewed other
relationships that currentiy exkt between Bible CoUeges and universities; for
instance, the ~&nnoniteBrethren Bible College has developed a number of
courses which were approved by the University of Winnipeg Senate for degree
credit. In the case of the North American Baptist CoIlege and the University of
Alberta, the University of Alberta deades on an annual basis which of the
Collegefs courses it will recognize frorn a selected list of courses.

4.

The ad hoc committee found it preferable to explore a general policy for admission
and hansfer credit for students kom Bible Colleges as has been done at both
Wilfrid Laurier and Waterloo. For this purpose, it was agreed to consider three
primary groupings: 1)colleges that are mernbers of AUCC or accredited through
a regional acaeditation body in the United States; 2) colleges that are m a t e d
in some wav with a university which is either a rnember of AUCC or which has
received fub regional accreditation, or colleges accredited by AABC; and 3)
colleges which fall into none of the foregoing categories. Bible Colleges in the fist
category would be treated in similar fashion to ail other universities and colleges
with this type of accreditation Stildents from category three Bible Colleges would
have no special admission status and receive no tramfer credit; their admission
to the University would be based solely on their ability to meet normal university
entrance reqyirementç. The proposed admission criteria and credit transfer
restrictions for category two Bible CoUeges are outlined in the recommended
policy which indudes a requirement that students have a minimum cumulative
grade point average of C+ on all course work completed in a degree program.
This is consistent with existing UM policies with respect to students £romnursing
prograrns, community colleges and the National Coast Guard College.

5.

Admission and tramfer of credit exist if the institution is a rnember of AUCC or,
in the case of United States postsecondary institutions, if regional accreditation
has been granted. The University of Winnipeg has instituted a policy for
admission of students from non-AUCC institutions; students from Bible Colleges
are given consideration under this policy. The ad hoc committee noted, however,
that the University of Manitoba does not have a policy at present with respect to
admission of students or transfer credit from non-AUCC degree granting post-
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Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Senate Executive to Review University Policy
on Approved Teaching Centres (Confd.)

secondary institutions in Canada. It has been customary to foiIow the practice of
a major university in each province. Similar ciiffidties are encountered by
students seeking to tramfer frorn non-regionally acaedited US. institutions or
those Bible Colleges that have been accredited through AABC. The University of
Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier University both have policies in place for
consideration of students from Bible Colleges accredited through AABC.
6.

In ail cases, the unit representing the appropriate academic disapline would
continue to be responsible for deterrnining transfer course equivalency.

7.

Previous course work from non-recognized institutions would not be considered
as a basis for admission or for transfer credit or as fdfihnent of prerequisite
requirements for admission to a professional f a d t y .

8.

It was agreed that the policy would apply to undergraduate students only; the
question of recognition of degrees from these institutions is the responsibility of
the Faculty of Graduate Studies.

Recommendations

The ad hoc Committee of the Senate Executive to Review University Policy on Approved
Teadùng Centres recommends that
1.

The attached policy with respect to admission of students and transfer aedit from
Bible Colleges be adopted.

2.

The Faculty of Graduate Studies consider the implications of recommendation No.
1-

3.

The ad hoc committee be disbanded.

JJ. Stapleton, Uiair
Ad Hoc Committee to Review University Policy on Approved Teaching Centres
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Appendu J:
Intemal Providence Colollege Survey
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STRATEGIC PLANNING RESPONSE
The College wiN continue to require a minhum of 30 credii hours (one full year equivalent) in Bible and
Theology akng with its emphasis in the spiMe, missions and music, etc. d every sudent What
programs would you recornmend shoukl be developed in future planning:

[1
[J

(]
[]

11

We believe that it is

important for W C
graduates to receRre
proper recognition of
tfieir courses WBC m
u
d
i
se* more acceptance of
its programs among

Canadian universities.
WBC should consider
changing its name.

'Providence Collegem
wouid be a good new
narne for W C .

What other name would you suggest?

-

-

Psychobgy counselling
-work
Communications - joumaiism
Child care
(specity)

-

May 16,

-

--

-

.

Un-

1991

WINNIPEG BIBLE COLLEGE
AND

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Final percentages on responses f c z
two mailings. Total repsonses reieived
423.

1.

Disagree

~ndecided

17 or 4%

16 or 4%

Cornputer - 6 3 %
Teacher t r a i n i n g - 57%
psychology - 54%
Management - 52%
Social Work - 50%
Communications - 48%
Youth Ministries - 43%
Child Care - 24%
Secretarial Skills - 23%

Agree
381 or 9 2 %
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Appendix K:
Enmiment Table and Chart: Concordia University College of Alberta
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Concordia Enrolment Figures
Year

College Only

Total
Enrolment
inc. High
School

1921-22
1922

0l
O

35
51

1968

year affiliation 1968-74)
25
125~

1976

(2* Year Accreditation 1975-87)
1 234
1 393

( ld

1

1

-

Figures for 1968 1972fi0m Xengthening the
May 1973 p 33 (1968-1972)
Figures fiom 1913-83and 1993-97 fkom the
office of the Registrar
Figures fmm 1986 -1992 h m 1993 SeifStudy,
July. 1993. (1986-1992) In 1986-87,the numbers
changed from head count to FTE.
Cor&'

-

l Figures for 1921 1967 drawn h m Proposa1 to
the Boardjor Higher Education ... to Aflliate. ",
Januaïy, 1967, Appendix Table 1.

- t es
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Appendix L:

Province o f AIberta Universities Act
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UNNERSmES AMENDMEKT ACT, 1983

c m m 50
@sren!&

[O J

m 6. 1983)

m,

HER
by and witb tbc advia and consent of ihc Legidativc
Asstmbly of AIbcrta, maas as foUows

PRIVATE COUEGES ACCFIEDKATfON BOARD

Unhoiy Alliances? Appcndixer,

Eu;iMirhmcnt
of BoJrd

642(1) Therr: sinil be a Privale CoiIcgcs Accreditation Board
appointcd by the Minista consining of

(b) 4 audanic saKmembtn of xhe miiversities, nominateci
by the Univenitics Co-ordÏnating Council,

nojointfy by b c cfiicf advt offices of each of
thosc private eoiiegs, and
-

T ad

-ad

(d) 4 manbers of the pubk

643(1) A person appointai as a mcmbcr of î i ~ cAccrcditathn
Board ho& office for a tnm not aœaïing 3 yican as prcscribed
in the appointment and is &gi"ble fbr rc3ppoinîmtnt for a 2nd
tam. but not for fiatharcappoinûn~~t

(2) The membcn of the Acucditafion Board

(b) rrmy k paid t t m t m d o n for ihc p d o r m a ~ l uof th&
dutics as m r i m b a ~of the Acercditath Board
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~ ~ ~ r a r t l a ~

64S(I) The Accrtdimtion Board may inquke into any matter
i h t -&tes to thc a p p r o d of proof study, othcr than
progrmu in divinity, Iuding to a b a d a u r u r c thsr mzy be

(2) If the Accrcdi~a'onBoard determinu tbat a p r i ~ t coIIege
c
bas met the pmmW minimum conditions for the approvai of
a proof study lwding to a b a d u r u t c , it duil approve
the proof study and rccommcnd to the
that the
private coiIege be grsnttd the p o x r to grant a bacdmrurc in
respect of b
t approved proof study.
(3) ORthe r&ommcn&tion of the Mininu, ihc Lieutmant Govanor in Council rmy by ordcr d c s i p t e a privatc coUcge as an
insitution.th;it m y grmt a ôaazhurc;rte in respect of a program
of study approved by the Acacditsition B a a d

-

(4) An orda rands ni-on
spceificd m the odcc

(3) is abject a any condiuons

(2) if the Aarcdïmtion hard dctermines that a program ofstudy
sîzouid no longer bc appmvcd, it
withdraw ifs approval of
the pmgxzm of stndy and mmmcnd to rhc Mhhcr that the
private coiicgc ihat offm the pro.of mtdy shouid no longer
. .
bc dtsignatcd under d o n 645.

(c) rcquire a w o n h m the governing body of a private
coilege on any matter p e n i n i n g u> a proposed or CO an a p
proved progrvn of study, and
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